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ABSTRACT 
 

This dissertation investigates the praxis of kechien 結縁, forming a karmic 

connection, evidenced in various religious picture scrolls produced during the Golden Era 

of their production in Japan, the late thirteenth through the early fourteenth century.  This 

study is inspired by two goals: (1) to define the concept and practice of kechien, and (2) 

to challenge the widely accepted idea that picture scrolls, emaki, were used solely as a 

didactic and proselytizing tool. This absence of scholarly work focusing on kechien is 

rather astonishing considering that a variety of kechien practices are still omnipresent 

today and were especially so in medieval Japan.  Inspired by Miya Tsugio's suggestion 

that some emaki were created for the purpose of kechien, I examine text and painting 

within picture scrolls as well as Buddhist scriptures and contemporary literary works in 

order to understand the role they played in the formation of kechien. I propose that emaki 

scrolls served as both a means and a site of kechien in medieval Japanese religious praxis. 

The dissertation starts with the concept of kechien seen through various modern 

dictionaries and the writings of Zhiyi and Genshin, two early monks whose works are 

often cited as the locus classicus for the term.  As my study aims to explore praxis, I then 

turn to various practices of kechien performed by two types of people: producer and 

audience.  I argue that production and consumption of religious picture scrolls were both 

regarded as valid and legitimate religious practices, especially near the perceived 

beginning of the age of mappō 末法, the Final Age of the Dharma.  People believed that 

once they had formed a kechien link with the subject of emaki scrolls through its 
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production and viewing, they would be reborn into a Pure Land and ultimately achieve 

enlightenment sometime in the future.  They also performed meritorious acts utilizing 

emaki scrolls in order to strengthen their karmic affinity and improve their conditions for 

enlightenment.  
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INTRODUCTION: RE-ENVISIONING MEDIEVAL JAPANESE 
PICTURE SCROLLS (EMAKI) IN THE CONTEXT OF KECHIEN 

 

In recent decades, scholars of Japanese history, art history, and religion have 

become increasingly aware of the usefulness of picture scrolls, emaki 絵巻, including 

both paintings and accompanying writings, in shaping our knowledge of the Japanese 

past.  Emaki scrolls are valuable historical and ethnographic documents in the study of 

medieval Japan because numerous emaki were produced throughout the Kamakura period 

(1185-1333).  Especially in the last few decades of this period, the prolific production of 

two genres of emaki was striking: biographies of eminent monks, kōsō-den 高僧伝, and 

the origin and miraculous stories of temples and shrines, jisha engi 寺社縁起.  There 

were also many other kinds of emaki created in this period, such as the Mōkoshūrai emaki 

蒙古襲来絵巻 (Picture scroll of the Mongol Invasion) in 1293 and the Tengu zōshi 天狗

草紙 (Picture scroll of Tengu) in 1296.  For this reason, Miya Tsugio 宮次男 and many 

other art historians have labeled medieval times, including both the Kamakura and 

Muromachi periods, as the Golden Age of emaki.1   

However, emaki was not a new format that appeared in the Kamakura period.  

The scroll format itself was transmitted to Japan from China by the eighth century CE.  

The earliest existent example of a Japanese emaki is E-inga-kyō 絵因果経 (Illustrated 

                                                

1 Miya Tsugio, “Jobatsu kara mita engi to sōden emaki 序跋からみた縁起と僧伝絵巻,” Jissen joshi-dai 
bigaku bijutsu shigaku 実践女子大美学美術史学 3 (1988c), 7. 
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Sūtra of Cause and Effect) from the Nara period, which was copied from a Chinese 

original.  

 
Figure 1: Part of E-Inga-Kyō, Nara Period, (Nara National Museum, Nara) 

 
This picture scroll narrates the biography of the Buddha Śākyamuni including his past 

lives.  Unlike emaki from later times, this emaki contains paintings on the upper half of 

the sheet that illustrate the text written in the lower half.  From the Heian period onward 

the emaki format was fully developed to express dramatic and dynamic narratives.  In 

fact, the three best known emaki in Japan were produced in the late Heian period: 

Shigisan engi emaki 信貴山縁起絵巻 (Picture Scroll of Miraculous tales of Mt. Shigi), 

Ban dainagon emaki 伴大納言絵巻 (Picture Scroll of Tale of the Courtier Ban 

Dainagon), and Genji monogatari emaki 源氏物語絵巻 (Picture Scroll of Tale of Genji).  

Production continued in the Kamakura period, but popularity seemed to shift from 

narrative emaki, monogatari emaki 物語絵巻, to religious emaki.  It is the religious 

emaki, especially the above-mentioned two genres, kōsō-den and jisha engi, that are 
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examined in this dissertation in order to explore the production and viewing of emaki as 

religious practice.  

The historian Hiramatsu Reizō 平松令三 specifically identifies the twenty years 

between 1290 and 1310 as the peak in the production of kōsō-den scrolls.2  Among these 

biographic emaki, Kakunyo 覚如 (1270-1351) produced the first illustrated biography of 

Shinran, Zenshin shōnin den’e 善信聖人伝絵 (Illustrated Biography of Saint Zenshin) in 

1295. This was followed by Shōkai’s 聖戒 Ippen Hijiri-e 一遍聖絵 (Paintings of 

Itinerant Monk Ippen), arguably one of the most famous emaki, in 1299.  Finally, in 1307, 

the grand project of creating the 48-volume Hōnen shōnin eden 法然上人絵伝 

(Illustrated Biography of Saint Hōnen) began, taking ten years to complete. Besides these 

three biographies of the founders of the so-called “new Buddhism” in the Kamakura 

period, in 1314 the Yūzū nembutsu engi-e 融通念仏縁起絵 (Paintings of the Miraculous 

Origin Tale of the Yūzū Nenbutsu School) was produced to recount the life and teachings 

of the early nenbutsu advocate Ryōnin 良忍 (1072-1132) and the benefits of yūzū 

nenbutsu practice.  Akiyama Terukazu 秋山光和, an art historian, has identified this 

prolific creation of illustrated biographies as a phenomenon specific to the Pure Land 

sects that were newly formed during the Kamakura period,3  and we know that these 

illustrated biographies of founders were used for didactic and proselytizing purpose.  Yet 

                                                

2 Hiramatsu Reizo, “Zeshin shōnin Shinran den’e no mondai-ten 善信聖人親鸞伝絵の問題点,” in Zenshin 
shōnin Shinran den’ne, ed. Komatsu Shigemi, ZZNET vol. 1 (Tokyo: Chūō Kōron-sha, 1994), 124. 
3 Akiyama Terukazu, “New Buddhist Sects and Emakimono (Handscroll Painting) in the Kamakura Period,” 
Acta Asiatica 20 (1971), 62, 76. 
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although the illustrated biographies of Pure Land founders evidently outnumber those of 

eminent monks from other Buddhist traditions and periods, we cannot simply ignore 

scrolls which depict the lives of monks from earlier periods, such as Kukai 空海 (774-

835), Ganjin 鑑真 (Ch. Jiànzhēn, 687-763), and Genjō 玄奘 (Ch. Xuanzang, 600/602-

664).  In other words, the subjects of illustrated biographies in the late Kamakura period 

were not limited to the founders of the “new” Pure Land sects in Japan, but extended 

beyond sectarian boundaries. 

The number of jisha engi, especially reigen-ki 霊験記 (records of the miraculous 

powers of divine spirits), which were created at about the same time also attests to the 

fact that this phenomenon was not limited to biographies of Buddhist monks.  Major 

shrines did not fail to document the efficacy of their deities in emaki form.  For example, 

Hie Shrine created the Sannō reigen-ki 山王霊験記 (Records of the Miraculous Power of 

the Sannō Deity) in 1288, Kitano Tenman-gū fashioned the Kitano tenjin engi emaki 北

野天神縁起絵巻 (Picture Scroll of the Miraculous Origin Story of the Kitano Heavenly 

Deity) in 1298, and Kasuga Taisha produced the Kasuga gongen genki-e 春日権現験記

絵 (Illustrated Records of the Miraculous Power of the Kasuga Deity) in 1309, to list a 

few.   

This prolific emaki production in medieval Japan raises a question:  Why were so 

many picture scrolls produced between the late 13th and the early 14th centuries?  Takagi 

Yutaka 高木豊, a Japanese Buddhologist, briefly comments on this phenomenon as 

evidence of a general awareness of mappō 末法 (Ch. mofa), the Final Age of the Dharma.  
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In Buddhism, it was believed that the teaching and practice of Buddhism declined after 

the demise of the historical Buddha Śākyamuni.  In this degenerate time period called 

mappō, Takagi sees religious institutions needing to affirm the efficacy of deities which 

could provide people with hope for salvation.4  Although this comment is valuable in 

taking account of the religious and historical background of that period, unfortunately 

Takagi does not discuss the issue further. 

In this dissertation I reevaluate the function of emaki from the 13th and 14th 

centuries, both the text and the paintings within the scrolls, in order to answer this 

question about the prolific production of religious emaki scrolls in medieval Japan.  Close 

analysis of these two components of the scrolls reveals an important function of emaki 

other than as a didactic and proselytizing tool in religious praxis:  religious emaki served 

as a means and a site of kechien 結縁 (Ch. jieyuan), often translated as “ karmic affinity.”  

The formation of kechien guaranteed medieval Japanese people religious merit that 

would ultimately lead to salvation.  In this study I argue that the production and 

appreciation of religious emaki was regarded as a suitable and legitimate religious 

practice for forming kechien in medieval Japan.    

 

                                                

4 Takagi Yutaka, Zusetsu Nihon Bukkyō no rekishi: Kamakura jidai 図説日本仏教の歴史 鎌倉時代 
(Tokyo: Kōsei shuppan, 1996), 118.  For further discussion of mappō, see Jackie Stone, “Seeking 
Enlightenment in the Last Age: Mappo Thought in Kamakura Buddhism,” Eastern Buddhist 18, no. 1 and 2 
(Spring and Fall 1985): 28-56, 35-64, and Michele Marra, “The Development of Mappo Thought in Japan 
(1) and (2),” Japanese Journal of Religious Studies 15, no. 1 and 4 (1988): 25-54, 287-305.  
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Previous research on Emaki 絵巻: picture scrolls 
Emaki, picture scrolls, are a unique medium that typically consists of text 

interspersed with paintings.  Sheets of paper are connected horizontally in sequence from 

right to left to form a long horizontal surface that is rolled up around a wooden dowel.   

Generally, a sequence is comprised of a text part preceeding a painting that relates to it in 

some way.  As the art historian Sano Midori 佐野みどり describes in her in-depth study 

of picture scrolls, “the frieze-like format of Emaki is suitable for the representation of 

chronological progression and the movement of the plot through space.”5  Their physical 

structure allows emaki scrolls to represent temporal flow as well as spatial prospect, just 

like a movie today.  In addition, an emaki also incorporates various types of art: literature, 

painting, and calligraphy.  Accordingly, the historian Hayashiya Tatsusaburō 林屋辰三

郎 characterizes emaki as a triune composite art 総合芸術, sōgō geijutsu.6  He argues 

that the provenance of many extant emaki is often difficult to identify because so many 

different people are involved in their production, such as benefactors, painters, and 

calligraphers.7  The collaboration of various participants in the production of emaki thus 

calls for various approaches to their study. 

                                                

5 Sano Midori, Fūryū, Zōkei, Monogatari: Nihon Bijutsu No Kōzō to Yōtai 風流 造形 物語：日本美術
の構造と様態 (Tokyo: Skydoor, 1997), 777. 
6 Hayashiya Tatsusaburō, “Chūsei bunka no seiritsu: emaki-mono no tenkai wo chūshin to shite,” Chūsei 
Bunka no Kichō (Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku Shuppan-kai, 1987), 29. 
7 Ibid., 31.  For further discussion on the participation of various people in producing picture scrolls, see 
Karen Brock, “Tales of Gisho and Gangyo: Editor, Artist, and Audience in Japanese Picture Scrolls,” Ph. D 
dissertation (Princeton University, 1984). 
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In terms of the function of emaki, both art historians and historians today 

generally agree that picture scrolls were primarily used as a didactic and proselytizing 

tool.  Akiyama Terukazu argued in 1971 that picture scrolls were “most suitable for 

disseminating, impressively and quickly, the doctrines of religious orders or deeds of 

patriarchs to numbers of people.”8   Recognizing this capacity, the new Pure Land sects 

in their formative stage during the Kamakura period enthusiastically employed picture 

scrolls to disseminate teachings and recruit adherents.   Therefore, Akiyama also defined 

the prolific production of illustrated biographies as a phenomenon specific to Pure Land 

Buddhism, one of the major sects in the “Kamakura New” Buddhism.9  Although more 

than thirty years old, this argument has shaped and continues to shape current ideas 

regarding the function of picture scrolls.  Robin Stern supports this idea in her doctoral 

dissertation by examining the Yūzū nenbutsu engi-e.  She explains that “the patriarch’s 

journey, the mission of which is to bring Amidism and the nenbutsu to the people, is 

integral to the propagandistic and didactic nature of the scrolls.”10  More recently, 

Kaminishi Ikumi also claims that the great contribution of picture scrolls was as a 

didactic and proselytizing tool used to spread Buddhist teachings among a wider audience, 

reaching not only the literate upper class but also the illiterate classes.  In accordance 

with Akiyama, Kaminishi also argues that Pure Land Buddhist proselytizers successfully 

incorporated picture scrolls into their campaigns.  In order to support this use of emaki, 

                                                

8 Akiyama (1971), 62. 
9 Ibid., 62, 76. 
10 Robin Stern, "The Yuzu Nembutsu Engi and the Pictorialization of Popular Buddhism in Japanese 
Narrative Scrolls," Ph.D. Dissertation, (University of Chicago, 1984) 153. 
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she points out the great contribution of Ryōchin 良鎮 (fl. 1380-1414), who is said to have 

produced one hundred copies of the 1314 original of Yūzū nenbutsu engi-e.  She states 

that “copies were more than just replicas of the original for preservation: they had an 

important religious function as teaching material for etoki performances.”11  Thus, she 

deems the picture scroll a visual aid for the live performance of picture exegesis, etoki  絵

解き. 

While it is difficult to deny the didactic function of medieval religious picture 

scrolls, we can see another possible function of the emaki.  First of all, we should not 

forget the fact that there are two different formats of emaki: hand scrolls 巻子本, kansu-

bon, and hanging scrolls 掛幅本, kakefuku-bon.  Art historians such as Akiyama and 

Kaminishi do not seem to distinguish between these two different formats and their use.  

As mentioned above, a hand scroll consists of sheets of paper connected horizontally.  A 

viewer opens the scroll about shoulder width or a comfortable arm span wide, perhaps 

two feet at a time, as she follows the text or painting.  In order to go on to the next 

portion of the text or scene, she rolls up the portion she has just viewed with her right 

hand, then pulls toward the right to unfold the scroll from the left another two feet.  She 

continues this unfolding and rolling, following the story until the end of the scroll.  As it 

is customary to view the text or scene approximately one viewer’s shoulder width at a 

time, this format is appropriate for a private viewing with a small audience.  It is also 

                                                

11 Kaminishi Ikumi, Explaining Pictures: Buddhist Propaganda and Etoki Storytelling in Japan (Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press, 2006), 86. 
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important to point out that the viewer actively controls the speed of her viewing in this 

format of picture scrolls.  In other words, the viewer plays a vital role in recounting the 

narrative contained within the picture scroll. 

On the other hand, hanging scrolls are often displayed on a wall showing all the 

scenes at once.  This larger display is deemed suitable for public viewing with a larger 

audience, especially for etoki performances.  At the same time, we still cannot assume 

automatically that hanging scrolls were created and used exclusively for didactic and 

proselytizing purposes.  Art historian Yonekura Michio 米倉迪夫 points out that each 

scene on the large display is neither large nor easy enough to view by a large audience.12  

Also, a large hanging scroll is not always portable for itinerant monks to employ in their 

lectures.  Therefore, even though the didactic and proselytizing uses of emaki are 

undeniable, at the same time, singling out these purposes as the sole function of emaki is 

short-sighted.  In this dissertation, I focus exclusively on hand scrolls, as hanging scrolls 

were developed later than the late fourteenth century, which was after the “Golden Age” 

of prolific production of emaki.   

In the last few decades, some art historians have questioned the widely accepted 

perception of emaki as a didactic tool.  Miya Tsugio has demonstrated other important 

motivations behind production of emaki in the late Kamakura and Muromachi periods 

through close examination of prologues and colophons in both miraculous origin tales 

                                                

12 Yonekura, Michio. "Kakefuku Denki-e Kenkyū no Kadai: Hōnen Den'e kara Kangaeru 掛幅伝記絵研究
の課題—法然伝絵から考える." Bukkyō Bungaku 仏教文学 24 (2000): 20. 
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and biographies of founders.13  Through studies of various versions of Kitano tenjin engi 

emaki 北野天神縁起絵巻 (Picture Scroll of the Origin Story of the Kitano Heavenly 

Deity), he has revealed that the prologue of the Jōkyū version 承久本 clearly states that it 

was created in 1219 in the hope of binding kechien, karmic connection, with the deity.  

Another version housed today at Tsuda Tenman Jinja 津田天満神社in Himeji was 

created in 1298.  In its colophon, it states that if anyone wishes to take a look at the scroll, 

s/he must pay a visit to the shrine, as the scroll should not be removed from the 

precinct.14  After this version, most copies of Kitano Tenjin engi emaki contain similar 

instructions which imply that removing the scroll would unbind it from the deity and as a 

result cause it to lose its sacred power.  Later versions prohibit their relocation, even by 

imperial order, and thus they are housed in the treasure halls at shrines. Miya casually 

suggests that the act of producing a precious engi emaki in the Kamakura and Muromachi 

periods might be parallel to the practice of copying sutras for the purpose of establishing 

kechien, kechien-gyō 結縁経, in the Heian period.15  Taking up this insightful yet 

unexplored suggestion,  in Chapter 2 I examine the copying of religious texts, especially 

Buddhist sūtras, as a predecessor to the drafting and copying of emaki texts. 

According to Miya's study, not only engi emaki, but also kōsō-den emaki were 

believed to provide an opportunity for forming kechien.  The illustrated biography of 

Kūkai 空海 (774-835), the Kōya daishi gyōjō gazu 高野大師行状画図 (Picture of 

                                                

13 Miya, (1988c): 7-34. 
14 Ibid., 11. 
15 Ibid., 15. 
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Conduct of the Great Master on Mt. Kōya), which is housed at Daizō-ji temple in 

Yoshino, was created sometime in the mid 13th century.  Its colophon clearly states that 

viewing and listening to the emaki would form one’s kechien with the emaki and thereby 

with Kūkai himself.16  Hōnen shōnin dempō-e 法然上人伝法絵 (Picture of Transmission 

of Buddhist Teachings by the Eminent Hōnen) contains a note in a colophon added in 

1294 by Kankei 寛恵, the copier of the present version that also declares his act of 

copying the emaki text as a method of forming kechien.17  From these examples, we can 

safely deduce that various emaki were used not only for didactic purposes but also for 

other purposes such as forming kechien.  Unfortunately Miya limited his study to the 

supplementary texts (prologues and colophons) in emaki and did not examine the main 

text or the paintings.  

English-speaking scholars have focused on the study of individual scrolls from 

the disciplines of religious studies and art history.  For example, Laura Kaufman (1980), 

Karen Brock (1984), Robin Stern (1984), Laura Allen (1988), Royal Tyler (1990), and 

Wakabayashi Haruko (1995) have examined a single picture scroll or a single set.18  Even 

though Kevin Carr has examined various copies of narrative scrolls, he sticks to a single 

                                                

16 Ibid, 21, 33. 
17 Ibid, 18. 
18 Laura S Kaufman, "Ippen Hijiri-E: Artistic and Literary Sources in a Buddhist Handscroll Painting of 
Thirteenth-Century Japan," Ph. D dissertation, New York University, (1980); Karen Brock, ""Tales of 
Gisho and Gangyo": Editor, Artist, and Audience in Japanese Picture Scrolls," Ph. D dissertation, Princeton 
University, (1984); Robin Stern, “The Yuzu Nenbutsu Engi and the Pictorialization of Popular Buddhism in 
Japanese Narrative Scrolls,” Ph. D dissertation, University of Chicago (1984); Royall Tyler, The Miracles 
of Kasuga Deities (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990); Haruko N Wakabayashi, "Tengu: Images 
of the Buddhist Concepts of Evil in Medieval Japan," Ph. D dissertation, Pricneton University (1995).  
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subject namely Prince Shōtoku.19  The main focus of all these studies was to identify the 

provenance, style, and transmission of the scroll.  Even when they deal with multiple 

copies of emaki, their interests often remain focused on different versions of emaki in the 

same lineage.  To this date there is no comparative or comprehensive study of the textual 

and pictorial content of picture scrolls.  Thanks to the contributions of the scholars 

mentioned above, we can now embark on a comprehensive study of emaki in the broader 

context of the body of contemporary works rather than simply looking at the evolution of 

individual scrolls.   

 

Previous Research on Kechien 結縁, Karmic Affinity 
Although references to kechien frequently appear in scholarship on East Asian 

Buddhism, there are few in-depth discussions.  Today, the term is customarily translated 

in English as “(forming) karmic affinity” by scholars of Japanese Buddhism, history, and 

literature.  For example, Robert Morrell employs this phrase in translating an entry in 

Shaseki-shū 沙石集, the collection of Buddhist explanatory stories from the late 

thirteenth century entitled “Karmic Affinities with the Buddha’s Law not without Effect 

仏法之結縁不空事.”   One of the stories in the entry is about Kakukai 覚海 (1142-1223), 

the Shingon monk on Mt. Kōya.  As he wanted to learn about his previous lives, he 

prayed to Kūkai, the founder of the Shingon school.  In response to his prayer, Kūkai 

revealed seven prior lives to Kakukai. 

                                                

19 Kevin Gray Carr, "The Lives of Shotoku:  Narrative Art and Ritual in Medieval Japan," Ph. D 
dissertation, Princeton University, (2005). 
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First of all you were a small clam in the sea west of Tennōji 
Temple tossed in by the waves.  While you were laying on the 
beach, a small child picked you up and brought you to the front of 
the Golden Hall where you heard the chanting of the Hymn in 
Praise of Relics (Sharisanden).  By virtue of this you were reborn 
as a dog living at Tennōji who constantly heard the sutras and 
mystic formulas being chanted.  Then you were reborn as an ox; 
and because of having carried paper used for the copying of the 
Great Wisdom Sūtra, you were reborn as a horse.  The horse carried 
pilgrims to Kumano and was reborn as a votive-fire attendant, who 
lit the way for people by always keeping the fires bright.  Having 
gradually become suffused by the karmic activity of wisdom, you 
were reborn as caretaker of the Inner Chapel (Oku no In), where 
constantly your ears were moved and your eyes exposed to the 
practice of the Three Mysteries.  And now you are living as the 
steward Kakukai.” 20 
 

This story attempts to demonstrate the efficacy of kechien and how it led to gradual 

improvement in Kakukai’s lot.  In this story, kechien was established through various 

encounters with the Buddhist teachings,  most of which happened passively, 

coincidentally, or unintentionally.  Using a few more anecdotes in addition to this, the 

compiler of the collection, Mujū Ichien 無住一円 (1226-1312), proposes the significance 

of establishing affinities with the Buddhist teachings.  However, neither Mujū nor the 

translator Morrell actually discusses the concept of kechien. 

The only article in English which contains a brief discussion of the concept is 

“Kannon Engi: The Reijo and the Concept of Kechien as Strategies of Indigenization in 

Buddhist Sacred Narrative,” by Mark MacWilliams.  Based on the modern dictionary 

Daikanwa jiten, MacWilliams provides a concise definition of kechien as,  

                                                

20 Robert Morrell, Sand and Pebbles (Shasekishu): The Tales of Muju Ichien (Albany: SUNY Press, 1985), 
120. 
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“the causal process at work in two different kinds of acts, either the 
acts of buddhas and bodhisattvas to make ties (ketsu, musubu) with 
sentient beings in order to save them, or the acts of sentient beings 
that serve to bind them to the three treasures of Buddhism for the 
purposes of salvation.”21   
 

By examining two pilgrimage guides, Saikoku sanjūsansho Kannnon reijōkizue 西国三

十三所観音霊場記図絵 (The Collected Pictorial Guide of the Thirty-three Kannon Holy 

Locales of Saikoku) and Sanjūsansho Bandō Kannon reijōki 三十三所坂東観音霊場記 

(Record of the Thirty-three Sacred Locales of Bandō), MacWilliams argues that the 

narratives of Kannon engi successfully concretize the reciprocal relationship between 

deity and sentient being by employing the concepts of kechien and reijō 霊場, a sacred 

“place for the interpersonal exchange of merit.”22  Consequently, MacWilliams says, this 

made the Kannon cult “understandable and desirable” for the Japanese, rather than 

rendering it just an abstract part of the universal and metaphysical mechanism of karma.23  

MacWilliams’ discussion of the concept kechien is brief, and his analysis is limited to 

Kannon engi compiled into two pilgrimage guides in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries, which is significantly later than the scope of the present study. 

Further, these guides are not in the emaki format. 

Among Japanese scholars, the concept of kechien has mainly been discussed in 

the discipline of literature, especially in the study of setsuwa literature 説話文学.  In 

                                                

21 Mark MacWilliams, “Kannon Engi: The Reijo and the Concept of Kechien as Strategies of 
Indigenization in Buddhist Sacred Narrative,” Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan 4, no. 5 (1990), 
63. 
22 Ibid., 65. 
23 Ibid., 56. 
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“Kechien to setsuwa denshō 結縁と説話伝承 (Kechien and Transmission of Setsuwa),” 

Minobe Shigekatsu 美濃部重克 studies the concept of kechien from the mid-Heian 

period to the early Kamakura period.  Minobe explores examples of kechien in various 

records of rebirth into Amida's Pure Land, known as ōjō-den 往生伝, and their 

contemporary setsuwa, Buddhist explanatory tale collections, as reflections of religious 

belief and practice of that time.  He argues that the belief in kechien was the driving force 

for transmitting explanatory stories, particularly ōjō-den.24  He argues that the compilers 

of ōjō-den and setsuwa functioned as both proselytizers and receivers of the religious 

benefits of kechien.  They compiled various stories of rebirth into the Pure Land in order 

to prove to their readers the efficacy of faith in Pure Land Buddhism, and they expected 

readers to form kechien by becoming acquainted with these stories.  On the other hand, 

he argues, the compilers also wanted to establish and reinforce kechien for themselves by 

writing down the stories of ōjō-nin, people who were born into the Pure Land, as a form 

of religious practice.   

Worship of ōjō-nin was a widely-employed practice in Pure Land Buddhism from 

the mid-Heian period through the Kamakura period. It was believed that ōjō-nin had a 

special ability to lead people left in this world into the Pure Land when they were about 

to be reborn there, a belief that was advocated by Genshin 源信 (942-1017) in his Ōjō 

yōshū 往生要集.  Yet despite these two vectors of kechien operation, between ōjō-nin 

                                                

24 Minobe Shigekats, "Kechien to Setsuwa Denshô: Ôjô-Tan No Seiritsu 結縁と説話伝承:往生譚の成立," 
Chūsei denshō bungaku no shosō 中世伝承文学の諸相 (Osaka: Izumi Shoin, 1988), 17. 
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and compiler, and between compiler and readers, in this particular article Minobe focuses 

only on the endeavor of the compiler to form kechien with ōjō-nin.   

Based on Minobe’s argument, Yamaguchi Makoto 山口真琴 further examines the 

relationship between medieval setsuwa collections and kechien.  He also recognizes that 

the collections’ compilers and scribes both provide kechien to their audience and also 

receive it  themselves.  Further, he points out that the ōjō-den created a type of kechien 

experience that allowed others to gain kechien regardless of when and where they 

experience the collection.25  Although Yamaguchi identifies the unbroken development 

of medieval Buddhist setsuwa literature from ōjō-den, he also suggests that the elicitation 

and expression of kechien in ōjō-den took on the  new form of long personal comments 

and criticism at the end of setsuwa stories.26  He argues that this stylistic characteristic of 

setsuwa demonstrates the function of the collections as personal proof that the compiler 

himself had established kechien with the subjects of the stories or with the stories 

themselves.  Just like Minobe, however, Yamaguchi’s study of setsuwa collections stops 

in the early Kamakura period.  Furthermore, he examines only setsuwa collections, not 

other media used for narratives. 

The reason the concept of kechien has not been explicitly discussed in detail 

might be because kechien is often seen as such a fundamental and inherent part of merit-

making that it is taken for granted.  Or perhaps the concept is thought  to be too basic to 

                                                

25 Yamaguchi, Makoto. "Kechien no jikū: Ojo-den to chūsei 結縁の時空 往生伝と中世." Kochi 
Daigaku gakujutsu kenkyū hōkoku, Jinbun kagaku 高知大学学術研究報告人文科学 41 (1992), 24. 
26 Ibid., 26. 
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deserve scholarly attention.  As current Budhhological interest in material culture has 

increased, discussions of merit-making have focused on the objects of devotion through 

which the faithful obtained merit.  However, scholars’ interest seems to have focused 

exclusively on Buddhist relic veneration.  For example, Gregory Schopen (1997), Brian 

Ruppert (2000), Donald Swearer (2004) and John Strong (2004) have studied the 

efficacious power of relics in Buddhism.27  In addition to Buddhist relics, John 

Kieschnick explores the relationship between material culture and Buddhism in the 

Chinese context by examining various material objects in terms of the four “major 

themes in the history of the influence of Buddhism on Chinese material culture,” 

including sacred power and merit.28  In these studies, the concept of kechien is implied 

but not articulated, and there is no discussion of kechien per se.   

 

Approaches of This Study 
The question arises: why has there been no single sustained study on the concept 

of kechien?  As I mentioned above, perhaps the concept is too basic to become a subject 

of academic research.  However, the  frequent appearance of kechien in Buddhist setsuwa 

collections and in the texts of narrative picture scrolls in medieval Japan challenges this 

                                                

27  Gregory Schopen, Bones, Stones, and Buddhist Monks: Collected Papers on the Archaeology, 
Epigraphy and Texts of Monastic Buddhism in India (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1997); Brian 
D. Ruppert, Jewel in the Ashes: Buddha Relics and Power in Early Medieval Japan (Cambridge, MA; 
London: Harvard University Asia Center, 2000); Donald K. Swearer, Becoming the Buddha: The Ritual of 
Image Consecration in Thailand (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2004); John S. Strong, 
Relics of the Buddha (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004).   
28 John Kieschnick, The Impact of Buddhism on Chinese Material Culture (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2003), 1. 
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hypothesis.  I contend that the absence of academic studies is because kechien was widely 

practiced among all kinds of people, both within and outside religious institutions, and 

was never  developed into a scholarly concept.  In other words, kechien was seen more as 

common practice and therefore was not regarded as worthy of academic attention.  

However, the current trend in Buddhology has shifted from the textual towards 

the contextual.  For a long time, Ｗestern scholars studied Buddhism with a Protestant 

presumption, which gave supremacy to written texts.  In this way doctrine became the 

main subject of study.  This traditional textual focus unfortunately gave birth to an 

apologetic attitude toward religious artifacts and practice. From the point of view of 

textual supremacy, Buddhist objects of devotion were secondary and considered merely 

“mnemonic devices for recalling [the Buddha’s] teaching and his example.”29  In addition, 

the emphasis placed on doctrinal studies by earlier scholars resulted in their exaggeration 

of sectarian divisions, especially in medieval Japanese Buddhism, by spotlighting the 

“founders” of  new sects despite the fact that Hōnen and other “founders” never intended 

to establish their own schools.30 

The recent reevaluation of art and material objects is not limited to the discipline 

of Buddhology.  Historians are now utilizing art not only as illustrations but also as other 

kinds of “texts,” or historical documents, that are not subordinate to written text.  Notably, 

                                                

29 Strong, (2004), 2. 
30 For the founder-centered study, see Osumi Kazuo, "Buddhism in the Kamakura Period," The Cambridge 
History of Japan: Medieval Japan, edited by Kozo Yamamura, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1990), 544-82; and for the new approaches, see Richard Payne, ed., Re-Visioning "Kamakura" Buddhism 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1998). 
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in the field of Japanese history Kuroda Hideo 黒田日出男 has advocated the theory of 

“reading” paintings as historical documents, what he calls kaiga shiryō-ron 絵画史料論, 

and has developed this theory further into “historical iconology”, rekishi zuzō-gaku 歴史

図像学.31  He has examined a wide range of narrative scrolls and portraits, revealing 

various perspectives different from what written texts alone have provided.  These efforts 

have granted us access to a wider range of “texts,” both scriptural and non-scriptural, 

including writings, paintings, and material objects.  Accordingly, this approach has 

allowed us to reconstruct history and thereby deepen our understanding of other times as 

if we were eyewitnesses.    

Furthermore, recent work led by scholars such as Robert Sharf has begun to 

recognize Buddhist art not merely as representations or visual aids but as sacred objects 

within its own right.  Sharf argues that it is “misleading to view Buddhist icons as 

primarily didactic – intended merely to symbolize the virtues of buddhahood or to nurture 

a sense of reverence toward the Buddha and his teachings.”32  In a volume that he and 

Elizabeth Sharf edited, he states, 

Although each of the four essays focuses on a different set of 
textual and art-historical materials, they all attest to the fact that 
Japanese Buddhist images were frequently treated, by elite 
monastics and unschooled laypersons alike, as more than mere 
didactic symbols, representations or commemorations of divine 
figures or saints.  Japanese Buddhist icons were regarded, more 

                                                

31  For further discussion, see Kuroda, Kaiga Shiryo No Yomikata. Vol. 1, Shukan Asahi Nihon No Rekishi 
Bessatsu: Rekishi No Yomikata (Tokyo: Asahi Shinbunsha, 1988) and "Zuzo No Rekishigaku 図像の歴史
学," Rekishi Hyoron 歴史評論 606 (2000): 3-19. 
32 Robert H. Sharf, "On the Allure of Buddhist Relics," Representations 66 (1999): 261. 
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often than not, as living presences with considerable apotropaic and 
salvific power.  This conclusion is simply inescapable: it is 
reiterated in historical documents, in liturgical and ritual materials, 
in biographies, hagiographies, and mythology, and is fully 
countenanced by scripture and commentary. 33 
 

This new approach to material objects of devotion has widened the horizon of 

Buddhology and deepened our understanding of Buddhism and will continue to do so.  In 

this dissertation, I employ this approach to study paintings as well as texts within picture 

scrolls to remedy the imbalance found in previous scholarship.  I treat picture scrolls not 

as mere visual aids but as treasures, as objects of worship which are imbued with 

meritorious power that was recognized by their original audience.   

The question, then, is how to utilize the wealth of available texts in order to reveal 

the concept and practice of kechien.  In this dissertation, I investigate kechien through the 

lens of “praxis.”  Richard Payne defines the notion of “praxis” as “a dialectic interplay 

between practice and ideology,” and employs it as an organizing principle in his editing 

of various essays on Pure Land Buddhist tradition; in this way he works to remedy prior 

studies centered around text and nation.34  Quoting Marx, Payne explains,  

Humans therefore live in a world that they have built, and they 
continue to rebuild and change.  It is through this practical 
engagement with the world (this praxis) that humanity can come to 
understand itself.35 
 

                                                

33 Robert Sharf and Elizabeth Sharf eds., Living Images: Japanese Buddhist Icons in Context (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2001), 8.   
34 Richard Payne, “Introduction,” Approaching the Land of Bliss: Religious Praxis in the Cult of Amitabha, 
edited by Richard Payne and Kenneth Tanaka (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press 2004), 4. 
35 Ibid., 3-4. 
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Consciously or unconsciously, people constantly participate in the process of creating and 

recreating the world in which they live, and through this activity they construct the 

meaning(s) in their lives.  This human engagement can be observed in the interactions 

between practice and ideology.  The study of praxis is of special benefit to us in the 

discipline of religious studies, as Carl Bielefeldt states in his analytical essay on practice, 

“Practice is always driven by some theory, not just in the sense that theory informs and 

guides it but in the sense that its very existence as a category is a product of theory.36  In 

other words, it is imperative to examine both practice and concept and how they work 

together if our aim is to understand life. 

I think that kechien is a category that spans the conceptual and the practical and 

thus must be located in praxis.  This dissertation will demonstrate (1) how the concept of 

kechien operated in the work of several important early monks as they tried to develop 

and articulate the ideas in the Buddhist sutras long after the lifetime of the Buddha, (2) 

that the practice of kechien was widely available to many types of people in medieval 

Japan through a variety of religious practices, and (3) that studying kechien at the 

intersection of concept and practice--that is, as praxis--reveals it to be a central part of 

religious life in medieval Japan.  In the following chapters, I will show this interplay 

between the concept and the practice of kechien through an examination of the 

production and consumption of medieval Japanese religious picture scrolls, emaki.  

 

                                                

36 Carl Bielefledt, “Practice,” Critical Terms for the Study of Buddhism edited by Donald Lopez Jr. 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2005), 232. 
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The Organization of This Dissertation 
This dissertation consists of six chapters as well as an introduction chapter and an 

epilogue.  In the first two chapters, the focus is mainly on the praxis of kechien before the 

late Kamakura period.  In Chapter 1, I explicate the definition of kechien.  To do so, I 

first consult various modern dictionaries which are some of the few sources available to 

help us define the term.  Then I investigate the writings of two influential figures in the 

development of the concept of kechien as well as in Buddhism in general: Zhiyi 智顗 

(China, 538-97) and Genshin 源信 (Japan, 942-1017).  The writings of these two monks 

are frequently quoted as loci classici in these dictionaries to elucidate their definitions 

and derivations of the term kechien.  This investigation reveals a shift in the concept of 

kechien between the two monks working in different countries and time periods.  Finally, 

I briefly survey several  kechien practices that were used in Heian Japan.   

In Chapter 2, I examine the practice of copying sūtras for the purpose of forming 

kechien, kechien-gyō  結縁経, as a paradigmatic practice of kechien prior to the 

production of religious emaki in the late Kamakura period, as suggested by Miya.  First, I 

examine the importance and benefit of copying sutras as it is elucidated within Buddhist 

scriptures.  In order to contextualize the practice of copying sūtras in Japan, I then 

examine various setuswa collections.  These analyses of copying sūtras reveal the close 

connection between kechien and merit-making, sazen  作善: one can accrue religious 

merit in the practice of kechien.  Thirdly, I study several examples of kechien- gyō in the 

Heian and the early Kamakura periods.  Analysis of examples in which people copied 

other kinds of texts rather than just sūtras will attest to the act of copying texts as a 
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legitimate practice for forming kechien in medieval Japan.  This analysis of non-

scriptural texts will elucidate how the concept of kechien was perceived and put into 

practice among both clergy and lay people in early medieval Japan. 

From Chapter 3 on, the main subject of this study shifts from the concept of 

kechien to picture scrolls in order to further my argument regarding picture scrolls as 

means of and sites for forming kechien in medieval Japanese religious praxis.  Borrowing 

Jacob Kinnard’s words, my task here is to explore “the field of art” and reveal a 

“complex system of beliefs and practices made up of many layers of prior, inherited 

beliefs and practices” on or through which the art is constructed.37  As Minobe suggests, 

in order to understand the concept of kechien fully, we need to “extract various cases in 

primary sources in which the religious life of that time is depicted” and re-interpret the 

concept in the context of praxis.38  I will examine both the written texts and the paintings 

in picture scrolls of kōsō-den and jisha engi from the late thirteenth to the early 

fourteenth century, and a few from later.  This is because some extant picture scrolls were 

copied later even though they were originally produced within the time period of this 

study.  Accordingly, I examine emaki from the Kamakura, Muromachi, and Edo periods.   

In Chapter 3, I continue to explore the practice of copying for kechien.  This time, 

however, I analyze the two important components of emaki, namely the written text and 

the pictures.  An examination of pictorial depictions of copying sūtras in various emaki 

                                                

37 Jacob N Kinnard, "The Field of the Buddha's Presence," Embodying the Dharma: Buddhist Relic 
Veneration in Asia, edited by David Germano and Kevin Trainor, (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 2004), 121. 
38 Minobe, (1988), 12. 
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illuminates how the act of copying was regarded in medieval Japan as an important 

religious practice for forming kechien and cultivating merit.  Following the research 

conducted by Miya, I then examine emaki texts in order to reveal the producers’ 

motivation for copying these texts: the writings undeniably state that the motivation was 

to form kechien and reap merit.  Through analysis of paintings and texts in emaki scrolls, 

I argue that the act of copying religious texts, regardless of the kind, was considered a 

legitimate practice for religious advancement.   

Analysis of the production of the paintings in emaki also reveals motivation 

related to kechien.  In Chapter 4, therefore, I argue that production of emaki paintings is a 

means of kechien as efficacious as copying the emaki texts.  However, as the emaki 

paintings were usually executed after the drafting of the written texts, the producers of 

emaki had already formed kechien in some way.  Therefore, production of images in 

emaki served as a second step in the establishment of kechien, realizing kechien after 

having formed it.  To begin, I briefly summarize what Buddhist scriptures say about 

making images.  Many scriptures, especially Mahāyāna scriptures, encourage the faithful 

to produce a sacred image in order to cultivate religious merit.  Analysis of the reasons 

for making sacred images provided within various emaki reveals that these paintings 

function as mementos in which one can preserve one’s personal experience and with 

which one can bind one’s kechien.   

Chapter 5 examines the images in emaki scrolls from the perspective of the 

audience rather than that of the producer who was directly involved in its production.  For 

the audience in medieval Japanese religious praxis, emaki served as a site of kechien 
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where they could form their own karmic affinity through the act of viewing.  This is 

because emaki become a “field of merit” that deserves to be worshipped just like a statue 

of the Buddha.  Additionally, examples of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas depicted within the 

emaki demonstrate that the deities were perceived as living sacred images enlivened by 

the narratives as well as their visual presentation.  Finally, I will discuss the presence of 

spectators within the emaki paintings.  As they were usually not part of the narrative 

recounted in the text, I argue that their pictorial presence transforms the paintings in 

emaki into a ritual space where the living audience of emaki, the viewers, can undergo a 

similar religious experience to that of the spectators within the picture scrolls.  This 

becomes quite apparent when we look at the deathbed scenes of eminent monks such as 

Hōnen and Ippen.  Just like the act of copying religious texts discussed in Chapter 3, the 

act of viewing sacred images, I argue, was considered to be a valid religious practice. 

In Chapter 6, I investigate another example of how the audience perceived an 

emaki scroll as a site of kechien in medieval Japan.  I argue that the act of viewing emaki 

provided a virtual experience of pilgrimage.  To prove this point, I first demonstrate the 

similarity between miya mandara, sacred paintings of shrine architecture, and paintings 

of famous temples and shrines within picture scrolls.  The similarity between these two 

kinds of paintings suggests the sacred nature of the space represented in them.  In other 

words, these paintings recreated a ritual space for those who were not able to be at the 

actual site.  I also examine various examples of scenic paintings in emaki scrolls. At first 

glance, these paintings of detailed natural surroundings and architecture seem puzzling 

because the accompanying texts do not describe the scenes in as detailed a way as the 
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paintings depict them.  A close analysis of these paintings from the perspective of the 

viewer, however, reveals the viewer's expectation of forming kechien through their 

virtual experience of pilgrimage. 

Finally, in the Epilogue, I summarize how the concept and the practice of kechien 

interacted and constructed a praxis of kechien in the case of religious emaki in the late 

Kamakura period.  This examination reveals that the praxis of kechien provided people 

with hope for salvation despite the widespread belief in the arrival of the age of mappō.  

Furthermore, I argue that this understanding of the praxis of kechien sheds light on 

religious behaviors in Japan today that many western scholars and students find puzzling.  
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CHAPTER 1: DEFINING THE CONCEPT OF KECHIEN  
 

It is astonishing to see the imbalance between the frequent appearance of the term 

kechien 結縁 (Ch. jiéyuán) in Buddhist writings and the dearth of scholarly discussions 

of the concept, as mentioned in the Introduction.  In this chapter, I first summarize the 

definitions of the term kechien based mainly on modern Chinese and Japanese 

dictionaries from the twentieth century.  Although these dictionaries are not authoritative 

or complete sources, the absence of scholarly studies on kechien has compelled me to 

rely on them as a starting point.  Using Buddhist dictionaries and scriptures, I also 

analyze the concept of en 縁, the second part of the word kechien, in the Buddhist context.  

Then I examine instances where the term kechien was used in the monastic circles of 

China and Japan as part of examining its historical development.  Although a 

comprehensive history of the concept of kechien is beyond the scope of this study, it will 

be helpful to briefly review the Buddhist treatises written by two important figures, Zhiyi 

and Genshin, whose writings are recurrently quoted as loci classici in modern 

dictionaries.  Finally, I will discuss a few examples of practices for kechien in the Heian 

period (794-1185) in Japan as kechien was not merely a concept that was taught in 

scriptures, but also a praxis that was widely utilized by a variety of people, especially 

from the tenth century onward in Japan. Many people thought they could form karmic 

relationships -- kechien -- with the Three Buddhist Treasures and receive religious merit 
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by doing good deeds.39  This close relation between kechien and merit making will be 

delineated in the next chapter.   

 

Definitions of Kechien 
The term kechien is a compound noun composed of a verb and an object noun (Jp. 

en wo musubu 縁を結ぶ).  The verb kechi, or musubu in the Japanese kun-reading, 

means to tie, connect or form; the object of the verb, en, can signify relationship, 

connectedness, or fate.40  According to Dai kanwa jiten 大漢和辞典, a comprehensive 

modern Chinese-Japanese dictionary, kechien has two meanings: 

1) To establish or cause relationship, to become acquainted; 
2) Sentient beings establish a connection with the Three Treasures, 
Buddha, Dharma, and sangha in order to achieve enlightenment, or 
Buddhas and bodhisattvas establish a connection with sentient 
beings in order to save them.41 
 

The first definition provides a broad meaning which does not specify the kind of 

relationship.  It is often used today in the secular context of finding a partner, whether 

business or romantic.  It is believed that the act of establishing a relationship and liaison 

bring benefit to both parties, such as profit and happiness.  

The second definition exclusively designates the Buddhist use of the term, 

referring to the relationship between sentient beings and Buddhas or bodhisattvas, which 

is the original meaning of the term.  Since it pertains to two parties, either party can 
                                                

39 Ōsumi Kazuo 大隈和雄 and Nakao Takashi 中尾尭, Nihon Bukkyō-Shi, Chūsei 日本仏教史 中世
(Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kōbunkan, 1998), 51-2. 
40 CJKV-English Dictionary “縁.” 
41 Morohashi Tetsuji, “kechien,” Daikanwa jiten (Tokyo: Taishû-kan Shoten, 1984), 8: 1033c. 
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initiate this act of establishing a relationship.  The latter case of kechien is called geshu 

下種 (Ch. xiàzhŏng) or sowing the seed, when a Buddha or bodhisattva prompts the 

action by planting the seed of enlightenment in a sentient being.42  This geshu is the first 

of the three stages of benefit 三益 (Ch. sānyì, Jp. sanyaku) in Buddhist edification, also 

known as shu-juku-datsu 種熟脱 (Ch. zhŏngshóutuō), followed by ripening and 

liberation.43  By planting the seed of Buddhahood, Buddhas and bodhisattvas generated 

kechien connections with sentient beings.  It was Zhiyi, the Tiantai patriarch in sixth-

century China, who devised this concept of the three stages of edification based on the 

Lotus Sūtra.  I will analyze his use of the term kechien and explain its preliminary nature 

in the Buddhist teachings in the following section of this chapter.   

The Tiantai School also categorizes kechien into two kinds depending on sentient 

beings’ spiritual aptitude 根機 (Ch. gēnjī, Jp. konki) and karmic hindrance 業障 (Ch. 

yèzhàng, Jp. gōshō).44  The first kind is referred to as geshu kechien, the same as 

mentioned above.  In this case, however, a Buddha or bodhisattva establishes a karmic 

bond with sentient beings whose spiritual aptitude is keen.  Because of their superior 

religious capacity and regardless of their karmic hindrances, they begin to understand the 

perfect teaching of the Tiantai, particularly the teaching of the Lotus Sūtra, when they 

hear it.  Their perfect understanding thus allows the seed of enlighenment to permeate 

                                                

42 Nakamura Hajime, “geshu,” Bukkyō-go dai-jiten (1975), 1: 303a. 
43 DDB “種熟脱” (article by C. Muller). 
44 Sōgō Bukkyō daijiten henshū iinkai, ed., “kechien,” Sōgō Bukkyō dai-jiten (Tokyo: Hōzō-kan, 2005), 
325c. 
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their root consciousness and later to bear fruit.  The second kind of kechien in the Tiantai 

school is designated han’ni kechien 汎爾結縁 (Ch. fànĕr jiéyuán).  This is the karmic 

connection established with sentient beings whose aptitude is dull and karmic hindrance 

heavy.  Because of their lack of competence, they would not be able to understand the 

perfect teaching even when they heard it.  Accordingly, a Buddha or bodhisattva 

establishes a karmic relationship with the inept in the hope of improving their condition 

to achieve enlightenment.  It is important to note that according to the Tiantai school in 

China the karmic relationship, either geshu or han’ni kechien, was initiated by a Buddha 

or bodhisattva.  However, as I will discuss later in this chapter, Genshin’s teachings in the 

late tenth and early eleventh centuries in Japan reveal the fact that sentient beings were 

also believed to have initiated the act of establishing a connection with a Buddha or 

bodhisattva as the first step toward achieving enlightenment.  Thus regardless of agency, 

kechien is an initial step of creating a chance to achieve enlightenment in the future by 

establishing a link between sentient beings and the Three Treasures of Buddhism.  It is a 

karmic connection which can determine one’s future transmigration and enlightenment.   

Furthermore, these modern dictionaries suggest that the term kechien can signify 

the consequence of the act of having established the bond.  In other words, kechien can 

denote a liaison that has been established between a Buddha or bodhisattva and a sentient 

being that increases one’s chance of attaining enlightenment in the future.  This 

connection is important because it serves just like a conduit between the two parties 

through which one can receive merit in return for good deeds.  Because of this, people 

often continued to perform good deeds to reaffirm this bond, while at the same time they 
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accrued merit, as I discuss in Chapter 4.  In other words, one can realize and strengthen 

his relationship with a Buddha or bodhisattva through his good deeds and as a result, one 

improves one’s conditions for religious attainment.  As a karmic connection, this kechien 

bond can influence one’s future in the next world as well as in this one. 

Although the term kechien seems to have been coined in the Chinese Buddhist 

context, specifically in the Tiantai school, the concept of en (Ch. yuán) has been 

important since the early stages of Buddhism in India.  In fact, the Chinese character en 

actually stands for numerous Indian concepts, which is part of what complicates the term 

kechien.  According to a contemprary Buddhist dictionary, en signifies ābhoga 

(application, endeavor), ālamba (conditions), gocara (the area within which exchange 

and intercourse is conducted), tantra (Buddha’s teaching), dvāra (Teaching, especially 

leading to salvation), dhātu (the resultant condition each being ends up in according to 

their actions), pratyaya (environmental cause), pratītya-samutpāda (causes for existence), 

pratyaya-bhāva (causes and conditions), hetu (causes).45  This fluidity obscures what 

exactly en means, while the assortment of Sanskrit terms attests to the multifaceted nature 

of the term.  

Among all these possible Sanskrit terms, in the Buddhist context en most 

frequently refers to pratyaya.  According to Soothill’s Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist 

Terms, pratyaya sometimes means “conviction or reliance,” and other times “a co-

operating cause, the concurrent occasion of an event as distinguished from its proximate 

                                                

45 DDB, “縁,” (article by C. Muller). 
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cause.”46  The term is commonly used in a compound as “causes and conditions” 因縁 

(Sk. hetu-pratyaya, Ch. yīnyuán, Jp. innen), to distinguish these two different kinds of 

causes.  In this compound, in (Sk. hetu) refers to a primary or direct cause, and en to a 

condition or indirect cause, a rendering of the Sanskrit term pratyaya.  For example, 

when a seed germinates, the seed itself is a direct cause for the phenomenon, therefore 

hetu.  However, in order for the seed to germinate, there are other causes which are 

perhaps indirect and secondary but necessary, such as water, soil, and sunshine.  En, then, 

refers to conditions which facilitate the occurrence of in. This agricultural metaphor of en 

parallels the metaphor of kechien as the act of planting a seed, and thus  the act of 

forming kechien itself also serves as a condition for the seed to germinate, mature and 

bear its fruit. 

In the Lotus Sūtra, the Buddha describes en as the seventh of ten constituents of 

reality, and in as the sixth.  Only Buddhas can discern all ten aspects of suchness 如是, or 

constituents of reality: appearance 相, nature 性, essence 体, power 力, activity 作, 

causes 因, conditions 縁, results 果, retributions 報, and “beginning and end ultimately 

the same 本末究竟等”. 47  In other words, comprehending the causes and conditions of 

reality is an essential faculty of a Buddha, an enlightened one.  Despite these differences, 

however, en frequently serves as an abbreviation of innen.   

                                                

46 Soothill and Hodous, “縁,” A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 2003), 
440b. 
47 Paul Swanson, Foundations of T'ien-T'ai Philosophy (Berkeley, CA: Asian Humanities Press, 1989) 131; 
T 262: 9.5c11-13. 
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The character en can also function as a verb.  Soothill gives the meaning as to 

cause, reason, conclude, climb, or lay hold of.48 In the seventh fascicle of the Lotus Sūtra, 

the Buddha expounds the twelve causes and conditions for suffering: 

及廣説十二因縁法—— 
無明縁行，行縁識，識縁名色，名色縁六入，六入縁觸，觸縁

受，受縁愛，愛縁取，取縁有，有縁生，生縁老死憂悲苦惱。
(T 262: 9.25a04-12)  
 
Then he broadly expounded the Law of the twelve-linked chain of 
causation:  
ignorance causes action, action causes consciousness, 
consciousness causes name and form, name and form cause the six 
sense organs, the six sense organs cause contact, contact causes 
sensation, sensation causes desire, desire causes attachment, 
attachment causes existence, existence causes birth, birth causes old 
age and death, worry and grief, suffering and anguish. 49 
 

Hurvitz translates the same passage using the verb “to condition” rather than “to cause”.50  

Either way, en in this context functions as a verb such that the former brings about the 

latter.  The twelve nidanas or links are “the concatenation of cause and effect in the 

whole range of existence.”51  This concept of the twelve links is a later development of 

one of the most fundamental ideas in Buddhism, namely interdependent arising, or 

dependent origination 縁起 (Sk. pratitya-samutpada, Ch. yuánqĭ, Jp. engi).52  Regardless 

of the differences among schools of thought, Buddhism contends that all existence, 
                                                

48 Soothill and Hodous, (2003), 440b. 
49 Burton Watson, The Lotus Sutra (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993), 131. 
50 Leon Hurvitz, Scripture of the Lotus Blossom of the Fine Dharma (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1976), 144. 
51 DDB, “因縁” (article by C. Muller). 
52 For the history of the development of this concept, see Nakamura Hajime, “Engi-setsu no seiritsu 縁起説
の成立,” Genshi Bukkyō no shisō 4 (Tokyo: Shunjū-sha, 1971), 41-175. 
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whether entity or phenomenon, is a result of numerous interactions of causes and 

conditions.  Therefore, en is a defining factor of existence.  And further, once it exists, it 

can be a cause or condition for another existence. 

As we have seen above, the term en alone can connote a wide range of meanings.  

En can mean a condition as catalyst for causing an effect and bringing a result, an action 

in which a condition causes an effect on another, and a connection that is the result 

brought about by an action.  As the term en is incorporated in the term kechien, the 

concept of kechien encompasses all the layers of these different meanings.  Let us now 

look back in time to the writings of Zhiyi in sixth century China and Genshin in tenth-

eleventh century Japan to help us understand how these complex meanings developd. 

 

Kechien in Zhiyi’s writings 
In order to illustrate the concept of kechien many modern Buddhist dictionaries 

quote the sixth century Chinese Tiantai patriarch Zhiyi 智顗(Jp. Chigi, 538-597).  One 

particular quote from his magnum opus, the Mohe Zhiguan 摩訶止観 (Jp. Maka shikan, 

Great Cessation and Contemplation, T 1911), is used repeatedly.  It states, “softening the 

light and mingling with dust is the beginning of kechien 和光同塵結縁之始.”53  When 

used in modern dictionaries, this out-of-context quote seems to suggest that this is also 

the birth of the term kechien, even though the term was used in monastic circles before 

this text.  

                                                

53 T 1911, 46.80a16. 
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In Zhiyi’s writings, the term kechien first appears in the Miaofa lianhua-jing 

wenju 妙法蓮華経文句, hereafter Fahua wenju (Words and Phrases of the Lotus Sutra, 

Jp. Myōhō renge-kyō mongu, T 1718).  This is one of the Three Great Works of the 

Tiantai School 天台三大部 (Jp. Tendai Sandai-bu).  It is Zhiyi’s commentary on 

Kumarajiva’s translation of the Lotus Sūtra (T 262) compiled by Guanding 灌頂 (Jp. 

Kanjō, 561-632), one of Zhiyi’s prominent disciples, in 587.  In this ten-fascicle set, 

Zhiyi analyzes the Lotus Sutra in terms of four perspectives: causes and conditions 因縁 

(Ch. yīnyuán, Jp. innen), correlation with teaching 約教 (Ch. yuējiào, Jp. yakkyō), origin 

and trace teaching 本迹 (Ch. běnjī, Jp. honjaku), and contemplation 観心 (Ch. guānxīn, 

Jp. kanjin).    

In his analysis of the sūtra in terms of these four themes, Zhiyi uses the term 

kechien to refer to the religious capacity of people.  In the second fascicle of the Fahua 

wenju, Zhiyi discusses the four groups in the Lotus Sūtra 四衆 (Ch. sìzhòng, Jp. shishū): 

the arousal, the pivotal, the reflection, and the forming karmic connection assemblies.54  

The first, the arousal assembly 発起衆 (Ch. fāqĭ zhòng, Jp. hokki-shū), is a group of 

people who asked the Buddha to lecture on the teachings recorded in the Lotus Sūtra, like 

Sariputra.  The second, the pivotal assembly 当機衆 (Ch. dāngjī zhòng, Jp. tōki-shū) is a 

group of people who are responsive to the Buddha and his teaching.  The third, the 

reflection assembly 影向衆 (Ch. yĭngxiàng zhòng, Jp. eikō-shū), is a group of those who 

                                                

54 DDB “四衆” (article by C. Muller). 
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reflect on his teachings, like Mañjuśrī 文殊 (Ch. Wénshū, Jp. Monju).  The last, the 

assembly of forming karmic connection 結縁衆 (Ch. jiéyuán zhòng, Jp. kechien-shū), is a 

group of people who have to wait for their salvation in the future, not in this life.  Here is 

how Zhiyi explains this group:  

結縁者、力無引導撃動之能。徳非伏物鎮嚴之用。而過去根淺

覆漏汚雜三慧不生。現世雖見佛聞法。無四悉壇益。但作未来

得度因縁。此名結縁衆。(T 1718: 34.26c19-23) 
 
As for the people who form karmic connection, their power lacks 
the ability of guiding or moving; their merit is not the function of 
subjugating things or calming austerity.  As their root of the past is 
shallow and they repeat taints, defilement, and discrimination, three 
kinds of wisdom are not born.  In the present life, although they 
have seen the Buddha and heard the dharma, there is no benefit of 
the four accomplishments.  But they create causes and conditions 
that can save them in the future.  This is called the assembly of 
forming karmic connection. 
 

Among the four, the assembly of forming karmic connection, or kechien assembly, is 

considered the lowest in terms of religious capacity.  Accordingly, the people in this 

assembly are incapable of utilizing their opportunity of having seen and heard the 

Buddha for their immediate enlightenment.  However, despite their inability, this 

encounter establishes relationship with the Buddha, which improves their karma and thus 

guarantees their future salvation.  In other words, this encounter establishes a karmic link 

that improves a condition for achieving enlightenment.  Even though it is not clear how 

soon a member of the kechien assembly can achieve enlightenment, the Lotus Sūtra 

affirms their attainment in the future by virtue of the formation of kechien.   

In the fourth fascicle Zhiyi also discusses another four categories of people in 

terms of their karmic hindrances and religious aptitude.  The first group is advanced 
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practitioners whose hindrances are light and who have keen capability 惑軽根利 (Ch. 

huòqīng gēnlì, Jp. wakukei konri).  They can apprehend reality immediately after they 

hear the Buddha’s teaching for the first time.  The second group is those who have heavy 

hindrances and keen capability 惑重根利 (Ch. huòzhòng gēnlì, Jp. wakujū konri).  If they 

hear the dharma twice, then they will awaken.  The third is those who carry light 

hindrances with dull capability 惑軽根鈍 (Ch. huòqīng gēndùn, Jp. wakukei kondon).  If 

they hear the dharma three times, they will be saved.  Lastly, the fourth is those who 

carry heavy hindrances with dull capability 惑重根鈍 (Ch. huòzhòng gēndùn, Jp. wakujū 

kondon).  Although these categories match those in the dictionary definition of kechien 

for the Tendai School provided above, Zhiyi does not mention the term geshu or hanni to 

describe different kinds of kechien.  Instead, he explains: 

第四句雖復三聞不能得悟。止為結縁衆耳。(T 1718: 34.46c11) 
 
Although the fourth [group of those who carry heavy hindrance 
with dull capability] will hear the teaching repeatedly three times, 
they will not be able to attain enlightenment. They only become the 
assembly of forming karmic connection. 
 

Even though some people cannot understand the Buddha’s teaching even after they hear 

it over and over again, they can nevertheless become a member of the kechien assembly.  

Through hearing, they acquaint themselves with the teaching and obtain membership in 

the congregation of lowest competence.  Once they join in the kechien assembly, the 

power of the teaching ensures that they will eventually be saved in the future, though not 

in this lifetime, .   
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Zhiyi seems to change his attitude toward the kechien assembly by shifting his 

view from the lowest category to the target of salvation in the Miaofa lianhua-jing xuanyi 

妙法蓮華経玄義, hereafter Fahua xuanyi (Profound Meaning of the Lotus Sutra, Jp. 

Myōhō renge-kyō gengi, T 1717).55  This treatise was also compiled by Guanding in 593, 

five years after the Fahua wenju.  This time, Zhiyi’s argument is constructed around his 

analysis of the Lotus Sūtra from five perspectives: name 名 (Ch. míng, Jp. myō), essence 

体 (Ch. tǐ, Jp. tai), gist 宗 (Ch. zōng, Jp. shū), function or wisdom for saving sentient 

beings 用 (Ch. yòng, Jp. yō), and classification of teachings or status among other 

teachings 教 (Ch. jiào, Jp. kyō).  Zhiyi argues that the five letters in the title of the sutra 

妙法蓮華経 concisely symbolize the profound meaning of the sūtra.  In particular, he 

closely examines the first two characters, myō 妙 and hō 法.  As Paul Swanson describes, 

“[Zhiyi] orchestrates an aria of symbols showing how the lotus re-presents the meaning 

of the Buddha’s teachings and the nature of reality, matters which are otherwise 

inconceivable and beyond verbalization.”56   In the sixth fascicle of the Fahua xuanyi, 

Zhiyi explains the subtlety of preaching the dharma:  

因縁者、結縁覆講大乗  
繋珠不論小乗人天等縁。是名因縁妙也。(T 1716: 33.755a16-
17) 
 
As for [the subtlety of] cause and condition, people who form 
karmic connections repeatedly lecture on the Great Vehicle about 

                                                

55 For partial translation of this text, see Paul Swanson, Foundations of T’ien-T’ai Philosophy (Berkeley, 
Asian Huamnities Press, 1989). 
56 Paul Swanson, “Chih-I, the Lotus and the Lotus Sūtra ,” Tendai shisō to higashi ajia bunka no kenkyū 
(Tokyo: Sankibō Busshorin, 1991), 97. 
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[an ignorant person57 whose robe is sewn] with a pearl, but do not 
discuss the Small Vehicle about conditions for human and heavenly 
beings. 
This is called the subtlety of cause and condition. 
 

Although the ability of those who are in the kechien assembly remains the lowest, this 

passage seems to suggest that even the members of the kechien assembly can contribute 

to spreading the teaching of the Great Vehicle, namely Mahayana Buddhism, which is 

superior to the “Small Vehicle,” because of the subtlety of cause and condition produced 

by hearing the Lotus Sūtra.  This increasing importance of the kechien assembly in 

Mahayana Buddhism, especially in the Tendai School, can also be seen in the following 

passage: 

衆聖中尊世間之父 一切衆生皆是吾子。 
此是理性。不關結縁不結縁。皆是佛子也。(T 1716: 33.755c7-
8) 
 
Among all enlightened beings, the central honored one is father of 
the world.  All sentient beings are my children. 
This is essential nature.  Regardless of forming karmic ties or not, 
everyone is the child of the Buddha. 
 

Here, by juxtaposing those who form karmic relationships and those who do not, Zhiyi 

lets the term kechien stand for Buddhist practitioners in general.  In other words, the 

concept of kechien, establishing karmic connection, has become a marker for 

distinguishing Buddhist devotees from non-Buddhists.  However, even non-Buddhists 

probably receive benefit from the Buddha’s indiscriminate generosity and will form 

                                                

57 One of the seven metaphors in the Lotus Sutra, for the person who is capable but not aware of one’s own 
ability.  See Mochizuki 1: 285a.  T09n262p29a1-23. 
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kechien sometime in the future.  In forming a karmic connection, there are four teachings 

四教 on the object of kechien in the Tendai School: 

或作三蔵結縁。説生滅之法。 
或作通教結縁。説無生之法。或作別教結縁。 
説不生生恒沙佛法。或作円教結縁。 
説不生不生一實相法。若信若謗因倒因起。 
如喜根雖謗後要得度。結縁已後。以二十五三昧。 
為二十五有説三諦法。而成熟之。(T 1716: 33.755c14-19) 
 
Some make a karmic bonding with the tripitaka of Theravada, and 
explain the dharma of arising and ceasing.  Some make a karmic 
bonding with the common teaching of Theravada-Mahayana, and 
explain the dharma of non-arising.  Some make a karmic bonding 
with the distinct teaching of Mahayana, and explain the dharma of 
non-arising and arising of numerous Buddhas.  Others make a 
karmic bonding with the perfect teaching, and explain the dharma 
of non-arising and non-arising of one true mark.  If one trusts or if 
one slanders, then cause will fall or arise.  Although one slanders, 
such joyous root must gain salvation later.  After a karmic bonding 
is formed, by means of twenty-five kinds of Samadhi, for 
[eliminating] twenty-five kinds of existence, the Buddha explains 
the threefold truth, and [his teaching] will mature them. 
 

Here again, depending on one’s religious aptitude, the object of the kechien relationship 

differs.  The different teachings with which one establishes kechien cause different 

effects.  However, once a karmic link has been established, then one will achieve 

enlightenment without fail.  This is because the act of kechien and its result institute a 

path to enlightenment.  Therefore, Zhiyi seems to place importance on the kechien 

assembly in the Fahua xuanyi as the recipients of assistance for salvation rather than as 

simply the lowest category of Buddhist adherents. 
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Compared to his compassionate attitude in the Fahua xuanyi, Zhiyi remains rather 

passive and negative toward the kechien assembly in the later Mohe Zhiguang.58  This 

book is another compilation by Guanding consisting of ten chapters of lectures delivered 

in 594.  This text mainly focuses on correct practice 正修 (Ch. zhèngxiū, Jp. shōshu) 

based on the Lotus Sūtra.  Zhiyi also incorporates the concept of en as a condition into 

Buddhist practice.  In Mohe zhiguang, he explains fulfilling five conditions 具五縁 (Ch. 

jù wŭyuán, Jp. gu goen) as a preliminary step in the twenty-five expedient means 二十五

方便 (Ch. èrshíwǔ fāngbiàn, Jp. nijūgo hōben) for achieving enlightenment in Tiantai 

Buddhist practice.  The five conditions are: 

1.  one should uphold the precepts and purity持戒清浄   
2.  necessary provisions of food and clothing should be fully 
furnished 衣食具足   
3.  one’s residence should be in solitude and in a quiet place 閑居
静処   
4.  one should cease various contacts and tasks 息諸縁務  
5.  one should obtain a “good friend” for guidance 得善知識  (T 
1911: 46.35c-48c) 
 

As this placement of the fulfillment of the five en at the beginning of the twenty-five 

indicates, Zhiyi considered these five conditions as the fundamental step in undertaking 

Buddhist practice correctly.59  Although the completion of these conditions alone would 

not lead one to enlightenment, they would surely bring practitioners closer to the goal.   

                                                

58 For partial translation of this text, the first chapter, see Neal Donner, and Daniel Stevenson, The Great 
Calming and Contemplation: A Study and Annotated Translation of the First Chapter of Chih-I's Mo-Ho 
Chih-Kuan (Honolulu: University of Hawaii, 1993). 
59 Neal Donner and Daniel Stevenson, The Great Calming and Contemplation (Honolulu: University of 
Hawaii Press, 1993), 128-9n. 
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In the second part of the sixth fascicle in the Mohe Zhiguang, Zhiyi describes the 

benefit of the bodhisattva entering provisionality in the distinct teaching:  

真道種智最勝法眼。所可應化任運普周。 
和光同塵結縁之始。八相成道以論其終。 
亦名為化亦名為應。其見聞者無不蒙益。(T 1911: 46.80a15-17) 
 
Using the true way of wisdom and an excellent dharma-eye, the 
place where bodhisattvas can manifest is naturally everywhere.  
Softening the light and mingling with dust are the beginning of 
kechien; the eight phases in the Buddha’s life are considered the 
end [of kechien]. 
It is named both transformation and response.  As for this person 
who sees and hears, there is no one who does not receive benefit.   
 

Reading this famous phrase in context reveals Zhiyi’s negative use of the term kechien.  

He reminds us of the insufficient nature of kechien for enlightenment.  He believes that 

Buddhist teachings should be taught according to the capacity of sentient beings, because 

the true Buddhist teachings manifested as Buddhas or bodhisattvas are just like lights too 

dazzling for people with low capability to understand.  Therefore, the brightness of 

Buddhas and bodhisattvas should be dimmed so that they can mingle with the people like 

dust in this temporal, phenomenal world in order to proselytize.  This metaphor of light 

and dust originally appeared in Laozi’s Dao de jing 道徳経.60  By associating the 

difficult Buddhist teachings with the Daoist phrase that is more familiar but diluted, a 

Buddhist deity grants a sentient being membership in the kechien assembly.  If a sentient 

being is able to understand the Buddhist teachings without any alteration, then he 

terminates his membership in the kechien assembly, the lowest category of Buddhist 

                                                

60 Chapter 4 in Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching (London: Penguin Books, 1963), 8. 
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adherents, because he is more capable than that assembly.  Zhiyi refers to the beginning 

and the end of kechien membership as transformation and response, both of which fall 

into the category of nirmānakāya, the “body manifested in response to the need to teach 

sentient beings,” in trikāya.61  Although perceiving provisional manifestations of the 

Buddha, bodhisattva, or Buddhist teaching through visual and auditory senses guarantees 

sentient beings benefit without fail, Zhiyi distinguishes the teaching of sentient beings 

through the Buddha’s life as the response to the minds of sentient beings at a higher level 

of practice.  In either case, this passage contends that a Buddha or bodhisattva initiates 

the formation of a karmic connection with sentient beings, described above as planting 

the seed.   

As we have seen above in Zhiyi’s writings, the term kechien is repeatedly 

employed to denote the group of people kechien-shū who have lower capacity for 

enlightenment.  At the same time, Zhiyi’s use of the term kechien reveals the fundamental 

yet preliminary nature of the concept.  It appears in his works frequently enough to notice 

but not enough to fully develop the concept as a key to salvation.  This lack of focus on 

kechien might have been caused by a limited awareness of the arrival of the Latter 

Dharma 末法 (Ch. mòfă, Jp. mappō) during the lifetime of Zhiyi: even though in China 

the Latter Dharma was believed to commence in the sixth century,  the concept did not 

become a driving force for formulating easier practices until the following century in 

China and later in Japan.  Nonetheless, in Zhiyi’s work we can anticipate the beginning 

                                                

61 DDB “三身” (article by C. Muller). 
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of a heightening of attention to the group of people whose religious capability alone 

would never allow them to achieve enlightenment.  

 

Kechien in Genshin’s writings 
In Japan, the concept of kechien received more attention in monastic circles, 

especially from the time of Genshin 源信 (942-1017), the eminent Tendai monk in the 

late Heian period who studied under Ryōgen 良源 (912-985).  Today Genshin is 

recognized as the first patriarch in the development of Pure Land Buddhism in Japan.  As 

Allan Andrews describes, “[Genshin] systematized Pure Land thought, particularly that 

on nembutsu, and accommodated this new and systematized understanding of nembutsu 

to the orthodox Tendai position deriving from the [Mohe zhiguang].”62  Just like Zhiyi, he 

placed more importance on practice than on scholarly pursuit of the Buddhist teachings.  

After his initial training, at the age of fifteen, Genshin retreated to Yokawa 横川, the 

quieter area on Mt. Hiei, where he devoted himself to meditation practice.  Unlike Zhiyi, 

however, Genshin saw kechien as a vital way to achieve salvation and expanded on the 

concept.  This is probably in response to the increasing awareness of the age of mappō in 

Japan, which especially among Tendai monks was widely believed to begin in Eishō 永

承 7, 1052.  In the preface of his magnum opus, Ōjō yōshū 往生要集 (Essentials of 

Rebirth, T 2682), Genshin clearly explains his preference for nenbutsu practice in 

response to the arrival of mappō:   

                                                

62 Allan Andrews, The Teachings Essential for Rebirth (Tokyo: Sophia University, 1973), 34. 
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The teaching which shows how to obtain birth into Paradise and the 
easy way of training for becoming Buddha, is for the sinners of this 
dark world just as easy as seeing with one’s eyes or walking with 
one’s feet.  As it is such a blessed teaching, shall not all who seek 
with an earnest heart enter this way priests and laymen, men and 
women, the noble and the ignoble, the wise and the foolish?  Only 
the revealed and the Hidden Teachings are comprehensive, and the 
cause and circumstances and the religious disciplines are numerous, 
but these are not difficult for the clever and wise who can easily 
understand things.  But what about myself, one who is only a 
foolish man?  I cannot comprehend these difficult things and walk 
in this hard way.  That is why I have turned to the one gate of 
Nembutsu.63   
 

It is worth noting that Genshin characterizes himself as foolish 頑魯 (Ch. wánlŭ, Jp. 

ganro,) just like many others of his time, even though he was well known for his 

intelligence and diligence.  He explains that this is why he has chosen the “easy” way of 

nenbutsu practice 念仏 (Ch. niànfó) and recommends this practice to others as 

appropriate for the time.  The Ōjō yōshū was composed in Kanwa 寛和 1, 985 as a 

“manual” for nenbutsu practice.64   

Based on recognition of his own low religious capability, Genshin has placed 

more emphasis on the role of the kechien assembly in one’s religious practice than Zhiyi.  

The idea that a person can no longer rely simply on one’s Self Power 自力 (Ch. zìlì, Jp. 

jiriki), in order to achieve enlightenment because of Mappō, began to spread widely in 

the late tenth century.  In response, Pure Land Buddhism advocated Other Power 

nenbutsu practice,  specifically Amida Buddha’s Other Power, which provided an 
                                                

63 Reischauer, "Genshin's Ojo Yoshu: Collected Essays on Birth into Paradise," Transactions of the Asiatic 
Society of Japan 2nd series, 7 (1930): 25. 
64 Andrews, (1973), 39.  Andrews surmises that the Ōjō yōshū was compiled as a manual for the devotional 
society, Nenbutsu-samadhi Society of Twenty-five.   
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alternative to relying on Self Power.  Through this nenbutsu practice, people established 

and strengthened their kechien connection with Amida Buddha so that they could be 

reborn into the Pure Land where they were guaranteed attainment of Buddhahood.  To 

Genshin, however, Other Power also seemed to mean the power of members of his 

kechien assembly who had achieved birth into the Pure Land.  In fact, at the end of the 

Ōjō yōshū, he wishes: 

我若得道。願引摂彼。彼若得道。願引摂我。乃至菩薩。互為

師弟。(T 2682: 84.89a25-27) 
 
If I obtain the way, then I wish to guide him.  If he obtains the way, 
then I wish he guides me.  Until we both become bodhisattvas, we 
will be master and disciple for each other. 
 

In tenth century Japan, the kechien assembly consisted of people with low religious 

aptitude who were not able to achieve enlightenment by themselves and had to wait for it 

in the future, in the same way as in the Chinese context discussed above.  Genshin 

described himself as one such member of the kechien assembly.  Despite their inability, 

however, they were believed to be saved because of the karmic connection they 

established with Amida Buddha through their nenbutsu practice.   

The rationale for the efficacy of this kind of kechien with members of the 

assembly was based on belief in the special ability of the ōjō-nin 往生人, a person who is 

about to be or has already been born into Amida’s Pure Land.  Genshin clearly states in 

the Ōjō yōshū that the ōjō-nin is equipped with a superb capacity to guide others to be 

born there.  In Chapter 2, titled Gongu jōdo 欣求浄土 (Seeking the Pure Land), Genshin 
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elucidates “ten varieties of bliss which accompany rebirth into the Pure Land,”65 

juxtaposed with Chapter 1, Onri edo 厭離穢土 (Despising and departing from the defiled 

Land).  Among the ten pleasures of admiring the Pure Land, according to Genshin, the 

sixth is the pleasure of injō kechien 引接結縁, “being able to guide and save all former 

benefactors, friends, and relatives in whatever paths of samsara they may be suffering.”66   

By quoting the Sutra of Contemplation of the Mind Ground 心地観経 (Ch. Xindiguan 

jing, Jp. Shinjikan-gyō, T 159), Genshin explains that people live endlessly in samsara 

because of their inability to recognize their former transmigrations or their retribution, 

despite their intention.   

Men in this world commit various sins for the sake of their children 
and then fall down into the realms of Hell, Hungry Spirits or Beasts 
to receive suffering for a long time.  Not being saints nor having the 
mysterious power of communication they cannot understand their 
former transmigrations.  All beings fail to make retribution by 
kindness to others.  All beings are caught on the Wheel of Birth and 
Death.  They pass around from stage to stage in the Six Realms like 
the wheel of a wagon, without beginning or end.  At one time they 
are father or mother, at another time may be husband or wife, and 
they show kindness to each other during the various lives in this 
world.67   
 

In contrast to these inabilities, he then describes the superior faculties of people who are 

born into the Pure Land:   

But if they are born into Paradise they are endowed with a superior 
wisdom and their clear power of mysterious communication 
reaches unto those who were formerly their benefactors and to 

                                                

65 Andrews, (1973), 49. 
66 Ibid.  Unfortunately, he does not provide a full translation of these ten pleasures in his study. 
67 Reischauer, (1930): 82, T 159: 3.302b23-4, 302b9-10. 
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those who were their acquaintances through many lives and 
generations, they can attract them freely.  Endowed with a heavenly 
eye, they can see where they live, and with their heavenly ear they 
can hear their voice.  Their wisdom of destiny enables them to 
remember the favors (of their former benefactors) and with their 
insight into others’ hearts they understand their hearts.  Their 
mysterious powers of communication enables them to go where 
they are, and by changing their form they can adapt themselves to 
their needs and in various ways teach them and lead them in the 
way of salvation.68 
 

Those who are born into the Pure Land are now equipped with extraordinary wisdom and 

mysterious powers, such as heavenly eyes for clairvoyance and ears for clariaudience 天

眼・天耳 (Ch. tiānyǎn, tiāněr, Jp. tengen, tenji), wisdom regarding destiny 宿命智 (Ch. 

summingzhì, Jp. shukumyōchi), wisdom about others’ hearts 他心智 (Ch. tāxīnzhì, Jp. 

tashinchi), the power of unimpeded bodily action 神境通 (Ch. shénjìngtōng, Jp. 

jinkyōtsū ),69 and the power of expedient means 方便力 (Ch. fāngbiànlì, Jp. hōbenriki).   

Genshin explains these supernatural powers as the third pleasure of “Receiving the 

Buddha-marks and the five supernatural powers.”70  All these supernatural powers enable 

the person who is born into the Pure Land to comprehend all the causes and conditions 

that have brought her/him to her/his current state.  In other words, an ōjō-nin can 

understand the laws of cause and effect that explain why s/he has gone through certain 

events in her/his lives.   An ōjō-nin can also understand the lives of others. 

                                                

68 Ibid. 
69 DDB, “神境通,” (an article by C. Muller). 
70 Andrews (1973), 49. 
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Further, Genshin explains that the understanding of causes and conditions 

acquired through heavenly eyes and ears and wisdom regarding destiny especially 

empowers the ōjō-nin as a guide for others.  Quoting a passage from the Sūtra of 

Immeasurable Life 無量清浄平等覚経 (Sk. Sukhavatibyuha-sutra, Ch. Wuliang qingjing 

pingdeng jue jing, Jp. Muryō shōjō byōdō kaku kyō, T 361), he illustrates their 

understanding of causes and conditions not limited to their own states:   

Those who are born in the Pure Land of the West know for 
themselves where they lived in their previous lives, what was their 
state and by what causes they are now born into the Pure Land.  
Since they know everything about the present state of every being 
that goes and come to and from the Eight Directions and up and 
down, they understand what the various heavenly beings, birds, 
beasts and insects think in their minds and the language which they 
speak.  They all know in what year of what Kalpa these shall be 
born into this Land (Paradise) and obtain the fruits of a Sravaka or 
walk in the way of a Bodhisattva.71  
 

The ōjō-nin understands clearly why and how not only her/himself, but also all sentient 

beings, are at a current state; thus, she/he understands when and how they will advance 

on their religious path.  The ōjō-nin utilizes all her/his faculties and transforms 

her/himself into a companion who will direct the sentient beings in this world to the Pure 

Land. 

Although birth into the Pure Land is technically not identical with achieving 

enlightenment, once one achieves birth into Amida’s Pure Land, the ōjō-nin exercises 

her/his compassion to save others.  In the Pure Land, one will never retrogress to samsara.  

Accordingly, one can devote oneself to attaining enlightenment for both oneself and 

                                                

71 Reischauer (1930), 82-3; T 361: 12.290a08-12. 
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others.  Genshin quotes the Flower Ornament Sūtra 華厳経 (Sk. Avatmsaka-sūtra, Ch. 

Huayang jing, Jp. Kegon-kyō, T 293) to demonstrate the ōjō-nin’s non-discriminatory 

ability to help others to become an ōjō-nin:  

“Oh that at the end of my life I might overcome all my various 
obstacles and look upon Amida Buddha and obtain birth into this 
world of Happiness!”  I wish I could obtain birth into this land and 
fulfill this great vow to make all things perfect, and to bestow 
benefit upon all beings without exception.72 
 

Afterward Genshin adds, “Since such a one knows even the beings who have no relation 

to him, how much more should he care for those who are united with him.”73  He believes 

in the certainty of salvation for members of the kechien assembly, because one can surely 

increase one’s chance to be born into the Pure Land through forming a karmic 

relationship.  By quoting a verse from Vasubandhu’s Treatise on the Sūtra of Limitless 

Life 無量寿経優波提舍願生偈 (Sk. Sukhāvatīvyūhopadesa, Ch. Wúliángshòujīng 

yōubōtíshè yuànshēng jié, Jp. Muryōjukyō upadaisha ganshō ge, T 1524), Genshin 

concludes the section illustrating the pleasure of injō kechien:74    

無垢荘厳光 一念及一時 
普照諸仏会 利益諸群生 (T 1524: 26.231a28-29) 
 
The pure and glorious light in a single moment illuminates widely 
the meeting place of all the Buddhas and brings benefits to all 
beings.75 
 

                                                

72 Ibid., 83; T 293: 10.848a9-12. 
73 Ibid., 83, “無縁尚爾況結縁乎.” 
74 Ishida Mizumaro points out that Genshin mistakenly cites this verse as Nagarjuna’s; it is  actually by 
Vasubandhu, Ishida Genshin NST (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1974), 65n. 
75 Reischauer (1930), 83. 
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This quote explains that just one chant or a single moment is enough to establish one’s 

kechien with not only Amida but also various Buddhas.  Due to the extensive compassion 

of Buddhas and bodhisattvas, all sentient beings are to be saved.  However, if one wants 

to secure one’s salvation, Genshin is convinced, forming kechien is the sure way to 

receive benefit.   

It is important to note Genshin’s equivocal use of the term kechien.  In his writing, 

the kechien assembly sometimes means a smaller group of people than that described in 

the Lotus Sutra and Zhiyi’s writings.  In fact, right after the composition of his magnum 

opus, in Kanwa 2, 986, Genshin helped Yoshishige Yasutane 慶滋保胤 (931-1002?) to 

form and become an essential member of a devotional society for twenty-five nenbutsu 

practitioners, called the Nijū-go zanmai e 二十五三昧会.  Andrews labels this group as a 

“religious fraternity,” because “the members took vows to act as spiritual brothers to one 

another, especially at times of sickness or death, to assist one another at prayer and 

nembutsu, and to help one another in every way, in this life and all future lives, toward 

the goal of Pure Land salvation.” 76  As already mentioned earlier in this section, Genshin 

wrote the Ōjō yōshū with the hope that he and his friends could help each other to 

achieve their goal of becoming bodhisattvas and thus achieving Buddhahood.  Therefore, 

establishing comradeship with members of the kechien assembly seems to strengthen the 

karmic affinity that assures one’s birth into the Pure Land and consequent achievement of 

                                                

76 Andrews (1973), 39. 
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enlightenment.  This idea is clearly reflected in the passage in which Genshin encourages 

nenbutsu at one’s deathbed: 

次臨終勧念者。善友同行有其志者。為順仏教為利衆生。為善

根為結縁。従染患初。来問病床幸垂勧進矣。(T 2682: 
84.69b26-29) 
 
Secondly, as for encouraging nenbutsu at one’s deathbed, good 
friends and colleagues who share the same resolution, for following 
the teachings of the Buddha, for benefiting sentient beings, for 
virtuous root, for forming a karmic affinity, come to visit the ill at 
bed and sympathetically encourage him to practice nenbutsu from 
the first time he suffers from sickness.  
 

This passage suggests that the object of one’s kechien can be both the Buddha, especially 

Amida in nenbutsu practice, and a member of the kechien assembly whose birth into the 

Pure Land has come near.  Also, the failing person received benefits from the attendance 

of his/her companions, especially those who had high religious aptitude and who served 

as spiritual guides or teachers, 善知識 (Ch. shànzhīshì, Jp. zenchishiki), like Genshin.   

Lastly, Genshin seems to emphasize the importance of forming kechien more than 

any other practice.  At the end of Ōjō yōshū, Genshin quotes a verse from the 75th fascicle 

of the Flower Ornament Sūtra:   

若有見菩薩修行種々行起善不善心。菩薩皆摂取。当知生謗亦

是結縁。 (T 279: 10.412c25-6; T 2682: 84.89a25) 
 
If one causes either a virtuous or wicked heart as one sees a 
Bodhisattva performing various practices, the Bodhisattva will take 
everyone.  One should know that causing slander is also [a way of] 
forming karmic connections.  
 

Here Genshin stresses the benefit of making acquaintance with a bodhisattva, or 

the Buddhist Three Treasures, even if it is done casually or unfaithfully.  As a Japanese 
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proverb says, a chance acquaintance is a divine ordinance (袖振り合うも他生の縁 sode 

furiau mo tashō no en).77  Therefore, a karmic connection established even through 

slander is a consequence karmically brought about by previous deeds.  Regardless of how 

one establishes it, kechien betters one’s condition and eventually leads one to 

enlightenment. 

Although Genshin illustrates the supremacy of Amida Buddha and his Pure Land, 

he also takes a step back.  If one has already established another cause with Maitreya, 

then it is acceptable to seek Maitreya’s Pure Land, the Tu�ita Heaven.78  He explains 

that one has to follow one’s sincere heart.  After all, though the object of kechien, with 

whom one establishes a karmic affinity, be it either Śākyamuni, Amida, Maitreya, or 

even a zenchishiki, significantly determines how one can achieve enlightenment, having 

simply established kechien with anyone seems of utmost importance for Genshin and the 

people of his time to ensure their birth into the Pure Land.  In order to form kechien, 

Genshin encouraged people to devote themselves to practice, as various practices 

provided them with opportunities to establish karmic ties.  In other words, unlike Zhiyi, 

Genshin believed that sentient beings could initiate the establishment of a kechien 

relationship that would lead them to religious advancement through religious practice.   

 

                                                

77 Daniel Buchanan, Japanese Proverbs and Sayings (Norman and London: University of Oklahoma Press, 
1988, 106). 
78 Andrews (1973), 51; T 2682: 84. 
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Practices for Kechien 
There are various paths one can take in order to initiate the establishment of this 

karmic relationship.  According to Foguang dacidian 佛光大辞典, a contemporary 

Chinese Buddhist dictionary, one can “construct temples and towers, copy sutras and 

books, or donate money and possessions” for kechien.79  It is worth noting that these 

actions for forming kechien are identical to the acts performed in order to  accumulate 

merit 功徳 (Ch. gōngdè, Jp. kudoku).  Merit is “a deed or quality regarded as the basis for 

receipt of appreciation or reward in a social system.”80  Sometime these acts are also 

referred to as doing good or cultivating goodness 作善 (Ch. zuòshàn, Jp. sazen).  In the 

Increased-by-one Āgama Sūtra 増一阿含経 (Sk. Ekōttarāgama-sūtra, Ch. Zēngyī āhán 

jīng, Jp. Zōichi agonkyō, T. 125), the Buddha Śākyamuni delivers a sermon in which he 

explains seven activities for accruing merit: 

(1) building monasteries for the sangha, (2) furnishing monasteries, 
(3) providing monks and nuns with food, (4) providing clothing to 
protect monks and nuns from rain, (5) supplying monks and nuns 
with medicine, (6) building wells, and (7) constructing hostels for 
travelers.81 
 

                                                

79 “Jieyuan,” Foguang dacidian (Gaosiong, Taiwan: Fo guang chu ban she, 1989), 6:5190a-b. 
80 Tommi Lehtonen, “The Notion of Merit in Indian Religions,” Asian Philosophy 10, no. 3 (2000), 190. 
81 John Kieschnick, The Impact of Buddhism on Chinese Material Culture (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2003), 158. 
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These activities can be categorized into the act of giving (dāna), the most meritorious 

practice for making merit.82  As John Strong maintains, “the notion of merit is one of the 

central concepts of Buddhism, and the practice of merit making is one of the fundamental 

activities of Buddhists everywhere.”83  In addition to the act of giving, “Preaching the 

Dharma” and “listening to the Dharma” are two of the “ten meritorious deeds”84 that I 

will discuss briefly later in this section, and in more detail in Chapters 2 and 5, as ways to 

form kechien.  

The Foguang dictionary further adds that there are various Buddhist rituals in 

Japan that exist exclusively for the purpose of creating kechien.  Kechien kanjō 結縁灌頂 

is the initiation ritual that is performed for establishing a karmic connection with a 

specific Buddhist deity, especially in Esoteric Buddhism.  Kechien hakkō 結縁八講 is to 

hold eight lectures on the Lotus Sūtra in order to establish kechien.  Kechien-gyō 結縁経 

is the act of copying a sutra, often the Lotus Sutra, in hopes of increasing one’s chance 

for enlightenment.  Kechien kuyō 結縁供養 is a commemorative or memorial service for 

kechien.  Kechien jukai 結縁授戒 is a service for imparting precepts to lay practitioners.  

Kechien gojū 結縁五重 is the Pure Land service which delivers the Pure Land teaching 

to lay people.  It is worth noting that this Chinese Buddhist dictionary describes this 

                                                

82 John Strong, “Merit: Buddhist Concepts” in Encyclopedia of Religion edited by Mircear Eliade (New 
York: Macmillan, 1987), 9: 384; for further discussion on the topic of giving in Buddhism, see Ohnuma 
Reiko, “Gift,” in Critical Terms for the Study of Buddhism edited by Donald Lopez (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2005), 102-23.  
83 Strong, (1987), 9: 383. 
84 Ibid. 
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range of services as exclusively Japanese practices. Nakamura Hajime also adds kechien 

fugin 結縁諷経, which is to recite the sūtra and transfer the resulting merit. 85  

Furthermore, construction of Buddha or bodhisattva images also aims at sentient beings’ 

establishing kechien with the object of worship, and, as a result, with Buddhism in 

general.  

When all is said and done, forming kechien is a fundamental way of making 

religious merit.  In order to receive religious merit, first one has to form kechien, which 

serves as a bridge.  Through this kechien bond, karmic transactions take place.  Once 

one’s kechien is established, one can reinforce the karmic connection as s/he accrues 

merit.  I will discuss this close relationship between kechien and merit more in Chapter 2. 

In these practices for forming kechien, kechien kanjō might be the most familiar 

to many of us.  It is an introductory consecration rite among the three kinds of esoteric 

initiation rites: denpō 伝法, jumyō 受明, kechien.86  Abe Ryūichi describes this as “the 

rudimentary abhi�eka of ‘binding karmic affinity’ between practitioners and the Esoteric 

Teaching, the initiation that makes practitioners followers of Esoteric Buddhism.” 87  

Thus, it is the official and initial introduction to the religion.  The procedure of this rite 

was developed from the jumyō kanjō, the intermediate initiation rites that Kūkai 空海 

(774−835), the founder of the Shingon school in Japan, underwent with the guidance of 
                                                

85 Nakamura Hajime, et al. Eds., Iwanami Bukkyo Jiten (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 2002), 274. 
86 However, Ueda Reijō 上田霊城 argues that participation of lay people became popular only after the 
seventeenth century. See Ueda, “Kechien kanjō no shomin-ka 結縁灌頂の庶民化 1 and 2,” Indo-gaku 
Bukkyō-gaku Kenkyū 19, n. 1 (1970), 367- 372, 20, n. 1 (1971), 240-243. 
87 Abe Ryūichi, The Weaving of Mantra: Kukai and the Construction of Esoteric Buddhist Discourse (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1999), 124. 
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his master Huiguo 恵果 (Jp. Keika, 746-806) in 805.  After he came back from China, 

Kūkai performed the kechien kanjō of the Diamond maṇḍala and the Womb maṇḍala to 

initiate his contemporary Saichō 最澄 (767-822) in 812.88  As the name of this ritual 

indicates, the ritual consists of two parts, kechien and kanjō.   

First, the initiates, both clergy and lay, form a karmic relationship with a 

particular deity, regardless of their religious capability, by throwing a flower onto the 

esoteric maṇḍala, either the Diamond Realm 金剛界 (Sk. vajra-dhātu, Ch. jīngāng-jiè, Jp. 

kongō-kai) or the Womb Realm 胎蔵界 (Sk. garbha-dhātu, Ch. tāizàng-jiè, Jp. taizō-kai).  

They enter a dark corridor in the Golden Hall before they proceed into the inner 

sanctuary:   

A priest instructs them in the formation of the fugen-sammaya-in, 
made by pressing both palms together and interlocking all but the 
two middle fingers, which are left extended.  A sprig of shikimi 
(Japanese star anise, illicium religiosum; also pronounced shikibi) is 
inserted between the extended fingers.  A blindfold is placed over 
the initiates’ eyes and secured at the back of the head.  In darkness 
the initiates form a mental picture of Dainichi Buddha seated at the 
center of the ma��ala.  To this visualization is added the repeated 
chanting of the phrase On sammaya satoban. …89 
 

Then each blindfolded initiate is led into the inner sanctuary and stands in front of the 

mandala.  At a given signal, the initiate releases the shikimi leaf over the mandala.  The 

deity upon which the leaf lands is announced and recognized as her/his personal deity.  

This seemingly random choice becomes the way to bind her/his karmic connection with a 

                                                

88 Hakeda Yoshito, Kūkai: Major Works (New York: Columbia University Press, 1972), 44. 
89 Philp Nicoloff, Sacred Koyasan: A Pilgrimage to the Mountain Temple of Saint Kobo (New York: 
SUNY Press, 2007), 176. 
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particular deity: “At the close of the ritual, the individual participants in this abhi�eka 

are given particular mantras for the worship of the personal divinities they have obtained 

during the initiation.”90  In fact, these various deities represented on the maṇḍala are 

manifestations of Mahāvairocana 大日如来; therefore, the initiates have formed kechien 

with the Tathāgata himself.   

After this binding ritual, the initiate proceeds to the second part of the initiation, 

kanjō 灌頂 (Sk. abhiṣeka, Ch. guàndǐng).  The master sprinkles the water of fivefold 

wisdom over the participant’s head: 

With hands in gasshō one is led before the chief master and seated.  
A five-sided golden crown is placed on one’s head, the same crown 
that Dainichi Buddha wears.  The gorgeously robed presiding priest 
takes up his wand, dips it into a vessel, and sprinkles one’s head 
with water.  A five-pronged vajra is placed in the cradle of one’s 
hands, raised to the forehead, replaced at right angles, then again 
brought to the forehead.  An assisting priest holds up a mirror.  
There in the trembling reflection of the glass, an otherwise familiar 
face is wearing the royal crown of the Great Sun Buddha.91 
 

This part of the ritual symbolizes the initiate’s birth into the new family of 

Mahāvairocana.  The procedure that forms the rite derives from a succession ritual in 

ancient India that was performed by the king to legitimize his heir.  Philip Nicoloff 

explains, “In parallel fashion the modern layperson is made a royal heir to the wisdom 

and divinity of Dainichi Buddha.”92  In addition to obtaining karmic ties with one’s 

personal deity and membership in the divine family, the initiate receives merit, as 

                                                

90 Abe (1999), 124. 
91 Nicoloff, (2007), 176. 
92 Ibid., 175. 
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“[f]aulty habits and past errors are washed away, clearing the path toward 

Buddhahood.”93  As this example clearly demonstrates, forming kechien simultaneously 

brings religious benefit.  This practice has survived and remains popular in Japan even 

today.   

Kechien hakkō was another popular rite performed since the Heian period and 

throughout medieval Japan as attested to in various literary texts.  For the purpose of 

forming kechien, people commissioned a clergyman to give a series of eight lectures on 

the Lotus Sūtra to a lay audience.  This was also referred to as hokke hakkō 法華八講, as 

the subject of the eight lectures corresponded to the eight fascicles of the Lotus Sūtra.  It 

was originally performed for the purpose of the pursuit of goodness 追善 (Ch. zhuīshàn, 

Jp. tsuizen) on behalf of the deceased by transferring merit “accumulated through the 

performance of the hakkō in order to assure their felicity in the next world.”94.  In other 

words, participants performed this rite for kechien in order to bind a link with the sūtra 

not only for themselves but also for others whom they wished to have benefit from its 

religious merit.  On other occasions, the kechien hakkō was performed for a memorial 

service during one’s lifetime 逆修 (Ch. nìxiū, Jp. gyakushū) as “a kind of guarantee 

                                                

93 Ibid. 
94 Willa J. Tanabe, "The Lotus Lectures: Hokke Hakko in the Heian Period," Monumenta Nipponica 39, no. 
4 (1984): 394; One of the earlier example is recorded in Sanbō ekotoba 三宝絵詞, compiled in Eikan 永観 
2, 984, by Minamoto Tamenori 源為憲 (?-1011), see Edward Kamens, The Three Jeweles: A Study and 
Translation of Minamoto Tamenori’s Sanbōe (Ann Arobor: Center for Japanese Studies, The university of 
Michigan, 1988), 234-9. Also, Genji Monogatari by Murasaki Shikibu contains several episodes about the 
hokke hakkō performed for tsuizen, see Takagi Yutaka, Heian jidai hokke Bukkyō-shi kenkyū (Kyoto: 
Heirakuji Shoten, 1973). 
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obtained in the present for benefits to be enjoyed after death,” as well as in this life.95  As 

mentioned above, “preaching the Dharma” and “listening to the Dharma” are two of the 

“ten meritorious deeds” in addition to the act of giving. 96  By commissioning the kechien 

hakkō, one could accrue merit equivalent to that of preaching.  In other words, hosting 

and attending kechien hakkō was another way to establish karmic ties for oneself or for 

one’s beloved ones.   

For this reason many people, regardless of their status, attended this ceremony for 

kechien and merit.  In the Pillow Book 枕草子 (Makura no sōshi), written at the 

beginning of the eleventh century, for example, Sei Shōnagon records her experience of 

attending the rite of kechien hakkō at the residence of the Major Captain of the Smaller 

Palace of the First Ward 小一条の大将殿, also known as Smaller Shirakawa 小白河.  

As she describes,   

When the Eight Lessons for Confirmation were performed there 
under the auspices of the High Court Nobles, it was a very 
magnificent thing, and everyone went to hear the readings.  We had 
been warned that late-comers would be unable to bring their 
carriages near the hall, so we all hurried to get up with the dew.  
And what a crowd there was!97   
 

This episode illustrates the popularity of the lectures on the Lotus Sūtra attended by a 

variety of people, high and low, men and women, in the late Heian period.  As it was 

                                                

95 Tanabe (1984), 404; she argues that the tenth through twelfth century, the rite of the eight lectures was 
also performed for political and literary purposes. 
96 Strong, (1987), 9: 383. 
97 Ivan Morris, The Pillow Book of Sei Shōnagon (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991), 56. 
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customary for women to remain in their carriages during the ceremony,98 many women 

competed for places up front so that they could hear the lectures.  In order not to miss this 

auspicious occasion, Sei Shōnagon got up early and secured a place close to the dais.  

Although her written observations disproportionally focus on the noble audience, their 

attire and conduct, rather than on the content or process of the lectures, it was important 

for her to attend the lecture not because she wanted to expand her understanding of the 

Lotus Sūtra, but because she wanted to gain merit through her presence.  In fact, she left 

the lecture after the morning service, as if her token appearance was enough to form a 

karmic bond and gain merit.  Although Sei Shōnagon anticipated having difficulty in 

leaving through the rows of carriages behind her, other participants also hoped to gain 

merit simply by getting close to the lecture:  “No doubt delighted at the possibility of 

coming a little close to the dais, they immediately began to make an opening for us.”99  

This incident demonstrates that the late Heian participants regarded proximity to the 

ritual space as proximity to religious advancement.  By attending the ceremony, the 

audience, including Sei Shōnagon, was ensured of forming kechien with the Lotus Sūtra, 

which would help them achieve their religious goals.  Furthermore, they believed that 

close contact with the auspicious strengthened their kechien, therefore bringing religious 

merit.  Binding kechien meant establishing a path through which one could enact 

meritorious deeds and receive their reward.   

 

                                                

98 Ibid., 286. 
99 Ibid., 59. 
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Conclusion 
This brief summary of the definition of the term kechien has revealed its 

fundamental nature in Buddhism.  By forming a karmic relationship (縁) between oneself 

and the Three Treasures of Buddhism, one develops one’s condition (縁) for 

enlightenment.  This forming of kechien is the first step toward receiving benefit from the 

Buddhist teaching, even when one does not comprehend it.  In other words, even if one 

cannot achieve enlightenment based on her/his own ability, being an acquaintance with 

any of the Three Treasures, the Buddha, the Dharma, or the Saṃgha, will aid in one’s 

achievement of the goal sooner or later.  Although kechien was considered as the 

minimum requirement for enjoying the benefits of Buddhism in China, as seen in Zhiyi’s 

writings, Genshin’s writing demonstrates that it became more prominent in praxis later in 

Japan.  Also, not only a Buddha or bodhisattva, but also inept sentient beings were 

believed to be able to initiate forming kechien in Japan.  The various ways one can 

participate in the practice of kechien contributed to its popularity among a wide range of 

devotees.  A wide variety of practices for forming kechien proves that the concept was 

widely accepted among all degree of Buddhist adherents.  In the next chapter, I will 

analyze the practice of copying sūtras as a representative practice for forming kechien in 

the early medieval religious praxis in Japan. 
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CHAPTER 2: COPYING SŪTRAS: A MEANS OF FORMING KECHIEN 
IN THE LATE HEIAN AND THE EARLY KAMAKURA PERIOD 

 

Chapter 1 demonstrated that there are various paths one can choose in order to 

establish one’s kechien that will ultimately lead one to religious goals such as rebirth into 

the Pure Land, and ultimately to enlightenment.  One can copy sūtras and dedicate them 

to the Buddha, give or attend lectures, or recite sūtras.100  Further, construction of images 

of a Buddha or bodhisattva also aims at sentient beings’ establishing kechien with the 

Buddhist Three Treasures.101  By extension, we can see how the production of emaki, 

which consists of both text and painting, could serve as an ideal means of forming 

kechien. 

As we saw in the Introduction, Miya Tsugio has revealed kechien as an important 

motivation for producing and using emaki in the late Kamakura and early Muromachi 

periods by closely examining prologues and colophons in both a miraculous origin tale 

and a biography of founders emaki. 102  He has also pointed out the parallel motivation 

between the practice of copying, decorating, and dedicating sūtras in the late Heian 

                                                

100 Nakamura Hajime 中村元, Kōsetsu Bukkyō-go daijiten 広説佛教語大辞典 (Tokyo: Tokyo Shoseki, 
2001), 1:377 a-b. 
101 For further discussion, see Robert H. Sharf,  "The Scripture on the Production of Buddha Images," 
Religions of China in Practice, edited by Donald Jr. Lopez (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996), 
261-67; John S. Strong, Relics of the Buddha, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004); Donald K. 
Swearer, Becoming the Buddha: The Ritual of Image Consecration in Thailand. (Princeton and Oxford: 
Princeton University Press, 2004). 
102 Miya Tsugio, “Jobatsu kara mita engi to sō-den emaki 序跋からみた縁起と僧伝絵巻,” Jissen Joshi-
dai bigaku bijutsushi-gaku 実践女子大美学美術史学 3 (1988): 7-34. 
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period and that of producing religious emaki in the Kamakura period onward.103  This 

suggests that the production of religious emaki as a religious practice did not emerge 

suddenly in the late Kamakura period in Japan, but rather was integrated with various 

practices for kechien that were already widely performed.   

However, this parallel is merely mentioned in his brief article without sufficient 

discussion on the practice in the late Heian period.  Therefore, in order to contextualize 

the production of religious emaki within the traditional practices for kechien, in this 

chapter I examine the practice of kechien-gyō 結縁経, copying sūtras for the purpose of 

kechien, as its preceding practice.  In the following, I first summarize the practice of 

copying sūtras as explained in Buddhist sūtras.  In addition to Buddhist sūtras, I will also 

examine various Buddhist setsuwa, explanatory tales, which illustrate this practice in the 

early Japanese context.  This will also reveal the close relationship between forming 

kechien and accruing merit: people could form kechien and accumulate merit by copying 

sūtras.  Subsequently, I will look at some examples of kechien-gyō from the eleven to the 

thirteenth century.  Finally, I will analyze the copying of sacred texts other than sūtras for 

establishing kechien.  This discussion links with the next chapter, in which I explore 

examples of copying sacred texts evidenced in both emaki texts and paintings and argue 

how the copying of the emaki texts fits within the context of this established religious 

practice. 

 

                                                

103 Ibid., 13-16 
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The Praxis of Copying Sūtras in Buddhist Scriptures 
Numerous Buddhist scriptures explain the supremacy of sūtras and the act of 

copying them in Mahāyāna Buddhist praxis.  Copying sūtras has been considered a 

fundamental yet superior practice for attaining Buddhahood.  In the chapter on Dharma 

Teachers 法師品 (Ch. Fǎshī-pǐn Jp. Hosshi-bon) in the Lotus Sūtra, for example, the 

Buddha explains that copying the Lotus Sūtra is one of the five miraculous acts that 

guarantee that the practitioner will attain supreme enlightenment 阿耨多羅三藐三菩提 

(Sk. annuttara-samyak-saṃbodhi, Ch. ānòuduōluó sānmiǎo sānpútí, Jp. anokutara 

sammyaku sambodai).  The Buddha foretells that one who hears a single verse or phrase 

from the sūtra in his presence will definitely achieve enlightenment.  Even after the 

Buddha enters nirvana, if one, upon hearing the sūtra or just a single gāthā, rejoices in 

gratitude at the moment, then that person will be enlightened.  Further, the Buddha 

addresses the bodhisattva Medicine King, saying, 

Again if there are persons who embrace, read recite, expound and 
copy the Lotus Sūtra of the Wonderful Law, even only one verse, 
and look upon this sūtra with the same reverence as they would the 
Buddha, presenting various offerings of flowers, incense, necklaces, 
powdered incense, paste incense, incense for burning, silken 
canopies, streamers and banners, clothing and music, and pressing 
their palms together in reverence, then Medicine King, you should 
understand that such persons have already offered alms to a 
hundred thousand million Buddhas and in the place of the Buddhas 
have fulfilled their great vow, and because they take pity on living 
beings they have been born in this human world. (T 262.9.30c7-15, 
emphasis mine)104  
 

                                                

104 Burton Watson, The Lotus Sūtra (Columbia University, New York, 1993), 161. 
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This passage explains that an act of copying a sūtra becomes an occasion of 

worshipping and making offerings to the Buddha, and thus of forging karmic ties with 

them.  At the same time, the sūtra explains, this act is also proof of kechien one has 

already established by making offering to myriads of Buddhas in former times.  

Furthermore, the act of copying guarantees Buddhahood to the practitioner.  In other 

words, the seemingly insignificant act of copying establishes kechien that connects the 

practitioner at once with many larger sources of merit that will lead him to enlightenment.  

In his discussion of bookmaking as a meritorious deed, John Kieschnick explains, 

“Buddhist scriptures were a source of merit -- credits for a better life and  a higher 

rebirth.”105  Therefore, many people attempted to establish a physical and karmic 

connection with the scriptures by copying them so that they could accrue this merit in this 

and the next world, because the act of kechien initiated by the practitioner generated 

merit. 

In addition to the Lotus Sūtra, many other sūtras emphasize the supremacy of 

copying sacred texts as a religious practice.  For example, the Diamond Sūtra 金剛般若

波羅蜜経 (Sk. Vajracchedika-prajñāpāramitā-sūtra, Ch. Jīngāang bōrě boluómì jīng, Jp. 

Kongō han’nya haramitsu kyō, T. 235), translated by Kumarajiva, describes copying the 

sūtra as a religious act greater than hearing it or giving gift: 

If there be one who hears this scripture and believes it unfalteringly, 
his merit will be greater than this.  How much more is this the case 
for one who copies, keeps, and recites the scripture, explaining it to 

                                                

105 Kieschnick, (2003), 165. 
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others. (T 235.8.750c10-12)106   
 

Employing the sūtra in one’s practice enhances the potency of the practice.  

Although these passages do not explicitly employ the term kechien, they imply that these 

acts clearly help form or strengthen karmic connection with the sūtra that records the 

Buddha’s teachings, or the Dharma, and thus the Buddha himself, in our realm and/or in 

other realms, due to the law of karma.   

In addition, there are various ways to participate directly or indirectly in the 

project of copying a sacred text for establishing kechien and making merit.  One can 

commission the production of others who are more capable of the task.  On another 

occasion in the Lotus Sūtra, the Buddha explains the merit of the sūtra to the bodhisattva 

Maitreya: 

How much the truer shall this be of one who broadly hears this 
scripture, or causes others to hear it, or holds it himself, or causes 
others to hold it, or writes it down himself, or causes others to write 
it, or who makes offerings to the scriptural roll of flower perfume, 
necklaces, banners, parasols, fragrant incense, and candles made of 
wax scented with fragrant wood!  For this man’s merit shall be 
incalculable and limitless, able to produce knowledge of all modes. 
(T 262.9.45b13-16, emphasis mine)107 
 

Here again, copying the Lotus Sūtra is listed as one of the acts with which one can 

accrue immeasurable benefits, along with hearing, possessing, or making offerings to the 

sūtra.  But it is further noted that promoting such acts to others will also bring infinite 

merit.  Thus, commissioning the copying of a sacred text is a suitable way for someone to 

                                                

106 Ibid., 169. 
107 Hurvitz, (1976), 252; also see, Watson (1993), 240. 
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establish kechien and gain religious merit.  Also, one can inspire others to copy the sūtras 

or any other meritorious acts using them.  This motivation benefits both motivator and 

motivatee.  Producing a copy of sūtras definitely allows others beyond the producers to 

pursue their own religious practices for forming kechien.  In China, for example, Stephen 

Teiser explains in his study of the formation of an apocryphal scripture, “[t]he 

commissioning and copying of religious texts allowed religious and lay alike to fulfill 

their socioreligious obligations.”108  This was also the case in Japan, whether copying 

apocryphal or canonical texts, which I will discuss later in this section. 

Even after the Buddha’s entrance into nirvana, one can still achieve 

enlightenment by treating a sūtra, or even a single phrase from it, just like the Buddha 

himself.  In other words, sūtras, not only the Lotus Sūtra but also others, are regarded as 

sacred as the Buddha himself; therefore, they can bestow the same merit as the Buddha.  

The sūtras guarantee enlightenment in response to the karmic tie formed through sincere 

and proper reverence expressed in religious acts employing them.  Many people 

attempted to establish a physical and karmic connection with the scriptures by copying 

them so that they could accrue merit.  In other words, the act of copying sūtras, along 

with other activities dealing with sūtras, was seen to bring merit to people in both this 

world and the next world.  It is also worth noting that a copy of the sūtra was perceived 

as no less sacred than the original or the Buddha himself. 

                                                

108 Stephen Teiser, The Scripture on the Ten Kings and the Making of Purgatory in Medieval Chinese 
Buddhism (Honolulu: University of Hawaiiå Press, 1994), 160. 
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Furthermore, this idea of the sūtras as equivalent to the very existence of the 

Buddha himself makes the act of copying sūtras superior even to that of enshrining relics.  

In Wisdom Scripture of Practicing Enlightenment 道行般若経 (Sk. Aṣṭasāhasrikāprajñā 

sūtra, Ch. Dàoxíng bōrĕ jīng, Jp. Dōgyō hannya kyō, T 224), Indra asked the Buddha 

which person would receive greater merit, one who makes a copy of the sūtra in writing, 

or one who deposits relics of the Buddha in stūpa.  The Buddha answers that the former 

receives the greater merit.  Using this passage, Teiser argues that “transcendental wisdom 

is most fully embodied not in the physical person of the Buddha but in text.”109  

Accordingly, copying these religious texts connects a copier physically and karmically 

with the Buddha and the Dharma.  This kechien connection will lead one to 

enlightenment. 

This idea of sūtras being as sacred as the Buddha himself was also widely 

accepted in Japan.  In the eighth century, Emperor Shōmu 聖武天皇 (701-756, r. 724-

749) launched the project of copying the Gold Light Sūtra of the Most Excellent King 金

光明最勝王経 (Sk. uvarṇa-prabhāsa-uttama-sūtra, Ch. Jīnguāngmíng zuìshèngwang 

jīng, Jp. Konkōmyō saishō-ō kyō, T 665, hereafter the Gold Light Sūtra) for the protection 

of the State.  It was said that worship of this sūtra brought protection to the State and 

benefits to the people.110  Because of the efficacy of the sūtra, the Emperor began to 

                                                

109 Teiser, (1997), 161.  Gregory Schopen argues that Mahāyāna Buddhism began as the cult of the book. 
See Schopen, “The Phrase sa pṛthivīpradeśaś caityabhūto bhavet in the Vajracchedikā: Notes on the Cult 
of the Book in Mahāyāna,  Figments and Fragments of Mahāyāna Buddhism in India, (Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press, 2005), 25-62. 
110 DDB, “Suvarna-prabhāsa-(uttama)-sūtra 金光明経” (article by C. Muller). 
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produce copies at the imperial scriptorium as part of his imperial rescript to erect 

kokubun-ji 国分寺, state provincial temples, promulgated on the twenty-fourth of the 

third month in Tenpyō 天平 13, 741.111  Ten copies of the Gold Light Sūtra were made in 

gold on purple sheets of paper.112  Each copy was sent to a province and was deposited 

inside the pagoda at the kokubun-ji, in the place of relics.  Emperor Shōmu also produced 

copies of the Lotus Sūtra and deposited one at a state nunnary called Hokke Metsuzai no 

Tera 法華滅罪寺 (temple for expiation by means of the Lotus Sūtra) in each province.113  

This practice was referred to as the kokubun-ji-kyō 国分寺経, and was believed to bring 

good fortune to the people as well as the ruler.  Shoku Nihongi 続日本紀 quotes the Gold 

Light Sūtra: 

若有国土講宣読誦。恭敬供養。流通此経王者。我等四王。常

来擁護。一切災障。皆使消殄。憂愁疾疫。亦令除差。所願遂

心。恒生歓喜者。(T 665.16.417b13-16) 
 
If there is a king in the land who explicates and recites this sutra, 
venerates it and makes offerings for it and spreads it, we the Four 
Kings will always  come to protect from all disasters, to eliminate 
all miseries and epidemics.  We will also get rid of diseases.  What 
one wishes to realize one’s heart is what always causes happiness.  
 

Thus, the sūtra promises the ruler it will protect his land and people in this world in 

exchange for his meritorious practices using the sūtra.  At the same time, the emperor 

could consolidate the legitimacy of his authority derived from the object of kechien, the 

                                                

111 Shoku Nihongi, SZKT 2 (Tokyo: Kokushi Taikei Kankō-kai, 1937), 164. 
112 Masao Kinoshita, “Sutra Transcription,” Art of the Lotus Sutra (Tokyo: Kōsei Shuppan, 1987), 141. 
113 Yoshiko Dykstra, Miraculous Tales of the Lotus Sutra from Ancient Japan (Honolulu: University of 
Hawaii Press, 1983), 1. 
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Three Treasures.  Promising protection of the state and people and claiming the 

legitimacy of the ruler’s authority were two sides of the same coin, pragmatic benefits in 

this world.  

The earliest recorded practice of copying sūtras in Japan is documented in one 

sentence in the Nihon Shoki 日本書紀 (The Chronicles of Japan), compiled in Yōrō 養老 

4, 720.  In the third month of Tenmu 2, 673, Emperor Tenmu 天武天皇 (631?-686, r. 

673-686) launched a project in which numerous official scribes at Kawahara Temple 川

原寺 in Asuka, today’s Nara, would copy the whole corpus of the Tripiṭaka 一切経 (Jp. 

issai-kyō, Ch. yīqiè jīng).114  From this terse single line description, it is not certain how 

long the project lasted or why sūtras were copied.  However, we learn that this project 

was an official Imperial undertaking that was crucial to establishing the Emperor’s 

authority, as it was launched just one month after his enthronement.  Coates and Ishizuka 

explain, “Elaborate ceremonies were observed by the Emperors, Court officials, and men 

of high rank for the purpose of promoting the welfare of the State, freedom from sickness 

and calamity, and so on.“115  As Buddhism was practiced primarily for pacification and 

protection of the state 鎮護国家 (Jp. chingo kokka) before the mid-Heian period, this 

enterprise was aimed at bringing benefit not to individuals but to the State through 

establishing kechien with the Buddhist teachings, the Dharma.  As this earliest document 

indicates, the copying of sūtras was often a grand project which required the involvement 

                                                

114 Sakamoto Tarō, et al., Nihonshoki 2, NKBT 68 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1965), 411.  
115 Harper Coates, and Ryugaku Ishizuka, Honen the Buddhist Saint, 2nd ed. (New York and London: 
Garland Publishing, 1981), 227, n.2. 
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of wealthy patrons such as the imperial court.  They willingly participated in such 

projects because both the act of copying and veneration of the product itself brought 

merit in this world.  They ultimately consolidated the legitimacy of their authority 

through copying sūtras. 

 

The Praxis of Copying Sūtras in Setsuwa Tales 
The idea that copying Buddhist scriptures is a meritorious act that establishes 

kechien and consequently leads one to enlightenment can be observed widely in religious 

and secular literature called setsuwa tales 説話.  Various setsuwa tales in Japan illustrate 

the merits of copying sūtras in a more detailed and concrete manner.  In those tales, 

copying the sūtras was understood as one of the ways to obtain Buddhahood by kechien 

and the merit accrued through it.  Those tales demonstrate a close connection between the 

act of forming kechien and that of making merit. 

Simply making a vow to copy a sūtra was enough to form kechien and accrue 

merit.  One episode from Nihon Ryōiki 日本霊異記, the first Buddhist setsuwa collection 

in Japan, compiled in the Nara period by Kyōkai 景戒, a lower-ranked monk at Yakushi-

ji 薬師寺, recounts the story of a dead man resurrected to fulfill his vow to copy a sūtra 

(3-23).116  A certain man made a vow to copy the Great Wisdom Sūtra, became a monk, 

and began to take care of the family temple.  Although he was following the Buddhist 

                                                

116 Izumoji, Osamu, ed. Nihon ryōiki, SNKBT 30 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 2001), 161-3.  This story is 
recorded as the twenty-third entry in the third volume (3-23).  The same story was also compiled in the 
Konjaku monogatari (14-30). 
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path, he also abused temple funds.  Later, he was accused of the crime and beaten to 

death by family members.  In hell, three monks interrogated him about what good deeds 

he had done.  He answered that he had made the vow but had not fulfilled it.  The three 

monks confirmed his statement and let him go to fulfill the vow.  As he came back to life, 

he told the whole story to his family.  In another episode (3-13), a man who was trapped 

in a mine was saved not just because his family’s merit transferred to him, but also 

because he had made a vow to copy the Lotus Sūtra not too long before the accident.117  

In the pit sitting alone, he felt desperate and told himself: 

“I have not yet fulfilled my vow which I made recently to copy the 
Hoke-kyō.  If my life is saved, I will fulfill it without fail.”118   
 

As he cried and regretted his unfulfilled vow, a monk appeared in front of the man and 

told him that he would be saved because of his family’s good deeds.  The monk also told 

him that he came to save the man because he had been moaning in his regret.  After the 

monk disappeared, a hole opened above, through which the man was pulled by passers-

by.  These episodes prove that simply making a vow to copy a sūtra is an excellent way 

to bring good fortune.  The intention expressed in the vow is enough for sentient beings 

to form kechien with the sūtra and the Three Buddhist Treasures.  They also demonstrate 

how much more fortunate one would be if one fulfilled that vow, because it guarantees 

one’s enlightenment, the ultimate goal in Buddhism, as already discussed.  By conceiving 

                                                

117 Nihon Ryōi-ki, (2001), 146-8. The same episode was also compiled in Sanpōe (Dharma 17), Fusō ryakki 
(clause of Emperor Genmei), Honchō hoeek genki (3-108), and Konjaku Monogatarishū (14-9). 
118 Kyoko Nakamura, Miraculous Stories from the Japanese Buddhist Tradition: The Nihon Ryōi-Ki of the 
Monk Kyōkai.  (Surrey: Curzon Press, 1997), 238.  
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the intention of copying a sūtra, a sentient being generated a karmic link with it through 

which karmic transactions take place. 

In another story (3-20), Kyōkai explains the sacred nature of the act of copying 

the Lotus Sūtra even if one produces an erratum by mistake.119  A woman was copying 

the sūtra at a temple in the reign of Emperor Kōnin 光仁天皇 (770-81).  A man from her 

hometown came and criticized her by pointing out the mistakes she had made in copying 

the sacred text.  As he uttered these words, his mouth twisted and his face contorted.  He 

never recovered.  Kyōkai explain this punishment by quoting a passage from the chapter 

on The Exhortation of Samantabhadra Bodhisattva 普賢菩薩勧発品 in the Lotus Sūtra.  

The Sutra enumerates the punishments for such criticism: 

If, again, one sees a person receiving and holding this scripture, 
then utters its faults and its evils, be they fact or not fact, that 
person in the present age shall get white leprosy.  If anyone makes 
light of it or laughs at it, from age to age his teeth shall be far apart 
and decayed, he shall have ugly lips and a flat nose, his arms and 
legs shall be crooked, his eyes shall be pointed and the pupil out of 
symmetry, his body shall stink, he shall have sores running  pus and 
blood, his belly shall be watery and his breath short: in brief, he 
shall have all manner of evil and grave ailments.120 
 

Accordingly, the act of copying the sūtra as well as the sūtra itself were perceived to be 

as sacred as the Buddha.  This perception of sūtras as sacred objects worthy of worship 

certainly prompted people to form kechien with them to improve their chances to advance 

in their religious pursuits.  Copying sūtras seems to have been an effective way to 

                                                

119 Nihon Ryōi-ki (2001), 157-8; Nakamura (1997), 248-9. The same story is compiled later in Konjaku 
Monogatari (14-27).  The original text does not explain in detail the mistakes of the woman. 
120 Hurvitz, 336-7. 
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establish kechien and thus to receive the benefits of this world by means of it, as well as 

to attain enlightenment or to be reborn into the Pure Land. 

However, it was also important to follow a strict code of conduct in order to reap 

merit from copying sūtras.  The story in Nihon Ryōi-ki clearly shows merciless and 

immediate punishment for violators (3-18).  Kyōkai recounts the story of a man who 

copied the Buddhist scriptures professionally.121  In Hōki 宝亀 2, 771, the professional 

scribe was commissioned by a certain man to copy the Lotus Sūtra.  Since sūtra copying 

was a great opportunity for lay people to make merit, many female lay practitioners 

participated in the act of copying.  As the scribe was surrounded by women, strong lust 

drove him to have intercourse with one of the female participants.  This impure act was 

immediately punished by the deaths of the man and the woman.   

Various ōjō-den 往生伝 (Collections of Stories about Rebirth into the Pure Land) 

contain a number of entries about ōjō-nin 往生人 who were, or were about to be, born 

into Amida’s Pure Land because of the meritorious act of copying sūtras.  Another tale 

compiled in the dai-nihon-koku hokkekyō genki 大日本国法華経験記 (The Miraculous 

Tales of the Lotus Sutra in Japan), by Chingen 鎮源 at Yokawa between 1040 and 1044, 

illustrates the supremacy of copying sūtras over the mere reciting of the Buddha’s name.  

For example, Enshō 延昌 (880-964) at Enryaku-ji wished to perform fudan nenbutsu 不

断念仏, the unceasing remembrance or invocation of Amida Buddha, for twenty-one 

                                                

121 Nihon Ryōi-ki (2001), 154-5; Nakamura (1997), 245-6. The same story is also compiled in Konjaku 
Monogatari (14-26). 
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days at the end of his life, after which he thought he would be reborn into Amida's Pure 

Land.122  One night he had a dream in which a man in upper court official attire appeared 

in front of him. With brilliant lights shining from his eyes, the man told Enshō to make a 

hundred copies of the Lotus Sūtra to save all sentient beings if he wanted to be reborn 

into the Pure Land.  As he woke up from his dream, he began to copy the Sūtra, giving up 

his material possessions in order to do so.  Having finished this project, he began the 

practice of fudan nenbutsu for twenty-one days as he had originally planned.  Upon 

completing the nenbutsu practice, he entered nirvana with his left hand connected by a 

string to the hand of the Amida Buddha statue placed in front of him, a tangible 

expression of kechien, and with his right hand holding prayer beads and his vow written 

on a strip of paper.  It was said that he was reborn into the Pure Land as prophesied.  This 

episode demonstrates that in the early eleventh century, nenbutsu practice alone was not 

sufficient to be reborn into the Pure Land.  On the contrary, copying sūtras was seen as a 

sure way of rebirth because the act was believed to contribute to saving others and hence 

ensured one’s own salvation.   

In addition a passage from Hōbutsu-shū 宝物集 (A Collection of Treasures), 

edited by Taira Yasuyori 平康頼 around 1179, clearly explains the benefit one would 

receive from the act of copying a sūtra as well as other practices involved with the sūtra: 

市に出て料紙をかひしかば、地獄の苦患をまぬかれ、書写の

硯水、奈落の猛火をけす。渡りに船を得たるがごとくによろ

こび、子の母にあへるがごとくにたのしみ、受持・読・誦・

                                                

122 Ōjō-den, Hokke Genki NST 7 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1974),27-8, and 61-2; the 16th in Nihon ōjō 
gokuraku-ki 日本往生極楽記 and the 6th in the dai-nihon-koku hokkekyō genki 大日本国法華経験記. 
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解説・書写して、疾く仏になり給ふべきなり。123 
 
If one purchases paper for copying sūtras at the market, one will be 
able to escape from suffering in the Buddhist hells; the water in the 
inkstone for copying will extinguish a fierce blaze in the pit of 
darkness.  When one upholds, reads, recites, explicates, or copies 
the sūtra, one will feel delight as if one obtains a boat to cross [the 
river], or one will get pleasure as when a child meets his mother, 
and one should become a Buddha quickly. 
 

This passage must have provided people, especially those in the age of mappō, with hope 

for salvation even if they went down to the Buddhist hells because of their karma from 

this or a previous life.  It encouraged them simply to copy the sūtra in order to escape 

from suffering and achieve enlightenment promptly.  The passage also explains the 

symbolism of each necessary component of copying the sūtra, such as paper and ink, and 

how they assume significant roles in salvation.  At the same time, this detailed 

description seems to invite people with low religious faculties to participate in a 

meritorious religious act fitting their ability.  Their contribution to the project of copying 

the sūtra will ensure their salvation.  In Japan, Imahori Taitsu 今堀太逸 points out in his 

book about the honji suijaku 本地垂迹, the manifestations of original grounds, that the 

term chishiki 知識 (Ch. zhīshì) had been used since the Nara period for referring to those 

who donated their property or labor to meritorious projects such as building temples, 

statues, and bridges, rather than simply to a friend or acquaintance who had somehow 

                                                

123 Hōbutsu-shū SNKBT 40 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 2001), 322. 
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formed kechien.124  Therefore, those who purchase paper for copying a sūtra or prepare 

ink definitely establish kechien through their donation and they will advance to 

enlightenment, even when they could not copy the sūtra themselves or commission an 

entire procedure.  By providing necessary materials, finances, or labor, they also allowed 

others to participate in the project and establish karmic connections.  Accordingly, 

through this active participation, even in such a small manner, a sentient being initiated 

the forming of kechien, which would lead one to enlightenment in the future, if not in this 

life. 

As all these setsuwa tales illustrate, the practice of copying sūtras was perceived 

as an effective way to accumulate merit towards enlightenment and was widely practiced 

by a diverse range of people.  As Robin Stern explains in her dissertation on the Yūzū 

Nenbutsu Engi Emaki, “Copying of the texts was a meritorious and educational activity to 

which priests as well as laymen devoted themselves.”125  Furthermore, she writes that, 

“[r]egardless of whether the meaning was understood or not, the act of writing (or having 

someone write) the sūtras was in itself a meritorious deed.”126  Although this seems 

perplexing, it becomes easier for us to understand if we consider that the act of copying 

was executed for the purpose of kechien rather than that of scholarly pursuit.  The act of 
                                                

124 Imahori Taitsu, Gonja No Kegen: Tenjin, Kūya, Hōnen 権者の化現：天神・空也・法然 (Kyoto: 
Shibunkaku Shuppan, 2006), 133; for further discussion on chishiki see Tsuruoka Shizuo 鶴岡静夫, 
“Chishiki to Chishiki-ji 知識と知識寺,” Kodai Chūsei Shūkyō-Shi Kenkyū 古代中世宗教史研究 (Tokyo: 
Yūzankaku Shuppan, 1982), 409-419; Takeuchi Rizō 竹内理三, “Jōdai ni okeru chishiki ni tsuite 上代に
於ける知識について,” Takeuchi Rizō chosaku-shū 竹内理三著作集 (Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, 1998), 
325-340. 
125 Robin Stern, “The Yūzū Nenbutsu Engi and the Pictorialization of Popular Buddhism in Japanese 
Narrative Scrolls,” PhD dissertation, University of Chicago (1984), 125-6. 
126 John Stevens, Sacred Calligraphy of the East (Boulder: Shambhala, 1981), 104. 
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copying and dedicating sūtras, even without comprehension of their meaning, installed a 

karmic connection between practitioners and texts through which they could reap 

religious merit.   

Furthermore, many tales demonstrate that one can transfer the merit 廻向 (Ch. 

huíxiàng, Jp. ekō) obtained from copying a sūtra to others’ quests for rebirth or religious 

advancement in achieving Buddhahood.  In other words, one can form kechien for 

someone else through the act of copying a sūtra and dedicating it.  For example, one 

story recorded in the Shijū hyaku innen-shū 私聚百因縁集 (Personal Collection of 

Numerous Stories on causes and Conditions), compiled in 1257, illustrates how one 

man's act of copying a sūtra saved his friend who was suffering from rebirth as an animal, 

one of the Three Evil Realms.  When Vinaya Master Genkū 元空 died, he, shabbily 

dressed and weary, appeared in the dream of his friend, Fujiwara Nakahira 藤原仲平 

(875-945), who was also known as the Minister of the Left at Loquat Place 枇杷左大

臣.127  Genkū told the Minister that he had been reborn in the body of a snake because he 

hid money before he died.  He asked his friend to copy the Lotus Sūtra using the money 

for his salvation.  The Minister went to Genkū’s old residence.  As soon as he found the 

money, he saw a small snake slithering away from it.  As he was asked, he copied the 

Sūtra and dedicated it to Genkū.  Genkū appeared in the Minister’s dream again to thank 

his friend and tell of his rebirth into the Pure Land.  As he finished, he flew westward.  

This story explains the strong belief in the extraordinary power the Buddhist scriptures 

                                                

127 Shijū hyaku innen shū (9-10) and many other setsuwa collections contain this story. 
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possess and the transferable nature of this power as merit.  Merit can be channeled 

through the newly established karmic connection.  Accordingly, many people copied 

sūtras for their loved ones’ salvation as well as their own, especially in rites of tsuizen 追

善, the pursuit of goodness on behalf of the deceased, as mentioned in the previous 

chapter.   

Also, transfer of merit through copying sūtras was a way to repay kindnesses one 

had already received, thereby strengthening kechien.  By returning compassion, one 

strengthens a karmic connection already established when s/he first received it.  A story 

about a man who copied the Lotus Sūtra and had an extraordinary experience states that 

the man's intention of copying the scripture was to demonstrate the four kinds of 

compassion 四恩 (Ch. sìēn, Jp. shion), compassion for parents, sentient beings, rulers, 

and the Three Treasures.128  Children often attempted to repay the love they received 

from their parents through the act of copying and dedicating sūtras to their late parents; 

repayment for favors received was executed through the act of copying the sūtra and 

transferring its merit.  

Not only deceased family members, but also living persons can receive the 

benefits of family members’ copying of sūtras.  In the story mentioned above, the man's 

family’s meritorious act of copying a sūtra greatly contributed to saving the man who 

was trapped in an iron mine (3-13).129  As everyone including his coworkers and family 

                                                

128  (2-6), Nihon Ryōi-ki (2001), 68-9; Nakamura (1997), 166. The same story was later recorded in Sanpōe 
(Dharma 10), Honchō Hokke genki (3-105), and Konjaku Monogatari-shū.(12-26). 
129 (3-13), Nihon Ryōi-ki (2001), 146-8; also see n. 35 above. 
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thought he had been crushed to death, his family copied the Lotus Sūtra and painted an 

image of Kannon.  Then they performed a service for the man in order to transfer the 

merit to him in whatever realm he was in.  In response, a novice monk appeared in front 

of the man and told him that he would be saved because of his family’s good deeds.  As 

the monk was leaving, he opened a hole above the man through which the sunlight shone.  

Fortunately, some men who happened to be in the area collecting vines found the hole 

and pulled him out.  The local magistrate was very surprised at this marvel and asked the 

man what kind of good deeds he had done to receive such a favorable life.  The man told 

him the whole story of his experience, which impressed the magistrate so much that he 

organized a rite of copying and dedicating the sūtra.  

As seen above, the late Heian and Kamakura setsuwa collections clearly reveal 

how widespread the practice of copying sūtras was in the religious praxis of the time.  In 

those collections, there are many similar stories about the fruitful act of copying sacred 

texts.  This act established kechien through which one could accrue religious merit 

toward one’s salvation.  Furthermore, the act could also help others who were suffering 

from negative retribution inflicted by their karma to achieve rebirth in a Pure Land.  

Forming kechien is like installing a conduit through which merit is delivered, and it is 

necessary to establish kechien in order to gain merit.  In other words, by forming a karmic 

connection the practitioner improves one’s condition for achieving one’s religious goal.  

In the following section, I will examine several examples of the sūtras that were copied 

for the purpose of kechien. 
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Examples of Kechien-gyō 
Now let us turn our attention to examples of kechien-gyō.  The very fact that the 

practice of copying sūtras was referred to as kechien-gyō demonstrates that practitioners’ 

belief in the practice as an opportunity for forming kechien.130  An extensive vocabulary 

constructed around the term kechien-gyō illustrates that the practice can be categorized 

according to factors such as the duration of execution and the number of participants.  

One can copy the sūtra for many days 漸写経 (Jp. zensha-gyō), or one day 頓写経 (Jp. 

tonsha-gyō); a single person may execute the act of copying 一筆経 (Jp. ippitsu-gyō), or 

multiple scribes may participate as each person copies one chapter 一品経 (Jp. ippon-

gyō).131  However, one practice can be both zensha-gyō and ippitsu-gyō, both zensha-gyō 

and ippon-gyō, or other combinations.  In the following section, I examine both ippitsu-

gyō and ippon-gyō in order to illuminate involvement of participants in this practice.  

First, I study ketsuji- gyō 血字経, sūtras written with blood, as an example of ippitsu-gyō.  

Then I examine three examples of ippon- gyō: one described in the Eiga Monogatari, 

another in the Heike nōgyō, and one copied by numerous Buddhist monks in the early 

Kamakura period. 

 

                                                

130 Various documents attest to the use of the term kechien-gyō in the late Heian and the Kamakura periods.  
For example, aristocratic diaries such as Chūu-ki 中右記 by Fujiwara Munetada 藤原宗忠 (1062-1141) 
and Meigetsu-ki 明月記 by Fujiwara Sadaie/Teika 藤原定家 (1162-1241) contain entries regarding the 
practice of kechien-gyō. 
131 Inoue Kaoru, “Shakyō,” Nihon Bukkyō-shi jiten, edited by Imaizumi Toshio (Tokyo: Yoshikawa 
Kōbunkan, 1999), 422b. 
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Blood Character Sūtras  
An extreme yet clear example of kechien-gyō is the practice of ketsuji-gyō 血字経  

(Ch. xuèzì jīng), in which one copies a sūtra using ink mixed with blood drawn from 

one’s own finger tip in order to express one’s sincere intention.132  In his study of 

Chan/Zen discourse of dichotomy, Bernard Faure describes this practice as “a methodical 

attempt to become – by blood transfusion – a Buddha, and to create an immortal 

scriptural body for oneself.”133  In this practice, blood, a part of one's body, literally 

becomes part of the sūtra.  It is a bonding practice that unites the practitioner with the 

scripture, and thereby with the Buddha.  Commonly, a single person executed this 

practice as a variation of ippitsu-gyō. 

An example for this practice of ketsuji-gyō was recorded in Shuryōgon-in nijūgo 

zanmai kechien kakochō 首楞厳院二十五三昧結縁過去帳 (Death register for twenty-

five devotional kechien members at Shuryōgon-in), in the late Heian period.  One entry, 

among many, recounts the life and death of the Tendai monk Ryōhan 良範 who entered 

nirvana at the age of twenty in Chōhō 長保 3, 1001.134  He was a handsome young monk 

with a gentle nature who would never talk back to his friends.  Once he caught the plague, 

his only wish was to be reborn into the Pure Land so that he could save sentient beings.  

Consequently, he practiced the nenbutsu exclusively, and if anyone interfered with his 
                                                

132 For further discussion on this topic in the Chinese context, see Kieschnick, “ Blood Writing in Chinese 
Buddhism,” Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies, 23, n. 2 (2000), 177-94. 
133 Bernard Faure, The Rhetoric of Immediacy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), 138. 
134 Eshin sōzu zenshū 1 (Kyoto: Shibunkaku Shuppan, 1984), 8-9. Another version of his brief biography is 
also compiled in Zoku honchō ōjō-den 続本朝往生伝 in Ōjō-den Hokke Genki, NST 7 (Tokyo: Iwanami 
Shoten, 1974), 241. 
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effort for rebirth, he avoided them.  After chanting nenbutsu over ten times with his 

companions, he finally exhausted his last breath.  Upon his death, Genshin recited a 

scripture wishing Ryōhan would meet a spiritual guide, zenchishiki, who would lead him 

to the Buddha and his land.  Later, Ryōhan appeared in the dream of his associate and 

told him that he did meet a great zenchishiki who led him immediately to the Pure Land.   

He also told the man that now his name was Accord-with-Intention Bodhisattva 適意菩

薩 (Jp. Tekii bosatsu).  Interestingly his biographer attributed his religious achievements, 

not only his rebirth into the Pure Land but also his becoming a bodhisattva, to his earlier 

practice of copying the sūtras with his blood as well as his sincere practice of the 

nenbutsu.  In fact, despite his short life, he copied a number of the Budda’s images and 

sūtras in ink mixed with his blood.  One of the sūtras had writing on the cover saying, 

“[I] pay homage to various Thus-come Ones in ten directions and the triple world, at the 

end of my life [I] will undoubtedly be reborn into the Pure Land.”  His determination was 

clearly reflected in his use of his own blood for copying the sūtra and the Buddha’s 

images, which physically as well as karmically connected him with the sūtra and thereby 

clinched his rebirth into the Pure Land.   

The practice of ketsuji-gyō symbolized a strong resolution on the part of the 

practitioner.  The use of blood, part of his body, allowed him to materialize the karmic 

connection between him and the Buddhist teachings.  The product of ketsuji-gyō made 

invisible kechien visible and tangible.  Accordingly, the ketsuji-gyō functioned as 

compelling proof of the link.  It was also seen as so potent that some people used it to 
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cause a negative effect on their enemy, which I will explain in the section on the Heike 

Nōgyō.  In other words, ketsuji-gyō could embody desperation as well as determination.   

 

Ippon-gyō 一品経 
As the act of copying sacred scriptures became more popular and was practiced 

by a wide range of people in the late Heian and the Kamakura periods, more roles were 

made available to people who wanted to participate in the act.  People could be patrons, 

scribes, or donors for the copying of sūtras.  Reflecting the Mahāyāna ideal of universal 

salvation, the practice also accommodated more people by assigning a smaller task to 

each interested participant, especially in terms of the text to be copied.  For example, in 

some cases, each participant copied one chapter or fascicle of the scroll set.  This is called 

ippon-gyō.   

The increasing popularity of ippon-gyō in the late Heian period might be 

attributed to the belief in the salvific power of a karmic tie with one’s comrades, kechien-

shū 結縁衆, as well as with the Buddha and the Dharma, as discussed in Chapter 1.  Just 

like the ketsuji-gyō, ippon-gyō also worked as evidence of kechien with both the Buddha 

and members of one’s kechien assembly.  By forming kechien, participants ensured their 

chance to be reborn into the Pure Land.  At the same time, they hoped to enjoy guidance 

from their peers who had achieved rebirth so that they themselves could achieve a rebirth.  

In what follows, I will examine three examples of ippon-gyō: one described in the Eiga 

Monogatari, one from the Heike Nōgyō, and one at Isshin-ji.   
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Kechien- gyō in the Eiga Monogatari 

The detailed description of copying a sūtra in the Eiga Monogatari 栄華物語 (A 

Tale of Flowering Fortunes), written in the 11th century, is one of the earliest records that 

illustrate the practice of ippon-gyō, the copying of a sūtra by multiple participants (in this 

case, by aristocratic ladies) for kechien.  Grand Empress Kenshi 皇太后妍子 (994-1027), 

wife of Emperor Sanjō 三条天皇 (976-1017, r. 1011-1016) and the second daughter of 

Fujiwara Michinaga 藤原道長 (966-1028), and her ladies-in-waiting produced a copy of 

the Lotus Sūtra in the fall of Jian 治安 1, 1021.  For several years, one misfortune had 

followed another, such as a smallpox outbreak and deaths among Fujiwara family 

members.  Accordingly, the ladies-in-waiting proposed to the Grand Empress that they 

copy the sūtra to expiate their sins in this ephemeral world.  They planned to execute the 

practice as ippon-gyō, with the thirty participants each copying one chapter of the twenty-

eight chapters in the Lotus Sūtra, as well as its introduction and epilogue.  In this way, 

more people could participate in the project, and more people could establish kechien 

with the Lotus Sūtra, assuring them religious benefits.  The Grand Empress allocated 

chapters to her ladies, and she took on the task of preparing the container for the thirty 

scrolls.  The ladies-in-waiting also asked their husbands and partners to take part in this 

project by contributing the materials for the scrolls.  Everyone who participated in this 

undertaking in some way would establish kechien and, as a result, receive favorable merit 

for their rebirth into a Pure Land.  Competition among the ladies to excel at their assigned 

task resulted in marvelously sumptuous scrolls.  Not only were they executed in beautiful 

hands, many of the scrolls included illustrations of the content, such as numerous 
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bodhisattvas and the Buddha preaching at Vulture Peak.  At the dedication, Vinaya 

master Yōshō 永昭 gave a lecture in which he praised the ladies’ aesthetic and religious 

achievement: 

Those who copy and dedicate the Lotus Sūtra are assured of birth in 
the Heaven of the Thirty-three Divinities.  What is more, it is 
unthinkable that any of these ladies-in-waiting should have failed to 
read the Lotus, and thus they will undoubtedly be born in the 
Tu�ita Heaven, there to lead a life of bliss.  Consider, too that they 
have made use of gold, silver, beryl, and pearls in copying their 
dedicatory text.  What a noble enterprise!  Their resolve is loftier 
than Mount Sumeru and deeper than the four great seas.135 
 

Through the act of copying the Lotus Sūtra, the Empress and her ladies were guaranteed 

to be reborn into the realm of the thirty-three celestials on top of Mt. Sumeru.  

Furthermore, using extravagant decorations and offerings, they even improved their 

salvation by having formed kechien with the future Buddha Maitreya, and thus they 

would be reborn into his Tu�ita Heaven.  This became a popular practice, especially 

among aristocrats, to copy Buddhist sūtras (not only the Lotus Sūtra, but also the three 

Pure Land Sūtras and the Heart Sūtra) to better their chances to be reborn into one of 

Buddhist Pure Lands.  Julia Meech-Pekarik also states, “[the late Heian ippon-gyō] 

offered the opportunity for both an uninhibited display of personal wealth and a form of 

entertainment on a grand scale in which both artistic and spiritual efforts could be shared 

by a variety of participating members.”136 

 

                                                

135 McCullough and McCullough, (1980), 2: 533. 
136 Julia Meech-Pekarik, “ Taira Kiyomori and Heike Nokyo,” PhD dissertation, Harvard University (1976), 
119. 
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Heike Nōgyō 
Although the scroll set described in the Eiga monogatari did not survive, there are 

several examples of ippon-gyō practice that do exist today.  Heike Nōgyō 平家納経 

(Sūtras dedicated by the Taira Clan) is arguably the best known example of kechien-gyō 

practice in Japanese history.  Today it is considered as one of the three most important 

copied sūtras along with Jikōji-kyō 慈光寺経 in Saitama (the early 13th century) and 

Kunōji-kyō 久能寺経 in Shizuoka (ca. 1140).137  This set of the Lotus Sūtra, Heart Sūtra 

and Amida Sūtra was dedicated to Itsukushima Shrine 厳島神社 in today’s Hiroshima 

prefecture, in Chōkan 長寛 2, 1164, by Taira no Kiyomori 平清盛 (1118-1181) with a 

dedication vow, hōnō ganmon 奉納願文.138  After expressing his reverence toward the 

deity of Itsukushima Shrine, he attributed his good fortune to his worship of the deity: 

Thanks to my worship of this god, and benefitting from a propitious 
rebirth, I have long sustained the fortune and fate of my clan.  As 
though a dream, I could realize the sudden prosperity of my 
children.  My expectations in this life have already been fulfilled 
and future rewards can not be doubted.139 
 

Kiyomori stated that his wishes in this world were already fulfilled as the result of his 

worship toward the deity at Itsukushima Shrine.  When Kiyomori helped his father 

Tadamori 忠盛 (1096-1153), governor of Harima 播磨, today’s Hyōgo prefecture, build 

the Great tower on Mt. Kōya, he had a dream.  In the dream, a senior monk told him to 

                                                

137 For brief descriptions for these two copies, see Meech-Pekarik (1976), 114-6.  
138 Komatsu Shigemi, Zusetsu Heike Nōkyō (Tokyo: Ebisu Kōsō Shppan, 2005), 94-105; also see John 
Stevens, “Shakyō: Sūtra Copying,” Sacred Calligraphy of the East (Boulder, CO: Shambhala, 1981, 97-
132. 
139 Meech-Pekarik (1976), 35. 
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pay a visit to Itsukushima Shrine.  Kiyomori did as he was told.  At the Shrine, a Shinto 

maiden delivered a divine prophecy that he would become Prime Minister 太政大臣 (Jp. 

dajō daijin).140  Later, the prophecy became reality, and Kiyomori assumed the post.  Not 

only his own success, but also his family members’ accomplishments, suggested that the 

deity of Itsukushima had a strong bias in favor of the Taira family. 

Furthremore, he believed that his worship would continue to bring to him and his 

family divine favors even in the next life through rebirth into a Pure Land.  In this case, 

we can see that the act of copying the sacred text not only establishes one’s kechien with 

sacred texts and deity, but it also reinforces the kechien already in existence, as his good 

fortune proved, by expressing his gratitude toward the deity’s kindness 報恩 (Ch. bàoēn, 

Jp. hōon): 

Accordingly, I am the more determined to repay my debt of 
gratitude and with a pure mind have transcribed the twenty-eight 
chapters of the Lotus Sūtra, the Muryōgi-kyō, Kanfugen-kyō, 
Amida-kyō, and Hannya-shin-gyō, each in one scroll, and have 
dedicated them in a gilt bronze sūtra box, requesting that they be 
enshrined in the main hall.141 
 

At the same time, Kiyomori also intended the production of this sūtra copy to be a 

commemorative service for his and his family members' deaths in the future 逆修供養 

(Ch. nìxiū gòngyǎng, Jp. gyakushū kuyō).  Furthermore, he promised to hold thirty 

lectures on the Lotus Sūtra 法華三十講 (Jp. hokke sanjū-kō) as an annual event. In her 
                                                

140 This story is also compiled in the setsuwa collection Kojidan 古事談 (Tales about Old Matters) in the 
early thirteenth century by Minamoto no Akikane 源顕兼 (1160-1215).  In the mid-thirteen century, the 
same episode was recounted again in the Genpei seisui-ki 源平盛衰記 (A Record of the Rise and fall of the 
Minamoto and Taira). 
141 Meech-Pekarik (1976), 36. 
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in-depth study of the Heike Nōgyō, Julia Meech-Pekarik explains that “by the mid-Heian 

period [sponsors of the Lotus ceremonies] frankly valued gyakushū kuyō as the most 

totally effective insurance of their own salvation.”142  It is worth noting that Kiyomori 

requested the set of sūtras he and his family copied to be “enshrined in the main hall.”  

This tells us that these sūtras, though they were copies, were perceived to be as sacred as 

objects of worship.  In other words, production of these copies ensured great merit that 

guaranteed him and his family of rebirths.  

As another good example of Ippon-gyō, the dedication vow of the Heike Nōgyō 

explains that each of the thirty-two sūtra scrolls is copied by a different member of the 

Taira clan.  Unfortunately only four people, including Kiyomori himself, signed their 

scrolls, so we can only surmise who actually participated in this grand project of sūtra 

copying.  These four were Kiyomori, Shigeyasu 重康, Morikuni 盛国, and Morinobu 盛

信.143  Although in ippon-gyō each person is supposed to copy one chapter, Kiyomori 

copied three scrolls.  Also, it was customary for a scholar to draft the text for the 

dedication vow and for a professional scribe to make a fair copy.  However, Kiyomori 

himself made the final draft of the dedication vow, which clearly reflects his enthusiaism 

and determination.   

His exceptional determination might be due to his fear of bad fortune that might 

be inflicted on him after the death of his enemies.  Retired Emperor Sutoku-in 崇徳院 

                                                

142 Meech-Pekarik (1976), 111. 
143 Komatsu (2005), 108-115.  Except Kiyomori, the rest is Kiyomori’s military retainers, rather than 
kinsmen. 
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(1119-1164, r. 1123-1142) died in exile in the eighth month of the same year, just a 

month before the production of this sūtra.  Sutoku-in, along with Fujiwara Tadazane 藤

原忠実 (1078-1162) and his son Fujiwara Yorinaga 藤原頼長 (1120-1156), were 

enemies of Kiyomori and Minamoto Yoshitomo 源義朝 (1123-1160) and they lost in the 

Hōgen Disturbance 保元の乱, in Hōgen 1, 1156.  Komatsu Shigemi thus infers that 

Kiyomori was afraid of the retribution that would be inflicted by the angry spirits of 

Sutoku-in and Tadazane.144  It is worth mentioning that Fujiwara Tsunefusa 藤原経房 

(1143-1200) recorded in his diary Kikki 吉記 in Juei 寿永 1, 1182, twenty years after the 

Emperor’s death, the existence of a sūtra set copied by Sutoku-in during his exile in 

Sanuki province, today’s Kagawa prefecture.  Each scroll had an inscription at the end 

stating Sutoku-in’s wish for the fall of the world, written in ink mixed with his own blood 

drawn from his tongue.  As discussed above, the practice of ketsuji-gyō could reflect the 

copier’s desperation.  In order to appease these vengeful spirits and at the same time to 

protect himself and his family, Kiyomori most likely launched the grand project of 

copying the sūtras.  The dedication vow, however, does not mention any of the fears 

Kiyomori and his family faced. 

Just like the description in the Eiga Monogatari, the entire set of the Heike Nōgyō 

was produced with sumptuous materials and incomparable grace.  As mentioned before, 

becoming a chishiki by providing materials for meritorious practice such as copying 

sūtras was believed to lead to religious advancement.  In addition, copying the sūtra in 

                                                

144 Komatsu Shigemi, Heike Nōkyō (Tokyo: Chūō Kōron-sha, 2005), 82-96 and 117-8. 
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one’s own hand allowed one to more directly become a kechien-sha 結縁者, one who 

had established a karmic as well as a physical and economic link to the sūtra and thereby 

ensured his/her rebirth into a Pure Land.  Miya points out that these scrolls were 

produced by aristocrats in the late Heian period, not for reading, but for making merit 

through the act of copying, decorating, and dedicating sūtras.145   

 
Figure 2: A frontispiece illustration for Devadatta Chapter in Heike Nōkyō 

(Itsukushima Shrine, Hiroshima) 
 

In order to ensure the formation of their karmic connection and to reinforce it, 

kechien-sha not only copied sūtras on valuable sheets of paper, but also added an 

illustration to the opening section of each scroll, known as mikaeshi-e 見返し絵.  The set, 

                                                

145 Miya Tsugio, “Emaki ni miru Engi to Sōden 絵巻にみる縁起と僧伝,” Ronshū Nihon Bukkyō-shi 論集
日本仏教史 (Tokyo, Yūzan-kaku Shuppan, 1988a), 306. 
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including one scroll containing the dedication vow, is deposited in a beautifully decorated 

lacquered box, and is designated as a national treasure today.  “All of the materials used 

in the Heike Nōgyō – the paper, metalwork, crystal, lacquer jikushu, and braided cords – 

were of the highest quality available at the time.”146  Every physical property of the sūtra 

set demonstrates the aesthetic sensitivity of jinzen jinbi 尽善尽美, doing one’s utmost 

good and using the utmost beauty, to guarantee that everyone who was involved in the 

project would be born into a Pure Land.  Willa Tanabe explains, “While the expository 

function of the transcription is obvious, the scroll also exemplifies the devotional ideal of 

demonstrating one’s adoration of the words of the Buddha by embellishing the 

transcription to produce a beauty of form to parallel the profundity of content.”147  In this 

way of visualizing the text, in addition to the simple pious act of copying the sūtras, 

people in the late Heian period were believed to have established and reinforced more 

potent karmic links that guaranteed a rebirth into a Pure Land.   

 

Kechien-gyō at Isshin-ji 
By copying ippon-gyō, one could form karmic connections not only with the 

Buddha but also with others who participated in the practice.  By copying a sūtra, one 

could gain membership in the kechien assembly.  To give an extreme example, a total of 

one hundred thirty-six monks participated in copying the Heart Sūtra and Amida Sūtra in 

                                                

146 Meech-Pekarik (1976), 124. 
147 Willa Jane Tanabe, "Visual Piety and the Lotus Sutra in Japan." In A Buddhist Kaleidoscope: Essays on 
the Lotus Sutra, edited by Gene Reeves (Tokyo: Kosei Publishing Co., 2002), 81. 
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a single fascicle housed at Isshin-ji 一心寺 in Osaka today.148  Interestingly, in this 

particular case, all the participants held clergy status: twenty-nine from Mt. Kōya; 

fourteen from Tōdai-ji, including Chōgen 重源 (1121-1206); forty-eight from Mt. 

Kōmyō 光明山 such as Myōhen 明遍 (1142-1224); and forty-five from Mt. Hiei and its 

affiliated temples, including Jien 慈円 (also known as Jichin 慈鎮, 1155-1225), Kanshō 

観性, and Genkū 源空 (also better known as Hōnen 法然).  The endeavor was completed 

sometime after the twenty-ninth day of the sixth month in Bunji 文治 5, 1189, as the date 

was recorded at the end of the Amida Sūtra.  In order to accommodate this many 

participants, each person copied one sentence, which is specifically called ichigyō 

ippitsu-gyō 一行一筆経.  The scribe's signature was put at the end of each sentence.   

This project of a large group of monks together copying sūtras functioned as an 

opportunity for forming kechien among participants who usually urged ordinary people to 

tie kechien with the Three Treasures of Buddhism.  In his brief article on this sūtra, Aoki 

Atsushi points out the fact that the many people who copied this sūtra also participated in 

the erection of several Buddhist statues by Kaikei 快慶 (fl.1185-1220), such as Hachiman 

in the guise of a Buddhist monk (1201) and Amida Buddha (ca. 1194, 1210, 1211), and in 

this way they formed kechien with the divine images. 149  He argues that this list of clergy 

suggests the existence of a community network of monks that reached beyond sectarian 

                                                

148 Aoki Atsushi, “Oaska, Isshin-ji kechien-gyō ni miru ‘kesshū’ no kōzu,” Indo-gaku Bukkyō-gaku kenkyū 
45, n. 2 (1997), 137-8. 
149 Ibid., 138. 
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divisions, and that this community served to build bridges between the people and the 

Three Buddhist Treasures through forming kechien.  Through copying, the clergymen 

confirmed their commitment to helping others achieve Buddhahood, which in return 

assured their own enlightenment.  This group collaboration indicates that kechien 

established connections not just linearly between two parties, but woven together 

intricately among multiple parties.  Just as Genshin emphasized the importance of 

helping members of the assembly of karmic connection, kechien-shū, those prominent 

Buddhist monks in the late Heian and the early Kamakura period also expected to receive 

help for religious achievement from their colleagues in this practice. 

 

Copying Other Texts  
In addition to Buddhist sutras, other kinds of religious texts were copied for the 

same purpose of establishing kechien.  It is significant that different kinds of religious 

texts were believed to cause the same result, namely forming and strengthening kechien 

and obtaining a guarantee of one’s rebirth into a Pure Land in the Kamakura period and 

after.  This is because the act of copying with a right intention endorsed the generation of 

kechien relationship.  In this section, I look at examples of religious texts other than 

sūtras that were perceived as effective and thus copied for kechien.   

First, the act of copying setsuwa, Buddhist explanatory tales, brought the religious 

benefit of assuring one’s rebirth into the Pure Land, because the act of recounting was 

believed to help establish a karmic connection between the copier and the subject of the 

tales.  This latitude in the choice of a text to copy meant that more people might be drawn 
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to perform the practice because they could essentially choose any religious text that 

“moved” them.  Sometimes the subject of a tale was a Buddhist deity and other times it 

was a person who had achieved rebirth into the Pure Land.  It is important to note that the 

result was the same, even though the kind of text copied was different.  In other words, 

kechien was achieved by copying a wide range of religious texts such as sūtras and less 

religious stories.  This shows that the practitioners could form kechien with various 

objects, not only a Buddha or bodhisattva but also a kami and one’s teacher.  This 

flexibility allowed more people of various religious capacities to establish karmic links 

and improve their conditions for enlightenment.  

As addressed in the Introduction, Minobe and Yamaguchi argue that 

compilers/editors of the setsuwa collections were motivated to pursue their literary acts 

by their wish for kechien.   In other words, various setsuwa tales, including collections of 

rebirth tales, ōjō-den 往生伝 (collections of Stories about rebirth into the Pure Land), 

were compiled and copied for the sake of kechien.  As discussed in Chapter 1, in the late 

Heian period, people believed in the special ability of those who were born, or about to 

be born, into Amida’s Pure Land.  They were believed to be able to guide others who 

formed kechien with them.  Therefore, some people formed kechien by practicing 

nenbutsu together in preparation for their last moment of life, others by witnessing the 

last moment of another.  Retelling the stories of the life and death of ōjō-nin was also 

considered a helpful way to establish a connection that could bring karmic benefit.  One 

recounted the stories by either compiling or copying them.  For example, Keisei 慶政, 

who is the compiler of Kankyo no tomo 閑居友, copied various Ōjō-den such as Zoku 
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honchō ōjō-den 続本朝往生伝 compiled by Ōe no Masafusa, Shūi ōjō-den 拾遺往生伝 

and Go-shūi ōjō-den 後拾遺往生伝 by Miyoshi Tameyasu, Sangai ōjō-ki 三外往生記 

by Renzen 蓮禅, and Honchō shinshū ōjō-den 本朝新修往生伝 by Fujiwara Munetomo 

藤原宗友.150  Keisei relates his motivation for compiling Kankyo no tomo to his 

comment on Kamo no Chōmei 鴨長明 (1155-1216), who compiled Hosshin-shū 発心集.   

He thought Chōmei compiled it by adding some entries that were already recorded in 

preceding ōjō-den in order to entertain people’s ears and to form kechien.   

Through this act of compiling and copying, one could form a karmic connection 

with ōjō-nin, the subject of a story, as well as teach others the significance of rebirth into 

the Pure Land.  For example, Miyoshi Tameyasu 三善為康 (1049-1139), an compiler of 

Shūi ōjō-den 拾遺往生伝, states at the end of the entry about Saichō that he included the 

life of Saichō because he wanted to form kechien with him even though his predecessors, 

Yoshishige Yasutane 慶滋保胤 (931-1002?) or Ōe Masafusa 大江匡房 (1041-1111), did 

not include him in their ōjō-den collections.151  Therefore, it is clear that the compilers 

and copiers of these collections intended to fulfill their wish to be reborn into the Pure 

Land while at the same time providing guidance to others.   

Religious texts other than sūtras, such as exegeses and treatises, were also copied 

with motivations similar to that of kechien-gyō.  For instance, Shinran copied his master 

Hōnen’s work, as seen in the Zenshin shōnin Shinran den’ne and his other biographies.  

                                                

150 Yamaguchi (1992), 21. 
151 Minobe (1988), 24-5. 
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In the first scene of the second fascicle, the text explains that Shinran was allowed to 

copy Senchaku Hongan Nenbutsu-shū 選択本願念仏集 (The Passages on the Selection 

of the Nenbutsu in the Primal Vow, hereafter Senchaku-shū) in Genkyū 元久 2, 1205.  

Kakunyo 覚如 (1271-1351), the creator of the illustrated biography, quotes Shinran’s 

own description of this event in Kyōgyōshinshō 教行信証 (On Teaching, Practice, Faith, 

and Enlightenment).152   Hōnen composed Senchaku-shū in Kenkyū 建久 9, 1198, upon 

the request of Kujō Kanezane 九条兼実 (1149-1207), one of his lay disciples and the 

former Regent.  In the last chapter, Hōnen asks Kanezane not to reveal the writing in 

public: 

I request that, once Your Honor has deigned to read this work, you 
should hide it in a wall and certainly not leave it exposed in front of 
your window.  This is because I fear that it might cause people who 
slander the Dharma to fall into evil ways.153 
 

As instructed, the Senchaku-shū was hidden from the public until Hōnen’s death in 

Kenryaku 建暦 2, 1212.  Therefore, the fact that Shinran was permitted to copy the 

Senchaku-shū during Hōnen’s lifetime proves how trusted he was by Hōnen.  Further, as 

Shinran finished copying the text Hōnen himself wrote the title and added the phrase, 

“Namu Amida-butsu, karma of rebirth is based on nenbutsu 南無阿弥陀仏 往生之業 

念仏為本.”  Hōnen also wrote the name Shaku Shakkū 釈綽空, the name Shinran used 

                                                

152 Shinran, “Kenjōdo hōben keshindo monrui 6 顕浄土方便化身土文類六,” NST 11 (Tokyo: Iwanami 
Shoten, 1971), 258-9. 
153 Senchakushu English Translation Project, ed., Honen's Senchakushu: Passages on the Selection of the 
Nembutsu in the Original Vow (Senchaku Hongan Nembutsu Shu) (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 
1998), 153; for a Japanese text, see NST 10 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1971), 162. 
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as Hōnen’s disciple.  This act authenticated Shinran’s Dharma lineage as directly 

transmitted from master to disciple.  In the painting, in fact, we see Shinran receiving the 

copy of the Senchaku-shū directly from Hōnen.   

 
Figure 3: Shinran Copying Senchaku-shū in Shinran Den’ne (Senju-ji, Mie) 

 
In addition to getting permission to copy the text, Shinran was also allowed to 

reproduce the portrait of Hōnen, which I will discuss later in Chapter 4.  Using Shinran's 

own words, the text in the emaki scroll does not fail to comment on this honor:   

渉年渉日、蒙其教誨之人、雖千万、云親云疎、獲此見写之徒、

甚以難。尒既書写製作、図画真影、是専念正業之徳也。是決

定往生之徴。仍抑悲喜之涙、註由来之縁154 
 

                                                

154 Komatsu Shigemi, Zenshin shōnin Shinran den’ne ZZNET 1 (Tokyo: Chūōkōron-sha, 1994), 28. 
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Although there were numerous disciples who received Hōnen’s 
teachings over days and years, it was extremely difficult for 
disciples who won the opportunity of seeing and copying the 
Senchaku-shū when they were among those who were said to be 
intimate and distant.  However, [I] have already copied his work 
and painted his portrait.  This is the merit of the right action of 
single-minded meditation.  This is the sign of certain rebirth in the 
Pure Land.  Therefore, controlling the tears of compassion and joy, 
I recorded the condition of origin.  
 

Shinran interprets his good fortune as the merit of his devotion to nenbutsu practice.  By 

copying the Senchaku-shū, Shinran strengthened his karmic tie with his teacher.  At the 

same time, the act of copying Hōnen’s work greatly contributed to this worldly benefit, 

namely the legitimacy of his authority in the Pure Land Buddhist tradition, just like 

Emperor Tenmu’s national project of copying the entire collection of sūtras.  Kakunyo, 

the compiler of the illustrated biography, as well as Shinran, regarded this opportunity as 

a significant one in Shinran’s religious career.   

Even later, the Buddhist commentary Revealing the Tenets of the Abhidharma 

Treasury 阿毘達摩蔵顕宗論 (Sk. Abhidharma-samayapradīpika, Ch. Āpídámózàng 

xiǎnzōng lùn, Jp. Abidaruma zōkenshū ron, T 1563.29) was copied with the same 

intention for kechien.  The colophon at the end of the scroll states, 

其時応永十九年八月日 
本願主覚蔵 
校者 摂州崑陽寺住 阿闍梨了慶 
爰雖為日本一悪筆、為結縁、平安城 
於北野経堂、如形書写了 
筆者尾州  什賢155 
 
It was one day in the eighth month in Ōei 19 

                                                

155 Imahori (2006), 104. 
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The originator of the primary vow: Kakuzō 
Editor: resident at Konyō-ji, Settsu Province, Preceptor Ryōkei 
Here although this makes the worst hand in Japan, for forming 
kechien, at the Kitano Sūtra Hall in the capital, I had copied the text 
exactly like the example. 
Copier: Owari Province Jūken 
 

In Ōei 19, 1412, Jūken, a monk from Owari province, states that despite his bad 

handwriting, he copied the text wishing to establish kechien.  This act allowed the 

sponsor and editor as well as the copier to form kechien with the text and thereby with the 

Buddhist Three Treasures.  At the same time, it seems that the copier expected to form 

kechien with the sponsor and editor, which increased his chance to achieve enlightenment 

and provided a sense of assurance.    

Furthermore, people in medieval Japan copied texts to form kechien with kami as 

well as the Three Buddhist Treasures.  For example, before Kitano Tenjin engi 北野天神

縁起 (The Origin Stories of Heavenly Deity at Kitano Shrine) was produced in the form 

of a picture scroll, the text was composed as Tenjin-ki 天神記 (Record of Heavenly 

Deity).  It recounts the life of Sugawara Michizane 菅原道真 (845-903), the process of 

enshrining him as the Heavenly Deity at Kitano Shrine, and miraculous stories of the 

Heavenly Deity’s efficacy.  Although the original manuscript did not survive, the oldest 

existent text, composed in Kenkyū 建久 5, 1194, was compiled by Sōen 宗淵 (1786-

1859), a Buddhist monk who served at Kitano Shrine, in a collection, the Kitano Bunsō 
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北野文叢, in Bunsei 文政 11, 1828, after being copied a few times.156  The colophon 

informs us that one such occasion was in Bunbō 2, 1318: 

文保第二之暦白蔵南呂下旬之天 以北京之忠明朝臣之本書写

之 偏為天神値遇所願成弁也 願以此筆功必生威徳天而已  
欣求浄土沙門恵剱 
 
On a day in late eighth month in Bunbō 2, using the copy of 
Tadaaki in Northern Capital I copied this.  Simply what was hoped 
by the encounter with Heavenly Deity became a discourse.  I wish 
to be certainly born in the Itoku Heaven using the merit of this 
brush, and that is all.     
The monk Eiken seeking the Pure Land 
 

Although the colophon consists of only a few sentences, it conveys crucial information.  

It clearly states the monk’s wish to have an encounter with Tenjin, also known as Dai-

Itoku 大威徳 (Great Majesty), which establishes kechien as its consequence.  Eiken also 

wishes to be reborn into Tenjin’s Pure Land as a result of the merit gained by copying the 

text.  As seen above, copying any religious texts not just the Buddhist sūtras, provided 

the copier with a means to form kechien with texts, deities or teachers, and promised a 

favorable religious achievement, such as rebirth into the Pure Land. 

 

Conclusion 
As seen through this chapter, copying sūtras as well as other religious texts was 

considered a meritorious act that established kechien.  In Mahāyāna Buddhism, copying 

sūtras has been considered a fundamental yet supreme practice because the sūtras 

                                                

156 Shinbo Tōru 真保亨, Kitano Seibyō-e no Kenkyū 北野聖廟絵の研究 (Tokyo: Chūō Kōron Bijutsu 
Shuppan, 1994), 14. 
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recorded the teachings of the Buddha and were identified with the Buddha himself.  

Therefore, people worshiped the sūtras just as they did the Buddha.  This idea was not 

merely a theory for the clergy and the intellectuals, but it was widely believed and 

practiced by diverse people in pre-modern Japan, as seen in various setsuwa tales.  The 

examples in this chapter have also shown the close connection between kechien and 

religious merit.  When one has formed kechien with a deity or a sacred text, the karmic 

connection allows one to accrue merit through it.  As discussed in Chapter 1, forming 

kechien is the first step one can take for attainment of a religious goal. 

Today, many copies of sūtras from medieval Japan have survived, and they 

probably served as proof of kechien formed between participants and Buddhas or kami, 

providing a sense of assurance about being reborn in the Pure Land or to accrue religious 

merit in this world or the future.  The karmic connection established by copying a sūtra 

or other sacred religious texts served as a bridge through which one could attain merit. 
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CHAPTER 3: RELIGIOUS ACT OF COPYING IN EMAKI SCROLLS: 
PRAXIS OF KECHIEN IN THE LATE KAMAKURA PERIOD 

 

Our analysis of several examples of kechien-gyō as well as Buddhist sūtras and 

setsuwa tales in Chapter 2 has revealed that people in medieval Japan practiced the act of 

copying sacred texts in order to form kechien with the text, and thereby with the Buddha, 

hence to accrue various kinds of merit.  In this chapter, the focus of analysis shifts from 

the concept of kechien to its praxis evidenced in emaki picture scrolls.  I examine various 

emaki scrolls in order to delineate further the various ways of copying sacred texts that 

were practiced in medieval Japan, specifically from the Kamakura period onward.  First, I 

will continue to look at examples of copying sūtras as they are visually presented in 

picture scrolls.  In particular, I will examine the practice of nyohō-gyō 如法経 (Copying 

Sūtras according to the Dharma) depicted in the illustrated biography of Hōnen as well 

as the origin described in the Tendai treatises.  In addition to the Hōnen Shōnin Eden, 

examples of copying sūtras are taken from Taima Mandara Engi, Chigo Kannon Engi, 

and Dōjō-ji Engi.  The illustrations from these emaki scrolls explicate how people 

participated in the practice of copying sūtras and what benefits they received.  These 

paintings within emaki reveal that copying sūtras was a common and valid religious 

practice that allowed people to form kechien and reap benefits for others and for 

themselves.  Then I will study various cases of copying the texts within picture scrolls.  

As Miya has argued, these texts unmistakably reveal the intention behind the production 

of picture scrolls for kechien.  Examination of both paintings and texts in emaki confirms 
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that production of emaki was often motivated by a desire to form and realize kechien.  In 

this and the following chapters, I will examine emaki’s function from the perspective of 

the producers, or those who actively participated in their production.  By establishing 

karmic connections through participating in the act of copying texts, one was assured of 

receiving religious benefit.  In other words, emaki served as a means of establishing 

kechien for those who participated in their production. 

 

Nyohō-gyō 如法経 and Hōnen shōnin eden 
Among various genres of the practice, the most elaborate method of copying a 

sūtra, specifically the Lotus Sūtra, is referred to as nyohō-gyō 如法経 (Copying a Sūtra 

in accord with the Dharma).  It is said that Ennin 円仁 (794-864), also known as Jikaku 

Daishi 慈覚大師, was responsible for establishing the prescribed procedure for this 

practice.  According to the brief biography Jikaku Daishi-den 慈覚大師伝, written 

around 970, at the age of forty Ennin decided to dwell at a small thatched hut he built in 

Yokawa, the northern valley on Mt. Hiei, because his health was failing.157  As he 

realized that his life was not eternal, he secluded himself and waited for his end.  He 

spent three years as a recluse.  One night he had a dream in which heavenly beings gave 

him some medicine that looked like a melon.  Ennin cut it open and ate half.  It tasted like 

honey.  A heavenly being told him that it was the elixir of the Heaven of the Thirty-Three 

                                                

157 Saito Enshin, Jikaku Daishi-Den (Tokyo: Sankibo Busshorin, 1992); biographical information about 
Ennin in this section is based on this entry, unless cited otherwise.  The date of his becoming a recluse 
varies depending on the source; for further discussion, see Paul Groner, Ryōgen and Mount Hiei (Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press, 2002), 305-9, 449-50, n.10. 
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Heavenly Beings 忉利天 (Sk. trāyas-triṃśa, Jp. Tōri-ten).  As he woke up from the 

dream, he could still taste the elixir in his mouth.  Amazingly, his fatigued body had been 

restored to health, and his dimming eyes regained their radiance.  In order to express his 

gratitude, he decided to conduct the practice of copying the Lotus Sūtra using ink made 

of stone and a brush of cores of grass.  In addition, he practiced four kinds of samādhi.  

He deposited the copy of the sūtra in a small pagoda and placed it in a hut.  He named 

this hut Nyohō-dō 如法堂, the Hall according to the Dharma.  The Hall is now located 

within the precinct of Shuryōgon-in 首楞厳院.  In his study of the Tendai school in the 

tenth century, Paul Groner suggests that this copy inside the pagoda became “the 

eventual focal point of the monastic center at Yokawa.”158  As mentioned above, this 

demonstrates that the copied text was believed to have the same power as relics, which 

were usually placed inside a pagoda.   

Nyohō-gyō is not a simple act of copying, but a religious austerity which requires 

a ritualistic mind set.  The Eigaku-yōki 叡岳要記 (Documents and Records of Mt. Hiei) 

from the early Kamakura period adds more detailed description of this religious practice 

that Ennin conducted during his stay at Yokawa.  For three years before he tasted the 

elixir, he performed the Lotus-confession of the Tendai School 法華懺悔 (Ch. fǎhuá 

chànhuǐ, Jp. hokke zange) three times throughout the day and night, in which he read the 

Lotus Sūtra in order to repent for his negative karma.159  He also practiced sitting 

                                                

158 Paul Groner, Ryōgen and Mount Hiei (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2002), 307. 
159 Eigaku yōki, SGR v. 19 (Tokyo:Naigai Shoseki, 1938), 216. 
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meditation and four kinds of samādhi which were taught by Zhiyi.  These practices, 

confession and meditation, were named the Preparatory Expedient Means 前方便 (Ch. 

qián fāngbiàn, Jp. mae hoben).  Although Ennin did not originally intend these rites to be 

preparatory to copying sūtras, they were incorporated into the procedure of Nyohō-gyō 

by his disciples on Mt. Hiei later. 

After his miraculous experience of regaining his vigor, Ennin personally copied 

the Lotus Sūtra using his hand-made ink and brush and pure spring water in order to 

express his gratitude toward the heavenly being.  Every time he copied a single character, 

he made obeisance three times 一字三礼 (Ch. yīzì sānlǐ, Jp. ichiji sanrei).  In addition to 

obeisance, Kageyama Haruki explains, Ennin made offerings of flowers and incense for 

each character of the Sūtra.160  As the Lotus Sūtra contains approximately 68,000 

characters, Ennin must have paid homage to the Sūtra and thus to the Buddha more than 

200,000 times.  John Kieschnick summarizes, “When a monk put brush to paper to copy, 

say, the Lotus Sutra, he was expected to approach his work with the caution reserved for 

a sacrament; … they did so with the knowledge that such books were linked to marvelous, 

unfathomable powers in a direct, material way.“161  In other words, one was able to 

establish kechien with the profound power of the sūtra and the three Buddhist Treasures 

through the act of copying.  Therefore, it was crucial to perform a preliminary rite for 

purification and approach the act of copying with reverence.  In Ennin’s case, the 

                                                

160 Kageyama Haruki, “Yokawa ni okeru nyohō shakyō to maikyō” Kōkogaku zasshi 54, n. 3 (1969), 1-2. 
161 John Kieschnick, The Impact of Buddhism on Chinese Material Culture (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2003), 174. 
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heavenly being initiated the formation of kechien with Ennin by appearing and giving 

him the elixir.  It was in this direct contact that the deity established kechien with Ennin.  

By returning the favor, Ennin strengthened his karmic link with the heavenly being, just 

as we saw in the Heike Nōgyō by Taira Kiyomori.  As its origin indicates, the practice of 

nyohō-gyō pertains to the praxis of kechien.  Sentient beings realized their kechien 

through performance of meritorious deeds of copying sutras, as simply knowing their 

potential did not help them to advance in their religious paths.   

Dedication of the copied sūtra is also an important part of the ritual.  On the 

fifteenth day of the ninth month of the same year, Ennin invited Gishin 義真 (781-833), 

the head of the Tendai sect, to conduct the rite of Ten Kinds of Offerings 十種供養 (Ch. 

shízhǒng gōngyǎng, Jp. jisshu kuyō) to the copied sūtra.162  The ten kinds of offerings are 

flowers, perfume, necklaces, powdered incense, perfumed paste, burnt incense, silk 

canopies and banners, garments, and music, as listed in the above mentioned chapter on 

the Dharma Teachers in the Lotus Sūtra.  This dedication rite further empowered the 

copied sūtra to be revered, because the dedication rite strengthen the kechien bond 

between the sūtra and the Three Buddhist Treasures. 

It is said that later, in Chōgen 長元 4, 1031, Kakuchō 覚超 (960-1034) deposited 

the sūtra copied by Ennin in a copper container and buried it behind the Nyohō Hall in 

                                                

162 Eigaku yōki, 216. 
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anticipation of the arrival of the age of mappō.163  This practice of burying sūtras 埋経 

(Ch. maí jīng, Jp. maikyō) became popular as the year 1052 approached.164  The Monyō-

ki 門葉記, the official records of Seiren-in 青蓮院 compiled by Son’en Shin’nō 尊円親

王 (1298-1356), also contains a vow written by Bosastu Bikuni 菩薩比丘尼 in 1031 that 

clearly explains her motivation for copying a sūtra and dedicating it to the Nyohō Hall. 

ワレノチノヨニ三界ヲイテテカナラス極楽浄土ニムマレテ、

菩提ノ道ヲ修シテトクホトケニナリ衆生ヲワタサム、又浄土

ニウマレテノチニハ、コノ経ニヨセテ人ヲワタサム、弥勒ノ

世ニモミツカアラヒテ、コノ経ヲモチテ人ヲワタサム。165 
 
Later, I am surely going to be born into the Pure Land of ultimate 
bliss getting out of the three realms of the past, present and future.  
Then as I will practice the way for enlightenment, I will quickly 
become a Buddha and will save sentient beings.  Also after I am 
born into the Pure Land, I will save them by relying on this sūtra.  I 
will also go to the realm of Maitreya and save people using this 
sūtra. 
 

This passage demonstrates that one’s wish for rebirth into the Pure Land does not stop at 

selfish motivation, as Bosatsu Bikuni expresses her hope of becoming a zenchishiki in 

order to save others.  According to the “Nyohō-dō dōtō-ki 如法堂銅筒記 (Record of the 

copper cylinder at the Nyohō Hall),” which is one part of the Eigaku yōki, copying the 

Lotus Sūtra according to the dharma and safely depositing it in the tower was for forming 

                                                

163 Inoue Kaoru, “Nyohō-gyō,” Nihon Bukkyō-shi jiten, edited by Imaizumi Toshio (Tokyo: Yoshikawa 
Kōbunkan, 1999), 834b.  On that occasion, Shōshi 彰子, Fujiwara Michinaga’s daughter and Emperor 
Ichijō’s empress, joined the endeavor of copying the Lotus Sūtra and buried it for the purpose of 
establishing kechien.  
164 The oldest example of this practice of maikyō is one by Fujiwara Michinaga in 1007 on Mt. Kimpu.  For 
further discussion, see Seki Hideo, Heian jidai no maikyō to shakyō (Tokyo: Tōyō-dō Shppan, 1999). 
165 Monyō-ki, v. 79, quoted by Yoshida Kiyoshi, “Nyohōgyō-e,” Bukkyō Minzoku-gaku no sho-mondai 
(Tokyo: Meicho Shuppan, 1993), 393. 
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kechien with the primary vow of the great master Ennin.166  Furthermore, the sūtra was to 

function as a means of salvation even in the Pure Land.   

According to Eigaku yōki, this nyohō-gyō was practiced neither in India nor 

China.167  It claims that Ennin formulated the rite himself in Japan, with prescribed 

details.  In Katei 嘉禎 2, 1236, Shūkai 宗快 recoded the formulated procedure of this rite 

in detail in Nyohō-gyō genshu sahō 如法経現修作法 (Precepts of Copying Sūtras in 

accord with the Dharma as Practiced in This World, T 2730:84).  Another biography of 

Ennin compiled in Genkō Shakusho 元亨釈書, in 1322, by Kokan Shiren 虎関師錬 

(1278-1346), states that even then, in the early fourteenth century, people transmitted and 

practiced this rite.168  

Today, we can also learn visually about the practice of nyohō-gyō in the ninth 

fascicle of the Hōnen Shōnin Eden 法然上人絵伝, an illustrated biography of Hōnen 

produced in the early fourteenth century.  According to the text in the emaki, in Bunji 文

治 4, 1188, Hōnen was appointed as the leader of the ritual for copying and dedicating 

the Lotus Sūtra by Retired Emeperor Go-Shirakawa 後白河法皇 (1127-1192, r. 1155-

1158).169  Although the text briefly remarks that the inspiration for this practice came 

                                                

166 Eigaku yōki, 217. 
167 Ibid., 216. 
168 Genkō Shakusho, KT v. 31 (Tokyo: Kokushi Taikei kankō-kai, 1932), 62. 
169 The following section regarding copying the sutra in this scroll is based on the typed text in Komatsu 
Shigemi, ZNE 1, (1990), 180-1. 
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from a wonderful dream Go-Shirakawa had, it does not explain the dream in detail.170  

This rite, nyohō-gyō, was conducted at the retired Emperor’s Sentō 仙洞 retreat at 

Oshikōji 押小路, East of the Kamo River.  It began with the preliminary rite on the 

fourteenth of the eighth month.  In addition to the Retired Emperor as sponsor and Hōnen 

as guide, the participating scribes were Fujiwara Moronaga 師長 (1138-1192), also 

known as the lay monk Shōkoku 相国 at Myōon-in 妙音院, Hōnen’s disciple Gyōken 行

賢, and some high-ranking Tendai monks from the Sanmon 山門 and Jimon 寺門 schools.  

This rite was a large scale project that involved various important figures of that time and 

earnest religious observances. 

The Hōnen shōnin eden shows that the act of copying sūtras as a religious 

practice requires a succession of rituals, as prescribed as nyohō-gyō.  The first section of 

the fascicle depicts the Preparatory Expedient Means (9-1).  The text explains the steps of 

the ritual.  Hōnen, as the leader of the ritual, “ascended the pulpit, read the introductory 

ritual, recited the shakujō gāthā 錫杖偈, and began the confession of sins committed in 

former states of existence as well as in the present.”171  This ceremony lasted for seven 

days, during which time they performed the service of confession three times a day.  As 

seen above, this instruction was formulated based on what Ennin did before receiving the 

elixir.  On the twentieth of the eighth month, they moved on to perform “the regular rite 

of confession and purification” under Hōnen’s guidance.  This practice of the correct 

                                                

170 Coates and Ishizuka, Honen the Buddhist Saint (New York and London: Garland Publishing, 1985), 222. 
171 Ibid. 
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confession 正懺法 (Ch. zhèng chànfǎ, Jp shōsenbō) was performed six times a day for 

twenty-one days.  The painting depicts the ritual space at the Emperor’s retreat created by 

hanging fresh green bamboo blinds.  In contrast, pure white garlands and banners 

accentuate the tie beams.  In the middle of the hall, an all-white altar has been erected.  

The sūtra reliquary is placed on the altar under a white canopy.  The leader of the rite, 

Hōnen, sits directly in front of the altar.  Participants in the ceremony also don all white 

and sit on both sides of the altar with writing desks in front of them.   

 
Figure 4: The Preparatory Expedient Means in Hōnen Shōnin Eden (Chion-in, 

Kyoto) 
 

Although the text does not mention any outside spectators, it is worth noting that 

many lay people gathered for this occasion.  A few high-ranking aristocrats, both male 

and female, sit on the veranda.  On the ground just to the right outside the hall, women 

with veils solemnly observe the ceremony.  They cover their faces with veils as if they 
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were forbidden to make any noise or take a breath of air that might disturb the auspicious 

rite.  In fact, some courtiers sitting on the veranda turn their heads toward the women and 

cast reprimanding looks at them.  This establishment of kechien by an audience will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 5.   

The practice of copying sūtras also involves various other ritual factors in 

addition to space and participants, such as how the paper used for copying received 

special treatment, as shown by the second section of the fascicle.  The text describes how 

carefully the material was selected and transferred.  Kanshō 観性 (?-1190) bequeathed 

the paper, which was held at the residence of his disciple, Jichin 慈鎮 (1155-1225), at 

Sanjō.  The text also mentions that Prince Kakkai 覚快親王 (1134-1181?), the seventh 

son of Emperor Toba and the master of Jichin, once resided in this house.  Perhaps this 

was important because he was also the younger brother of the Retired Emperor Go-

Shirakawa, sponsor of this project.  By emphasizing the connection with the imperial 

family and eminent monks, the text elevates the exceptional status of the materials used 

for copying sūtras and the ritual act itself.  On the fourth of the ninth month, twelve 

junior participants were sent to fetch the paper, while the Retired Emperor, Hōnen, and 

Shōkoku, as seniors, waited for them in the hall.  The text continues to describe the 

detailed transportation of the paper to the hall:  

Those who went for the paper put it into a copper case, and brought 
it in a palanquin to the hall, when it was placed upon a stand under 
the porch on the south (front) side of the hall.172   
 

                                                

172 Coates and Ishizuka, (1981), 222-3. 
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The twelve monks began to recite gāthās as they announced their arrival.  The Retired 

Emperor responded to this by also reciting gāthās from inside.  Following Go-Shirakawa, 

Hōnen and the Premier joined in the chant.  After the paper was safely deposited in a 

proper spot in the hall, the participants circumambulated as an expression of worship.  

Although there was not a formalized reception ceremony for the paper, Hōnen 

orchestrated the whole procedure.   

 
Figure 5: The Rite of Receiving Paper and Water for Copying the Sūtra in Hōnen 

Shōnin Eden (Chion-in, Kyoto) 
This painting captures the moment the paper, carried on a palanquin, arrived at 

the hall.  The palanquin was placed on a mounting frame just outside of the hall.  It is all 

white except for the copper inner case for the paper.  The four corners are decorated with 

white banners.  The ten attending monks lining up on each side are also all in white, 

which emphasizes the importance of purification for this practice.  One monk, probably 

the Retired Emperor, opens the white sliding door from inside the room and receives the 
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entourage.  Again, the spectators, both clergy and lay people, this time a smaller group, 

gather around the palanquin under the willow tree and the eaves to watch the procedure. 

In Shaseki-shū, Mujū Ichinen recounts an incident at a temple in Nara when the 

rite of nyohō-gyō was held at the temple of the Ritsu School.173  During the ceremony, a 

banner caught on fire.  One young monk noticed it and reported it to his senior monk.  As 

the rite required the participants to abide strictly by the rules, especially inside the ritual 

space, the young monk hesitated to extinguish the fire.  Accordingly, he asked if he 

should purify himself by taking a bath before entering the ritual space.  Although Mujū 

uses this episode to demonstrate “an example of inability to transcend the letter of the 

law,”174 we can also imagine from it how strictly the restrictions were enforced during the 

rite.   

According to the third section, not only the paper but also the water played a very 

important role in this practice of copying sūtras, as seen in the story from Hōbutsu-shū 

that was quoted in Chapter 2.  Four days later, the young monks were sent to Yokawa on 

Mt. Hiei to collect water in a bronze jug just as Ennin did for the first time.  On the 

eleventh, participating monks began to copy the sūtras.  The text relates that Jichin and 

Kanshō joined this operation, even though they were not originally appointed as 

copyists.175  Hōnen moved up to the altar and performed the rite for inauguration.  He 

                                                

173 Mujū Ichinen, Shaseki-shū, NKBT 85 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1967), 445. 
174 Morell, (1984), 260. 
175 Quoted by Aoki Atsushi (1997), 139.  According to the aristocrat diary, Gyokuyō, written by Kujō 
Kanezane, Jichin’s brother, Jichin visited the Oshikōji Mansion and joined in the enterprise on the thirtieth 
of the eighth month.  However, the entries do not mention Hōnen’s participation. 
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offered first a prayer and then circumambulation.  As he ended the ceremony by chanting 

gāthās, all sixteen copyists embarked upon the act of copying.  In the painting in the 

scroll, the seat in front of the altar is empty.  Hōnen, the leader of the ceremony, also 

joined in copying the text after he performed the opening rite.  Because of everyone’s 

hard work, the task was completed in one day.  In other words, this nyohō-gyō is also a 

good example for tonsha-gyō, which requires only one day to complete the copying of 

the text.   

 
Figure 6: Copying the Sūtra in Hōnen Shōnin Eden (Chion-in, Kyoto) 

 
The painting also presents the monks engaging in the endeavor.  Again, they are 

all in white to indicate their sincerity and purity.  Moreover, the white masks that cover 

their noses and mouths show the sacred nature of this task.  It is interesting to notice that 

the ceiling and the thresholds limit the view of the room, although the act of copying is 
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the central topic of the scene in the text.  In contrast, in the first scene of the preliminary 

rite, the painter employs the technique called fukinuke yatai 吹抜屋台, which reveals a 

better view of the inside room where the ritual takes place.  But in this scene it is the 

onlookers who attract the viewer’s gaze instead of the monks copying sūtras.  There are 

over thirty people, both lay and clergy, young and old, men and women.  As opposed to 

the solemn atmosphere in the hall, the onlookers seem more relaxed.  Some are talking to 

each other, showing little awareness of the sacred nature of the rite.  However, some 

high-ranking men who sit on the veranda pay more serious attention to the enterprise; 

they wear an expression of disgust for the noisy crowd on the ground.  Perhaps the 

presence of the noble and ignoble provided copyists with moral support.  In return, the 

spectators could establish kechien with the monks at work, the sūtras, and the Buddha, 

namely the Three Treasures of Buddhism.  In the following three scenes, the Hōnen 

shōnin eden further illustrates the elaborate dedication rite of the sūtra.  Including these 

dedication rites, the process took almost a whole month from the preliminary ritual to the 

completion of the entire ritual of copying sūtras.  Each step of copying a sūtra and the 

intricate ceremony was critical for materializing a kechien connection. 

In addition to the fact that the practice of nyohō-gyō itself takes a long time, 

dedicating the entire ninth fascicle of the Hōnen shōnin eden to depicting the undertaking 

of copying sūtras clearly indicates the importance of the practice, not only during 

Hōnen’s life but also at the time of the production of the emaki.  In fact, the text relates 

that the Retired Emperor did not even celebrate his 60th birthday:   

The people of that day tell us that the Emperor himself, instead of 
celebrating his sixtieth birthday in the usual way, observed it by 
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having the above ceremony performed on a magnificent scale.176 
 

This act of copying sūtras was seen as auspicious, and at the same time, it represented the 

wish for the Retired Emperor’s longevity and prosperity through kechien and merit 

accrued by his good deeds.  Also, the texts in the fascicle emphasize the important role of 

Hōnen in the ritual.  At the end of the text, for example, it reiterates the exceptional 

nature of selecting Hōnen as the leader of the rite: 

Although there were many famous priests of eminent virtue among 
the followers of Jikaku Daishi, connected both with the Sammon 
and Onjō Temples, it is noteworthy that the Emperor should have 
selected a man like Hōnen Shōnin, who was living a life of 
seclusion, as the one to superintend this whole rite.  I think this 
must have been due to the Emperor’s confidence in him, as well as 
to the Buddha’s special favor towards him.177 
 

However, it is difficult to identify Hōnen in the paintings.  He blends in well with other 

participants, who also don white robes.  Tamura Enchō points out that the Gyokuyō 玉葉, 

the contemporary diary written by Kūjō Kanezane 九条兼実 (1149-1207), the disciple of 

Hōnen, does not mention Hōnen, even though the corresponding entries describe the rite 

of nyohō-gyō in detail.178  Therefore, Tamura concludes that the participation of Hōnen as 

the leader of the ritual was fabricated by the producer of the emaki text.  Monyō-ki 

records another nyohō-gyō in Genkyū 元久 1, 1204, in which Hōnen was indeed 

appointed as leader of the rite by Emperor Tsuchimikado 土御門天皇 (1196-1231, r. 

                                                

176 Coates and Ishizuka, (1981), 224. 
177 Ibid., 226. 
178 Tamura Enchō, “Kamakura Bukkyō to Jōdo-kyō,” Nihon Bukkyō-shi 3: Kamakura jidai (Kyoto: Hōzō-
kan, 1983), 291. 
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1198-1210).179  Hōnen shōnin eden also records the nyohō-gyō rite for the thirteenth 

anniversary of the demise of Retired Emperor Go-shirakawa (10-5).  On this occasion, 

the emaki scroll explains that Hōnen formulated a procedure for copying the Three Pure 

Land Sutras rather than copying the Lotus Sūtra.  Some argue that incorporation of Go-

Shirakawa’s devotion to Hōnen contributed to making the illustrated biography more 

admirable.180  This insertion of the eminent priest Hōnen into the emaki text about 

copying sūtras but not into its painting suggests that at the time of production of this 

emaki there was a perception that the practice of copying sūtras was a superior practice in 

terms of religious merit.  

From the Kamakura period on, the practice of copying sūtras, especially the 

practice of nyohō-gyō, was continued by resourceful participants, often members of the 

imperial court.  As we have seen, the practice requires human and material resources, and 

so demanded the involvement of wealthy patrons.  For example, the historical record 

Masu kagami 増鏡 records the practice of nyohō-gyō as it was held by Retired Emperor 

Go-Uda 後宇多 (1267-1324, r.1274-1287) at the palace of Kameyama in Tokuji 徳治 3, 

1308.181  As printing technology developed, however, the copying of sūtras became a less 

                                                

179 Kageyama (1969), 7. 
180 Kikuchi, Hiroki 菊地大樹. "Kenkyū Hōkoku: "Bunji 4-Nen Goshirakawa-in Nyohōgyō Kuyōki" Ni 
Tsuite 研究報告：「文治四年後白河印如法経供養記」について." Tokyo daigaku shiryō hensan-jo 
kenkyū kiyō 東京大学史料編纂所研究紀要 12 (2002): 1-19. 
181 George Perkins, The Clear Mirror: A Chronicle of the Japanese Court During the Kamakura Period 
(1185-1333)  (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998), 157; also, for an account in Japanese, see Iwasa 
Tadashi, et al., Jinnō Shōtō-ki, Masu Kagami, NKBT 87 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1965), 407. 
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popular practice, but it never disappeared completely.182  In 1921, lamenting and 

commemorating the demise of the Emperor Meiji, imperial princes made a copy of the 

Lotus Sūtra and dedicated it at Senyū-ji 泉涌寺 temple in Kyoto.183  Even today, when 

we visit Buddhist temples, many of them provide an opportunity for lay practitioners to 

copy a sūtra, usually the Heart Sūtra, as a meritorious practice through which one 

establishes kechien. 

 

Taima Mandara Engi 
Taima mandara engi emaki 当麻曼荼羅縁起絵巻 (Picture scrolls of the origin 

story of Taima Mandara) from the mid thirteenth century also provides evidence that 

copying a sūtra as a pious act was efficacious for salvation as well as for kechien.  This 

two-fascicle set opens with the episode of a young daughter who copied a Buddhist sūtra 

as she took Buddhist vows.  This scroll set was probably made around Kenchō 建長 5, 

1253, and is presently housed at Kōmyō-ji 光明寺 in Kamakura.  An inscription on the 

lid of the container notes that this set was dedicated after repairs made to Kōmyō-ji by the 

great benefactor, Naitō Yoshimune 内藤義概 (1619-1685) in Empō 延宝 3, 1675.184  It 

also identifies Gokyōgoku Yoshitsune 後京極良経 (1168-1206) as the calligrapher of the 

                                                

182 The earliest example of printing Buddhist material is from 770 when a million dhāranī charms were 
printed and distributed to the ten great temples, Dykstra (1983), 2, n15.  For further discussion, see Tokushi 
Yusho, Tōyō insatsushi josetsu (Kyoto: Hōraku-ji Shoten, 1951), 41-58. 
183 Coates and Ishizuka, (1981), 227, n.2. 
184 Saeki Eriko, “Taima mandara engi emaki no seisaku haikei ni kansuru ichi-shiron,” Bijustu-shi 106 
(1979), 127-145. 
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scroll and a painter from the Tosa school.  Although art historians have come to an 

agreement that the calligraphy exhibits similar stylistic characteristics to the Gokyōgoku 

tradition, they also share the conviction that the production of the scroll cannot go back to 

the early 13th century.  On the other hand, the colophon at the end of the first scroll by 

Kanō Eishin 狩野永真 (1613-1685) identifies the painter as Tosa Koshōgen 土佐古将監, 

who was at the rank of Elder Lieutenant from the renowned Tosa School.  However, 

many art historians agree that this credit was due to Eishin’s wish to elevate the status of 

the scroll by attributing it to a well-known painter.   

We notice vertical creases on each sheet of the painting but none on text, which 

suggests the paintings and texts were compiled separately before being put into the 

present form of a scroll.185  Accordingly, many scholars have considered this scroll set as 

a proselytizing tool for a wider audience including both noble and ignoble.  Unlike other 

contemporary picture scrolls, except for Kitano Tenjin engi emaki compiled in Jōkyū 承

久 3, 1219, this scroll consists of sheets of paper glued together in portrait orientation 

rather than in conventional landscape orientation, yielding a scroll 51.6 centimeters or 

about 20 inches high.186  This orientation of the paper allowed the painter to express 

strong visual appeal by utilizing the height of the sheets. 

                                                

185 Ibid., 128; Komatsu Shigemi, ZNE 20 (1997), 2. 
186 Komatsu, ZNE 20 (1997), 77. 
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Figure 7: Copying the Sūtra in Taima Mandara Engi Emaki (Kōmyō-ji, Kamakura) 

 
After a brief description of the origin of the Taima-dera temple, the text 

introduces the pious daughter of Lord Yokohagi 横佩大臣.  She lived in the Nara period, 

during the life of Emperor Junnin 淳仁天皇 (733-765), and later became known widely 

as Princess Chūjō 中将姫.  Various stories recorded in medieval times emphasize her 

unfortunate childhood, in which she was plagued by the death of her mother at a tender 

age, her stepmother’s demands upon her, and her father’s order of her execution, all of 
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which led her to the path of Buddhism.187  However, the text within the picture scroll 

does not mention any of this, but rather describes Princess Chūjō’s devout nature:  

She was raised deep inside the house (i.e. in a very sheltered 
fashion).  (Her father) did not let her go outside the ornate 
decorated screens.  In thinking of her and waiting on her as (if she 
were) a flawless jewel, it went even beyond (the level of thought) 
of the crane crying in the night (among her young ones), or the 
(mother) goose choked up by smoke in the (burning) fields.  But, 
(despite her privileged upbringing, the princess’) heart was not 
touched by the flowers of spring, nor did she turn her thoughts to 
the autumn moon (i.e. she was not interested in worldly beauty).  
Searching deeply for the path of the Buddha, she looked for 
enlightenment in the Law.  Accordingly, she copied one thousand 
sutras; she mounted them on jeweled rollers, tied them with 
gorgeous strings, and dedicated them to this temple.188 
 

She enthusiastically copied the Sūtra of Praising the Pure Land 称讃浄土経 (Ch. 

Chēngzàn jìngtǔ jīng, Jp. Shōsan Jōdo-kyō) and made one thousand fascicle copies.189  

This one-fascicle sūtra is a Chinese translation of the smaller Sukhāvatīvyūha sūtra (T. 

367) by Genjō 玄奘 (Ch. Xuanzang) in 650 CE.  Although the Sūtra of Praising the Pure 

Land was not as popular as the earlier translation by Kumārajīva 鳩摩羅什 (344-413, Jp. 

Kumarajū) in 402, Amitābha-sūtra 阿弥陀経 (Ch. Āmítuó jīng, Jp. Amida-kyō, T. 366), it 

enjoyed brief popularity in eighth century Japan when the Hossō School, founded by 

Genjō, established its influence in the capital.  In 760, the scribes at the imperial 
                                                

187 For further discussion of development of her legend, see Elizabeth ten Grotenhuis, The Rivival of the 
Taima Mandala in Medieval Japan (New York and London: Garland Publishing, 1985), 154-202; Hank 
Glassman, “The Religious Construction of Motherhood in Medieval Japan,” Ph D dissertation, Stanford 
University (2001).  
188 ten Grotenhuis, (1985), 156-7; for Japanese text, see Komatsu, Taima Mandara Engi, Chigo Kannon 
engi, ZNE 20 (1997), 92. 
189 Contemporary setsuwa collections, Kokon chomon-jū and Genkō shakusho, do not mention this episode 
of Princess Chūjō copying the sūtra. 
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scriptorium produced eighteen thousand copies of the Shōsan Jōdo-kyō in order to 

commemorate the demise of Empress Kōmyō 光明皇后 (701-760), the empress of 

Emperor Shōmu  聖武天皇 (701-756, r. 724-749).   In a chapter of the book on the praxis 

of Pure Land Buddhism, Hank Glassman argues that the copies for Empress Kōmyō were 

still circulated in the late Kamakura period and they were misidentified as Princess 

Chūjō’s copies intentionally by the Pure Land proselytizers to further the development of 

her legend. 190  Thus according to Glassman, the copies attributed to Princess Chūjō are 

eighth century documents.  Furthermore, the story compiled in Shijū hyaku innen-shū and 

many other later collections relates that the Princess served for Empress Kōken 孝謙天皇 

(718-770, r. 749-758), the daughter of Empress Kōmyō, as handmaid and was appointed 

to the rank of middle captain from which her appellation originated.191  This association 

with the emperor seems to have made it easy to attribute the copies for Empress Kōmyō 

as Princess Chūjō’s.  A few decades later, the Ippen Hijiri-e, the illustrated biography of 

Ippen, recounts Ippen’s visit to Taima-dera in Kōan 弘安 9, 1286: 

During Ippen’s confinement for prayer, the temple monks bestowed 
on him a priceless temple treasure, a scroll of the Sūtra in Paradise 
of the Pure Land.  This sūtra is among a thousand scroll copies by 
the hand of the donor, Princess Chūjō.  Since they say that this 
person was a manifestation of Seishi Bosatsu, Ippen regarded it as 
an extremely precious thing and treasured it.  But at the end of his 
life, when he burnt his books and other things, he gave it to the 
monks of Shoshazan.192 
 

                                                

190 Glassman (2004), 158.   
191 DNBZ 148, 121-2. 
192 Kaufman (1980), 365. 
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There he was given one copy of the Sūtra of Praising the Pure Land believed to be 

copied and donated by Princess Chūjō.  Although he treasured it tremendously because 

the princess was believed to be an avatar of Bodhisattva Seishi, one of Amida’s attendant, 

he gifted it to the monks on Mt. Shosha.   

Following the opening text, the first painted scene reveals Princess Chūjō copying 

the sūtra.  Compared to other paintings or texts, this first scene is executed in a single 

sheet of paper, a very small space.  Probably the painting was originally larger, but it 

ended up with just a single sheet due to damage over time.193  Despite the abrasion and 

wear, we can still look into the room where Princess Chūjō sits alone at the writing desk 

and copies a sūtra.  The wooden shutters are open, hinged to the eaves, and the green 

blinds are rolled up.  However, as the partition limits our view, we can only see her face, 

hand, and tips of the hem of her robe.  A well-built wall painted diagonally in the scene 

separates the inner quarter from outside; the wooden gate in the wall is shut tightly, while 

wooden sliding doors behind her in the room are also closed.  Elizabeth ten Grotenhuis 

points out that the painter devised these architectural components in order to express 

visually the confined environment in which Princess Chūjō grew up, as the scroll text 

describes.194  Next to her in the room, the many sūtra scrolls she has already copied fill a 

black four-legged box.  Although the stories that developed later around Princess Chūjō 

explain that she copied the sūtra for the salvation of her mother, who passed away when 

                                                

193 Saeki compares the scroll at Kōmyō-ji with a copy at Tohoku University which uses an extra sheet of 
paper for the scene; (1979), 128-9.  
194 ten Grotenhuis (1985), 157. 
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she was still young, we can easily imagine her wish to be liberated from her mundane and 

sheltered life.  In this way, the act of copying sūtras seems to serve as an expression of 

piety and a way of salvation for oneself as well as the deceased.  It was through the act of 

copying that Princess Chūjō established karmic links which also led her to produce the 

Taima Mandara later in order to be reborn into Amida’s Pure Land at her end.   

 

Chigo Kannon engi 
The Chigo Kannon engi 稚児観音縁起 (The Origin Story of Kannon Manifested 

as a Youth) also illustrates the miraculous power of copying sūtras.  Although the 

provenance of the scroll cannot be specified, Komatsu Shigemi surmises this scroll was 

produced sometime in the early fourteenth century based on the style of painting and 

calligraphy.195  This scroll depicts the miraculous efficacy of a wooden statue of eleven-

faced Avalokiteśvara enshrined in the Great Hall, next to the main deity Amida Buddha, 

at the Bodai-in 菩提院, a branch temple of Kōfuku-ji.  This scroll is designated as 

important cultural property and housed at Kōsestsu Museum of Art 香雪美術館 in Kobe 

today.  A similar story is recorded in the setsuwa collection Hase-dera reigen-ki 長谷寺

霊験記 (Miraculous Records of the Hasedera Kannon), compiled in the late twelfth 

century.  Both versions recount the origin of the eleven-faced Kannon statue, the object 

of worship at Bodai-in today.  It is worth noting that the story in the setsuwa collection 

focuses on the manifestation of Kannon as a young boy who successfully urged a senior 

                                                

195 Komatsu Shigemi, Tima mandara engi, Chigo Kannon engi ZNE 20 (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1997), 91. 
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monk to renounce the world even though the monk was not able to commit himself 

before.  The setsuwa story does not even mention the practice of copying a sūtra, 

whereas the Chigo Kannon engi scroll emphasizes the merit of copying a sūtra as well as 

the importance of visiting the temple in order to accrue merit, which is typical of an 

origin story.196  The emaki text states, “those who come from near and far to transcribe 

and dedicate copies of the Lotus Sūtra experience enlightenment and witness 

manifestations of Kannon.”197  Thus the importance of the practice of copying the Lotus 

Sūtra has become more prominent than other religious practices in the scroll.  

According to the Chigo Kannon engi text, there was a senior monk near Hasedera.  

Although he devoted his life to Buddhist practice, he regretted that he had no disciples to 

serve him in his old age.  Thinking this was due to his previous karma, he made a 

monthly pilgrimage to Hasedera for three years.  He prayed to Kannon, “Please grant me 

a disciple who will serve me on intimate terms and who will follow in my place after my 

death.”198  Despite his effort, he did not see any sign of his wish being granted.  

Frustrated, the monk slandered Kannon: 

He is unwavering in his compassionate vow to save every sentient 
being in the world.  I alone am excluded from his vow of 
impartiality and discriminated against.  They say his light shines in 
every pool of water without distinction, but his reflection is not 
illuminating the muddy waters of my heart.  His power does not 
extend so far.  I regret that the clouds of my past transgressions 

                                                

196 Tagawa, Fumihiko. "Jisha Engi No Sai-Seisan to Sono Henyo: Chigo Kannon Engi Wo Megutte,” Indo-
gaku Bukkyō-gaku Kenkyū 52, no. 1 (2003), 236. 
197 Margaret Childs, trans., “The Story of Kannon’s Manifestation as a Youth [Chigo Kannon Engi]," 
Partings at Dawn: An Anothology of Japanese Gay Literature, edited by Stephen Miller, (San Francisco: 
Gay Sunshine Press, 1996), 35. 
198 Ibid., 31. 
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cannot be dispersed.199 
 

On the way home, however, he came across a young boy who was playing a melancholy 

tune on his flute.  The boy told the monk that he ran away from Tōdai-ji, as he had 

trouble with his previous master.  Hearing this, the monk immediately took in the boy.  

From that time on, the boy served the monk well, and the monk taught him poetry and 

music.  Three years later, however, the boy fell very ill.  Right before he breathed his last, 

he instructed the monk to put his body in a coffin and place it in front of the altar.  He 

also told the monk to open the coffin on the thirty-fifth day.  Despite his despair, the 

monk put the boy’s body in a coffin and set it in front of the altar as he was told.  He 

performed memorial services for the boy with a sincere heart.  In order to pursue the 

tsuizen 追善 rite, cultivation of good roots on behalf of a deceased person, the monk 

launched the project of copying the Lotus Sūtra.  Many people from near and far gathered 

to copy the Sūtra collectively so that they could complete the task in one day.  Then they 

dedicated the copy to the boy’s salvation.  As soon as the sermon of offering was over, 

the monk could not help opening the coffin.  Astonishingly, he found not the boy but a 

golden eleven-faced Kannon.  Kannon told the monk that he appeared in a young boy’s 

body and established kechien in response to the monk's genuine devotion to Kannon as 

expressed in his numerous pilgrimages.  He also foretold that he would come back to 

escort the monk to the Pure Land in seven years.  Then he disappeared in the purple cloud 

and went back to his realm.   

                                                

199 Ibid., 32. 
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Figure 8: Copying the Sūtra in Chigo Kannon Engi (Kōsetsu Art Museum, Kobe) 

 
This revelation of Kannon is depicted in five consecutive scenes in the scroll.  In 

the first scene, the boy lies down on his deathbed with his head on the monk’s knee, as 

the monk wets his sleeve with tears.  In the next room, the coffin covered with a white 

cloth is placed in front of the altar as the text explains.  The monk sits at one end of the 

coffin and sobs, covering his face with a sleeve.  Two fellow monks worriedly watch 

over the grieving monk.  However, their attempts at consolation provided mere crumbs of 

comfort.  In the next wing of the building, we find the room where the copying and 

dedication of the sūtra took place.  Despite the description in the text, only two monks 

dilligently copy the sūtra at desks.  In the same room, using the technique of iji dōzu 異

時同図, an unchronological depiction of successive events within a unified background, 
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we can observe the dedication rite of the sūtra for the deceased young boy.  The leader of 

the ritual sits in front of the main deity of worship.  The coffin is located between the 

monk and the deity.  Three monks in black robes and gray surplices observe the rite 

sitting beside the altar.  Outside the room on the veranda, we see lay people, both men 

and women, young and old, who attend this rite.  Their mere presence at the rite was 

understood to be sufficient to form kechien and to receive benefits.200  This scene 

contrasts vividly with the following scene of the manifestation of Kannon.   

In the adjacent room, the eleven-faced Kannon manifests himself, standing on a 

cloud in the coffin with a halo as background.  Right behind Kannon, Amida Buddha sits 

serenely on a lotus flower pedestal on the altar.  At this miraculous moment, nine monks 

inside the room show deep reverence with their palms together and heads lowered.  

Outside the room, Kannon departs through the air sitting in the lotus position on the cloud.  

The text concludes: 

然るに近里遠山の大衆集めて『法華大乗』を書写せしかば、

内証の功徳を験はし、忽ちに生身の体を現じ御坐す。三世の

諸仏の出世の本懐とし給ふは、今、この大聖観自在尊の内証

の御功徳なり。201 
 
So when saṃgha members from the nearby villages and distant 
mountains have gathered, let them copy the Lotus Sūtra.  Then they 
will experience the merit of personal and direct realization as  
Kannon suddenly appears in the form of a mortal body.  The sole 
purpose for various Buddhas of the past, present, and future to 
appear in the world is now accomplished by the merit of direct 
experience of this Great Holy Avalokitêśvara Bodhisattva. 
 

                                                

200 See Chapter 5 of this dissertation for further discussion. 
201 Komatsu, ZNE 20 (1997), 94. 
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We are again reminded of the significance of copying the Lotus Sūtra.  The scroll 

encourages people to copy the Sūtra so that they can directly experience the merit of 

Kannon and thus establish kechien that will lead them to enlightenment.  Further, the act 

of copying will prompt the manifestation of Kannon, which serves as evidence of having 

formed a karmic connection with him.   

 

Dōjō-ji Engi 
Dōjō-ji engi emaki 道成寺縁起 also illustrates the efficacy of copying the sūtra.  

This scroll of two fascicles is housed at Dōjō-ji in Wakayama prefecture as a national 

treasure today.  Since the late Edo period, the calligraphy has been attributed to either 

Retired Emperor Go-Komatsu 後小松院 (1377-1433, r. 1382-92) or Shōtetsu 正徹 

(1381-1459), the linked-verse renga master.202  Art historians still dispute the authorship 

and date but agree that this scroll set was created sometime between the late fifteenth 

century and the early sixteenth century, which is beyond the scope of this study.  

However, although the provenance of the scroll set is unclear, the story can be traced 

back into the Heian period.  This story about a monk at Dōjō-ji temple who copied the 

Lotus Sūtra in order to save a monk and a widow was first compiled under the title of 

“An Evil Woman of the Muro District of Kii Province,” in the Hokke genki 法華験記 in 

the beginning of the eleventh century.203  Soon after, the same story was recounted in the 

                                                

202 Komatsu (1992), 133-4. 
203 Yoshiko Dykstra, Miraculous Tales of the Lotus Sutra from Ancient Japan (Honolulu: University of 
Hawaii, 1983), 145-6; for Japanese text, see NST 7 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1974), 217-9. 
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Konjaku Monogatari 今昔物語 under the title of “How a Monk of the Dōjōji in the 

Province of Kii Copied the Lotus Sutra and Brought Salvation to Serpents.”204  

Furthermore, Genkō shakusho also included the story in 1322.  Thus, the story was 

probably well known in the late Kamakura period.  The popularity of this story continued 

and was adapted into various theater plays later.  Accordingly, although the style of 

painting and calligraphy indicates this is a work from the late fourteenth century, out of 

this study’s scope, the age of the story allows us to examine it in depth here. 

Although there are slight variances among these versions, the focus of the story is 

on the evil nature of women’s attachments and the even more potent soteriological power 

of the Lotus Sūtra.205  On the way to the Kumano pilgrimage, a young monk sought 

lodging for the night.  As he was very handsome, the mistress of the house willingly 

received him with boundless hospitality.  That night she demanded that the young monk 

become her husband.  As he had just made a vow of pilgrimage to Kumano and purified 

himself for it, he assured her that he would fulfill her wish on his way back from Kumano.  

Thus, she waited for his return.  However, the young monk took a different route back 

and did not return to her as he had promised.  She found out about his breaking of his 

promise as she talked to other pilgrims en route.  In despair, she immediately began to 

pursue him, swinging her hair and slipping her sandals off, and soon she caught up with 

him. At the bank of Hidaka River, she asked a ferryman to take her across the river, but 

                                                

204 Marian Ury, Tales of Times Now Past (Ann Arbor, MI: Center for Japanese Studies, The University of 
Michigan, 1979), 93-6; for Japanese text, see SNKT 35 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1999),286-90. 
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he refused.  Consequently, she decided to swim across.  Taking off her robe, she 

transformed herself into a large snake and crossed the river.  The monk fled as fast as he 

could and came to Dōjō-ji, where he sought help.  The monks at the temple hid the young 

monk under the temple bell.  Soon the snake arrived at the temple and looked for him in 

the precincts.  Finally she found the bell and wrapped herself around it.   

There was nothing she could do except beat the bell with her tail, blow hot 

blazing breath on it, and shed tears of blood.  After six hours, the snake finally gave up 

pursuing the young monk and went back to where she came from.  As a blazing flame 

embraced the bell, the monk inside was burnt to ashes.  A few days later, the young monk, 

now in the form of a snake, appeared in the dream of a senior monk at Dōjō-ji.  In the 

painting, two tangled snakes by the dreaming monk’s pillow symbolize their suffering as 

caused by attachment.  One snake told the monk that he and the woman were reborn as 

snakes, became husband and wife as he promised, and were suffering from torments.  He 

thus begged: 

In my previous life I always carried the Lotus Sutra with me, but 
not enough time had passed for its benefit to fully protect me.  My 
previous actions were insufficient, and so I fell into this evil karma.  
Please transcribe the Lotus Sutra and dedicate it on my behalf.  
Thus, without doubt I shall become enlightened and attain 
deliverance.  Nothing can hinder your rebirth in paradise as well.206 
 

Just like the story of  Vinaya Master Genkū introduced in Chapter 2, the young monk 

appeared in the senior monk’s dream and asked him to copy the sūtra and transfer the 

merit from this act for his salvation.  He points out the fact that copying the sūtra will 
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qualify both him and the senior monk for rebirth into the Pure Land due to the power of 

kechien.  

 
Figure 9: Copying the Sūtra in Dōjō-ji Engi Emaki (Dōjō-ji, Wakayama) 

 
Surprisingly, the text of this emaki does not describe the act of copying the sūtra 

or its dedication rite the way the setsuwa tale of the Chigo Kannon engi did.  However, 

the paintings visually recount these two scenes.  In the scene of copying the sūtra, several 

monks are in action, even though the texts of other versions that include the description 

of copying do not mention other monks’ involvement in the actual act of copying.  In this 

emaki, six monks including the senior monk share the task of copying the sūtra.  Three 

monks hold the folded paper and duplicate the sacred text line by line.  At another table a 

senior monk proofreads the copy.  Having multiple people involved symbolizes the 

power of the act of copying sūtras.  Participation at any stage of producing a copy of 

sūtras and transferring the merit allows participants to assist in forming karmic links 
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between sūtras and people in need of salvation.  Participants serve as intermediaries in 

this linkage and enjoy merit for themselves as a result.  

Without any transitional marker, the scene continues on to depict the dedication 

rite. The text from Konjaku Monogatari explains that the senior monk “invited a great 

many monks to celebrate a full day’s Dharma assembly and dedicated its merit that the 

two serpents might be freed of their torments.”207.  The senior monk sits in front of the 

altar and performs the rite.  A white surplice with a green and red pattern over a white 

robe distinguish him as the leader of the rite, setting him apart from the rest of the 

participants, who wear black robes with simple white surplices.  Next to him we find the 

pile of sūtra on the small desk.  The banners and garlands hanging from the railing mark 

the ritual space.  To our left, we see a monk scattering lotus flower petals as an offering.  

In spite of the expression “a great many monks” in the text, we can see only six monks 

participating in the ceremony.  We can also read the caption, “all reverently pray 一切恭

敬” (Ch. yīqiè gōngjìng, Jp. issai kyōkei).  This inserted phrase implies that participants 

not only copied the sūtra but also dedicated it to transfer their merit.  The dedication was 

performed for both the male and female snakes to form kechien with the Lotus Sūtra.  In 

return,  the monks themselves would also form kechien with the objects of salvation, in 

this case, snakes, and accumulate merit for their own rebirth into the Pure Land.  As seen 

in the illustrations of copying sūtras in the Hōnen shōnin eden, the dedication ceremony 

followed the practice of copying and served to strengthen the kechien connection.    
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Figure 10: The Dedication Rite in Dōjō-ji Engi Emaki(Dōjō-ji, Wakayama) 

 
That night, the senior monk had another dream in which the young monk and the 

woman appeared in human form. They informed him that now they were relieved from 

their torments as snakes because of the excellent religious merit cultivated through the 

monk's practice, especially the act of copying the sutra.  Not only had they escaped from 

their snake bodies, they were also born into Buddhist heavens in accordance with their 

religious standing.  The woman was reborn in the Traystri�śa heaven 忉利天 of Śakra, 

and the man in the Tu�ita heaven 都率天 of Maitreya.  After they reported their news, 

they separately ascended to their destined heavens.  The painting illustrates the man and 

the woman in the form of heavenly beings.  Descending from the heavens on a cloud, 

they appear next to the senior monk’s pillow.  Unlike the two snakes that had appeared in 

the previous dream, they are no longer tangled together.  They put their hands together in 

front of them to express their reverence toward the monk.   

The next painting in the emaki shows the daily practice using the sūtra at Dōjō-ji.  

The three monks recite the sūtra in front of the simple altar that consists of a writing desk, 
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a flower in a vase, and an incense burner.  This scene corresponds to the text inserted 

between the scenes of the ceremony and the dream in the scroll stating: 

一乗妙法の結縁、愈々頼もしくて、人々怠らず読みけり。208 
  
it is said that the kechien formed with the Lotus Sūtra is truly 
reliable so that people recited the Sūtra without negligence. 
 

In this scene, each of the three monks holds a scroll of the sūtra in a different way. One, 

at the table with the offering of the flower and incense, spreads the sūtra between his 

hands and recites with might.  The short text inserted above the monk reads, “Frankly 

casting aside my expedient devices, Merely preach the Unexcelled Path 正直捨方便 但

説無上道.”209  This is a famous verse from the chapter of Expedient Means in the Lotus 

Sūtra, which asserts the supremacy of the teaching of the Sūtra.  Compared to the true 

teaching of the Lotus Sūtra, it means that other teachings are mere expedient means.  

Another monk who sits to his right holds the unfolded sūtra, as he finishes his part of the 

recitation.  The senior monk who sits to the left holds the scroll in both hands as if he is 

anxious for his turn to read the sūtra.  At the same time, he also seems to sit in meditation 

as the junior monk recites the sūtra. 
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Figure 11: Reciting the Sūtra in Dōjō-ji Engi Emaki (Dōjō-ji, Wakayama) 

 
Although the efficacy of the Lotus Sūtra is reliable, not everyone was equipped 

with the religious faculty to devote themselves to Buddhist practice employing the sūtra.  

The same story in the Hokke Genki  concludes by adding the verses: 

It is difficult to listen to The Lotus; 
It is difficult to make comments, copy, and recite it; 
It is difficult to meet those who venerate it. 
Those who see, hear praise, or slander it 
Will equally become Buddhas.210 
 

It is worth noting that here it states that even one who slanders the sūtra will become a 

Buddha just like other people who cultivate merit through their meritorious work.  This 

passage clearly illustrates the importance of establishing karmic connection with the 

Sūtra above anything else – even the act of slandering the sūtra creates a karmic 

relationship to is.  The act of copying sūtras is one beneficial and revered way to form 

such a connection.   
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Copying Emaki Texts 
Now I will examine the texts within emaki scrolls in order to investigate the 

motivation of the copier and the benefits expected or brought.  It is beneficial to 

scrutinize inscriptions in colophons, because, as Stephen Teiser states about the 

production of an apocryphal scripture in medieval China, “[t]he final margin of the 

scripture was inscribed with a dedication, noting the persons or being whom the 

commissioner wished to receive the benefits of the act of copying.”211  The same is true 

in medieval Japanese religious practice.  As mentioned earlier, Miya Tsugio has 

examined prologues and epilogues to investigate the provenance of emaki and the 

motivations of their producers.  Using his study as a framework, I will provide further 

and detailed analyses of copying emaki texts.   

 

Hōnen: Hōnen Shōnin Dempō-e 
Although it was customary to copy the Lotus Sūtra in earlier times, as seen in the 

previous chapter, from the Kamakura period on people began to copy a wide range of 

sacred texts.  In the late Kamakura period, one option for copying was the text within 

emaki.  An early example is Hōnen Shōnin Dempō-e 法然上人伝法絵 (Paintings of 

Transmitting Teachings of Holy Hōnen), hereafter Denpō-e, which contains a statement 

by the copier expressing his intension of forming kechien.  The original scroll set of two 
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fascicles was produced in Katei 嘉禎 3, 1237, to commemorate the twenty-fifth 

anniversary of Hōnen’s demise.  Although the original version of this scroll did not 

survive, Zendō-ji 善導寺 in Fukuoka owns a copy from the Muromachi period in a four-

fascicle set.  The colophon of the last fascicle includes a passage by Kankei 寛恵, the 

copier of the earlier version, describing his determination of copying the scroll. 

永仁二年甲午九月十三日書畢、執筆沙門寛恵満七十、 
雖手振目闇 為結縁所之書也。 
後見念仏申可訪給。南無阿弥陀仏々々212 
 
On the thirteenth day of the ninth month, in the year of horse, in 
Einin 2 (1294), finished copying, the copier, monk Kankei, fully 
seventy years old 
although my hands were shaking and eyes dimmed, I copied it to 
form kechien. 
Later people who see [this scroll] should recite nenbutsu as they 
visit it.  Namu Amidabutsu, Namu Amidabutsu 
 

Here he clearly declares his act of copying for the purpose of forming kechien.  He hopes 

to gain religious merit by overcoming the difficulties he suffered due to his old age, one 

of the four basic forms of suffering in Buddhism 四苦 (Ch. sìkǔ, Jp. shiku).  He further 

encourages others to view the scroll so that they will establish their own kechien through 

the emaki and the nenbutsu chant.  In this case, the ability to establish kechien is not 

limited to any particular group, as anyone who “visits” the scroll can form kechien with 

this scroll set and Hōnen, and furthermore with Amida Buddha.   

In addition, the colophone in the second fascicle of the Denpō-e also records the 

intentions of the original author and painter. 
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爰躭空執筆而草旨趣、観空和墨模画図。願結一仏浄土之縁、

共証九品蓮台之果、乃至無遮平等。213 
 
Here Tankū held a brush and outlined the essential thought, Kankū 
mixed ink and copied paintings.  We wish to form a karmic 
connection with the One Buddha’s Pure Land, and attain the fruit of 
nine levels [of practitioners reborn in the Pure Land] together, at 
least non-discriminated equality. 
 

According to this text, the intention of the original production was also motivated by the 

wish to form kechien with the Buddha and his Pure Land.  Through kechien, one should 

be able to receive religious benefits, namely rebirth into the Pure Land, or equality.  By 

composing the text, the author established karmic affinity and expected to receive its 

religious benefits. 

 

Ippen: Yugyō shōnin engi-e 
It was not only Hōnen, but also Ippen 一遍 (1239-1289) whose life and religious 

achievements were recounted in a picture scroll for the purpose of kechien.  Yugyō shōnin 

engi-e 遊行上人縁起絵 (the Pictorial Origin Story of the Itinerant Saint) is such a scroll, 

probably created sometime before 1307.  In this ten fascicle set, the first four fascicles 

illustrate Ippen’s life and the next six fascicles are about the second patriarch, Taa 他阿 

(1237-1319), of the Ji sect 時宗.  Unlike the other illustrated biography of Ippen, Ippen 

hijiri-e, numerous copies of Yugyō shōnin engi-e were produced over time.  
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Unfortunately, the original scroll set did not survive.  At the end of the colophon, Gyōken 

行顯, the scribe for the copy housed at Shinkō-ji 真光寺 in Kobe, states: 

元享三年七月五日謹蒙遊行上人之禅命、馳禿筆畢。雖恥隔芝

地之往跡、唯喜結華台之来縁耳。214 
 
On the fifth day of the seventh month in Genkō 3 (1323), I 
respectfully received the order from Yugyō shōnin, and I finish 
chasing after my worn-out writing brush.  Although I am ashamed 
of the trace of the patched lawn, I am simply happy to have formed 
the karmic condition of the lotus platform for the future. 
 

The copier humbly and rhetorically apologizes for his awful handwriting.  He portrays it 

as if it were written with a worn-out brush.  Even though his writing might have looked 

like “the trace of the patched lawn,” he rejoices that he has established kechien for his 

future rebirth into the Pure Land.  This text implies that it was important for him to copy 

the text in his own hand rather than commissioning some famous calligrapher.  The 

copier admits his pleasure at having assurance of rebirth because of kechien.  Just like the 

Denpō-e, the text in the colophon also states that this scroll set was believed to provide 

the audience with a chance to form their own kechien.  This demonstrates that the emaki 

scroll was utilized as a didactic tool that edified its viewers at the same time that it served 

as an object of worship.  Consequently, at least one copy was placed in the dōjō 道場, the 

site of enlightenment, at all Ji sect temples.  
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Ryōnin: Yūzū nenbutsu engi emaki  
Similarly, Yūzū nenbutsu engi emaki 融通念仏縁起絵巻 (Picture Scroll on the 

Origin Story of Interpenetrated Nenbutsu), originally produced in Shōwa 正和 3, 1314, 

was copied repeatedly and resulted in about thirty copies that have survived to date, 

especially due to proselytizing efforts by Ryōchin 良鎮 (ca. 1382-1423).  The two 

fascicle set depicts the life of Ryōnin 良忍 (1071-11312), a Tendai monk who assumed 

the role of the dōsō 堂僧, a chanter of the nenbutsu.  It is worth noting that 

standardization of iconography and text among the extant versions is consistent despite 

the fact that the gap between the earliest and latest copies is over 500 years, from the 

early fourteenth century to the nineteenth century.215 

Although, they were produced after the time frame that is the focus of this 

dissertation, it is worth noting that the copies produced in the late fourteenth century 

clearly indicate in their prologues that the purpose of their production was kechien.  In 

1391, Ryōchin completed a printed version of the scroll, known today as the Meitoku 

printed copy 明徳版本, in order to disseminate the scroll widely.  Although we do not 

know how many prints were produced from the original blocks, two sets were preserved 

at Dainenbutsu-ji 大念仏寺 in Osaka and by the Ikeda family in Nara.  Unlike previous 

copies that solicited a single patron for the two fascicle set, Ryōchin recruited many 

participants, each person responsible for one section or two, just like Ippon-gyō in the 
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copying of sūtras.216  More patrons were necessary for this elaborate process of 

producing a printed version scroll set of over 98 feet.  At the same time, this practice fits 

clearly with the practice of chishiki and kechien discussed in Chapter 2.  Participants, 

who were mainly members of the imperial family and military elites, contributed to the 

production materially and physically as scribes wishing to establish kechien and receive 

merit for their act.  Furthermore, based on the concept of dependent arising 縁起 (Ch. 

yuánqǐ, Jp. engi), especially in the Tendai and Kegon teachings, the fundamental 

philosophy of yūzū nenbutsu maintains that “the deeds of one person become the deeds of 

all, and the deeds of all of the people become the deeds of one.”217   Accordingly, their 

work in producing copies of the scroll were believed to benefit all sentient beings as well 

as themselves.   

Among these thirty copies, the Seiryō-ji copy 清涼寺本 is exemplary in the 

production of emaki scrolls, especially copies of emaki texts for the purpose of forming 

kechien in a way that is similar to the practice of kechien-gyō.  In Ōei 応永 21, 1414, at 

age of eighty-two, Sūkenmon-in 崇賢門院 (1336-1427), Empress of Gokōgon 後光厳 

(1338-1374, r.1352-1371 Northern Court), launched the project of copying the Yūzū 

nenbutsu engi in order to commemorate her late son, the Emperor Goenyū 後円融 (1359-

1382, r.1371-1382 Northern Court).  In addition to her, twenty-three people participated 

through copying the text, and six through creating illustrations.  Similar to those involved 
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in the Meitoku print copy, the distinguished participants were members of the Jimyō-in 

branch 持明院統 of the imperial family, military elites, and eminent monks.  This time, 

however, participating scribes also included Retired Emperor Go-Komatsu 後小松天皇 

(1377-1433, r.1382-1412), the first son of Emperor Goenyū, the fourth Shōgun Ashikaga 

Yoshimochi 足利義持 (1386-1428), and the sixth Shōgun Ashikaga Yoshinori 足利義教 

(1394-1441), to list a few.  Sūkenmon-in, as the originator, added the dedication vow at 

the end of the set. 

りやうちん上人のすすめによりて、のちのえんゆう院の御た

め、けちえんにふでをそめさぶらふなり。 
おうゑい廿四ねん十月廿六日   崇賢門院218 
 
Recommended by eminent Ryōnin, on behalf of late Goenyū-in, I 
dipped my brush [into ink] for kechien. 
On the 26th of the tenth month in Ōei 24 (1417)     Sūkenmon-in 
 

After a two and a half year production period, this set was dedicated at the twenty-fifth 

memorial service for the late Emperor Goenyū.  Matsubara Shigeru deduces the delay in 

production to be due to difficulties caused by the large number of participants, especially 

by delay on the part of the painters.219  This seems natural considering the elaborate 

production in terms of numerous participants and sumptuous materials.  Texts were 

written on paper decorated with background designs of flower, trees, and various other 

natural objects.  These elaborate and luxurious designs in silver and gold indicate the 

earnest commitment of the originator and participants, as already seen in the examples of 
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the Nyohō-gyō described in the Eiga Monogatari and the Heike nōkyō.  Sūkenmon-in 

undoubtedly made sure of her son’s rebirth into Amida’s Pure Land by exploiting the 

resources available to her.  In return, intentionally or unintentionally, she made possible 

her own rebirth by means of kechien.  Others also took part in the project hoping to 

accrue religious merit of their own through forming kechien. 

A few decades later, the Yūzū nenbutsu engi was copied again based on the 

Seiryō-ji edition.  As it was executed in the Bunan 文安 period (1444-1448), it is referred 

to as the Bunan copy 文安本 today.  Unfortunately, only the text parts for the last three 

sections in the first fascicles survived and are housed at the Kunai-chō 宮内庁, Imperial 

Household Agency.  Its colophon, written by the Imperial Prince, Gosūkō-in 後崇光院 

(1372-1456), states:  

此絵、瑞春院普広院後室被新写。詞禁裏・関白以下書之。予依

所望、不顧悪筆、且為結縁二段書写己。以次写詞了。 
文安二年四月十五日220 
 
This painting was newly copied by the lay nun, Zuishun-in, widow 
of Fukō-in.  As for the text, Emperor, Regent and others scribed it.  
I, according to my wish, heedless of bad hand, for kechien I have 
copied two sections [of the text].  Using the next I have copied the 
entire text. 
On the fifteenth of the fourth month in Bunan 2, 1445. 
 

Zuishun-in, widow of Ashikaga Yoshinori, inaugurated this project of copying the emaki 

for her late husband, who was assassinated by Akamatsu Mitsusuke 赤松満祐 (1381-

1441) in Kakitsu 嘉吉 1, 1441.  This statement confirms that not only the initiator but 
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also other participants, especially scribes, wished to form kechien with the scroll set, and 

thereby with Amida Buddha.  At the same time, they wished to establish kechien with 

Amida for the deceased, considering the act as a tsuizen commemoration on behalf of the 

deceased person.  Although copying of the emaki required material and economic assets, 

it seems that the practice did not discriminate against participants based on their gender.  

In the case of the Yūzū Nenbutsu engi, here, the promulgator Ryōchin actively recruited 

elite benefactors, both male and female, in order to increase the prestige of the scroll and 

the sect.  Especially in the Muromachi period, participation of the imperial family and 

political elites in the production of emaki was not unusual.   

As Miya suggests, it is undeniable that these scroll sets were produced for the 

sake of establishing kechien between participants and the subjects of the scrolls, and that 

this brought religious benefits.221  This practice of copying the emaki text as a way of 

forming kechien was preserved even in later periods.  For example, Myōe shōnin gyōjō 明

恵上人行状 (the illustrated biography of Eminent Myoe) was copied in Genroku 3, 1690.  

At the end of the last fascicle, in the three scroll set, Myōa 妙阿 states, 

右明恵上人行状三巻 
為結縁、雲竹門葉十三人書写焉 
願以此功徳普及於一切 
我等與衆生皆共成仏道 
   妙阿（花押） 
元禄三年庚午三月二日222 
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The above three fascicles of Myōe shōnin gyōjō 
For kechien, thirteen followers copied them together. 
We wish, using this merit, to spread [kechien] in all. 
We and all sentient beings together perfect the Buddhist path. 
   Myōa (monogram) 
The second of the third month in Genroku 3 
 

Thus the biography of Myōe was originally composed sometime in the late Kamakura 

period and several centuries later the biography was still copied in order to achieve the 

same goals of forming kechien and attaining enlightenment. 

 

Kasuga Gongen Genki-e 
Calligraphers copied the texts to form kechien not only in the illustrated 

biographies of eminent monks but also in the origin stories of temples and shrines.  For 

example, the Kasuga Gongen Genki-e 春日権現験記絵 (Illustrated Scrolls of Kasuga 

Deity Miracles), produced by Saionji Kinhira 西園寺公衡 (1264-1315), explicitly 

indicates the intention of forming kechien behind its production.  This scroll set consists 

of twenty fascicles, including fifty-six legendary and miraculous stories associated with 

the four deities of Kasuga, and an accompanying scroll catalog, mokuroku 目録, 

explicating the provenance of the scroll set.  In addition to its initiator, the mokuroku 

identifies Takashina Takakane 高階隆兼 (fl. 1309-1330), the famous director of court 

painters of that time (e-dokoro azukari 絵所預) as the painter for the set.  Like Ippen 

hijiri-e, a contemporary work, this scroll set is painted on silk.  The axes of the scrolls are 

made of rosewood.  This use of precious materials testifies to the involvement of wealthy 
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patrons, led by Kinhira.  Today the set is housed in the collection of the Imperial 

Household. 

The people who could form kechien and receive benefits from production of the 

Kasuga Gongen Genki-e were intentionally limited to members of the Fujiwara family 

who were involved in it.  The use of precious materials such as silk, rosewood and 

crystals proves the involvement of wealthy patrons and their serious commitment to a 

production that would accomplish their wishes.  The catalogue states that Former Regent 

Takatsukasa Mototada 鷹司基忠 (1247-1313) and his three sons, Fuyuhira 冬平 (1275-

1327), the head of the clan at the time, Ryōshin 良信(1277-1329), the head of Ichijō-in 

一乗院, and Fuyumoto 冬基(1285-1309), executed the calligraphy of the finished texts 

to ensure the establishment of kechien between the Kasuga Deity and their family 

members:223   

詞 前関白父子四人、敬神之志懇切之余為結縁、不可交他筆

之由、所被約諾也224 
 
Text:  Former Regent as father and his sons, [total of] four people.  
Our intension of honoring the deity was so zealous that for kechien, 
The reason why we could not intertwine anyone else’s brush was 
that which was promised for forming karmic affinity. 
 

Furthermore, the text was prepared by Kakuen 覚円 (1277-1340), the younger brother of 

Kinhira and the head of Tōboku-in 東北院, the branch temple of Ichijō-in, in consulting 

with his teachers, Jishin 慈信 (1257-1325), the head of Daijō-in 大乗院, and Hanken 範
                                                

223 Royall Tyler, The Miracles of Kasuga Deities (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990), 159-60. 
224 Kōbe Setsuwa Kenkyū-kai 神戸説話研究会, ed, Kasuga Gongen Genki-e Chūkai 春日権現験記絵注
解, (Osaka: Izumi Shoin, 2005), 241. 
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憲 (1247-1339), the head of Sanzō-in 三蔵院.  As Noma Seiroku points out, the 

involvement of these eminent monks at Kōfuku-ji in this production clearly demonstrates 

the close connection between Kōfuku-ji and Kasuga Shrine.225  At the same time, this 

also means that participants were exclusively from the Fujiwara family or from Kōfuku-ji, 

which was closely related to that clan.   

The prefatory note written by Kinhira also emphasizes the close connection 

between the Fujiwara clan and the Kasuga Deity:  

予稟藤門之末葉、専仰当社之擁護、不耐敬神之懇志、為増諸

人之信仰、大概類集之、遂猶切磋、重可書加者也、凡、企此

懇志之後、家門触事有吉祥、爰知相叶祖神之冥慮歟、後輩、

弥、可抽敬信之精誠而已 
延慶二年三月 日  左大臣藤原朝臣 
 
As a descendant of the Fujiwara ancestors, I place my trust entirely 
in the protection of this Shrine.  Unable to restrain my zeal to honor 
the Deity, I have gathered this collection together to the best of my 
ability, so as to increase the faith of all men.  Now that the work is 
in its final form, I have only to add these words.  After I conceived 
this gesture of devotion, great good fortune blessed my house, and 
by this I knew that my plan had met with divine approval.  May 
those who come after me be inspired by it to ever greater reverence 
and faith! 
Engyō2 (1309) the third month  
    The Minister of the Left Fujiwara 226 
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, this text closely resembles the dedication vow that 

accompanied the Lotus Sutra copied by members of the Taira clan.227  Here, just like 

                                                

225 Noma Seiroku, “Kasuga gongen genki-e no gaiyō,” Kasuga Gongen genki-e, NEZ 15 (Tokyo: 
Kadokawa Shoten, 1963), 3-4. 
226 Tyler (1990), 159-60. 
227 Miya Tsugio, “Emaki ni miru Engi to Sōden 絵巻にみる縁起と僧伝,” Ronshū Nihon Bukkyō-shi 論集
日本仏教史 (Tokyo, Yūzan-kaku Shuppan, 1988a), 305. 
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Kiyomori, Kinhira thanks the Kasuga Deity for the divine blessings that brought 

prosperity to him and his family, and wishes for continuous favor for his descendants in 

the future.  Although the Saionji was run by Fujiwara descendants, they did not enjoy the 

privilege of being Regent or head of the Fijiwara clan until the time of Kintsune 公経 

(1171-1244) and his son Saneuji 実氏 (1194-1269), who was appointed as Regent.  From 

the beginning of the Kamakura period, however, they advanced in the political arena as 

they strengthened their tie with the Kamakura Bakufu, the military government.228  

Saneuji, great grandfather of Kinhira, succeeded in marrying his daughter 姞子 (1225-

1292) to Emperor Go-Saga 後嵯峨天皇 (1220-1272, r. 1242-1246).  She gave birth to 

two Princes who became Emperor Go-Fukakusa 後深草天皇 (1243-1304, r. 1246-1259) 

and Emperor Kameyama 亀山天皇 (1249-1305, r. 1259-1274).  Kinhira’s younger sisters 

also established their status as a consort and an assistant handmaid in the imperial family.   

Accordingly, it was expected that Kinhira would be appointed to the rank of 

Minister of the Right in Einin 永仁 7, 1299.  In Kagen 嘉元 2, 1304, he also succeeded 

his father, Sanekane 実兼 (1249-1322), as the court ambassador to the Kamakura Bakufu, 

関東申次, kantō mōshitsugi.  Although his future seemed bright, he was involved in a 

political scandal at the end of Kagen 3, 1305.  As a result, Retired Emperor Gouda 後宇

多院 (1267-1324, r. 1274-1287) confiscated his lands in Izu and Iyo and the Left imperial 

stables 左馬寮, samaryō, and prohibited him from entering the court.   

                                                

228 Tyler (1990), 11. 
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During his suspension, Kinhira seemed to perceive the practice of copying the 

Buddhist scripture as a way to reclaim the good fortune he once enjoyed.  On the eighth 

day of the second month in Kagen 4, 1306, he made a copy of the esoteric sūtra, Heart 

Spell of the Infallible Lasso Dhāraṇī 不空羂索神呪心経 (Ch. Bùkōng juànsuǒ shénzhòu 

xīnjīng, Jp. Fukū kenjaku shinju shingyō, T 1094), translated by Genjō Sanzō 玄奘三蔵 

(Ch. Xuanzang Sanzang).  Fukū Kenjaku Bosatsu (Sk. Amoghapāśa) is one of Kannon’s 

various manifestations who holds a net with which he saves all sentient beings.  As its 

iconography is often associated with wearing a Buddhist surplice of deer or antelope skin, 

Fukū Kenjaku Bosatsu is also identified with the original ground of the first shrine at 

Kasuga and thus enshrined as the main object of worship at Nan’en Hall 南円堂 in 

Kōfuku-ji.229  Although Kōfuku-ji as a whole developed as the family temple for the 

Fujiwara clan, Nan’en Hall in particular holds special importance for the family in the 

temple complex as it was built by Fujiwara Fuyutsugu 藤原冬嗣 (775-826), who greatly 

contributed to the prosperity of the Fujiwara northern house lineage, 北家 hokke, in 

Kōnin 弘仁 4, 813.  Royall Tyler characterizes this building as a “sort of Fujiwara 

sanctum sanctorum.”230  In fact, according to Kōfuku-ji ruki 興福寺流記, eight members 

of the Minamoto clan died on the very day of the dedication service for the hall in Kōnin 

弘仁 4, 813.231  This incident was understood as demonstrating the exclusive protection 

                                                

229 For further discussion, see Susan Tyler, The Cult of Kasuga Seen through Its Art (Ann Arbor, Center for 
Japanese Studies, The University of Michigan, 1992), 91-94, and 137-144.  
230 Tyler, (1990), 84. 
231 DNBZ 123: 3a. 
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provided to the Fujiwara clan by Fukū Kenjaku Bosatsu.  No other families, not even the 

Imperial Family, were welcomed.  For this reason, it was important for Kinhira to re-

establish kechien with Fukū Kenjaku Bosatsu by copying the sūtra and to receive 

protection so that he could improve his situation.  In its colophon, Kinhira wishes, 

為家門繁昌 寿命長遠 息災安穏 所願成就 出離生死 奉

書写之 二十勝利 八法経文 更勿成疑 敬白232 
 
For the clan to be prosperous, longevity to be long and far, the 
prevention of calamities to be peaceful and calm, that which one 
desires to be fulfilled, and for renunciation from life and death, [I] 
copied it.  Twenty excellent benefits and eight Dharmas [written] in 
the sūtra are no longer doubtful. 
 

Interestingly, twelve days after the completion of copying the sūtra, he was pardoned.  

Many historians attribute the cause of this pardon to the Kamakura Shogunate’s 

intervention, as Kinhira remained the Kantō mōshitsugi.233  However, Kinhira himself 

probably attributed this delightful news to the merit he accured from the act of copying 

the sūtra.  The sūtra copied on the dark paper with gold ink is simple yet superb, which 

reflects Kinhira’s solemn intention.  It was through this pious act of copying the sūtra 

that Kinhira wished to reassure his karmic affinity with Fukū Kenjaku Bosatsu and to 

receive merit that would bring him and his family worldly benefits.  

Around the same time, Kinhira also launched his grand project of producing the 

Kasuga gongen genki-e to pray for the Kasuga Deity, avatar of the original ground, Fukū 

                                                

232 “Fukū Kenjaku Shiju Shigyō” Tokyo National Museum, 
<http://www.tnm.jp/jp/servlet/Con?pageId=E15&processId=00&colid=B2452&ref=&Q1=&Q2=&Q3=&Q
4=&Q5=&F1=&F2=> 
233 Tyler (1990), 11; Gomi (1998), 19 
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Kenjaku Bosatsu, and later to express his gratitude toward the deity.  As quoted above, 

Kinhira states in the colophon of the catalogue, “After I conceived this gesture of 

devotion, great good fortune blessed my house, and by this I knew that my plan had met 

with divine approval.”234  In fact, good fortune began to bless Kinhira and his family 

again.  In the fourth month of Kagen 4, 1306, his daughter Yasuko 寧子 (1292-1357) 

became the consort of Retired Emperor Gofushimi 後伏見院 (1288-1336, r. 1298-1301).  

Praying for his daughter to bear an imperial heir, Kinhira confined himself for seven days 

at Kasuga Shrine in Tokuji 徳治 2, 1307.  Here again we can see the parallel between 

Kinhira and Kiyomori, who also wished for his daughter’s success in the imperial family 

by worshiping the deity at Itsukushima Shrine.  Kinhira's wishes were also granted.  In 

the first month in Engyō 延慶 2, 1309, Yasuko was bestowed the title of imperial lady, 

女院 nyoin, as Kōgimon-in 広義門院.  Later, her two sons ascended to the throne as 

Emperor Kōgon 光厳天皇 (1313−1364, r. 1331-1333, Northern Court) and Emperor 

Kōmyō 光明天皇 (1322-1380, r. 1336-1348, Northern Court).  Unfortunately, Kinhira 

passed away before he witnessed his grandsons’ ascents to the throne.  In the second 

month in the same year, Kinhira’s son Sanehira 実衡 (1290-1326) was also appointed the 

position of middle counselor, 中納言 chūnagon.  Finally, in the third month, Kinhira 

himself was appointed as the Minister of the Left.  In order to express his gratitude to the 

Kasuga Deity, Kinhira wrote the dedication vow quoted above in the catalogue in the 

                                                

234 Tyler (1990), 159. 
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same month.235   Thus just like its contemporary picture scrolls, Kasuga gongen genki-e 

was created for the purpose of expressing gratitude toward Kasuga Deity that 

strengthened their karmic connection and brought the family prosperity.   

 

Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have examined various examples of picture scrolls in order to 

reveal that the act of copying religious texts for kechien was very common in medieval 

Japanese religious praxis.  These examples from texts within emaki scrolls reiterate that 

the intention of participants in copying a scroll text was to form kechien.  By forming 

kechien connections through copying sūtras or emaki texts, people could establish karmic 

relationships with saving powers, such as a sūtra, a Bodhisattva, or a Shinto deity, and 

thereby ensure their rebirth.  This relationship was sometimes initiated by a saving power 

as we saw in the case of Ennin, other times by sentient beings.  People also sometimes 

copied a sūtra or an emaki text as a way to express their gratitude for the good fortune 

that they received through their kechien; they repaid favor brought to them by the saving 

power through the act of copying.  In the next chapter, I will continue to look at examples 

from picture scrolls, but I will shift my focus from texts and the act of copying them to 

paintings and the act of making images.   

                                                

235 For a long time, many scholars believed that the Kasuga gongen genki-e was completed and dedicated to 
Kasuga Shrine in the third month in 1309 as stated in the accompanying fascicle of catalogue.  However, 
recent scholarship has revealed the stronger possibility of dedication in the later year; see Suegara Yutaka, 
“Kasuga gongen genki-e no hōnō wo megutte,” Nihon Rekishi 695 (2006), 62-70.  Also, Kinhira dedicated 
10-volume copy of Yuishiki-ron 唯識論 in 1306 along with dedication vow which describes his situation.  
See Matsubara Shigeru, “Kasuga gongen genkie shiken 『春日権現験記絵』私見,” Kohitsu to emaki 
(Tokyo: Yagi Shoten, 1994), 197-245.  
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CHAPTER 4: CAPTURING A VISION: IMAGE MAKING AS A MEANS 
OF REALIZING KECHIEN 

 

In the previous two chapters, I discussed how the copying of texts, including 

sūtras and emaki texts, served as a means of forming or initiating kechien.  Now I will 

turn my focus to the paintings within picture scrolls and discuss how their production 

functioned in medieval Japanese religious praxis.  Just like the copying of emaki texts, 

the production of emaki paintings was also perceived as an efficacious means of 

establishing kechien.  As paintings were often executed after texts in the production of 

emaki, people who set out to produce emaki paintings had already formed kechien in 

some way.  Due to the need for highly developed artistic skills, professional painters were 

commissioned by benefactors who had already established some karmic connection to the 

subject of the paintings or the emaki text.  In other words, production of emaki images 

functioned for initiators as a second step in forming kechien, namely realizing kechien.   

Throughout history, numerous people were involved in the production of sacred 

images in one way or another for the purpose of realizing kechien.  An obvious example 

of this  in early medieval Japan might be the prolific production of sacred statues 

containing a list of names.  This practice is called kechien kōmyō 結縁交名 (interlocking 

names for kechien).  For example, in Bun’ei 文永 5, 1268, people erected a statue of 
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Prince Shōtoku and dedicated it to Gangō-ji 元興寺 in Nara.236  The significance of this 

statue is the number of people who participated in its production and dedication, as 

attested to by the lists of over six thousand participants and donors contained inside.  

Although the act of painting pictures in scrolls does not explicitly indicate this direct 

connection between the production of an image and forming kechien, close examination 

reveals clues to this intimate relationship in medieval Japanese religious praxis.   

The paintings within picture scrolls have been deemed supplementary to the text 

and so frequently neglected by twentieth century scholars and by Buddhist apologists.  

Due to the fact that the paintings illustrate the text, many scholars have argued that these 

picture scrolls were produced for didactic and proselytizing purposes, as discussed in the 

introduction to this study.  It has been assumed that having illustrations meant these 

picture scrolls could be “read” by a wider audience, including the illiterate.  The often-

excellent preserved condition of some scrolls, however, prompts us to question this 

assumption.  Some colophons within the scrolls reveal that people dedicated religious 

picture scrolls to religious institutions upon the completion of their production, and they 

were stored as treasures.  They were treated as sacred objects in their own right, 

indicating that both the paintings and the texts in these picture scrolls were seen as 

expressions of the piety and faith of the practitioners and as embodiment of the subjects 

of scrolls.  

                                                

236 Kamakura Ibun 13/332-43, 349-51, and 355-85.  Also, see Aoki Atsushi, “Ōsaka Isshin-Ji Kechien-Gyō 
Ni Miru 'Kesshū' No Kōzō,” Indo-gaku Bukkyō-gaku Kenkyū 90, no. 45-2 (1997), 137-41, and “Kongōbu-ji 
shozō Taizō-kai Itabori Mandara no kechien kōmyō,” Mikkyō Bunka 196 (1997): 20-46. 
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In addition, in earlier scholarship on Buddhism in the Kamakura period, practices 

such as copying sutras and making images were deemed “auxiliary practices", because 

many Buddhist teachers in the Kamakura period advocated a single practice 専修 (Ch. 

zhuānxiū, Jp. senju) such as nenbutsu, daimoku 題目 (chanting the title of the Lotus 

Sūtra) and zazen 座禅 (seated meditation)over multiple practices.   However, the number 

of replicas of Pure Land mandara produced since the thirteenth century attests to the fact 

that visual representations still played an important role even within the Pure Land 

Buddhist tradition that is famous as an avid advocate for single nenbutsu practice.237  In 

his study on the development of the Princess Chūjō legend, Hank Glassman explains:  

For centuries, the mandara was a central element in the 
transmission and cultivation of Pure Land faith and practice in 
Japan.  It gives eloquent testimony to the fact that medieval Pure 
Land believers enjoyed a wide range of religious expression and 
were not limited to the recitation of the nenbutsu (that is, the 
recitation of the Buddha’s name, Namu-Amida-butsu) in their 
religious praxis.238 
 

Not only the Pure Land Buddhist tradition, but also various other religious traditions 

employed visual representations, both two- and three-dimensional, in their practice for 

salvation.  Thus we can see the production of emaki as an important part of the landscape 

of religious practice in various sects in medieval Japan, even those that said they were 

centered on one single practice 

                                                

237 Kanda Fusae also argues about the employment of visual expression using raigō paintings; see Kanda, 
“The Development of Amida Raigo Painting: Style, Concept, and Landscape,” PhD dissertation, Yale 
University (2000), 268-294. 
238 Hank, Glassman, ""Show Me the Place Where My Mother Is!" Chûjôhime, Preaching, and Relics in 
Late Medieval and Early Modern Japan,” (Honolulu: University of Hawaii, 2004), 147. 
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In the following section, I will first explore several scriptural sources that 

illustrate the importance of image making as a meritorious deed for salvation in the 

Buddhist context.  In examining these sūtras, I will delineate three crucial functions of 

sacred images: as double, as a source of religious merit, and as memento.  A belief in 

these functions has promoted practitioners to create images of Buddhas, other deities, and 

eminent teachers.  This belief also prompted the production of emaki, which include 

paintings in addition to texts.  In the latter half of this chapter, I will present the concept 

of sacred images as mementos, where one can realize and preserve one’s kechien.  To do 

so, I will explore three kinds of mementos from emaki paintings: paintings of dreams and 

visions, portraits, and deathbed scenes.  I will argue that the making of sacred images was 

an efficacious way to realize kechien with a sacred being and to acquire further religious 

merit in medieval Japanese religious praxis.  People realized kechien by visually 

recording their experiences as images, which allowed the experience to be real, and at the 

same time they advanced their path to enlightenment by gaining religious merit. 

 

Image Making in Scriptures 
People have produced sacred images for religious merit since the earliest stages of 

Buddhism, as various Buddhist scriptures attest.  The earliest existant copy of the 

Mahāyana sūtra, Wisdom Scripture of Practicing Enlightenment 道行般若経 (Ch. 

Dàoxíng bōrě jīng, Jp. Dōgyō hannya kyō, T. 224), explains the rationale for producing 

the Buddha’s image.  In the last section of the sūtra, Bodhisattva Sadāprarudīta 薩陀波崙 

(Ch. Sàtuóbōlún, Jp. Satsudaharin) asks his teacher, Bodhisattva Dharmodgata 法起菩薩 
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(Ch. Fǎqǐ púsà, Jp. Hōki bosatsu), how he can recognize the voice of the Buddha.  In 

response, Dharmodgata describes the voice and then the body of the Buddha as what is 

“produced from the karmic results of good action during past lifetimes and it is samskṛta, 

a construct and consequently subject to dissolution.”239  Dharmodgata states:  

The Buddha’s body is like the images which men make after the 
Nirvāṇa of the Buddha.  When they see these images, there is not 
one of them who does not bow down and make offering.  These 
images are upright and handsome; they perfectly resemble the 
Buddha and when men see them they all rejoice and take flowers 
and incense to revere them.  
 O Noble One, would you say that the Buddha’s spirit is in the 
image? 
 
The Bodhisattva Sadāprarudīta replied: 
 
 It is not there.  The image of the Buddha is made (only) because 
one desires to have men acquire merit. 
 
Dharmodgata said: 
 
 You do not use one thing to make the image of the Buddha nor 
do you use two.  There is gold and also a skilled artisan.  If there is 
a man who has seen the Buddha in person, then after Nirvāṇa he 
will remember the Buddha and for this reason make an image, 
because he wants men in this world to revere the Buddha and 
receive the merit of the Buddha. 240 
 

                                                

239 Lewis Lancaster, "An Early Mahayana Sermon About the Body of the Buddha and the Making of 
Images," Artibus Asiae 36, no. 4 (1974): 289; although there are various versions of Prajñāpāramitā sūtra, 
only two versions, the other being Dàmíngdù jīng 大明度経 (T. 225), preserve this explanation about 
making the Buddha’s image. 
240 Ibid.. 
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This brief exchange between the two bodhisattvas reveals three important functions of the 

Buddha’s Image: as double, as a source of religious merit, and as memento. 241   

First, the image perfectly resembles the Buddha; thus, no one fails to recognize it.  

In other words, the image functions as a double of the Buddha himself.  Using the 

example of Zen portrait sculptures 頂相 (Ch. dǐngxiàng, Jp. chinzō), Bernard Faure 

argues that sacred images are “not merely ‘realistic,’ they are real, pointing to no reality 

beyond themselves.” 242  This belief in an image that does not represent reality but is 

reality was affirmed in medieval Japanese religious praxis.  In Senchaku-shū, Hōnen 

teaches, “one should wholeheartedly contemplate these venerable images as if one saw 

the real Buddha.”243  Recorded in Final Injunctions of the Venerable Myōe of Toga-no-o 

栂尾明恵上人遺訓 (Jp. Toga-no-o Myōe shōnin ikun, 1235), Myōe 明恵(1173-1232) of 

the Kegon school, Hōnen’s contemporary, also instructs: 

Every time you enter the practice hall, imagine that the living 
Buddha is there; and, in [the] presence of the living Tathāgata, set 
straight your aspirations.  When you think of an object carved of 
wood or drawn in a picture as a living being, then it is a living 
being.244 
 

                                                

241 Donald Swearer also points out numerous important themes in this conversation: “the building of the 
image is linked to the Buddha’s absence, in this instance, his parinibbāna; people joyfully respond to the 
image with respectful gestures that include prostrations and offerings as one would act toward the living 
Buddha; worshiping the image accrues merit; and seeing the image that represents the Buddha’s 
accumulated meritorious deeds produces an empathetic response in the viewer”; Swearer, Becoming the 
Buddha (Princeton and London: Princeton University Press, 2004), 23. 
242 Bernard Faure, The Rhetoric of Immediacy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), 170. 
243 Senchakushu English Translation Project, ed., Honen's Senchakushu (Honolulu: University of Hawaii 
Press, 1998), 115. 
244 Robert E. Morrell, Early Kamakura Buddhism; a Minority Report, (Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 
1987), 60. 
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This is because the Buddha can take any form to manifest himself physically in front of 

sentient beings in response to their yearning, according to the theory of three bodies, 

trikāya.245  Furthermore, in Shaseki-shū, Mujū Ichien explains:  

In the words handed down to us from an old worthy, the true body 
(shinjin) of the Buddha is formless and ineffable (musō munen).  
Great compassion is his original vow, and he appears in various 
guises by virtue of the good seeds of merit which he has sown in 
previous lives.  Whatever form he takes is a physical manifestation 
of Buddha (ōjin).  In conforming to the level of belief and 
understanding of the devotee, the Buddha simply assumes the form 
of wood and stone for those who think in terms of wood and stone.  
Even at the level of wood and stone, he who thinks of the Buddha 
will be benefited by the Buddha.246 
 

Thus, paintings are another form that the Buddha assumes depending on the devotee’s 

faith and understanding.  The Buddha’s physical manifestation in a form appropriate for 

their religious potential is a response to devotees’ wish for salvation.  This wish prompts 

the devotee to form a karmic connection with the Buddha.  Only when the Buddha 

reveals himself in a manner perceptible to sentient beings, such as paintings, can they 

perceive the Buddha and form kechien.  Hōnen explains this responsive nature of the 

Buddha: 

When sentient beings desire to see the Buddha, he, in response to 
their desire, will appear before their very eyes.  Hence, this is called 
close karmic relations [近縁 (Ch. jìnyuán, Jp. gon’en)].247 
 

                                                

245 For further discussion on this topic, see Nagao Gadjin, "On the Theory of Buddha-Body," Eastern 
Buddhist n.s. 6, no. 1 (1973): 25-53. 
246 Robert E. Morrell, Sand and Pebbles (Albany: SUNY Press, 1985), 116. 
247 Senchakushu English Translation Project, ed., Honen's Senchakushu (Honolulu: University of Hawaii 
Press, 1998), 97. 
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Therefore, in Buddhism, images of the Buddha or other Buddhist deities and saints do not 

merely represent but become present in response to devotee’s longing.248  Moreover, the 

concept of honji-suijaku 本地垂迹 in the Japanese context, the belief in Shinto kami as 

local manifestations of Buddhist deities, legitimates production and worship of numerous 

appearances of the Buddhist deities in various forms, such as sculptural and pictorial 

replicas, as the presence of the sacred. 249   

Secondly, through making and worshipping it the image allows people to gain 

merit that eventually leads them to enlightenment.  It is worth noting that people create 

and venerate an image not because the Buddha’s spirit is in it, but because they can gain 

merit, according to the sūtra quoted above.  In other words, merit making, the initial 

stage of which is to form kechien, is the ultimate motive for production of sacred images.  

The Lotus Sūtra explains that production of the Buddha's images is a meritorious practice 

that people can do after the Buddha’s entrance into nirvāṇa:  

Those who with many-colored designs create Buddha images, 
Adorning them with the marks of hundred fold merit, 
Making them themselves or having them done by others, 
Have all achieved the Buddha Path. 
Even children in play, 
With grass, sticks and brushes 
Or with their fingernails,  
Draw Buddha images. 
Person like these, 
Gradually accumulating merit 

                                                

248 This is not limited to the Buddhist context; for further discussion, see David Freedberg, The Power of 
Images (Chicago and Longon: The University of Chicago Press, 1984), especially chapter 3.  
249 Robert Sharf, “Introduction: Prolegomenon to the Study of Japanese Icons,” Living Images edited by 
Robert Sharf and Elizabeth Horton Sharf (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2001), 14.  For further 
discussion on the theory of honji-suijaku, see Mark Teeuwen and Fabio Rambelli eds., Buddhas and Kami 
in Japan: Honji Suijaku as a Combinatory Paradigm (London and New York: RoutledgeCurzon, 2003). 
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And perfecting thoughts of great compassion,  
Have all achieved the Buddha path.250 
 

Decorating an image of the Buddha surely leads one to perfect enlightenment.  Even if 

you do not manufacture the image with your own hand, encouraging and supporting 

others to do so, either financially or morally, helps one to establish karmic connection 

and advance on the Buddha's path.  Even children’s unintentional drawings of the 

Buddha gradually but unquestionably lead them to enlightenment.  Deliberately or 

accidentally, one establishes a karmic link with the image of the Buddha that s/he helped 

produce, and consequently with the Buddha himself.  At the same time, once images are 

created one can continue worshipping the Buddha even in his absence.  As a result of 

kechien formed by the production of the image and continuation of worship, one is 

assured of an increase in one’s merit and a chance for advancement to perfect one’s 

enlightenment. 

Lastly, a Buddhist image also operates as memento.  It reminds one of one’s 

personal meeting with the Buddha, bodhisattva, or Buddhist teachings.  By doing so, it 

realizes the karmic affinity one has already formed at this  first meeting.  For that reason, 

mental imagery – such as dreams, visions, and oracles – has often been recorded in the 

form of paintings as well as writings.  Transformation of mental imagery into material 

form coincides with transformation from the ephemeral to the perceivable and substantial.  

People must have found relief in such discernibly perceptible forms.   

                                                

250 Leon Hurvitz, Scripture of the Lotus Blossom of the Fine Dharma (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1976), 39. 
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These three functions do not operate in mutually exclusive fashion; rather, they 

are closely linked together.  All three functions of sacred images are crucial and 

repeatedly appear throughout various written and visual texts.  For example, his own 

writing in Genkyū 元久 2, 1206, reveals that Myōe produced divine portraits based on his 

auspicious experience of receiving oracles from the Kasuaga Deity.  One of the oracles, 

delivered through a female medium, ordered Myōe to leave Japan for China and India, 

and persuaded him to spread the Buddhist teachings in Japan when he came back .251  

After receiving a second oracle, Myōe replied to the Kasuga Deity, “I think I will draw an 

image of you and venerate it as a substitute after you leave.  And I will hang it as a 

honzon during lecture assemblies.”252  His intention in producing the image is clearly 

stated here: he wanted to paint the figure of the Kasuga Deity to serve as a double that 

embodies the deity itself and to install it in a shrine.  Although the deity resisted the idea 

of being worshipped as the principle deity of the shrine, he gave detailed instructions 

about how to draw a true portrait.  Myōe records: 

Later, in response to my prayers, Kasuga repeatedly descended.  He 
explained the iconography 形儀 for his reflection 影像 and taught 
the proper rules for drawing him.  ([I] Joben wanted to draw the 
deity’s demeanor to venerate later, thus [I] respectfully asked about 
the form and dress of his living body 生身.  The reflections 御影 of 
the two great deities, the form and substance 形質 of their heads, 
faces, hands, feet, etc., were all told to me.)253  
 

                                                

251 This part of the oracle was recorded in Volume 17 of the picture scroll, Kasuga Gongen genki-e. 
252 Karen Brock, “‘My Reflection Should Be Your Keepsake’: Myōe’s Vision of the Kasuage Deity,” 
Living Images edited by Robert Sharf and Elizabeth Sharf (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2001), 65-
6; Kōzanji shiryō sōsho 高山寺資料叢書(KSS), 1:240-1. 
253 Brock (2001), 58; KSS 1: 220; 4: 28. 
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The image of the Kasuga Deity was used for fund-raising by Myōe and his disciples at 

Kōzan-ji 高山寺 in Kyoto, founded by Myōe himself.  This use reflects their belief in the 

sacred image as a source of merit.  Furthrmore, Karen Brock maintains that the painting 

of the deity was a memento that is “tangible proof that the oracles actually occurred.”254  

Although the original portrait of the Kasuga Deity produced by Myōe no longer exists, 

nine copies of the original, all consistent in their treatment of the deity’s features, are still 

housed at Kōzan-ji.  This example of the portrait of the Kasuga Deity by Myōe 

demonstrates how all three functions can operate within a sacred image.  

Another early Mahāyāna Buddhist sūtra also confirms these essential functions of 

the Buddha’s image and claims that production of sacred images strengthens kechien that 

has already been established.  The Scripture on the Production of Buddha Images 仏説作

佛形像経 (Ch. Fóshuō zuòfó xíngxiàng jīng, Jp. Bussetsu sabutsu gyōzō-kyō, T. 692), 

probably translated sometime in the early third century CE, explains the motivation and 

benefit of making images.  This story became the basis for the legend developed later that 

King Udayana sculpted the first image of the Buddha. 255  In the sūtra, King Udayana 

worries about the consequences of the Buddha’s absence after his entrance into Nirvāṇa.  

In order to preserve his presence and his teachings, the king decides to create an image of 

the Buddha.  The king expresses his distress: 

I dread no longer being able to look upon the Buddha after the 
                                                

254 Brock (2001), 70. 
255 For further study see, Donald McCallum, "The Replication of Miraculous Images: The Zenko-Ji Amida 
and the Seiryoji Shaka," Images, Miracles, and Authority in Asian Religious Traditions, edited by Richard 
Davis (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1998), 207-226. 
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Buddha is gone.  I want to produce an image of the Buddha to 
venerate and bequeath to later generations.  What sorts of good 
fortune will I obtain thereby? 256 
 
In response, the Buddha explains: 
A person of this world who produces an image of the Buddha will, 
in a later life, have clear eyes and a handsome appearance; his body, 
hands, and feet will always be excellent.  One born in heaven will 
also be exceptional among the gods in his purity, with exquisite 
eyes and countenance.  Such is the fortune obtained by one who 
produces an image of the Buddha.257 
 

Here, the production of the Buddha’s image is motivated by the king’s desire to preserve 

his kechien with the Buddha.  In other words, the Buddha’s image embodies his karmic 

affinity that was already established with the Buddha at a personal meeting.  The image 

thus becomes tangible evidence of his kechien with the Buddha.  Every time he sees it, 

the image reminds him of his encounter with the Buddha and his teachings.  Even when 

the Buddha is no longer present in this world, the image produced will serve as a 

memento.  And once an image is created, one can continue worshiping the Buddha even 

in his absence.  Moreover, the image can allow people of later generations who could not 

meet the Buddha personally to form their own kechien and continue venerating the 

Buddha.   

It is also worth noting that King Udayana's concern focuses on the religious merit 

he would accrue through his act of image making.  According to this sūtra, the 

production of a sacred image guarantees benefits such as physical improvements and 

                                                

256  Robert Sharf, “The Scripture on the Production of Buddha Images,” Religions of China in Practice, 
edited by Donald Lopez, Jr. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996), 265. 
257 Ibid. 
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religious advancement in a later life as a human or heavenly being.  Therefore, as a result 

of kechien formed and preserved by production of the image and continuation of worship, 

one can surely increase one’s merit and chance for advancement in order to perfect one’s 

enlightenment.   

Production of images of bodhisattvas as well as Buddhas brought religious merit.  

For example, the Sūtra of the Original Vows of Kṣitigarbha Bodhisattva 地蔵本願経 (Ch. 

Dìzàng běnyuàn jīng, Jp. Jizō hongan-kyō, T. 412, hereafter the Original Vows of Jizō), 

attributed to Śik�ānanda 實叉難陀 (Ch. Shíchānántuó, Jp. Jisshananda, 652-710) from 

Khotan, explains the merit one can gain by creating an image of Jizō 地蔵 (Sk. 

K�itigarbha, Ch. Dìzàng): 

若有善男子善女人。或彩畫形像。或土石膠漆金銀銅鐵。作此

菩薩一瞻一禮者。是人百返生於三十三天。永不墮於惡道。假

如天福盡故下生人間。猶為國王不失大利。(T 412.13: 789c10-
14) 
 
If there are good men and women who either paint the image of 
[Jizō] or create this Bodhisattva with clay and stone, resin and 
lacquer, gold and silver, or copper and iron, and who take a look [at 
the image] and pay respect once, they will be born into the heaven 
of the thirty-three celestials and never fall into evil realms.  If one 
exhausts heavenly fortune and thus is born regressively into the 
human realm, one will still become a king and will not lose great 
benefit. 
 

The sūtra guarantees that the creator of a Jizō image will be reborn into the higher levels 

of the Six Realms because of the good karma gained through the production of the 

images, never to fall back into the lower realms.  Furthermore, the Original Vows of Jizō 

assures that one can attain ten kinds of benefit in return for creating and worshipping the 

image of Jizō:   
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以土石竹木作其龕室。是中能塑畫乃至金銀銅鐵。作地藏形像

燒香供養瞻禮讚歎。 是人居處即得十種利益。 (T 412.13: 
787a25-27) 
 
If one makes a stone niche using clay and stone, bamboo and wood, 
and inside one can form a model painting, and even form a figure 
of Jizō of gold and silver, copper and iron, and if one burns incense 
for offering and takes a look and pays respect for praise, then s/he 
will obtain ten kinds of benefit immediately at her/his place of 
abiding. 
 

The ten kinds of benefits that the scripture lists are mostly benefits in this world: bumper 

crops, family well-being, ancestors’ birth into the heavenly realms, longevity, 

achievement of what is sought after (in this context, enlightenment), no damage by water 

or fire, suppression of falsity, disruption of nightmares, divine protection for travel, and 

encountering numerous sacred causes.258  As seen in the tenth benefit, by creating an 

image of Jizō and worshipping it, one will firmly establish kechien and increase one's 

chances of encountering abundant sacred causes that will eventually lead her/him to 

salvation.  Jizō was an appropriate Buddhist deity for many people to seek help from, as 

Śākyamuni delegated to the bodhisattva the task of converting and conveying sentient 

beings to salvation during the time between his entrance into Nirvāṇa and Maitreya’s 

appearance.259  According to various scriptures, therefore, making images of a Buddhist 

deity, either a Buddha or bodhisattva, was regarded as a means of forming kechien and 

ensuring one’s salvation. 

                                                

258 T 412.13:787a27-b2. 
259 Ishikawa Junichirō, Jizō No Sekai (Tokyo: Jiji Tsūshin-sha, 1995), 41-6. 
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Although the Sūtra of the Meditation on the Buddha of Immeasurable Life 観無量

寿経 (Ch. Guān wúliángshòu jīng, Jp. Kanmuryōju-kyō, T. 365, hereafter Meditation 

Sūtra) does not explicitly discuss the making of sacred images in physical form, it 

provides an important insight into the functions of images.  In the Meditation Sūtra, the 

Buddha Śākyamuni explains to Queen Vaidehī how to image Amida Buddha and his two 

attendants in the Pure Land through visualization meditation in order to be reborn into 

Amida’s Pure Land.  He provides step-by-step instructions for the right contemplation, 

emphasizing the need to focus on each detail and the importance of seeing.  The Buddha 

expounds: 

Just by perceiving the figure of the Buddha, one gains 
immeasurable merit; how much more so if one perceives all the 
physical features of that Buddha.260 
 

Thus it is more meritorious to visualize the Buddha in as much detail as possible.  

Although the sūtra does not explicitly instruct devotees to paint or sculpt sacred images, 

it is easy to conceive of the usefulness of such material representations for the practice.261  

Production of sacred images in the form of paintings or sculptures involves perceiving 

the figure of the Buddha or other deities, including details of their physical features.  

Further, painting often involves recreation of the Buddha’s surroundings.  In this way the 

act of realizing images in physically tangible form like paintings is meritorious and aids 

                                                

260 Yamada (1984), 75. 
261 This is why the majority of previous scholarship treated visual representations such as Esoteric 
mandalas as visual aids for meditation practice.  However, more recent study argues that visual 
representations were not mere representations of the divine but “the locus of the divine.”  For further 
discussion, see , Robert H. Sharf, "Visualization and Mandala in Shingon Buddhism," Living Images edited 
by Robert H. Sharf and Elizabeth H. Sharf, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2001), 151-97. 
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one in accruing religious merit and being born into the Pure Land.  In fact, Śākyamuni 

asserts: 

Even after you are out of meditation, keep in mind and do not 
forget [all that you have seen and heard].262 
 

This passage seems to urge the Queen implicitly to devise some means that would help 

her to uphold the image of Amida’s Pure Land.  By constantly remembering, the Queen 

could bind her kechien with Amida and his Pure Land, which were formed through her 

vision induced by the Buddha Śākyamuni.  A painting of the Pure Land where Amida 

Buddha and his attendants dwell would serve this purpose perfectly.  Even if she is not 

actively practicing visual meditation, seeing the picture of the Pure Land will help her to 

remember it.  Accordingly, she gains religious merit, specifically a guarantee to be born 

into the Pure Land and to make faster advancement in achieving enlightenment.  

Furthermore, if she produces an image of her experience, then she can preserve her 

experience for herself and later generations.  

 

Mementos 
As seen above, when one produces a sacred image one usually has already been 

acquainted with the subject of the image through a personal meeting, just like King 

Udayana.  Buddhists acknowledge the universal fact that nothing is permanent, including 

the Buddha himself as he enters Nirvāṇa.  Yet despite their theoretical understanding of 

impermanence, sentient beings often attempt to cling to the kechien formed in their first 

                                                

262 Ibid. 
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encounter with the Buddhas, other Buddhist deities, or Buddhist masters.  Accordingly, 

many try to transform their insubstantial kechien into something substantial by producing 

material objects such as paintings.  Paintings within picture scrolls are no exception.  

Although they are not iconic, they record and recount past experiences as illustrations for 

narratives, and, at the same time, can be used as a means of making merit.  Furthermore, 

the mementos can be reminders of the past events not only for the producer but also for 

the audience.  As I will discuss the interaction between emaki and audience in the next 

chapter, in the rest of this chapter I would like to give several examples of how paintings 

embody the personal experience of the producers’ forming of kechien in a tangible 

material form.   

The desire to preserve one’s memory, especially regarding one’s teachers, is 

sometimes expressed explicitly in emaki texts.  For example, in the Kōso daishi himitsu 

engi 高祖大師秘密縁起, (The Secret Origin of the Venerable Founder Kūkai), produced 

in the first half of the thirteenth century, the author of the text describes the illustrated 

biography as a memento at the beginning of the first fascicle: 

(前略）誰か大師の慈力お蒙らざらん。今弟子わづかに彼遺
流お汲みて値遇浅からざる事をよろこぶ。其昔をかへりみれ

ば、星霜かさなりて既に四百余歳を往たり。在世の行状を尋

に神力不思議なる事はかりがたし。彼趣をいささか画図にあ

らはして恋慕渇仰のたよりとす。263 
 
… There is none who does not receive the compassion of the great 
master.  Now his disciples manage to continue his lineage, and are 
delighted with the fact that their encounter [with the master] is not 
shallow.  As we look back at the past, it has already been four 

                                                

263 Miya (1988b). 32. 
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hundred years [since the master’s entering nirvāṇa] after the lapse 
of many years.  Inquiring about the master’s conduct during his 
lifetime, his mysterious supernatural power was immeasurable. 
[Therefore,] we have expressed some aspects of his life in 
illustrations and made it a means for yearning and longing for him 
as one thirsts for water. 
 

Although the exact term kechien is not used in this passage, the author clearly hopes to 

produce an illustrated biography through which one can strengthen karmic connection 

with Kūkai, despite the fact that the master has been absent for a long time.  Furthermore, 

emaki, especially the illustrated biographies of eminent monks, served as an expression of 

requital gratitude, hōon 報恩, toward the subjects of emaki, usually their masters.  Even 

though the first step of forming kechien is completed by the commencement of their 

master-disciple relationship, a disciple strengthens the kechien connection with his master 

through producing an illustrated biography as an expression of returning favors he 

received from his master. 

 

Dreams and Visions 
A person’s initial opportunity to form kechien could be a dream, vision, or oracle.  

After that encounter, people often used paintings to affirm and record their ephemeral 

experiences in order to realize kechien.  Hōnen emphasizes that it is meritorious to 

worship an image or picture of deities or masters with whom one has already formed 

kechien.  In Senchaku-shū, quoting the Essentials for Birth in the Western Land 西方要

決 (Ch. Xīfāng yàojúe, Jp. Saihō yōketsu, T. 1964), Hōnen expounds on the cultivation of 

reverence as one of the four modes of right practice.  The text states that one should 
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worship whatever one has kechien with, such as Buddhist deities and religious teachers.  

He also encourages one “to venerate the images and holy scriptures of those with whom 

one has a karmic relationship.”264  Therefore, making an image ensures one's ability to 

venerate one’s own object of worship.  The Hōnen eden provides various examples of 

realizing kechien through making images. 

One such instance is when Hōnen produced a portrait of his dharma teacher 

Shandao 善導 (613-681) after his encounter in the dream.  Although their lives were far 

apart chronologically and geographically, the dream made it possible for Hōnen to meet 

Shandao personally (7-5).265  The monk, whose robe was gold on the lower half and ink-

colored on the upper half, appeared out of a bank of purple clouds.  Hōnen asked who he 

was.  He identified himself as Shandao and told Hōnen that he was there “to show [his] 

appreciation of [Hōnen’s] devotion to the practice and dissemination of the one and only 

discipline of the Nembutsu.”266  As Hōnen woke up from the dream, he asked the painter 

Jōdai 乗台 to paint a portrait of Shandao exactly like the dream.  Later these paintings 

were circulated as “Shandao in a dream 夢の善導 (yume no Zendō).”  The text also 

claims that Shandao as depicted in this painting closely resembled the portrait that was 

brought back from China by Chōgen later.  Even though Hōnen had never seen the 

                                                

264 Senchaku-shū English translation project, ed., Hōnen’s Senchakushū (Honolulu: University of Hawaii 
Press, 1998), 114. 
265 The numbers in parentheses represent the volume number and the section number in that volume, i.e. (7-
5) represents Volume 7, Section 5. 
266 Cotes and Ishizuka (1981), 206. 
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portrait of Shandao he was able to describe Shandao’s appearance in detail based on his 

dream.   

 
Figure 12: Shandao in Hōnen’s Dream in Hōnen Shōnin Eden (Chion-in, Kyoto) 

 
This episode demonstrates the strong belief in dreams as another reality and as concrete 

evidence, especially once recorded in the form of written or visual text.  Of course, the 

scene in the picture scroll does not fail to record this marvelous event in detail.  On a 

secular level, this scene attempts to justify the authentic lineage of Hōnen, acknowledged 

personally by Shandao.  In fact, this scene is referred to as the “encounter of two 
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patriarchs 二祖対面” in the Pure Land sect in Japan.267  In terms of kechien, this scene 

demonstrates Hōnen’s strong karmic relationship with Shandao beyond time and space.  

By producing the portrait, Hōnen realized his kechien with Shandao and fixed it in 

concrete form.  By depicting the encounter between Hōnen and Shandao, the painter of 

the scroll also reconfirmed the strong kechien between them. 

Not only dreams, but also the visions Hōnen obtained through his meditation were 

recorded in paintings.  At the age of sixty-six, in Kenkyū 建久 9, 1198, he performed a 

seven-day special nenbutsu 別時念仏 (Jp. betu-ji nenbutsu) and had a vision of Amida’s 

Pure Land (7-6). The text in the Hōnen eden explains it in detail: 

…a bright light appeared to him, then a body of clear water and 
finally some blue emerald ground.  In the second month of the same 
year, he saw the so-called jewel-ground, the jewel-pond and the 
jewel-palace.  From that time forward he was continually having 
visions of the most wonderful things.  Once, a light flashed forth 
from his left eye, in which a blue emerald appeared in the shape of 
a jar, and in the jar was a red flower like a jeweled-bottle.  Another 
time, when he was looking towards the west he saw some jeweled 
trees arranged in a row, and moving up and down according to his 
fancy.  Sometimes the ground underneath him turned into jewels, 
sometimes the features of the Buddha Amida appeared before him.  
Then again the three Honoured Ones with their colossal bodies 
would appear, and Seishi would come to where he was.268 
 

After having this marvelous vision, the text explains, Hōnen asked a painter to paint what 

he saw in his samādhi.  In addition, Hōnen recorded his experience in detail in the Record 

                                                

267 Nakai (2005), 58. 
268 Coates and Ishizuka (1981), 207. 
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of Attaining Samādhi 三昧発得之記 (Zanmai hottoku no ki).269  According to the text, 

however, this writing was not revealed to the public until his death, probably because he 

emphasized the importance and superiority of chanting nenbutsu more than any other 

practice, including visualization.  The text continues to explain that, later, Myōhen 明遍 

(1142-1224), on Mt. Kōya, read Hōnen’s description of his vision, and he shed tears as he 

rejoiced in gratitude.   

 
Figure 13: Hōnen’s Vision of the Pure Land in Hōnen Shōnin Eden, (Chion-in, 

Kyoto) 
 

Although the painting of his vision of the Pure Land from this samādhi attainment 

does not exist today, the painter of the Hōnen eden recreated it in the scene.  Hōnen 

practices meditation sitting on a single tatami mat in a room.  Except for the two sides of 

the room closed off by sliding doors, the boundary between the room and the vision of 

                                                

269 According to the existent record by Hōnen, he had visions four times, the first, second, eighth, and ninth 
months, in 1198, once in 1200 and 1201, twice in 1202, and once in 1206; Nakai (2005), 62. 
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the Pure Land is blurred.  As the text describes, a body of clear water and the blue 

emerald ground are just in front of Hōnen.  The jewel-pond and palace are located to the 

viewer’s left.  Two beautiful birds like peacocks roam around the pond.  Beyond the 

jewel-trees and the platform, the Amida Triad appears on a cloud.  Unfortunately the gold, 

blue, and green pigments of the Triad have abraded away, so they have lost their original 

brilliance.  Above the Triad, musical instruments such as a zither and flutes float in the 

air with streamers to represent heavenly music in the Pure Land.  The distance of these 

figures from Hōnen implies his gradual achievement of a complete vision of the Pure 

Land.  In this way, the painter realized Hōnen’s vision in the medium of painting.  

Shandao wrote, in Methods for the Merit of Samādhi by Contemplating the Image of 

Amitabha Buddha 観念阿弥陀仏相海三昧功徳法門 (Ch. Guannian Amitufo xianghai 

sanmei gongde famen, Jp. Kannen Amidabutsu sōkai zanmai kudoku hōmon): 

If there is a person who paints and constructs a bianxiang of the 
adornments of the Pure Land in accordance with the Sūtra on 
Visualizing Amitābha and contemplates the divine place day and 
night, … If there is a person who paints a bian-picture in 
accordance with the sūtra and contemplates its adornments such as 
the divine trees, divine pounds, and divine buildings, he will 
absolve his multitudinous sins in his present life. (T. 1959.25)270 
 

Therefore, it was important for the producer to paint the scene to accrue religious merit 

for himself through eradicating his sins, as well as to record his master’s experience to 

bind his kechien. 

                                                

270 Quoted by Wu Hung (1992), 128. 
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Figure 14: Seishi Bodhsattva in Hōnen Shōnin Eden (Chion-in, Kyoto) 

 

Interestingly, behind the Triad, the Bodhisattva Seishi 勢至 (Sk. 

Mahāsthāmaprāpta, Ch. Shìzhì) appears alone on a cloud, as the text specifies.  This solo 

figure of Seishi is depicted larger and in more detail than Amida,who appears in the triad 

in front.  His facial expression is compassionate and clearer than the Seishi in the Amida 

Triad.  Compared to the Amida Triad, this lone Seishi preserves the vibrant colors of blue 

and green from precious pigments used in his halo.  Therefore, it seems that the painter 

paid more attention to depicting Seishi than the Triad.  This repetition of depicting Seishi 
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alone in addition to in the Amida Triad was an easily perceptible way to emphasize the 

importance of worshipping the deity with whom one formed kechien, as Hōnen himself 

believed.  Hōnen had a special affinity with Bodhisattva Seishi, since Hōnen was named 

Seishi-maru 勢至丸 as a child and later he was believed to be an incarnation of the 

Bodhisattva. 

 The Hōnen eden records another occasion where Hōnen also produced a painting 

of Seishi based on his vision.  One day Seishi appeared in front of him, when Hōnen was 

single-heartedly practicing nenbutsu (8-2).  The text states:  

Once when Hōnen was engaged in repeating the sacred name, a 
figure of more than ten feet in height appeared before him, which 
was none other than Seishi Bosatsu.  Hōnen forthwith ordered a 
painter to paint his form just as it was, and it is said that he ever 
afterwards regarded it as a special object of worship.271   
 

In the painting, Hōnen sits in a room alone facing outside.  His palms are pressed together 

in front of his chest as a gesture of reverence.  He chants nenbutsu with an expression of 

excitement.  Next to him, eight fascicles of the scriptures are placed on the desk.  His 

eyes are fixed on the full figure of Seishi, who has just arrived outside the room and 

stands tall on a cloud to the viewer’s right.  The Bodhisattva also joins his palms together 

and has a serene expression on his face.  Seishi wears an elaborate headdress that 

distinguishes him from Avalokitêśvara against the halo behind his head.272   

                                                

271 Coates and Ishizuka (1981), 213. 
272 For more detailed description of Seishi’s crown, see the Meditaion Sūtra translated by Yamada (1984), 
71. 
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Figure 15: Seishi Bodhisattva in Hōnen Shōnin Eden (Chion-in, Kyoto) 

 
Although the use of color in this sacred image of Seishi is rather simple, the lines are 

detailed and delicate.  The image of the bodhisattva stands alone outside of Hōnen’s 

quarters, just like the main object of worship 本尊 in a temple.  Compared to the portrait 

of Seishi in the seventh fascicle described above, there is not much to interrupt the 

encounter between Hōnen and Seishi here.  In fact, they both seem to recognize the 

importance and enormity of this encounter, and thus the image serves as proof of the 

kechien already established between them.  As already mentioned above, because Hōnen 

was named Seishi-maru as a child, his karmic affinity with Seishi was probably stronger 

than with any of the other Buddhist deities.  The Meditation Sūtra explains the benefit of 

visualizing Seishi: 
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For those who perceive this Bodhisattva, the evil karma binding 
them to birth-and-death for countless asaṅkhya kalpas is 
eliminated; and those who form this perception will not dwell in the 
womb, but will roam freely throughout the pure exquisite lands of 
the buddhas.273  
 

Thus, Hōnen received religious merit both by seeing Seishi in his visualization and by 

commissioning the painting of the bodhisattva.  Furthermore, the producer of the scroll 

set was also to receive similar merit by forming a mental image of Seishi and painting it 

in the narrative scroll; he himself also realizes kechien with Seishi, while at the same time 

providing others with a way to form kechien through the image. 

Not only the Hōnen eden, but other picture scrolls also contain illustrations of 

visions which serve to realize kechiecn at the same time as they narrate the story.  Even 

when the protagonists of picture scrolls did not produce paintings or statues themselves, 

the producers of the scrolls often visually recorded the visions in order to preserve the 

kechien the protagonists established, as well as to illustrate the stories, so that later 

generations would be able to form their own kechien.  For example, Shinran den’ne 

contains a scene where Shinran stayed in Rokkaku-dō in Kyoto and received an oracle 

from Guze Kannon 救世観音 (World-saving Avalokitêśvara, Ch. Jiùshì guānyīn) in his 

dream (1-3).274  Also, the Ippen Hijiri-e illustrates the oracle Ippen received from the 

Kumano Deity at Kumano Shrine (3-1)275  Neither Shinran nor Ippen produced an image 

after these encounters, but the producers of the emaki did.  These are just a few examples 

                                                

273 Yamada (1984), 73. 
274 Komatsu, ZZNET 1 (1994), 16-25. 
275 Komatsu, NE 20 (1988), 61-74. 
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of how paintings within pictures scrolls visually record the moment of kechien at which 

protagonists encountered deities or masters in dreams, oracles, and visions.   

 

Portraits of Masters 
Production of a portrait can be also seen as a way to realize kechien with the 

subject of the portrait.  The above example of Hōnen producing Shandao’s portrait after 

his encounter in the dream also fits here.  Usually, a portrait of a master was produced 

during the master’s lifetime or soon after his death by his close disciples.  This act of 

producing portraits was mainly motivated by the desire to realize kechien by allowing the 

master to be “present” and the producer of the portrait would gain religious merit from 

making him “present”.  Medieval picture scrolls contain several episodes that depict the 

production of portraits.  As illustrations, these scenes are often placed in contexts that 

narrate the events rather than serve as iconic objects of worship.   

The Hōnen eden again provides several examples of making a portrait of a master 

in order to reinforce kechien.  For example, in the seventh scene of the eighth fascicle, 

Shōhō-bō 勝法房, who was an accomplished painter, painted a portrait of his master 

Hōnen.  According to the text, Shōhō-bō asked Hōnen to add a eulogy.  Hōnen personally 

corrected the portrait by observing himself in mirrors so that the painting would look 

exactly like him.  When he was satisfied with his own portrait, he returned it to Shōhō-bō 

without a eulogy.  However, Shōhō-bō was not satisfied with the portrait without a 

eulogy, so he later asked for it again.  This time Hōnen wrote on a separate sheet of paper 
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a passage from the Shuryōgon sūtra 首楞厳経 (Sk.Śūraṃgama-sūtra, Ch. Shŏulèngyán 

jīng, T.642):   

While unenlightened in my former state 
The nembutsu callings I did ne’er abate 
Sure in conviction ere I came to earth 
Reality transcends both death and birth. 
Of all Nembutsu believers now the hand 
I take and lead them safe to that Pure Land.276 
 

This passage describes how Bodhisattva Seishi attained his enlightenment.  As Hōnen 

was believed to be the reincarnation of Seishi, this passage is in accordance with what 

Hōnen taught about worshiping the bodhisattva with whom one has formed kechien.  The 

author of the scroll set personally witnessed this portrait on which many correcting chalk 

marks were made.  He states, “Thinking it an excellent souvenir for posterity, I have 

inserted a copy in the present volume by way of illustration.”277  Through his viewing of 

the portrait, the author had a chance to establish his kechien with Hōnen.  Furthermore, he 

attempts to preserve his kechien in the illustration within the picture scroll, so that the 

illustration will serve as a memento of Hōnen for later generations as well as for himself 

and his contemporaries.  The text continues on to state that another disciple produced 

Hōnen’s portrait with the same eulogy written by Hōnen and that this portrait had been 

“preserved for posterity.”278   

                                                

276 Coates and Ishizuka, (1981), 215. 
277 Ibid., 216. 
278 Ibid. 
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Figure 16: Consecration of Hōnen’s Portrait in Hōnen Shōnin Eden (Chion-in, 

Kyoto) 
 

In the painting, Hōnen adds the eulogy to the upper right of the portrait, while 

Shōhō-bō and another monk sit beside Hōnen.  Adding a eulogy was equivalent to the 

eye-opening ceremony for a statue in terms of consecration. Foulk explains that just like 

in the Chinese context, in the Japanese context “portraits are enlivened by the inscription 

in much the same way that other icons are brought to life in a formal rite of 'opening the 

eyes,' especially if the inscription is a self-eulogy.”279  Thus, by depicting Hōnen adding 

the eulogy in his own hand, the painting endorsed the portrait as authentic and a double 

of Hōnen himself.  

                                                

279 T. Griffith Foulk, “Religious Functions of Buddhist Art in China,” Cultural Intersections in Later 
Chinese Buddhism, edited by Marcha Weidner (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2001), 25. 
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In another instance, Kū-Amidabutsu 空阿弥陀仏, another disciple of Hōnen, 

commissioned Fujiwara Nobuzane 藤原信実 (1177?-1265?)280, a famous court painter, 

to paint a portrait 真影 (Ch. zhēnyǐng, Jp. shinei) of Hōnen (48-3).  The text explains that 

Hōnen favored Kū-Amidabutsu very much, even though he was unlearned.  Hōnen 

thought, “If it were his lot to be born a man the second time, his choice would be to 

become just such a man as [Kū-Amidabutsu].”281  In return, Kū-Amidabutsu worshipped 

Hōnen as if he were the Buddha.  As we saw in the case of King Udayana, he also 

produced an image of Hōnen in order to realize his kechien with his master and to sustain 

it.  He venerated this portrait as his central object of worship throughout his life.  The text 

identifies this portrait with the one housed at Chion-in.   

 
Figure 17: The Rite Performed in front of Hōnen’s Portrait in Hōnen Shōnin Eden 

(Chion-in, Kyoto) 
 

                                                

280 Nobuzane is the son of Takanobu 隆信 (1142-1205), a painter who was famous for realistic portraiture 
似絵 (Jp. nise’e), and who also painted Hōnen’s portrait for the Imperial request by Retired Emperor 
Goshirakara, also see (10-2) in Komatsu, ZNE 1(1990), 86-89, 181-2. 
281 Coates and Ishizuka (1981), 781. 
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In the succeeding scene in the scroll, the viewer can observe a monk’s quarters.  

Inside the room, a group of monks have gathered around the portrait.  One monk, as a 

leader of the ceremony, sits on the ceremonial platform 礼盤 (Jp. raiban) right in front of 

the portrait and next to a chime.  He holds a lotus-flower shaped incense burner with a 

handle in front of him.  Before the portrait, a small black lacquered table is placed for 

offerings such as flowers and incense.  To his right, two other monks sit on a tatami mat.  

Three others stay behind the leader.  Although the portrait in the scene is rather small and 

partially blocked by the eave of the building, Hōnen’s entire figure is prominently 

depicted.   Hōnen, in an ink-colored robe, sits quietly holding prayer beads in his hands.  

His peaceful expression is so realistic that the viewer does a double take to realize it is a 

portrait.  Hōnen casts his eye on one of the monks who sits beside the portrait along the 

veranda, and as this monk looks up to the portrait, their eyes seem to meet in mutual 

recognition.   

The Hōnen eden is not the only picture scroll set that contains an episode of 

producing Hōnen’s portrait.  As already mentioned in Chapter 2, Shinran’s illustrated 

biography, Shinran den’ne, depicts a scene in which Shinran received a picture of Hōnen 

as well as a copy of Senchaku-shū (2-1).  The following scene depicts Hōnen writing a 

eulogy on his portrait and giving Shinran the Senjaku-shū, using an unchronological 

depiction of successive events within a unified background, a common technique in 

emaki (Figure 3).  Here, sitting at the edge of the room, Hōnen writes the Name of Amida 

南無阿弥陀仏 and a phrase from Shandao’s 善導 Verses for Celebrating Rebirth into the 

Pure Land 往生礼賛偈 (Ch. Wǎngshēng lǐzàn jì, Jp. Ōjō raisan-ge T. 1980) under his 
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portrait.  The text insertion under Hōnen reads “[he] is about to bestow his true shadow 

(portrait) as he writes the inscription.”   Separated by a column, we find Hōnen standing 

up and giving the copy of Senchaku-shū to Shinran, who stands in the corridor around the 

room, as described in another inscription.  Shinran humbly lowers his head and holds out 

his hands.282  Although the text does not mention any bystanders, two junior monks 

standing on the right side of the veranda beside the hand washing basin witness this 

significant moment.  Their presence invites the audience to become another witness 

rather than remaining as non-participating spectators.  One of them points his finger at 

Shinran, wearing an envious expression.  Large red and orange flowers are in full bloom 

in the yard, which helps establish a celebratory ambiance for this special occasion. 

Although I have so far analyzed the production of portrait paintings depicted in 

picture scrolls, before going on to the next section I would like to note the case of a 

portrait statue that was recorded in the Hōnen eden which also serves as a memento in 

which one realizes kechien.  Following the scene of welcoming the descent of the Amida 

Triad at Hōnen’s deathbed, the last scene in the thirty-seventh fascicle recounts the origin 

of the wooden portrait statue Hōnen once enshrined in the Portrait Hall at Chion-in (37-

6).283  The text explains that the lay monk Kuwabara Zaemon 桑原左衛門 from Musashi 

                                                

282 Although time conventionally flows right to left in the scroll, the sequence of events is reversed in this 
particular scene.  The scene in Honganji shōnin Shinran den’ne 本願寺聖人親鸞伝絵, the later version of 
Shinran’s illustrated biography, also illustrates the same event.  This scroll set was produced in Kōei 康永 2, 
1343, thus often referred to as the Kōei copy.  This time, however, bestowal of the Senchaku-shū and the 
portrait takes place in the two different rooms but in the chronological order; see Kobayashi Tatsuo Emaki 
Shinran Shōnin eden, Nihon no bijutsu 415  (Tokyo: Shibun-dō, 2000), 57-65. 
283 The statue produced by Kuwabara Zaemon is no longer enshrined in the Portrait Hall at Chion-in today; 
Coates and Ishizuka (1981), 640. 
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Province became a disciple of Hōnen and a devotee of nenbutsu practice.  The text 

explains, “It was entirely due to Hōnen’s admonitions, that [the lay monk] had been able 

completely to cut that cord of misery, in whose folds he had been bound from time 

immemorial, and that all in an instant, simply by putting his trust in that superhuman 

power of Amida, which enabled him to attain birth into the Pure Land.”284  As he wanted 

to express his gratitude toward his master, he constructed the statue.  In this particular 

case, the image was created to fulfill kechien, specifically for the purpose of requital.  

Hōnen was deeply impressed by this act, so much so that he himself performed the eye-

opening ceremony for the statue.  After Hōnen’s death, the lay monk continued to 

worship the image as if it were the living Hōnen until he achieved his own rebirth into the 

Pure Land.  In the painting, a realistic portrait statue of Hōnen sits on a black lacquered 

chair in the small space adjacent to the room where the Amida Triad is placed on a 

ceremonial platform.   

                                                

284 Coates and Ishizuka (1981), 639. 
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Figure 18: Hōnen’s Portrait Statue in Hōnen Shōnin Eden (Chion-in, Kyoto) 

 
Just like the painted portrait of Hōnen discussed above, it is difficult to distinguish 

this wooden portrait statue from the living Hōnen depicted in other scenes in the scroll set.  

As  the lay priest produced the image while Hōnen was still alive and Hōnen himself 

consecrated the image, it is often referred to as the “living shadow 生身の御影 (shōshin 

no miei).”  The wooden portrait statue was transferred to the Okunoin at Taima-dera in 

Kentoku 1, 1370, by the twelfth head of Chion-in Seia Fukan誓阿普観 (1297-1370) in 

order to avoid any damage from civil wars in Kyoto. 285  Today it is designated as an 

Important Cultural Property and remains at Taima-dera.  In the following section, I will 

discuss requiting a master’s favor by producing images in more detail.   

 
                                                

285 Takahashi Yoshikazu, “Asuka no koro karano Jōdo shinkō,” Jōdo-shū shinbun, 1 Oct. 1983: 10. 
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Deathbed Scenes 
In this section, I will examine scenes of masters on their deathbeds as another 

example of picture scroll paintings functioning as mementos by which one realizes 

kechien.  Some deathbed scenes of prominent monks depicted in medieval picture scrolls 

clearly express the purpose of requiting a favor 報恩 (Ch. baòēn, Jp. hōon).  In other 

words, through the act of producing emaki, one can return the gracious kindness one has 

received from the master.  As a result, the emaki will embody one’s kechien and 

strengthen the reciprocal relationship with the subject of the emaki, such as one’s master 

and the Buddha.  Emaki, especially illustrated biographies of eminent monks, thus served 

as an expression of the requital of gratitude toward benefactors.   

 

Shinran 
The most obvious example of production of emaki for requital is Zenshin shōnin 

Shinran den’ne 善信聖人親鸞伝絵 (Illustrated biography of Shinran, Saint Zenshin), 

henceforth referred to as Shinran den’ne.  It was created for Shinran’s thirty-third annual 

memorial in Einin 永仁 3, 1295, by his great-grandson Kakunyo 覚如 (1270-1351).  

Although there were several versions of his illustrated biography produced by Kakunyo, 

the oldest existing copy, also known as the Takada copy 高田本 or the Senju-ji copy 専

修寺本, tells us that when Shinran fell ill in the late eleventh month in Kōchō 2 弘長, 

1262, he kept chanting Amida’s name.  The accompanying text simply states: 

At the hour of the horse on the eighth day of the same 
month, he finally exhausted his last breath of nenbutsu, 
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lying on his right side with his head facing north.  He was 
ninety years old.286 

 
Although it is not mentioned explicitly, the timing of his death and the position of his 

body evoke a strong resemblance between Shinran and the historical Buddha.  In fact, at 

the beginning of the pictorial section of the scroll, Shinran’s death is referred to as 

nyūmetsu 入滅, or “entering nirvana,” rather than as ōjō 往生, or “rebirth into the Pure 

Land”.  In the picture, his body calmly lies in the middle of the room, surrounded by his 

disciples.  A recent study reveals that Shinran originally laid on his back in the 

painting.287  However, at some point, the painter redid his position on his right side.  This 

change indicates the producer's intention to express his gratitude and reverence toward 

Shinran by superposing the image of Shinran on that of the Buddha.  The bright colors of 

the green tatami mat and Shinran’s white robe naturally draw our eyes to Shinran.  In 

contrast, his seven disciples are dressed in muted, ink-colored robes, expressing their 

emotions in various ways.   

Three monks sit at Shinran’s head.  The first monk, sitting behind Shinran, sobs 

and covers his face with his sleeve.  The second monk, whose red under-robe indicates 

his senior status, holds his left hand over Shinran’s head.  The third monk sits still as if 

meditating on Shinran’s death.  Another two monks, sitting near the corridor, blow their 

noses with sheets of paper, which is a symbol of grief in medieval Japanese picture 

                                                

286 Komatsu (1995), 161. 
287 Kobayashi Tatsuo, Emaki Shinran Shonin Eden, Vol. 415 of Nihon No Bijutsu (Tokyo: Shibundo, 2000), 
35. 
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scrolls.  Another sits in a corner of the room, quietly looking up as if he is trying to stop 

tears from falling.  On the other side of the screen that is positioned at Shinran’s feet, 

three monks are already preparing a wooden casket.  By focusing the viewer’s gaze on 

the scene inside the room, the producer underscores the sense of the close relationship 

between Shinran and his disciples. 

 
Figure 19: Shinran Entering Nirvana in Zenshin Shōnin Shinran Den’ne (Senju-ji, 

Mie) 
 

Even though the accompanying text mentions that lay followers who received 

Shinran’s teachings shed tears in memory of Shinran, we do not find them depicted in the 

scenes of Shinran’s death or cremation in the oldest existent Senju-ji copy.  Rather, the 

presence of only a few of Shinran’s closest disciples in the deathbed scene enhances a 

sense of intimacy and respect toward the great teacher.  In fact, the depiction without the 

ceiling, fukinuke yatai, is conventionally employed to reveal the psychology of the 
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characters as well as the interior of the room.  It also solidifies the sense of brotherhood.  

In fact, in the colophon at the end of the scroll Kakunyo explicitly states that his intention 

in creating this picture scroll set was “to acknowledge gratitude [to Shinran] and to return 

his favor” (chion hōtoku 知恩報徳).288  In other words, by creating an illustrated 

biography, Kakunyo realized and fulfilled his karmic link with Shinran. 

 

Ippen 

In a parallel to Kakunyo’s family ties to Shinran, Ippen’s half-brother Shōkai 聖

戒 (1261-1323) constructed an intimate and yet holy image of Ippen in the Ippen hijiri-e 

一遍聖絵, a set of twelve illustrated scrolls.  Shōkai created this set for the ten-year 

commemoration of Ippen’s death in Shōan 正安 1, 1299.  The combination of texts and 

illustrations narrates the life of Ippen in forty-eight sections, which correspond to 

Amida’s forty-eight vows in terms of number, but not content.  At the end of the text, 

Shōkai expresses the intent behind his production of the emaki: 

When [Ippen and I] pledged with one another to be born together in 
the Western Land, we were separated here and there.  It was 
difficult to express with the bridge of words all that was between 
our hearts and hard to record it in the traces of a brush.  But now, it 
is still more difficult for me to requite the debt of gratitude I bear, 
and when I look back at the past, I cannot forget it.  Therefore, with 
the encouragement of a certain person, I have transcribed these 
paintings, and I have written Ippen’s biography in order to 
demonstrate our faith in a Single Calling of the nenbutsu.289  

                                                

288 Komatsu ZZNET 1 (1994), 114, 161. 
289 Laura Kaufuman, "Ippen Hijiri-E: Artistic and Literary Sources in a Buddhist Handscroll Painting of 
Thirteenth-Century Japan," Ph. D dissertation (New York University, 1980), 380. 
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Shōkai states that this illustrated biography articulated visual piety, namely an 

embodiment of faith in nenbutsu.  Furthermore, he acknowledges that his attempt to 

repay the favor he received from Ippen by recording his teachings in the medium of an 

illustrated biography is sufficient for his requital toward his teacher.  In other words, 

Shōkai sought to do an illustrated biography as a means to express his respect and 

gratitude toward Ippen, with whom he had already established strong kechien.  Analysis 

of Ippen’s deathbed scene again reveals the producer’s purpose of requiting a favor. 

With one glance, the viewer can easily associate the scene of Ippen’s deathbed 

with the traditional iconography of the nirvana of the Buddha.290  Ippen lies in the middle 

of Kannon Hall surrounded by pillars, just like the Buddha among the sāla trees in 

traditional pictures.  In contrast to the picture of Shinran’s deathbed, which is focused on 

the inside of the room and thus enhances the sense of the exclusivity among his disciples, 

Ippen’s picture shows a natural landscape with pine trees, small stream, and clouds, 

creating an inviting atmosphere for the viewer of the emaki.  Multitudes of people have 

gathered to surround Ippen.  Thus just like Kakunyo, Shōkai expressed his reverence 

toward Ippen by emphasizing the similarities between Ippen’s death and the Buddha 

Śākyamuni’s.  According to the text, his death occurred in the early morning of the 

twenty-third of the eighth month in Shōō 正応 2, 1289.  Monks and nuns of the Ji sect in 

dark ink-colored amiginu robes crowd around Ippen.  Some of them cover their eyes with 

their sleeves, others look down on the floor while reciting nenbutsu.  Behind them, 

                                                

290 Kaufman (1980), 116. 
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numerous lay people of different ages and trades, including warriors and social outcasts, 

have come to venerate Ippen and grieve his departure.  The accompanying text also 

juxtaposes the scene with that of the Buddha’s death by mentioning how Buddha’s 

disciples reacted to their teacher’s entrance to nirvana.  Shōkai asks a rhetorical question: 

if even those wise and holy men acted desperately, how could ordinary people not grieve 

over Ippen’s death?291  In the traditional pictorial representation of the Buddha’s entering 

nirvana, even animals such as elephants and birds collapse on the ground and grieve the 

Buddha’s parting.   

 
Figure 20: Ippen’s Rebirth into the Pure Land in Ippen Hijiri-e (Kankikō-ji, Kyoto) 

 
Ippen’s position in this scene is also worth noting.  In the painting, Ippen lies on 

his back with his head toward the viewer’s right.  His hands are clenched together in front 

of his chest.  The text written by Shōkai explains that “[Ippen] attained ōjō as though he 

                                                

291 Komatsu (1997), 373. 
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were entering samadhi,”292 rather than entering nirvana.  A recent restoration has 

revealed that Ippen had originally been lying on his right side with his head to the left just 

like the Buddha.  For some reason, however, the producer decided to present Ippen in a 

different position.  Perhaps it was because Shōkai wanted to represent Ippen’s actual 

position rather than present a hagiographic depiction.  This realistic portrayal of Ippen 

may have been due to the fact that Shōkai spent a considerable amount of time with him.  

In fact, Shōkai was present at Ippen’s deathbed, and for him, Ippen was a close family 

member as well as a holy man.  Therefore, Shōkai may have attempted to balance these 

two qualities of Ippen by depicting him as life-sized in the visual images from the 

perspective of Ippen’s family, while apotheosizing him in the texts from that of Ippen’s 

disciple. 293   

Also, a more realistic portrait was desirable for the purpose of kechien in 

medieval Japanese religious praxis.  In his study of the various entries in Senju-shō 撰集

抄, a Buddhist setsuwa collection compiled in the mid thirteenth century, Iwata Shigeki 

points out several cases in which people created images of ōjō-nin 往生人, those who 

achieved rebirth into the Pure Land.294  Many people gathered at the deathbed of ōjō-nin 

to witness their last moment, as they believed ōjō-nin had the ability to guide other 

sentient beings to the Pure Land if they formed kechien by attending at the moment of 

                                                

292 Kaufman, 379. 
293 Kaufman, 16. There she stresses that “although Shōkai’s text speaks of miracles, they are inconspicuous 
in the paintings.” 
294 Iwata Shigeki, “Senju-shō ni arawareta ōjōsha-zō no zōzō to sono haikei,” Kenkyū Kiyō 7 (March 1989): 
1-8. 
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death.  Not only did they witness the moment, but they also created effigies of ōjō-nin as 

realistically as possible.  These were often sculptures, but sometimes paintings.  

Therefore, Ippen’s position at his deathbed may have been corrected to be realistic rather 

than symbolic.  Iwata also characterizes the motivation for producing images of ōjō-nin 

as follows:  

For those who established kechien with ōjō-nin during the ōjō-nin’s 
lifetime or at their deathbed, they wished to strengthen their kechien 
by worshipping a portrait.  On the other hand, for those who missed 
the chances they could still form kechien by worshipping the 
images of ōjō-nin.295 
 

The ōjō-nin recorded in the Senju-shō were all lesser known holy men, which attests to a 

strong belief in the ability of ōjō-nin to guide others to the Pure Land.  Following on this, 

it is not difficult to imagine how much more this was the case for the ōjō of eminent 

monks like Ippen.  

Moreover, the quality of the Ippen Hijiri-e and its small number of copies 

suggests the intention of producing the scroll set as a precious memento.  In terms of 

materials, the twelve fascicle set of the Ippen Hijiri-e was executed on rare imported silk 

rather than paper.296  This luxurious material and the sophisticated artistic skills resonate 

with the production of the Heike Nōgyō discussed in Chapter 2.  Unlike another version 

of the illustrated biography of Ippen, the Yugyō shōnin engi-e 遊行上人縁起絵, there are 

not many copies of the Hijiri-e.  Based on his assumption regarding emaki as a 

                                                

295 Iwata (1989), 7. 
296 Besides the Ippen Hijiri-e, Kasuaga Gongen genkie-e is another example of picture scrolls that were 
painted on silk. 
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propagation tool, Akiyama attributes the reasons for this to Shōkai’s inability to be as 

influential as Sōshun 宗俊, the compiler of the Yugyō shōnin engi-e.297  However, I think 

that the small number of copies of the Hijiri-e is more likely due to the function of this 

emaki as a means of forming and realizing kechien.  In other words, the Ippen Hijiri-e 

served not as a proselytizing tool but as evidence of Shōkai and his patrons’ kechien. 

 

Ganjin 
Production of teachers’ illustrated biographies was not limited to the founders of 

so-called Kamakura Buddhism.  The life of Ganjin 鑑真 (688-763, Ch. Jianzhen), a 

Chinese master in Tang who came to Japan to teach the Buddhist precepts, vinaya 律 (Ch. 

lù, Jp. ritsu), was recounted in the Tōsei-den emaki 東征伝絵巻 (Picture scroll of Eastern 

Expedition), in Einin 永仁 6, 1298, by Ninshō 忍性 (1217-1303) of the Ritsu school 律

宗.298  This was three years after the Shinran den’ne, and a year before the Ippen Hijiri-e.  

This illustrated biography underscores Ganjin 's uncompromising determination which 

finally enabled him to arrive in Japan in Tenpyō Shōhō 天平勝宝 5, 753, 12 years after 

his first attempt, in order to propagate the Buddhist precepts.  This five-scroll set was 

                                                

297 Akiyama, 65. 
298 According to its flyleaf, this emaki was dedicated to Tōshōdai-ji 唐招提寺 by Ninshō at the Gokuraku-ji 
temple 極楽寺 in Kamakura, in 1298.  Today, it is still housed there as an Important Cultural Property.  
However, Matsuo Kenji questions this widely accepted perception of the dedication of this scroll set, as 
Gokuraku-ji was not a branch temple of Tōshōdai-ji.  Instead, he suggests that the dedication was in order 
to commemorate Shōgen 証玄 (1220-1292), the second patriarch of the Ritsu school revival after his 
master Kakujō 覚盛 (1194-1249), at his seventh memorial, 8/14/1296. Thus, this dedication clearly fits the 
religious movement of that time, founder worship.  See Matsuo Kenji, Kaamkura Shin-Bukkyō no seiritsu: 
Nūmon girei to soshi shinwa (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kōbundō, 1998), 275. 
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based on the first Buddhist biography composed in Japan in Hōki 宝亀 10, 779, by Ōmi 

no Mifune 淡海三船 (722-785).  The fact that this biography, produced in the Nara 

period, was remade into a set of picture scrolls in the late thirteenth century demands our 

attention.   

 
Figure 21: Ganjin’s Deathbed in Tōsei-den Emaki (Tōshōdai-ji, Nara) 

 
Unlike its contemporary scrolls, the text of the Tōsei-den emaki does not contain the term 

kechien at all.  Also, because of the lack of text in many sections, we can only surmise 

the motivation behind the production of this scroll.  Unfortunately, the fifth fascicle 

contains only five lines of text at the beginning of the scroll, and the following sections 

all lack text.  The last scene of Ganjin’s deathbed is no exception.  Visual analysis of the 

deathbed scene seems to reveal the motivation behind the production to be repaying 

respect to the great master, just like the Shinran denne. According to the eighth century 

biography, Ganjin died at the age of seventy-six on the sixth day of the fifth month in 
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Tenpyō Hōji 天平宝字 7, 763.  He sat in the lotus position facing west.299  He took his 

last breath nobly and contentedly as if he had entered into deep meditation.  After his 

demise, the top of his head remained warm for three days, which delayed the funeral 

ceremony.  When his body was cremated later, it was said that a fragrant aroma wafted 

over the mountain.   

In the last scene of the emaki, Ganjin quietly sits facing outside toward the west.  

In contrast, his disciples cannot hide their startled emotions.  They sit around Ganjin with 

their hands put together in front of them.  Their intent gazes are fixed on their master.  

Just like in Shinran’s emaki, no lay people are present in the scene, which accentuates the 

intimacy between Ganjin and his disciples.  On the other hand, in contrast to the two 

picture scrolls discussed above, this scene is not reminiscent of the pictorial 

representation of the Buddha entering Nirvāṇa.  The beautiful clouds coming down from 

the western sky attest to Ganjin’s status as an ōjō-nin who has achieved rebirth into the 

Pure Land.  The simple interior and rather vacant yard seem to emphasize the realistic 

nature of this portrait of Ganjin.  That is why Ninshō, the producer of this emaki, created 

the illustrated biography of Ganjin over five hundred years after the biography was 

written: he wanted to strengthen his kechien with the great master and wished to acquire 

merit, such as rebirth into the Pure Land. 

In addition to the three illustrated biographies of eminent monks discussed above, 

many others such as the Hōnen Eden also include deathbed scenes,.  These also serve as 

                                                

299 Komatsu, NE 15 (1988), 67. 
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mementos of the eminent monks they depict, but at the same time they operate as sites of 

kechien for people who participated as the audience, which will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 

 

Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have examined the religious praxis of image making, specifically 

the case of picture scrolls in medieval Japan.  As various Buddhist scriptures explain, 

making an image of Buddhas, bodhisattvas and other Buddhists practitioners was 

considered a meritorious act.  Analysis of paintings in emaki has helped us understand 

how production of emaki functioned as part of religious practice: many people wished to 

secure their kechien, which was intangible, by producing a tangible image of the subject 

with which they formed kechien.  In this way, images served as mementos of the initial or 

personal encounter (forming kechien), and these images, as keepsakes, upheld the 

producers’ memories of the subjects (realizing kechien).  By preserving their kechien in 

visible form, the images also provided others with opportunities to form kechien with the 

subjects.  In Chapter 5, I will examine the paintings in e maki as sites of kechien for the 

viewing audience. 
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CHAPTER 5: SITE/SIGHT IN EMAKI: VIEWING EMAKI IMAGES AS A 
RELIGIOUS PRACTICE 

 

In the previous three chapters, I have explored the motivation and benefits of 

making emaki from the standpoint of the people who were involved in their production.  

However, the producers were not the only ones who benefited from the production of 

emaki.  Once an emaki was created, it was also able to benefit those who encountered it 

later.  In this chapter, I will look at emaki from the perspective of its audience.    I will 

argue that picture scrolls served as a site of kechien in medieval Japanese religious praxis, 

as well as a means of kechien.  

As mentioned earlier, forming kechien by means of emaki was validated by the 

acceptance of emaki as sacred objects in their own right.  Religious picture scrolls as a 

medium were originally used in order to represent the sacred nature of the subject matter 

as narratives.  However, once they physically embodied the sacred, emaki became a nodal 

point at which the act and consequence of kechien intersect: once kechien was realized in 

the form of a picture scroll, it could provide an opportunity for others to undergo a 

similar experience.  This physicality of emaki also provided a virtual ritual space in 

which one could encounter the sacred.  In other words, in the very same space the 

producer or initiator formed his/her own kechien and also shared the power of kechien 

with others.  In this sense, emaki scrolls were an appropriate medium to represent sacred 

places and their efficacious nature, as the illustrations both captured and provided 

narrative space.  Visual analysis of the emaki reveals that they provided the viewer with 

various opportunities for kechien.   
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Emaki as a field of merit 
Before we examine emaki as the site of kechien for the audience, we should attend 

to the fact that the producers of emaki were conscious of the beneficial effect of their 

work on an audience.  The Wisdom Scripture of Practicing Enlightenment 道行般若経 

(T. 224), the earliest extant Mahayana sūtra, explains that people create an image of the 

Buddha in order to share with others their experience of a personal encounter as well as 

to remember the Buddha and their own experience:   

If there is a man who has seen the Buddha in person, then after 
Nirvāna he will remember the Buddha and for this reason make an 
image, because he wants men in this world to revere the Buddha 
and receive the merit of the Buddha.300 
 

Using this quote, Donald Swearer contends in his study of consecration ritual for Buddha 

images in Thailand that, “Through memory one re-presents the living Buddha not simply 

for personal, imaginative reflection but rather, to create an image of that very likeness as 

the subject of veneration and the guarantor of blessing.”301  Bodhisattva Dharmodgata 

explains that people are inspired to make an image so that others will have opportunities 

to worship the Buddha and receive religious benefits that will eventually lead them to 

enlightenment.   

The desire to share their auspicious experiences also inspired people to produce 

emaki that are comprised of text and painting.  This is because they understood that their 

                                                

300 Lewis Lancaster, “An Early Mahāyāna Sermon about the Body of the Buddha and the Making of 
Images,” Artibus Asiae 36, no. 4 (1972), 289. 
301 Donald Swearer, Becoming the Buddha (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004), 23. 
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efforts to cause others to hear, hold, and make offerings to the Buddha and his teachings 

would lead to incalculable merit, as stated in the Lotus Sutra.302  As mentioned in the 

previous chapter, therefore, the producers of illustrated biographies of eminent monks 

aimed at recording the teachings and lives of their teachers not only for themselves and 

their immediate disciples, but also for generations to come.   

We cannot discuss religious picture scrolls without considering the audience who 

receives a scroll's important messages, as many scholars have agreed upon emaki’s 

essential function as a didactic tool.303  Some emaki, though not all, were indeed created 

in order to convert viewers to Buddhism and thus for their salvation.  For example, the 

originator of an illustrated biography of an eminent monk, who often was his teacher or 

the founder of his school, produced a work in order to spread the teachings and to assert 

the authenticity of his lineage. 304  But the function of emaki, was not necessarily only to 

teach or convert, as we have seen in the previous chapters.  As some Japanese scholars 

have pointed out, the diffusion of teachings and religious stories in any form also serves 

an act of forming kechien and accruing religious merit for both parties305  In other words, 

emaki with its materiality serves as a “field of merit” 福田 (Sk. puṇya-kṣetra, Ch. fútián, 

                                                

302 The Buddha explains the merit of the sūtra to the bodhisattva Maitreya (T 262.9.45b13-16).  See also 
Hurvitz, (1976), 252and Burton Watson (1993), 240. 
303 For further discussion, see Akiyama Terukazu, “New Buddhist Sects and Emakimono (Handscroll 
Painting) in the Kamakura Period,” Acta Asiatica 20 (1971):58-76. 
304 Gomi Fumihiko, “Chūsei no Bunka towa,” Chūūsei Bunka no Bi to Chikara, edited by Gomi Fumihiko, 
Sano Midori, and Matsuoka Shinpei (Tokyo: Chūō Kōron Shinsha2002), 136-7. 
305 See Minobe Shigekatsu, “Kechien to setsuwa denshō,” Chūsei denshō bungaku no shosō (Osaka: Izumi 
Shoin, 1988) and Yamaguchi Makoto, “Kechien no jikū,” Kochi Daigaku gakujutsu kenkyū hōkoku, Jinbun 
kagaku 41 (1992). 
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Jp. fukuden), “where people nurture and develop their meritorious virtues,”306 and where 

others reap the benefits.  As one plants a seed of merit in the field, it produces a crop that 

yields more than enough for oneself; the seed of merit and its harvest in the field benefit 

not only the originator and the producer but also the audience of emaki.  Quoting the 

Great Compassion Sūtra 大悲経 (Sk. Mahākaruṇā-puṇḍarīka-sūtra, Ch. Dàbēi jīng, Jp. 

Daihi kyō, T. 380) in Ōjō yōshū, Genshin explains that a person who plants a good seed 

in the field of merit never fails to achieve Nirvā�a, regardless of affliction.307  As picture 

scrolls recount narratives that convey important tenets both in text and painting, they 

become a field of merit, a meeting point where producer and audience come together to 

gain merit.  

In fact, at the beginning of Hōnen shōnin eden, the text explicates the reason for 

transforming the biography into a picture scroll format based on textual records written 

after Hōnen’s life.  About a century after Honen’s death, his teachings began to decline.  

In order to preserve them, Shunjō 舜昌, the attributed author of the scroll set, launched 

the ten-year project in Tokuji 徳治 2, 1307: 

愚かなる人の悟り易く、見む者の信を勧めむが為に、数軸の

画図に著はして、万代の明鑑に備ふ。往生を希はむ輩、誰か

この志を嘉せざらむ。308 
 
In order for the foolish to comprehend easily and for those who will 
look at it to promote faith, I present [the life and teachings of 
Hōnen] in picture scrolls as a clear mirror [in which one can find 

                                                

306 Digital Dictionary of Buddhism, “福田,” (article by Charles Muller). 
307 NST 6 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1970), 297. 
308 Komatsu Shigemi, Hōnen shōnin eden, ZNE 1 (Tokyo: Chūō Kōron-sha, 1990), 170. 
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truth] throughout all ages.  Among those who will desire rebirth 
into the Pure Land, who will not consider this aspiration beneficial? 
 

Here Shunjō clearly states his purpose and his awareness of his audience.  He believes 

that the illustrations would help people with lower faculties to understand the teachings 

contained in the scroll more easily.  He also maintains that viewing the paintings would 

cultivate a viewer’s faith.  Furthermore, once the life and teachings of Hōnen are 

recorded in picture scroll format, people of later generations can learn from them and 

gain merit.   

The Yugyō shōnin engi 遊行上人縁起 (The Origins of Itinerant Saints) also 

demonstrates awareness of its influence on the audience.  This contemporary scroll of the 

Hōnen eden is the illustrated biography of Ippen and his successor Ta Amidabutsu 他阿

弥陀仏, probably completed by Tokuji 徳治 2, 1307.  In the last paragraph of the tenth 

fascicle, the author Sōshun 宗俊, about whom little is known except that he was a 

disciple of Ta Amidabutsu, explains: 

今まのあたり此勝利をみる。いかでか信心をおこさざらむ。

仍波行状をあらはさむために、この画図を模す。ただこれ信

謗ともに因を成し、親疎おなじく縁をむすばんと也。309 
 
Now I see this excellent benefit with my own eyes.  How will I not 
have faith?  Consequently, in order to illustrate their (Ippen and Ta 
Amidabutsu) lives, I formed these illustrations.  It is simply that 
both faith and slander become a cause, and both the intimate and 
the distant alike will establish karmic affinity. 
 

                                                

309 Miya (1988), 32. 
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This paragraph clearly explains the author’s understanding of the emaki’s ability to help 

viewers to form karmic connections.  His faith in the teachers was a seed planted in the 

illustrated biographies, proving his meritorious act and offering others an opportunity to 

form kechien.  Interestingly, he also maintains that the audience does not need to be 

devotees to establish kechien, as viewing the scroll guarantees kechien even to those who 

doubt the teachings of Ippen and Ta Amidabutsu. 

The texts within various other picture scrolls also attest to the intention of 

producers who wished emaki to provide the audience with opportunities for forming 

kechien and gaining religious merit.  For example, the author of Dōjō-ji Engi 道成寺縁

起 (the Origin Tale of Dōjō-ji Temple), produced in the Muromachi period, explains that 

he recorded the story as expedient means for others: 

権現と観音と方便の御志、深き物なり。且つは、釈迦如来の

出世し給ひしも、偏に此の経の故なれば、万の人に信を取ら

せむ御方便貴ければ、憚りながら書き留むる物なり。310 
 
The resolution of the Kumano Deity and Kannon for expedient 
means [for salvation] is indeed deep.  Buddha Śākyamuni also 
appeared in this world primarily due to this Lotus Sūtra.  As 
expedient means is valuable for numerous people to obtain faith, I 
humbly recorded [the story here].   
 

Therefore, although people produced religious picture scrolls primarily in order to form 

kechien and gain merit for themselves or for specific others, they also did so, whether 

intentionally or unintentionally, to benefit others to whom the scrolls were not directly 

                                                

310 Komatsu Shigemi, Kuwanomi-dera engi Dōjō-ji engi, ZNE 24 (Tokyo: Chūō Kōron-sha, 1995), 140. 
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dedicated.  Accordingly, emaki became a place where the producer planted the seed of 

merit and both the producer and audience could enjoy the harvest of nurtured merit. 

 

Viewing as a Religious Act 
In order for the members of an audience to enjoy the harvest from a scroll as a 

field of merit, they had to engage in the act of viewing the images in a picture scroll.  In 

her inspiring study of Hinduism, Diana Eck argues, “Beholding the image is an act of 

worship, and through the eyes one gains the blessings of the divine.”311  Similarly, seeing 

sacred images is also considered as an important part of religious practice in the Buddhist 

context.  In his argument regarding the Buddha’s presence in his images, Jacob Kinnard 

explains that “seeing the Buddha is linked to progress on the Path and this is one of the 

basic tenets underlying the construction of Buddha images from the earliest periods of 

Buddhist history.”312  This quote from the Wisdom Scripture of Practicing Enlightenment 

(T. 224) demonstrates this close connection between making and seeing images.  

Dharmodgata explains to Sadāprarudita the benefits of seeing the Buddha image:  

If the men constantly see the Buddha performing meritorious deeds, 
then they too will constitute a perfect Buddha body, and be 
endowed with wisdom, the (power of bodily) transformations, 
flying and in sum all the auspicious marks of a Buddha.313   
 

                                                

311 Diana Eck, Darśan: Seeing the Divine Image in India (New York: Columbia University Press, 1998), 3. 
312 Jacob Kinnard, "The Field of the Buddha's Presence," Embodying the Dharma: Buddhist Relic 
Veneration in Asia, edited by David Germano and Kevin Trainor, (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 2004), 124. 
313 Lancaster (1972), 289. 
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This passage demonstrates the power of viewing a sacred image, which can result in 

achieving Buddhahood.  The act of seeing the Buddha and his exemplary actions 

transforms the viewer into a Buddha.  In order to maximize merit, the passage also 

recommends that the viewer behold the Buddha constantly.  Lewis Lancaster explains, 

“[the Buddha’s body] is a body produced from the karmic result of good action during 

past lifetimes.”314  In other words, the act of seeing is a legitimate practice for achieving 

Buddhahood.   

Viewing is not a passive or responsive perception, but it is an active, constructive 

perception, a visualization that bears fruit.  The Meditation Sūtra in Pure Land Buddhism 

also explains the various benefits of seeing, in particular perceiving Amida Buddha and 

his Pure Land, in the practice of visual contemplation.  The Buddha Śākyamuni provides 

Queen Vaidehī with step-by-step instruction, for a total of thirteen steps, of how to 

visualize Amida’s Pure Land.  The first step is as follows: 

All sentient beings, if not born blind, possess the visual faculty and 
can see the setting sun.  Focusing their attention and sitting 
properly, they should face west and clearly perceive the sun.  Then, 
with their mind firmly fixed and their thoughts unwavering, they 
should gaze upon the sun which, as it is about to set, looks like a 
drum suspended in the open sky.  After seeing the sun in this way, 
whether their eyes are closed or opened, they should make the 
image remain clear and distinct.  This is the perception of the sun 
which is called the first contemplation.  To do this contemplation is 
called right contemplation; to do another is called wrong 
contemplation.”315 
 

                                                

314 Ibid. 
315 Yamada (1984), 27. 
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Once a practitioner is able to see the sun, then s/he goes on to the next step to visualize an 

image that constitutes Amida’s Pure Land.  As one proceeds, s/he also enjoys religious 

merit that ensures progress toward rebirth into the Pure Land.  For example, if one attains 

the perception of the ground through the third contemplation, one can liberate oneself 

from negative karma: 

If they perceive this ground, the evil karma binding them to birth-
and-death for eighty koṭis of kalpas is eliminated, and when they 
take leave of this life, they will assuredly be born in that land of 
purity with a heart free of doubt.  To do this contemplation is called 
right contemplation; to do another is called wrong contemplation.316 
 

Then, one also obtains assurance for their rebirth into the Pure Land when one ends one’s 

life in this world.  Furthermore, one can “acquire the insight into the non-origination of 

all existence.”317  Thus, visualizing a detailed image of the Pure Land is an effective 

practice for gaining religious merit, thus improving one’s condition and ultimately being 

reborn into the Pure Land.   

Furthermore, viewing an emaki scroll requires active participation from a viewer.  

The viewer has to unroll and roll the scroll as s/he follows the narrative.  This operation is 

done at his or her own speed.  For example, if the viewer decides to spend a longer time 

to look at the image of Amida Buddha because s/he wishes to be reborn into the Pure 

Land, s/he can do so.  In her in depth analysis of picture scrolls, Art historian Sano 

Midori describes, “This in effect means that the viewer can organize the continuity of the 
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plot at his or her own speed much like that of a movie director.”318  In other words, the 

viewer is not a simple consumer of narrative presented in the emaki scroll.  In viewing 

the scroll, s/he participates in reproducing meaning from the narrative.  This active 

involvement greatly contributes to forming kechien. 

Seeing is not only a means of practice that can lead a practitioner to the goal, but 

it is also an achievement of practice.  Zhiyi explains in his Rules for Lotus Samādhi and 

Confession 法華三昧懺儀 (Ch. Fǎhuá sān mèi chànyí, Jp. Hokke zanmai sengi, T 46: 

1941) that “[those who are in the top two highest levels] will realize the most excellent of 

fruits, which surpasses even the realization of emptiness: seeing Samantabhadra and the 

manifest bodies (funjin) of Śākyamuni.”319  In other words, seeing a Buddha or 

bodhisattva is one of the highest religious achievements that can come from practice.  

Hōnen also explains the benefit of seeing a sacred image in Senchaku-shū: 

One should give special reverence to these hallowed images.  If 
anyone but briefly contemplates these forms, his or her sins will 
vanish and his or her merit will increase. … Thus, one should 
wholeheartedly contemplate these venerable images as if one saw 
the real Buddha.320 
 

Hōnen considers the image of the Buddha as equivalent to the real Buddha, and he also 

accepts that seeing a sacred image will increase one’s merit.  In fact, Hōnen reckons that 

seeing Amida Buddha in samādhi in this life promises one’s rebirth into the Pure Land in 
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the next.321  Viewing in medieval Japanese religious praxis, therefore, holds several 

layers of meanings. 

The importance of viewing as practice was emphasized not only in the early 

Buddhist scriptures, but also in medieval setsuwa tales.  A story in Shijū hyaku innnen-

shū explains the filial deeds of Sen-dōji 専童子 (3-17).  He lost his mother when he was 

very young, and he conducted a funeral rite for her.  Despite his poverty, he was also a 

good son to his father, who was blind.  Wishing his father to be born into the Pure Land, 

he showed him an image of the Buddha: 

又老父ノ眼開テ今世ニハ仏像ヲ拝見シ後生ニハ眼根清浄ノ功

徳ニ依テ淨刹ニ生ヲ受ケン。322 
 
Also he opened his old father’s eyes and showed him a Buddha 
statue in this life, and in the next life his father will receive a life in 
a Pure Land due to the merit of the pure faculty of sight. 
 

This illustrates the merit of “viewing” a Buddhist image with or without the physical 

faculty of sight.  Using even blinded eyes, one can “see” the image and thereby purify 

one’s faculty and increase one's chance of being reborn into the Pure Land.  Seeing the 

Buddha also signifies being in attendance in the presence of the Buddha.  Therefore, 

seeing the Buddha is a direct contact with the divine that results in forming kechien. 

Another story in Shaseki-shū, the contemporary setsuwa collection of Shijū hyaku 

in’nen-shū, also recounts the power of viewing.  There was an evil and base man in China 

who earned his livelihood by killing.  One day he went hunting deep into the mountains.  
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There he came across an abandoned village with an old ruined temple where a life-size 

golden statue of Amida Buddha still remained standing.  Without thinking, he bowed just 

once to the statue.  Except for this, he did nothing good in his life.  When he died at the 

age of forty-one, he went down to a hell, as expected for a sinner.  However, a noble 

monk appeared and appealed to Yama on his behalf for a life of 40 more years:   

I am the statue of Amida Buddha to which this man bowed once in 
the deep mountains in the sahā world.  It is explained in the sutra 
that if one views the body of Amida once, then one surely avoids 
the Three Evil Realms.323 
 

Immediately his appeal was granted and the man revived.  The man became a monk and 

traveled all over the country fundraising and proselytizing.  He also built a great 

monastery and enshrined as the main object of worship that very Amida statue to which 

he had once bowed.  He lived to the age of eighty-three and was reborn into the Pure 

Land.  At the end, the author concludes, “If a single viewing [of Amida’s statue] by a 

sinner is highly valued, for a good person who constantly practices nenbutsu there is no 

doubt to be reborn into the Pure Land.”  This comment also points out the power of 

frequent viewing to  increase one’s chances for rebirth in the Pure Land, as a single 

viewing promises that one will avoid the Three Evil Realms of the hells, hungry ghosts, 

and animals. 

It is worth noting that a contemporary manuscript about Prince Shōtoku’s life, 

Shōbōrin-zō 正法輪蔵 (Revolving Scripture of the True Dharma), implies similar 

intentions.  Shōbōrin-zō was compiled sometime between the late Kamakura and the 
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early Muromachi period within the True Pure Land sect as a script for etoki performance 

using hanging scrolls depicting the Prince’s life:324 

You can rely on this 憑哉 -- if in this life I or someone [else], meet 
[chigu 値遇] the Prince and form karmic bonds [kechien 結縁] with 
him, then when the Prince has achieved buddhahood in the future; 
at the moment of the first turning of the wheel of the Dharma, 
devoted to the holy assembly of bodhisattvas, we will receive the 
enormous benefit of having promoted 増進 the Buddhist way and 
experience joys upon joys 悦ノ中悦.325 
 

This meeting with Prince Shōtoku was also facilitated through the medium of paintings 

(in this particular case, of hanging scrolls) and the act of viewing.  In his dissertation, 

Kevin Carr argues that “'seeing’ an illustrated legend in medieval times had little to do 

with the mode of viewing at work in a visit to a museum; rather it was more akin to the 

kind of visual interaction with iconic images that was meant to establish karmic bonds 

with an efficacious deity.”326  The paintings in the emaki did not simply recount the life 

of Prince Shōtoku in order to remember him, but recreated his life so viewers would 

encounter him.  Accordingly, viewing sacred images presented in emaki became a 

legitimate and available way for people in medieval Japan to form kechien  and thus to 

increase their chances of receiving religious benefit. 

                                                

324 For further study, see Miyazaki Enjun, “ Chūsei ni okeru Shōtoku Taishi-den no etoki -- Shōbō rinzō o 
chūshin toshite,” Shōtoku Taishi Kenkyū 3 (1967):76-88; Abe Yasurō, “Shōbō rinzō Tōdai-ji tosho-kan-bon 
-- Shōtoku Taishi-den etoki daihon ni tsuite no ichi kōsatsu,“ Geinō-shi kenkyū, no. 82 (1983), Hayashi 
Masahiko, Watanabe Shōgo, and Tokuda Kazuo, eds., Etoki: Shiryō to kenkyū (Tokyo: Miyai Shoten, 
1989). 

325 A passage titled “Record of Past Lives of the Prince 太子先生記” in the second fascicle of Shōbōrin-zō, 
quoted in Kevin Carr, “The Lives of Shotoku: Narrative Art and Ritual in Medieval Japan, ” PhD 
Dissertation, (Princeton University, 2005), 369. 

326 Ibid., 364. 
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Various texts within picture scrolls also prove this point.  For instance, at the end 

of the second fascicle of Denpō ruzu-e 伝法流通絵, the earliest illustrated biography of 

Hōnen, Tankū explains: 

 The act of opening and seeing the scroll is equivalent to 
worshipping the Amida Triad.  The act of explicating the texts in 
the scroll is just like reciting the Mahāyāna sūtra.327  
 

This statement clearly indicates the sacred nature of the picture scroll: it was regarded as 

an object of worship, just like a statue of the Amida Triad and a sūtra.  Viewing the scroll 

about Hōnen’s life and teachings was considered a valuable religious practice that could 

bring the same religious merit as venerating Amida and his attendants.  As a field of 

merit, sacred images in picture scrolls served as objects of worship through which 

devotees could gather merit. 

In the late 13th century, seeing seems to have become a more prominent way to 

establish kechien than hearing.  Shōkai verifies the forming of kechien through viewing 

the Ippen Hijiri-e, the illustrated biography of Ippen, in the last fascicle of the scroll set: 

言辞足らずして耳に入る楽しびなしと雖も、画図興をなさば、

何ぞ目を喜ばしむる、弄びとさざらむ。ただこれ毀誉ともに

縁を結び、存亡同じく益を施さむとなり。 
 
Words are insufficient, for there is no delight when they enter the 
ears, but if a picture engages one’s interest, how it gladdens the 
eyes!  Can one fail to take pleasure in it?  While merely 
appreciating [by honoring or dishonoring] these paintings, people 
will tie a karmic link, and they will bestow benefit both to the dead 

                                                

327 Hōnen shōnin-den kenkyū-kai ed., Hōnen Shōnin-Den No Seiritsushi-Teki Kenkyū 法然上人伝の成立
史的研究 Vol. 4. (Kyoto: Chion-in, 1961-65), 360. 
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and to the living. 328  
 

For Shōkai, the pleasure of seeing establishes the superiority of paintings over texts.  One 

only needs to appreciate the paintings by either praising or censuring in order to derive 

religious gain.  Furthermore, this benefit can be transferred to others, just like merit 

gained through other religious practices.  

This concept of seeing as a religious practice was not limited only to the Pure 

Land tradition.  An illustrated biography of Kūkai, the Kōya daishi gyōjō gazu 高野大師

行状画図 (Illustrations of life of Great Master on Mt. Kōya), is another good example of 

viewing as religious practice.  This scroll set was created sometime in the mid 13th 

century and is housed at Daizō-ji 大蔵寺 in Yoshino today.  Its colophon states that 

viewing and listening to the emaki would form one’s kechien with the emaki, and thereby 

with Kūkai himself:   

適披覧之輩必列三会之法筳、僅聴聞之人当生九品之浄刹。若

為見聞結縁、暫雖許借用於院中、不可出此本於門外。329  
 
Those who happened to open [the scroll] and see [Kūkai’s conduct] 
surely attend Maitreya’s court of three assemblies; those who 
managed to listen to [his conduct] must be born in the pure world of 
nine grades.  If it is for forming karmic affinity through viewing 
and hearing [the illustrated biography], one may borrow this scroll 
set for a short term within the temple, but one cannot take it out of 
the temple. 
 

                                                

328 Laura Kaufman, “Ippen Hijiri-e: Artistic and Literary Sources in Buddhist Handscoll Painting of 
Thirteenth-Century Japan,”  Ph. D dissertation, New York University (1980), 381; Komatsu Shigemi, NE 
20 (1997), 373. 

329 Miya (1988), 33, in the colophon of vol. 10. 
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This passage clearly articulates that forming kechien with this scroll simply through 

seeing and hearing guarantees one’s religious advancement.  This passage also shows that 

the scroll was treated as a treasure, not a mere visual aid for teaching; it thus had to 

remain in the temple, just like the Buddhist statues enshrined in the worship hall.   

Another illustrated biography of Kūkai, Kōso Taishi himitsu engi 高祖大師秘密

縁起 (Secret Account of the Founding Great Master), also clearly states that a viewer can 

form kechien through the emaki.  The prefatory text states: 

これによりて、仰信をなさん人は、良因を都卒の雲にたくは

えて、疑謗を致さん輩は迷縁を法界の宮にむすばしめんと也。
330 
By means of these [scrolls], those who will worship [Kūkai] will 
cultivate good cause in the cloud in Tu�ita Heaven, and those who 
doubt and slander [him] will form a deluded connection with the 
palace of the dharma-realm. 
 

According to this passage, both believer and disbeliever can establish a karmic link with 

Kūkai, Maitreya, or the Buddha Mahāvairocana.  Although a disbeliever might not be 

able to achieve enlightenment right away, s/he is one step closer to it than before the 

viewing.  Therefore, through the act of viewing, people can form kechien with various 

teachers, bodhisattvas and Buddhas depending on the picture scrolls they view.  In 

addition, the text of the Origin Tale of Dōjō-ji Temple guarantees that viewing brings one 

the blessing of the Kumano deities: 

開き御覧の人々は、必ず熊野権現の御恵みに与かるべきもの

なり。また、念仏十返、観音名号三十三返申さるべし。331 

                                                

330 Miya (1988), 32. 
331 Komatsu Shigemi, Kuwanomi-dera engi, Dōjō-ji engi ZNE 24 (Tokyo: Chūō Kōron-sha, 1995), 140. 
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Those who open and look upon [the scroll] will be blessed by the 
Kumano Deity.  They should repeat the nenbutsu ten teims, and call 
upon Kannon thirty-three times.332 
 

Although the passage recommends another form of practice, the reciting of Amida’s and 

Kanon’s names, the first thing one can do to ensure the Kumano Deity’s blessing is to 

view the scroll.  Furthermore, the religious act of seeing a picture scroll does not 

discriminate against viewers, regardless of their status or ability.  The majority of the 

texts quoted above do not specify the audience’s religious faculty.  The colophon of the 

last fascicle of Shinnyo-dō engi 真如堂縁起 (The Origin Tale of Shinyo Hall, 1524), 

housed at Shinshō Gokuraku-ji 真正極楽寺 in Kyoto, asserts: 

道俗貴賤一見之輩、須為滅罪生善、往生極楽之良因而已。333 
 
People, both clergy and lay, both noble and ignoble, who saw 
[these paintings] once must cause to erase the karmic seeds of their 
crimes and produce goodness.  [It is a] good cause for rebirth into 
the Pure Land, and that is all. 
 

The important thing is whether one has seen the scroll or not rather than whether one’s 

faculty is adequate or not.  In other words, viewing religious images in picture scrolls was 

considered as a legitimate and comprehensible practice for many to form kechien, a 

practice which guarantees religious merit.   

 

                                                

332 Waters (1997), 81. 
333 Miya (1989), 27. 
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Objects of Sight in Emaki 
In addition to propitious and beneficial narratives recounted through both text and 

painting, sacred images presented in medieval picture scrolls served as a field of merit 

where viewers could form kechien through their faculty of sight.  In emaki, statues of 

Buddhas and bodhisattvas appear as objects of worship revered by the characters within 

the picture scroll narratives.  However, the images of the statues are often not fully 

depicted. 

 
Figure 22: The Partial Depiction of the Object of Worship in Chigo Kannon Engi 

(Kōsetsu Art Museum, Kobe) 
 

Most of the time, the viewer can see only the lower bottom of the statue placed on the 

platform altar.  This partial depiction of Buddhist deities teases the viewer’s curiosity and 

fuels his/her longing for a full encounter.  On other occasions, however, the viewer can 
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observe an entire body of a Buddhist deity depicted in an emaki.  In this case, the whole 

image seems to represent a living being rather than an inanimate object.  In the following 

section, I will examine some examples of sacred images depicted in medieval emaki 

scrolls in order to reveal this difference. 

 

Amida Buddha 
Amida Buddha is one of the most frequently depicted Buddhas in medieval 

Japanese picture scrolls.  This is understandable at a time when Śākyamuni had already 

entered Nirvā�a and Maitreya had not yet come into this world.  This abundance of 

Amida depictions led Akiyama Terukazu to argue that emaki were effective propaganda 

tools, especially for newly-formed Pure Land Buddhist schools.334  

One of the most magnificent depictions of Amida Buddha and his attendants is 

contained in the third scene of the second fascicle in the Taima mandara engi at Kōmyō-

ji, created in the mid thirteenth century.  Accompanied by the twenty-five bodhisattvas, 

Amida Buddha descends on a cloud to the deathbed of the female protagonist Princess 

Chūjō 中将姫.335  The text narrates how “During the reign of Emperor Kōrin (r. 770-781), 

on the fourteenth day of the third month of Hōki 6 (775), the vow-making (princess) nun 

attained birth (in Paradise) as she had expected.”336   

                                                

334 Akiyama Terukazu, “New Buddhist Sects and Emakimono (Handscroll Painting) in the Kamakura 
Period,” Acta Asiatica 20 (1971), 62, 76. 
335 Ōjō yōshū describes the twenty-five bodhisattvas. T 2682.84.74a16  
336 ten Grotenhuis (1984), 163. 
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Following the text, the first sheet of  painting reveals the inside of the room where 

Princess Chūjō sits, utilizing the technique of fukinuki yatai 吹抜屋台, without roof or 

ceiling.  As she realizes her last moment is approaching, Princess Chūjō faces west, puts 

her hands together in front of her, and chants the nenbutsu. 337  On the wall diagonally 

forward and towards the right of her is hung the Taima Mandara that depicts Amida’s 

Pure Land.  This technique of fukiya yatai was traditionally employed to express a 

protagonist’s psychology as seen in the Genji Monogatari Emaki 源氏物語絵巻 (Picture 

Scrolls of the Tale of Genji), created in the late Heian period.338  Through this technique, 

the viewer can glimpse the auspicious experience Princess Chūjō goes through, although 

the princess’ attendants in the picture do not seem to be able to see the miraculous event 

happening to their mistress.  Her close attendant sits next to her with her back against the 

Mandara.  She cries for her mistress’ demise, covering her face with her sleeve.  The two 

other attendants in the room also cover their faces with their sleeves.  In other words, 

through the painting in the scroll viewers can share the experience of the protagonist 

beyond time and space by identifying their perspectives with Princess Chūjō's. 

Outside of Princess Chūjō's quarters, the sacred multitude 聖衆 (Ch.shèngzhòng 

Jp. shōju) has descended from the upper left to the lower right. The first three 

bodhisattvas on the cloud have arrived on the veranda right in front of Princess Chūjō.  

One of them, Kannon, presents her with a golden lotus seat which will take her to the 
                                                

337 Saeki points out that this is a rare example of raigō-zu in which a woman is clearly depicted as the 
object of salvation; Saeki (1979), 137. 
338 Wakasugi Junji, “Keishiki to yōshiki ni kansuru kiso-chishiki 形式と様式に関する基礎知識,” in 
Emaki-mono no kanshōō kiso-chishiki 絵巻物の観賞基礎知識 (Tokyo: Shibun-dō, 1995), 54.  
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Pure Land.  Another bodhisattva holds an ornate umbrella over Kannon’s head.  Beside 

him, Mahāsthāmaprāpta, Dai-Seishi 大勢至, stands with his palms together in front of 

him.  Their heads are illuminated with halos.  This scene closely corresponds to the text 

in the Meditation Sūtra: 

When this kind of person is about to be born in that land, because 
his resolve is dauntless and bold, Amida Tathāgata appears together 
with Avalokiteśvara, Mahāsthāmprāpta, countless miraculously 
created buddhas, a great host of a hundred thousand bhikṣus and 
śrāvakas, and countless heavenly beings in their seven-jeweled 
palaces.  Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara holds an admantine pedestal 
and comes before the practicer with Bodhisattva Mahāsthāmprāpta.  
Thereupon, Amida Buddha sends forth great rays of light and 
shines over the practicer’s body; and with the other bodhisattvas, he 
offers his hands in welcome.  Then Avalokiteśvara and 
Mahāsthāmprāpta with countless other bodhisattvas encourage the 
practicer’s mind by praising him.339 
 

In this description, the Buddha is preaching to Queen Videhī to help her perceive the 

image of the Buddha and his Pure Land.  The sūtra continues, “ When the practicer sees 

all this, he dances with Joy.  He sees himself riding atop the adamantine pedestal, and 

following after the Buddha, he attains birth in that land as quickly as a finger snap.”340  

Again, in the sūtra, the Buddha emphasizes the importance of seeing: seeing Amida 

Buddha and his attendants guarantees that a practitioner will be born into the Pure Land. 

Just outside the room, on the ground, we find three small figures of transformed 

buddhas 化仏 (Ch. huàfó, Jp. kebutsu) sitting on lotus seats.  They are probably those 

recently welcomed to join the entourage, just like Princess Chūjō.  We see many small 

                                                

339 Yamada (1984), 81. 
340 Ibid. 
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transformed buddhas standing with halos on the groundas well as in the sky in the upper 

part of the paper.  Behind them, we see the Pure Land palace buildings on a purple cloud 

coming from the distance.  This proves to both Princess Chūjō and the viewer that the 

Pure Land is approaching, and one will soon attain one’s rebirth as stated in the sūtra.  

Under the Pure Land, a group of three bodhisattvas dance on clouds floating over the 

water, followed by another three bodhisattvas who play music.  Then, beyond the hills, 

Amida and his attendants descend toward the princess to welcome her to his Pure Land.  

Elizabeth ten Grotenhuis identifies these attendants as thirteen bodhisattvas playing 

music, two monks, Jizō and Nāgārjuna, and Mañjuśrī 文殊 (Ch. Wénshū, Jp.Monju).341   

 
Figure 23: The Welcome Descent of Amida and His Attendant Bodhisattvas in 

Taima Mandara Engi Emaki (Kōmyō-ji, Kamakura) 

                                                

341 ten Grotenhuis (1984), 164. 
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It is obvious that this scene plays the most important part within this scroll set in 

terms of the subject matter, techniques, and use of materials.  Seven sheets of paper are 

affixed together to provide a wide space to accommodate this splendid entourage.  

Although they have lost their original brilliance, all the halos behind Amida Buddha and 

his attendants, as well as some of the ornaments they carry, are painted in gold.  

Furthermore, though the mountain scenery with flowering trees, waterfalls and wooden 

bridge over the stream is very familiar to this world, the use of gold pigment on the ridges 

and the faces of the hills marks this landscape as part of the Pure Land.342  

 
Figure 24 Amida Nijūgo Bosatu Raigō-zu (Chion-in, Kyoto) 

                                                

342 Kanda Fusae discusses various possible reasons for including the mountain landscape in the raigō-zu, 
two of which are 1) the Japanese belief in mountains as the place of death, 2) the Buddhist belief in the 
identity of the Pure Land with this phenomenal world; Kanda "The Development of Amida Raigo Painting: 
Style, Concept, and Landscape," Ph. D dissertation, Yale University, (2002), 295-319. 
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This scene is reminiscent of shojū raigō-zu 聖衆来迎図, paintings of the 

welcoming descent of Amida with sacred attendants.  Kanda Fusae points out the stylistic 

similarities between them as “the descent of standing deities, the diagonal descent from 

the upper left to the lower right, the depiction of twenty-five bodhisattvas and among 

them, three bodhisattvas (including Kannon and Seishi) in the forefront, three dancing 

bodhisattvas holding little drums just ahead of Amida, and the connotation of the upper 

birth of the upper grade.”343  It closely resembles the painting of Amida and the twenty-

five bodhisattvas 阿弥陀二十五菩薩来迎図 at Chion-in, as the scene includes a 

dynamic rocky canyon and hills, and the object of salvation who sits in the architectural 

structure.  Kanda argues against the belief that the raigō paintings were employed 

specifically at the deathbed ritual for a dying devotee, as stated in previous scholarly 

works.  Instead, as Genshin explains in the section of rinjū no gyōgi 臨終の行儀 (the rite 

at deathbed) in Ōjō yōshū, “visions of Amida’s coming to welcome and rebirth in the 

Western Pure Land were a part of daily practices along with invocational nenbutsu that 

served to habitually obtain such visions in preparation for the moment of death as well as 

the nenbutsu practice at the rinjū no gyōgi that served to focus the devotee on the ten 

reflection.”344  This statement also suggests that viewing the auspicious multitude with 

Amida Buddha in an emaki scroll prepared the audience for their last moment.  However, 

as one episode in the records of rebirths into Amida’s Pure Land demonstrates, there 

                                                

343 Ibid., 240. 
344 Ibid., 258-9. 
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were occasions when the raigō paintings were used at a devotee’s deathbed.  On such an 

occasion, the paintings functioned as a visual aid not for the dying devotee, but for the 

attendants who served as guides, like the bodhisattvas in the painting.  Kanda argues, 

“For the attendants, the image could provide a sense of confirmation of the ōjō of the 

deceased devotee, and as a result, the attendants could realize the formation of kechien 

for sharing in the merit of the ōjō for their own future salvation.”345  Therefore, by 

painting Amida and his attendants in the mountain landscape, the producer embodied 

her/his own karmic link through which s/he would join the entourage to the Pure Land 

someday.  At the same time, for the viewer, the painting served as an object of worship 

and a site where s/he could form kechien with the subject of the painting. 

Hōnen Shōnin Eden also contains abundant images of Amida Buddha and his 

attendants.  Similar to the Taima mandara engi emaki, the welcoming descent of Amida 

and his two attendant bodhisattvas appears beyond the mountains in the first scene of the 

second fascicle in the scroll set.  This is the first depiction of the living Amida Triad in 

the scroll set.  In the scene, Akashi no Gennai Sadaakira 明石源内定明, who caused the 

death of Hōnen’s father, Uruma Tokikuni 漆間時国, received the welcoming of the 

Amida triad at his deathbed.  After raiding Tokikuni at night, Sadaakira hid himself in the 

mountain and practiced nenbutsu because he deeply regretted his actions.  The text places 

the emphasis on the fact that Hōnen never held a grudge against his father’s enemy:   

Being no common boy, how could he hate an enemy?  Such facts 
clearly illustrate the marvelous way in which the Buddhas overrule 

                                                

345 Ibid., 264. 
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even the most untoward events for the carrying out of their saving 
purpose towards men.346 
 

Because of Hōnen’s extraordinary nature, the text expounds, Sadaakira’s family members 

and attendants later became followers of Hōnen’s teachings.   

The following painting depicts the scene of Sadaakira’s deathbed in his mountain 

abode.  In his secular yellow hunting robe and a black cap, Sadaakira sits straight in the 

room, facing west, with his palms together in front of him.  A monk sits right behind him 

and gives him support in keeping the correct lotus position.  Holding a bell in his hand, 

another senior monk sits next to Sadaakira, acting as a guide for chanting the nenbutsu 

until the last moment.  A hanging scroll painting that depicts the welcoming of the Amida 

Triad is also placed in the room to Sadaakira’s right.  Two other men in secular robes sit 

on the veranda facing toward Sadaakira.  Outside the house, lotus flower petals have been 

scattered on the ground, and more are in the air as an omen of the auspicious moment.  

Further left, Amida and two bodhisattvas emerge from beyond the mountain on a cloud.  

The foremost figure, Bodhisattva Kannon, is holding out a lotus seat about to receive 

Sadaakira.  Amida Buddha emits a ray from the tuft between his eyebrows that reaches 

Sadaakira.  Just like the scene in the Taima mandara engi emaki, the lay attendants who 

are present are not aware of this magnificent view of the Amida Triad.  However, as the 

painter did not utilize the fukiya yatai technique to depict Sadaakira,who sits inside the 

room, we can surmise that the depiction of the Amida Triad is not meant to be a 

                                                

346 Coates and Ishizuka (1981), 122. 
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psychological vision perceived by Sadaakira in his contemplation, but rather a vision of 

reality.   

 
Figure 25: The Living Amida Triad in Hōnen Shōnin Eden (Chion-in, Kyoto) 

 
The second scene in the twenty-seventh fascicle (27-2) also reveals the living 

Amida Triad.  This time, the Amida Triad is placed inside an architectural structure, 

probably the worship hall, with the devotee.  Accordingly, the painter renders the 

building without roof and ceiling, so that the audience can witness what is happening in 

the hall.   The frontal hinged shutters are wide open, and the sliding door on the side is 

partially open, which allows the viewer a better view of inside.  The text expounds how 

Rensei 蓮生, a lay monk, wrote a vow accompanied by a gāthā.  The vow states: 
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I, Rensei, on the thirteenth of the fifth month in the first year of 
Genkyū (1204), do make this vow here in the place called Toba, 
right in front of the picture of Amida, which represents his coming 
down to welcome men into the highest rank of the highest class.347 
 

In the subsequent painting, Rensei sits in front of the ceremonial platform and writes the 

vow holding a folded sheet of paper in his left hand and a brush in his right.  Although 

the text describes how he sat in front of the painting of the welcome descent of Amida, 

Amida and his two attendants stand on lotus flowers on top of the cloud on the 

ceremonial platform.  The cloud’s long tail vanishes into the background painting of the 

lotus pond, as if they have just emerged from it.  This scene conveys the perception of a 

living image in medieval Japanese religious praxis.  Even though it was a painting, the 

Amida Triad was living to the eye of the devotee.  That is probably why the painter 

applied the fukiya yatai technique to reveal the inside of the worship hall, to show that 

Rensei wrote his vow in the presence of Amida and his two attendant bodhisattvas rather 

than in front of their painted representation. 

A similar scene (30-2) in the Hōnen Shōnin Eden also depicts a lively effigy of 

the Amida Triad on the platform.  Just like in the previous painting, the tail of cloud on 

which Amida Buddha rides points at the background painting of the lotus pond, as if he 

has just arrived from the Pure Land.  Kannon and Seishi stand a little ahead of Amida.  

Lotus flowers and various ritual articles are placed as offerings in front of them.  Hōnen 

sits right in front of the statues and performs a memorial rite for the forty-ninth day after 

the death of Jōshin-bō 淨心房.  According to the text, although Jōshin-bō had a large 

                                                

347 Coates and Ishizuka (1981), 490. 
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following, he was a hypocrite who merely wanted to be honored by people.  In fact, 

Jōshin-bō met a violent death at the end of his life, which made many of his followers 

doubt his credibility.  Therefore, although Komatsu Shigemi identifies the monk in the 

painting who sits in front of the ceremonial platform with Jōshin-bō, it is more reasonable 

to interpret the figure as Hōnen. 348  When Hōnen performs the rite, the Amida Triad is 

enlivened even though the rite was performed on behalf of a pretend-believer.  As a 

group of lay people gather and sit on the veranda in the painting, people use this rite to 

form their kechien with Hōnen and Amida Buddha as well as their master, Jōshin-bō.  

The painter utilizes the technique of fukiya yatai for this scene again to reveal Hōnen’s 

ability to vivify the Amida Triad.  The scene captures this marvelous rite and offers the 

viewer an opportunity for a virtual yet real experience. 

 

Bodhisattvas  
Various bodhisattvas were also depicted in picture scrolls from the Kamakura 

period on. In Chapter 4, we discussed Seishi Bodhisattva as he appears on various 

occasions, especially in the Hōnen eden.  In this chapter, I will probe Kannon and Jizō 

using a few examples from scrolls other than the Hōnen eden.    

As already mentioned in Chapter 3, Chigo Kannon engi reveals the living image 

of Kannon on the thirty-fifth day of the commemorative rite.  When a young boy who 

served the senior monk passed away, he gave instructions not to bury or cremate his 

remains, but to leave them in the coffin and place them in the Inner Buddha Hall.  He also 
                                                

348 Komatsu ZNE2 (1990), 107.  
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warned his master not to open the coffin until the thirty-fifth day.  The senior monk kept 

his promise and was vigilant about performing Buddhist services for the boy.  Finally, 

after the thirty-fifth day of the rite, he opened the coffin, and an eleven-headed Kannon 

manifested himself in the coffin. 

 
Figure 26: The Living Kannon in Chigo Kannon Engi (Kōsetsu Art Museum, Kobe) 

 
The painting captures this miraculous moment.  Instead of the roof or ceiling, 

white and bluish clouds float over the room, which enhances the auspicious moment.  

Kannon stands on a cloud in the coffin with a halo as background.  Similar to the 
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iconography of the living Amida Triad discussed above, the tail of the cloud trails behind 

Kannon, pointing at the sliding doors painted with lotus flowers as if he has just arrived 

in the coffin from the Pure Land.  Right behind Kannon, Amida Buddha sits serenely on a 

lotus flower pedestal on the altar.  At this miraculous moment, nine monks show deep 

reverence with their palms together and their heads lowered.  In contrast to the previous 

section in the scene, this section does not include lay spectators to this miraculous 

manifestation.  Instead, an open atmosphere, created by removing the sliding doors and 

by using the fukiya yatai technique, seems to invite the viewers of the emaki to become 

witnesses themselves and to attend the presence of Kannon so that they can form kechien 

and receive religious benefits.   

In fact, the depiction of Kannon in the following section right outside of the Hall 

appears to serve as an object of worship as well as an illustration for the narrative.  The 

text expounds:  

… Because of the earnestness with which you made pilgrimages for 
many years, I took the form of a youth, one of my thirty-three 
manifestations and entered into a bond of two life-times with you.  
Seven years from now, on the fifteenth of the eighth month, I will 
come to escort you to the Pure Land.  At our reunion we will be 
together on a lotus petal in the ninth and highest grade of 
paradise.349   
 

Then Kannon proclaimed, “Light shone from his body and he ascended into the sky like 

lightening and disappeared behind a purple cloud.”350  In the painting, however, Kannon 

                                                

349 Margaret Childs, “The Story of Kannon’s Manifestation as a Youth,” in Partings at Dawn: An 
Anothology of Japanese Gay Literature, edited by Stephen Miller, (San Francisco: Gay Sunshine Press, 
1996), 35. 
350 Ibid. 
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exhibits himself to the viewers.  He sits in the lotus position on the lotus seat and departs 

in the air riding the auspicious white clouds.  His green scarf, trailing behind him, 

effectively expresses his swift movement.  He is also depicted in more detail and larger in 

size here.  We see nothing above him except the blue sky, and nothing under him.  This 

unaccompanied image resembles religious paintings made for worship, which allows the 

viewer to undergo an experience similar to that of seeing an object of worship.  Therefore, 

seeing the sacred image in the emaki helps the viewer form kechien and accrue religious 

merit. 

Jizō was another popular bodhisattva depicted as the object of worship in 

medieval religious praxis.  For instance, the Kanmon gyōki 看聞御記, the fifteenth 

century diary by Gosukō-in 後崇光院 (1372-1456), documents the fact that there was a 

widely circulated version of illustrated miraculous stories of Jizō.351  This is 

understandable as Śākyamuni delegated to Jizō the task of converting and conveying 

sentient beings to salvation during the time between his entrance into Nirvā�a and 

Maitreya’s appearance in the Jizō hongan-kyō.352  Jizō also goes down to the three evil 

realms, especially to the hells, to save those who suffer by taking their places.  One such 

example is the Jizō bosatsu reigen-ki 地蔵菩薩霊験記 (Records of Numinous 

Verification of Jizō Bodhisattva), the only extant single fascicle of which has been 

housed at the Freer Gallery of Art since 1907.  This scroll contains several miraculous 
                                                

351 Komatsu, Sannō reigen-ki Jizō bosatsu reigen-ki, ZNET 12 (1984), 120-1. 
352 Manabe Kōsai 真鍋廣濟, Jizō bosatsu no kenkyū 地蔵菩薩の研究 (Kyoto: Sanmitsu-dō Shoten, 1960), 
6-7.  For the history of the Jizō image in the Chinese context, see Zhiru, “The Formation of Development 
of the Dizang Cult in Medieval China," Ph.D. Dissertation, (2000). 
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stories focusing on Jizō.  However, rather than focusing on one particular Jizō icon 

worshipped at a certain place, the stories in this scroll describe different manifestations of 

Jizō at different places.  Manabe Kōsai characterizes this scroll as lacking overall 

coherence, but, at the same time, the fact that stories and paintings widely vary simply 

intrigues the viewer.353  The provenance of this emaki cannot be verified because it lacks 

a prologue and a colophon.  However, internal evidence suggests that it was made 

sometime after Kenchō 建長 6, 1254.354  Furthermore, stylistic analysis suggests its 

production was in the mid-to late thirteenth century.  Unfortunately, this scroll lacks 

several text parts, such as in the beginning.  But even though its preservation is not good, 

it stands as a master work of the late thirteenth century, because it is the earliest existent 

copy of Jizō worship in the Japanese religious praxis.  

Just like Kannon who appeared in the guise of a young boy in the Chigo Kannon 

engi, Jizō often manifests himself in the guise of a monk, either young or adult, 

throughout the scroll.  In the last episode of Jizō bosatu reigen-ki, Jizō appears as a young 

monk to help a man in need.  Although other surviving copies of Jizō scrolls contain the 

same story,  the painting in this incomplete emaki captures consecutive events that allow 

the viewer to follow the narrative easily.  As the story goes, there was a humble farmer 

who worshipped Jizō daily in front of a painting hung on the wall at home.355  One 

summer, he was involved in a quarrel with his neighbors about irrigating rice fields.  The 

                                                

353 Ibid., 35. 
354 Komatsu Shigemi ZNE 23(Tokyo: Chūō Kōron-sha, 1992), 98-101. 
355 Ibid., 70; NEZ 20 (1980), 54-5 and 64-5. 
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quarrel escalated into a physical fight, and the farmer not only lost the fight, but also was 

severely injured.  While he was lying at home recuperating, a  young monk appeared and 

helped irrigate his field.  Seeing this, one of the neighbors interfered with the monk.  As 

the monk did not stop irrigating, another neighbor shot an arrow at him.  Right before the 

arrow pierced his chest, the young monk disappeared.  After this, the poor farmer’s field 

was constantly irrigated without anyone working on it.  Hearing this, the farmer was 

mystified and looked at the Jizō painting at home.  He found Jizō’s feet were covered 

with mud and his chest was pierced by an arrow.  He immediately removed the arrow and 

wailed in sorrow.  Later, villagers constructed a hall and enshrined the Jizō image in it as 

they now had absolute faith in Jizō and longed for his help themselves.  

In the painting, six different scenes are depicted in sequence.  After the farmer 

was beaten by his enemy neighbors, in the second scene he lies at home in front of a 

painting of Jizō hanging on the wall.  Although the image of Jizō is small and simple, it is 

easy to recognize it because of its iconography, with Jizo in an orange monk’s robe, the 

wish-granting jewel in his left hand, and a monk’s staff in his right.  The small abode of 

the farmer compels him to lie down with his head right against the wall at Jizō’s feet.  

Jizō calmly yet compassionately casts his eyes down upon the farmer.  Outside the house, 

a young monk, who is an avatar of Jizō, tries to draw the water into the farmer’s field 

using a walking stick.  However, the monk soon falls as he is struck by the arrow in his 

chest.  In the next sheet, we see two architectural structures: the first, a small humble 

abode, probably the farmer’s house; and the second, a worship hall where Jizō's statue is 

enshrined.  Due to damage to the scroll, it is difficult to discern the people inside the 
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house, but it is easy to see Jizō.  It is likely that one person is pulling the arrow out of 

Jizo’s chest.   

 
Figure 27: Jizō Pierced with the Arrow in Jizō Bosatsu Reigen-ki (Freer Gallery, 

Wasignton DC) 
 

This time the Jizō image is not a painting, but a three-dimensional image standing on the 

floor against the wall.  Three women approach the house to witness this astounding 

image.  Because of this miraculous incident, a new hall was soon built to accommodate 

this extraordinary image of Jizō.  In the following scene in the painting, Buddhist monks 

perform rituals in front of the Jizō image and villagers visit to worship Jizō, hoping to 

receive merit.  This time, the statue of Jizō is golden and stands on a lotus pedestal, just 

like the ones at temples.  Unlike other depictions in the section, this image is only 
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partially revealed as the eaves of the hall cut off the top half.  This variation in depicting 

Jizō demonstrates that an image of Jizō as not lifeless but living, and that he manifests 

himself in various forms depending on the occasion.  Furthermore, the evolution of the 

Jizō image provides different opportunities for the viewer to form kechien and receive 

religious merit in this world or the next. 

 

The Presence of Spectators 
As seen above, images of deities in emaki are the focal point of viewers' attention, 

and through the images the viewing audience can undergo an experience similar to being 

in the presence of the living deities.  In other words, the images are not only the objects 

of sight but also the sites where the viewers form kechien.  When we look at the scenes in 

picture scrolls, we cannot ignore the frequent depiction of bystanders in the paintings.  

These people are not characters in the narrative and are thus not mentioned in the 

accompanying texts.  However it is difficult to miss them in the painted scenes.  In his 

argument regarding the relationship between illustration and text in emaki scrolls of 

medieval setsuwa tales, Komine Kazuaki explains that as the gaze of the observers within 

a scene directs our attention to what is to be seen, they serve as storytellers as well as 

characters in the illustration.356  The crowd of people becomes a contact point for the 

viewer with the narrative, which invites the viewer to be part of it.357  Therefore, these 

                                                

356 Komine Kazuaki, “Emaki to no kanren 絵巻との関連,” Uji Shūi Monogatari no hyōgen jikū 宇治拾遺
物語の表現時空 (Tokyo: Wakakusa Shobō, 1999), 229. 
357 For further discussion, see Sano Midori, “Emaki ni miru fūzoku hyōgen no imi to kinō,” Fūryū, Zōkei, 
Monogatari (Tokyo: Sukaidoa, 1997). 
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anonymous people help to enhance the reality and intimacy the viewer perceives.  

Although the narrative recounted in the texts is a record of a past event, the paintings 

allow the viewer to experience the event as if it were happening in real time.   

In this section, I will examine exemplary scenes that include spectators within the 

paintings.  First, I will look at scenes of religious rites, such as dedications and memorials.  

Then, further analysis of the deathbed scenes of eminent monks such as Ippen and Hōnen 

will reveal the importance of the inclusion of spectators in picture scroll scenes.  They 

provide not only a wider perspective on an event, but also a sense of reality through 

which the viewer can bind kechien with the subject of the scene. 

 

Attending rites 
Hōnen Shōnin Eden provides detailed illustrations of the practice of copying sūtra 

as already discussed in Chapter 3.  After the participants finished copying the sūtras, the 

practice was closed with an elaborate dedication ceremony with ten offerings 十種供養 

(Jp. jisshu kuyō).  The text describes this ceremony in detail, including its embellishment 

with various musical performances.  Compared to the previous paintings in which the 

color white was predominant as a symbol of purity, the vivid colors of the dancers’ 

costumes and the carpet, such as red, black and green, signal a different kind of ritual 

space.  As part of the ceremony, Chōken 澄憲 (1126-1203) delivered the exposition of 

the teachings.  The text continues: 

During the ceremony of presenting the offering, the ordinary priests 
and the common people were strictly forbidden to come anywhere 
to the north of the water conduits, but an Imperial order allowed the 
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crowd to come in during the preaching.  The preaching was so 
eloquent, that everyone, high and low, was moved to tears.358 
 

It is worth noting that this is the first time the text mentions the presence of lay spectators 

at the rite.  In fact, this scene in the fourth section is painted on four sheets of paper rather 

than the usual two.  Furthermore, three of these pages are designated to depict the 

numerous spectators rather than the ritual itself.  Not only the space allowed but also the 

variety of people depicted are noteworthy.  And even though the text explains the 

limitations on lay participants in the ceremony, the painting depicts numerous people 

gathered just outside the ceremonial hall beyond the conduit. 

 
Figure 28: Part of the Scene of the Dedication Rite in Hōnen Shōnin Eden (Chion-in, 

Kyoto) 
 

They are men and women, young and old, noble and ignoble.  Groups of lower-ranked 

monks 衆徒 (shuto/shūto) who cover their head with katō hoods 裹頭頭巾 draw the 

viewer’s attention.  Although such figures are often armed warrior-monks, in this scene 
                                                

358 Coates and Ishizuka, (1981), 224. 
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they do not carry any weapons.  One group with gray hoods stands between the outer and 

inner gates; the other, with white hoods, sits behind the young dancers near the hall.  

Although the dedication ceremony was supposed to be a somber event according to the 

text, the inclusion of numerous onlookers tones down the sense of solemnity.  Outside the 

outer gate, two travelers are chased away by the guard.  Many people inside the gate 

seem preoccupied with their own business more than with the ceremony.  Even the 

participating aristocrats who sit on the veranda of the hall are talking to each other, 

turning their heads away from the ceremony.  This inclusion of clergy and lay spectators 

reflects the painter’s perception of the dedication rite as an occasion for forming kechien: 

being present at the ceremony and observing it brought to the spectators an opportunity to 

establish kechien and gain merit regardless of how sincere or casual they were.  It was 

one’s presence at the site that permitted her/him to form and strengthen her/his karmic 

connection. 

A scene in the Chigo Kannon engi mentioned previously also proves the value of 

attendance at religious rites for forming kechien and making merit.  The old monk 

performed a memorial ceremony for the beloved young boy who served him.  Compared 

to the dedication rite depicted in the Hōnen Shōnin Eden, it is much simpler and smaller 

in scale.  The master of the ceremony sits in front of the altar and the coffin for the boy.  

In front of him, flowers, incense burner and various ritual implements are placed on a red 

lacquered table.  To the side, three monks in ink-colored robes sit quietly to observe the 

ceremony.  Outside the room on the veranda there are lay people, both men and women, 
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young and old, attending the rite.  Some of them express their grief toward the loss of the 

child as they cover their faces with their sleeves and hold prayer beads in the other hand. 

 
Figure 29: Detail of the Memorial in Chigo Kannon Engi Emaki (Kōsetsu Art 

Museum, Kobe) 
 

Others, however, seem oblivious to the sacred rite.  In fact, a little boy scratches a man’s 

back.  This man has a white cloth covering his head, indicating the person has leprosy.  

At the edge of the veranda, a woman holds a naked baby, letting him urinate on the 

ground.  An old woman, who covers her head with a hood, turns her back to the 

ceremony and talks to a man wearing a fur jacket and holding prayer beads in his hand.  

It is rather confusing to see this motley mixture of participants, the sacred and profane 

jumbled together.  However, this is understandable if we consider the fact that mere 

presence at the rite alone was understood to be sufficient to form kechien and thus receive 

benefits, just like opening and seeing a picture scroll.  Depicting both pious and careless 

participants in the scene makes viewers feel more comfortable, as they might not be 
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viewing the scroll in a ritual setting.  The viewers can feel as if they were truly present at 

the site and thus receive merit from the ceremony. 

 

Ippen’s deathbed 
As described in the previous chapter, Ippen’s departure from this world was 

mourned by numerous people, just like Śākyamuni.  His close disciples, wearing ink-

colored monk’s robes, surround Ippen in a semicircle.  Probably they prepared 

themselves for this occasion following Ippen’s instructions two days before his rebirth: 

“the entire Ji-shū should take the water purification and come to me wearing ami-e.”359  

Many of them hold prayer beads in one hand and rub their eyes with the other hand.  

Their mouths are wide open, and it is as if viewers can hear their nenbutsu chanting 

mixed with wailing.  On the shore outside the hall, we can see several devotees throwing 

themselves into the water, as the text explains.  Ippen predicted that seven devotees, both 

Ji-shū and lay, would follow him into the sea, wishing to accompany their master to the 

Pure Land.  This scene testifies to the devotees’ deep faith in the moment of the master’s 

death as their chance to bind their kechien with Ippen and to be reborn into the Pure Land.   

                                                

359 Kaufuman (1980), 377. 
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Figure 30: People Gathered at Ippen’s Deathbed in Ippen Hijiri-e (Kankikō-ji, 

Kyoto) 
 

To our surprise, however, we do not find gloomy expressions on most of the faces, 

especially among lay people in the Ippen Hijiri-e.  Instead, many lay people apparently 

perceived Ippen’s death as an auspicious and lucky moment, since it was an opportunity 

for the public to form a karmic connection with Ippen for their future salvation.360  

Beyond some clouds, we can see more people coming toward the hall with expressions of 

excitement on their faces, glad to become a part of this awe-inspiring moment.  Ippen 

himself expected this situation, as he told Shōkai: 

After I die, my disciples should not arrange a funeral ceremony.  
My body should be simply discarded in the fields as an offering to 
the wild beasts.  However, you must not interfere with the local 
people, who will wish to make karmic ties.361 
 

His words reveal the belief and practice of forming kechien at the deathbed of teachers.  

Ippen, who devoted his religious life to disseminating the efficacy of the nenbutsu to lay 

                                                

360 Kuroda Hideo, Kaiga Shiryō no Yomikata, vol. 1 (Tokyo: Asahi Shinbun-sha, 1988), 12.  
361 Kaufman (1980), 379. For Japanese text, see also Komatsu (1997), 373. 
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people, considered his birth into the Pure Land as the best chance to provide ordinary 

people with assurance for their own salvation. The number of people coming toward the 

hall from both right and left also proves that the belief was widely accepted.  The wide 

variety of people gathered, including warriors, women, and outcasts, creates an inviting 

atmosphere for the viewer of the emaki to feel part of the crowd and share the experience 

of binding kechien with Ippen by being present at the site.    

 

Hōnen’s deathbed 
In contrast to Ippen’s deathbed, the scene of Hōnen’s death is filled with 

miraculous omens.  As stated in the accompanying text, many people, both clergy and lay, 

witnessed a group of purple clouds and a beautiful five-colored circular cloud appear 

several days before Hōnen's death.  In the painting, the cloud still lingers above the roof 

of his chamber.  As Hōnen exhausts his last breath of nenbutsu, he puts his hands 

together in front of him, lying down on his right side and facing west.  The fact that his 

body is placed vertically in the scene rather than horizontally effectively introduces yet 

another, and perhaps the most significant, miracle of the scene, namely Amida Buddha’s 

welcoming descent 来迎 (raigō).  As we move our eyes to the left, we meet Amida 

Buddha, accompanied by his two attendant bodhisattvas, Kannon 観音 and Seishi 勢至, 

in front of him on a purple cloud in the western sky.  They have just come over the 

mountain like the scene in the Taima mandara engi.  From his forehead, Amida radiates 

rays of light that reach Hōnen, a unquestionable sign of achieving ōjō, rebirth into the 

Pure Land.   
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Figure 31: Hōnen’s rebirth into the Pure Land in Hōnen Shōnin Eden (Chion-in, 

Kyoto) 
 

Although this scene does not visually resemble that of the Buddha’s death, the 

accompanying text does not fail to mention the coincidences with the Buddha 

Shakamuni’s death:   

[Hōnen’s] departure took place just in the middle of the hour of the 
horse (noon), on the twenty-fifth day of the first month of the 
second year of Kenryaku (1212).  He was then in his eightieth year 
– the very age at which Shakamuni himself died.  Another strange 
thing was that it was in the year of the monkey and water, the very 
same calendar year as that in which the world-honored Shaka had 
died.  Is it not a most remarkable coincidence?362 
 

Just like Shinran and Ippen’s last moments discussed above, the author attempts to prove 

Hōnen’s saintliness through comparison with Śākyamuni.  This is because the more 
                                                

362 Coates and Ishizuka (1981), 638. 
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saintly Hōnen was, the more powerful his ability to guide others to the Pure Land.  

Accordingly, many people believed that simply being in attendance at Hōnen’s last 

moment would surely form kechien with Hōnen, which would guarantee their own rebirth 

into the Pure Land.  Although allusion to the historical Buddha definitely proves Hōnen’s 

extraordinary spiritual advancement, any similarity to the Buddha is overshadowed by the 

marvel of Amida’s arrival. 

 
Figure 32: Amida Triad in Hōnen Shōnin Eden (Chion-in, Kyoto) 

 
The arrival of Amida Buddha and his attendants demands the viewers’ attention 

within and outside of the painting.  Unlike other raigō depictions in medieval picture 

scrolls in which attendants at the deathbed are not aware of Amida’s astounding descent, 

many attendants, both Hōnen’s clergy disciples and lay devotees, look up at the sky and 

recognize this extraordinary moment.  Some of his closest disciples sit near Hōnen in the 
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same room, just as in the scenes in the Shinran denne and the Ippen Hijiri-e.  With one 

exception, however, they all lean toward the outside and look up at Amida and his 

attendants, rather than at their master.  One monk, sitting on the veranda by the column, 

bows his head deeply and clasps his hands together in front of his chest to show his 

reverence toward the Amida Triad.  This auspicious spectacle quickly replaces the grief 

caused by the loss of their master.   

Not only Hōnen’s close disciples, but also the lay people who are standing outside 

the room cast their eyes up toward the western sky and venerate the Amida Triad by 

putting their palms together.  The crowd of lay people outside the room is smaller in this 

picture than that in the Ippen Hijiri-e, but the variety of people depicted here is just as 

eclectic.  In contrast to the people in the Ippen Hijiri-e, however, the facial expressions 

here are solemn and in awe.  Everyone’s breath is taken away by this auspicious moment.  

They have probably come to attend Hōnen's last moment in order to form kechien with 

one who was believed to have achieved rebirth into the Pure Land.  By witnessing 

Amida’s descent with their own eyes, the spectators also bind their karmic ties with 

Amida and his attendants.  As the lay devotees fill the bottom of the scene leaving no 

space between them and the edge of the sheet, viewers of the emaki feel as if they are 

standing right behind them as participant observers.  This perception enhances the 

viewers’ realistic sensation of attending the auspicious moment and securing their 

kechien in order to bring religious merit. 
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Genjō 's death 
The illustrated biography Genjō of 玄奘 (Ch. Xuanzang), who greatly contributed 

to the development of the Hossō school 法相宗 (Ch. Fǎxiāng zōng), also attests to the 

belief and practice of forming kechien by attending either at the deathbed or at the 

memorial service of a master.  According to the accompanying text,  Genjō laid down on 

his right side using his right hand as a pillow and placing his left hand on his thigh near 

the end of his life.363  After he took this position, he did not eat or drink at all until his 

death.  The following night, his disciples tried to cheer him up by telling him that he 

would be born into the inner court of Tu�ita Heaven and become a close disciple of 

Bodhisattva Maitreya.  In response, Genjō mumbled that he would probably be born into 

the Heaven.  This was his last breath.  His body became cold from his feet up, but his 

head stayed warm.  He also kept smiling.  This was on the fifth day of the second month 

in Rintoku 麟徳 1, 644. Genjō was sixty-nine years old.  Even forty-nine days after his 

death, his body remained fresh, with no sign of rotting.364   

In the illustration, one cannot ignore the similarity of the composition to the scene 

of Buddha’s entering nirvana, despite the fact that Genjō lays down inside his quarters.  

The stylistic technique of fukiya yatai reveals the interior of the room, but the top part of 

the scene is covered with a cloud, enhancing the gloomy atmosphere of Genjō’s departure.  

Just like Shinran’s deathbed discussed in the previous chapter, the use of fukiya yatai 

shares with the viewers the private nature of this moment.  Genjō’s close disciples 

                                                

363 Komatsu ZNE 6 (1990), 145. 
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surround their master, expressing their devastating loss through tears, just like in the 

Buddha’s Nirvā�a image.  Some cover their faces with sleeves or hands; others just look 

down as they endure their grief.  Not only clergymen, but also lay followers attend this 

moment.  Unlike Ippen and Hōnen’s deathbed, the lay people in the room are all male 

court officials who were sent by the emperor.  According to the accompanying text, the 

emperor expressed his condolence by saying he had lost a national treasure.365  Later, the 

emperor also arranged Genjō’s funeral.  The mourners who attended the funeral came 

from the capital and various provinces and exceeded a million in number.  Just like in the 

previous scene, there are no women or commoners depicted in the scene of the funeral 

procession.  However, the accompanying text explains that over thirty thousand people 

camped just outside of the burial site.366  The scale of the gathering is astonishing.   

                                                

365 Ibid., 86, 145. 
366 Ibid., 94, 145. 
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Figure 33: The Dharma Assembly in Genjō Sanzō-e (Fujita Art Musem, Osaka) 

 

The scene of the Dharma Assembly of Equality 無遮会 (Ch. wúzhē huì, Jp. 

Musha-e) gives a glimpse of the reactions of lay people to the death of the great teacher 

Genjō.  The assembly was open to anyone, regardless of their social class or religious 

advancement.  The accompanying text explains: 

十五日の朝、穴を覆ひ終はりむ。即ち墓所にして、無遮の会

を設けて散りぬ。此の時、天地色を変じ、鳥獣啼き悲しむ。

物の感、猶然なり。人の悲しみ、況して知りぬべし。367  
 
In the morning of the fifteenth, the funeral ended with burying 
Genjō’s body, at which the site was turned into his mausoleum.  
After that the Dharma Assembly of Equality was held and the 
participants dispersed.  At this time, the color of Heaven and Earth 
changed and beasts and birds cried in sorrow.  Emotions of things 
were just like that.  Needless to say, the sorrow of the people was 
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immeasurable. 
 

Just like the other texts discussed earlier, this emphasizes the sadness that the death of 

Genjō caused.  And just like the other illustrations, the scene of the assembly captures a 

festive atmosphere in contrast to the previous scenes of the deathbed and funeral 

procession.  The expressions on many faces are excited rather than grieving.  It is also 

interesting to find here that many of the people seem to be suffering from poverty, 

physical deformity, or disability.  One old woman is on a wooden cart pulled by two 

children.  Beside her, an old blind man with a walking stick is guided by a young boy.  

Behind them is a man whose right leg is bent and who walks with his left leg and a 

walking stick.  More people are coming to receive material goods and the Buddhist 

teachings. 368  They receive a piece of cloth and rice.  These material gifts embody the 

karmic connection the attendees have established by attending the assembly.  Hovering 

clouds in the upper part and a green hill at the bottom of the scene separate the viewer 

from the assembly and suggest the passage of time since the life of Genjō.  Nevertheless, 

the scene serves as a site of kechien and continues to provide an opportunity for the 

viewer to form karmic affinity with Genjō and Buddhist teachings.  

 

Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have examined the images in various picture scrolls through the 

experience of the audience.  Just as producers formed their karmic links and improved 

their conditions for achieving enlightenment by making the images in picture scrolls, the 
                                                

368 DDB 無遮大會 (Article by M. Dennis). 
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audience was also able to establish kechien through the sight of those images.  This is 

because the act of viewing a sacred image was considered a potent and efficacious type 

of practice in medieval Japanese religious praxis.  Regardless of one's positive or 

negative intention, the viewing of a sacred image brought the favorable consequence of 

being closer to enlightenment because the act allowed one to form kechien and accrue 

merit.   

Viewing was also considered a legitimate practice because the viewer perceived 

the sacred images, the objects of their sight, as real.  The depiction of a living sacred 

being contributed to re-creating a ritual space where a viewer could form kechien and 

share in a real experience.  The inclusion of spectators within emaki paintings attests to 

the fact that being present at religious rites and seeing them were popular practices in 

medieval Japan.  Furthermore, by depicting religious rites, the picture scrolls recreate a 

sacred site where the audience could undergo an experience similar to attending the rite.  

Thus through the medium of picture scrolls, both producers and audience were able to 

reap religious merit.   
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CHAPTER 6: VIRTUAL PILGRIMAGES: EMAKI AS A SITE OF 
KECHIEN 

 

In this chapter I would like to discuss yet another way that emaki scrolls served as 

a site of kechien to the viewer: the producer employed architectural and topographical 

maps of famous shrines and temples, just like miya mandara 宮曼荼羅, shrine mandara, 

as an artistic device to recreate sacred places within emaki.  By viewing these sites, 

people could have the virtual experience of going on a pilgrimage.369  This is especially 

obvious when we look at picture scrolls such as the Ippen Hijiri-e in which Ippen himself 

traveled all over Japan and visited various pilgrimage sites.  In order to enhance the sense 

of traveling, paintings in emaki often emphasize landscapes and natural surroundings, 

sometimes more than the events in the written texts narrate.  This virtual pilgrimage is 

another efficacious way for viewers to form kechien. 

In the following sections, I will first briefly explain what miya mandara are and 

how they recreate sacred places.  Then I will examine various scenes from several emaki 

that depict pilgrimage sites and explicate how the viewer could form kechien through 

them. 

 

                                                

369 ten Grotenhuis argues that “[a]ll three types of Japanese mandalas offer their devotees the opportunity 
for internal pilgrimage,” (1999), 4. 
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Miya Mandara 
Unlike Esoteric Buddhist mandalas, Japanese miya mandara 宮曼荼羅, shrine 

mandara, depict sacred landscapes that include topographical and architectural elements 

seen from a bird’s-eye view.  The production of miya mandara began in the late twelfth 

century and reached its peak in the early fourteenth century, which roughly coincides 

with the scope of this study.  Archetypical miya mandara that have survived today 

represent four major temple-shrine complexes that prospered in medieval Japan: Kasuga 

春日, Kumano 熊野, Iwashimizu Hachiman 岩清水八幡, and Hie 日吉.  These locations 

were not only recognized as sacred areas associated with certain Shinto deities, but they 

were also identified with Buddhist Pure Lands due to the widely accepted theory of honji 

suijaku 本地垂迹.  In this theory, kami, Shinto deities, were perceived as local 

manifestations of Buddhas and bodhisattvas (honji or "original grounds") that came 

originally from distant India.  Moreover, shrine structures in miya mandara were believed 

to represent kami themselves, who were, in theory, invisible to human eyes.  In other 

words, the function of miya mandara was to present a sanctified space charged with 

sacred power.   

At the same time, architectural structures and landscapes in miya mandara were 

deemed as objective and earthly and, therefore, real.  They were not perceived as fantasy, 

just like the images of sacred beings discussed in Chapter 5.  In her study of miya 

mandara of Sannō, Meri Arishi explains, “No human could have obtained such an aerial 

view shown in this mandara before the age of flight, yet the viewer accepted it as jikkei 
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(実景, the “real view”), reconstructing the physical experience in their imagination.”370  

The bird’s-eye view offered a new perspective to the familiar, profane scenery and 

transformed it into a sacred landscape. 

 
Figure 34: Kasuga Mandara, Kamakura Period, ca. 1300 (Private Collection) 

 
Because of this ability to represent sacred space and thereby sacred beings, miya 

mandara were used as object of worship in rituals.  The aristocratic and imperial diaries 

                                                

370 Meri Arichi, "Sannō Miya Mandara: The Iconography of Pure Land on This Earth," Japanese Journal 
of Religious Studies 33, no. 2 (2006): 336. 
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of the Kamakura period attest to this claim.  For example, Emperor Hanazono 花園天皇 

(1297-1348, r.1308-1318) wrote in Shōchū 正中 2, 1325: 

This evening in the crown prince’s palace, Kiyotsune told us that 
for the past three or four years, paintings of the Kasuga Shrine have 
been used to substitute for the rituals at the shrine.  The painting 
depicting a view of the shrine is called mandara.  Everyone seems 
to have one these days.371 
 

This entry confirms the popularity of the mandara as well as its iconic function in the 

early fourteenth century.  In fact, approximately 160 Kasuga mandara from the medieval 

period have survived today.372  It was not only in rituals but also in picture scrolls that 

compositions of miya mandara were employed in order to present a sacred space.  In her 

dissertation on the Ippen Hijiri-e, Laura Allen states that, “[t]he impact of the detailed 

imagery of the shrine mandalas on thirteenth century narrative painting is most apparent 

in the Ippen hijiri-e, in which many of the shrines visited by Ippen and his followers are 

reproduced almost exactly as they are found in contemporary Shinto mandalas from the 

same shrines.”373  Later in this chapter I will examine several scenes from the Ippen 

Hijiri-e in order to demonstrate that a miya mandara-like composition of shrine 

architecture was employed as an artistic device for recreating sacred places within picture 

scrolls.  Furthermore, these spaces were sacred not only for characters in the narrative, 

but the sacrality extended to the space from which the viewer looked.  

 
                                                

371 Ibid., 322. 
372 Ibid. 
373 Laura Allen, “The Art of Persuasion: Narrative Structure, Imagery, and Meaning in the Saigyo 
Monogatari Emaki,” PhD dissertation, (University of California, Berkeley, 1988), 269. 
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Pilgrimages 
Pilgrimages have been a popular religious practice among a wide range of people 

in Japan since antiquity.  The importance of pilgrimage is deeply rooted in Japanese 

culture, as the English term “pilgrimage” can be translated into numerous terms in 

Japanese depending on purpose, destination, and route.  Despite all these different kinds 

of pilgrimages, there seems to be a common objective for this religious act: forming 

kechien.  Meri Arichi submits that “the motivation of pilgrimage was to physically 

experience the Buddhist paradise.”374  Because of the personal contact obtained by 

physically visiting sites, one could form kechien with the site, the deities enshrined there, 

or those who had already visited the site and advanced on their religious path.  Pilgrimage 

allowed pilgrims to be close to the sacred, and proximity to the sacred in physical and 

religious terms corresponded to proximity to one’s religious goal.  In his study of two 

pilgrimage guides in pre-modern Japan, MacWillams argues:  

But the most important way to make kechien in the [Saigoku 
Reijōki zue] and [Bandō Reijōki] narratives is the act of pilgrimage 
itself.  To visit Kannon’s abode, and gain merit through viewing the 
image, or, at least, worshiping before its hall is the most efficacious 
way of making and completing one’s worship (kechigan).375 
 

MacWilliams explains that by being present at the sacred place, kechien is realized in two 

directions: a sentient being forms a karmic tie with a deity, and at the same time the deity 

binds itself to the being.  In this way, the connection between the sentient being and the 

deity is strengthened, which increases the chance of salvation for the sentient being.   

                                                

374 Arichi, (2006): 326. 
375 Mark MacWilliams, “Kannon Engi,” Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan 4, series 5 (1990), 65. 
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In the following section, I will examine scenes of pilgrimage from the Ippen 

Hijiri-e, Shinran den’ne, and Genjō Sanzō-e.  These examples present sacred sites and 

attempt to recreate the sacred spaces where a viewer can feel proximity to the source of 

the sacred and thus form and strengthen her or his kechien. 

 

Ippen Hijiri-e 
Ippen Hijiri-e demonstrates the function of picture scrolls in providing an 

opportunity for virtual pilgrimage.  Ippen himself spent years traveling all over Japan, 

visiting numerous famous religious sites and proselytizing people wherever he went.  In 

its twelve volumes, the Ippen Hijiri-e includes various popular pilgrimage sites such as 

Zenkō-ji 善光寺 in Shinano, Tennō-ji 天王寺 in Settsu, Mt. Kōya 高野山, Kumano 熊野, 

Taima-dera 当麻寺 in Yamato, Iwashimizu Hachiman 岩清水八幡 in Yamashiro, and 

Itsukushima 厳島.  In addition to these major pilgrimage sites, Ippen also visited less 

popular sites such as Ōsumi seihachiman 大隈正八幡 in Kyūshū and Mishima 三島 in 

Izu, to list a few.  Ippen did not fail to visit Ōmishima 大三島 in the Inland Sea, where 

his family’s tutelary kami was enshrined.  Moreover, as if it were a travel guide, the text 

of the Ippen Hijiri-e that accompanies each painting of a pilgrimage site explains the 

derivation and history of the place, sometimes by quoting the text of their origin stories.  

In what follows, I will examine three popular pilgrimage sites Ippen visited: Zenkō-ji, 

Shitennō-ji, and Kumano.  

The first notable pilgrimage site that the Ippen Hijiri-e records is Zenkō-ji in 

Shinano province, today’s Nagano prefecture.  In the third section of the first scroll (1-3), 
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Ippen visits Zenkō-ji,  a popular pilgrimage center throughout the history of Japanese 

religion, in the spring of Bun’ei 文永 8, 1271.  .  The brief emaki text, which is difficult 

to read due to damage to its lower part, describes the Amida Triad transmitted from India 

and enshrined at the temple.  It is a gilt-bronze icon of Amida Buddha and his two 

attendant bodhisattvas, Kannon and Seishi, within one aureole. At the temple,   

Ippen performed his devotions for several days, thinking that he 
had won an opportunity to see this place through the strength of his 
past karmic links.  He then returned home.  It was at this time that 
he made a picture of the Parable of the Two Rivers, symbolizing 
the doctrine of which he had attained understanding.376 
 

Interestingly, the text explains that it was the “strength of his past karmic links” which 

caused Ippen to visit the site.  Thus for Ippen, his visit to Zenkō-ji was proof of the 

kechien that he had formed in the past, possibly in a previous life. At the same time, it 

also strengthened his karmic link to the Amida Triad, the site, and thus to Buddhism, 

which contributed to his progress toward enlightenment.   

Compared to the brief text, the painting is executed on a wide sheet of silk.  

Following the text, the viewer sees a running river through which a man chases a horse 

carrying two barrels of rice on its back.  Further along the river, another man carries 

parcels attached to a beam on his shoulder.  Further left, the viewer finds wild oxen 

butting each other with their horns.  Travelers and tradesmen indifferently walk by them 

and hurry on their way to the temple.  If the painting is meant to be merely an illustration 

of the preceding text, then this pastoral scenery seems to be in excess.  However, the 

                                                

376 Kaufman (1980), 329; for the Japanese text, see Komatsu NE 20 (1988), 357. 
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painter tantalizes the viewer, who expected to find the magnificent Amida Triad from 

India, by placing this seemingly unrelated pastoral landscape in the scene.  In fact, the 

painter included such scenery in order to recreate and enhance the realistic sense of 

traveling.  As walking was the primary means of traveling at that time, many pilgrims 

must have enjoyed the landscape they passed through.  Also, this inclusion of scenery 

outside of the sacred precinct signifies the importance of process in pilgrimages: 

movement through landscape was central to the performance of pilgrimage.  Furthermore, 

this brilliant elongation of viewing time  increases the viewer’s wish to see Amida 

Buddha and his attendants.   

 
Figure 35: Zenkō-ji, Ippen Hijiri-e (Kankikō-ji, Kyoto) 

 
A bird’s-eye view reveals the details of the geometric temple architecture of 

Zenkō-ji at a glance, as if it is a guide map of the temple grounds.  Near the Niō Gate 仁

王門 of the temple, the viewer joins both clergy and lay visitors  and is welcomed by 

vajara-warrior kings standing on both sides of the gate.  Going through the gate, we see a 
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red pagoda towering inside the outer temple precinct.  The red color of the tower easily 

catches the viewer’s eye.  Kanai Kiyomitsu points out that the painter or author’s 

conscious decision to include the tower, although not true to reality, aimed at 

emphasizing the connection between Zenkō-ji and Shitennō-ji, both of which are 

important for Ippen’s religious career.377  This punctuates the viewer’s heightened 

yearning for the miraculous Amida Triad by signaling the sacred nature of the site.  

Proceeding further left with another group of itinerants, the viewer goes into the inner 

temple precinct through the inner gate.  The tree next to the gate attests that spring has 

come in Shinano.  Two members of the clergy in black robes and gray hoods, most likely 

Ippen and his disciple, approach the main hall where the sacred icon is enshrined.  Many 

pilgrims are already sitting inside the hall and on the veranda and praying in the presence 

of Amida and his two attendants.   

Unfortunately, the map-like depiction of the site from the bird’s-eye view does 

not reveal the Amida Triad itself.  Unlike the picture scrolls discussed in Chapter 5, this 

scene of Zenkō-ji does not depict an object of worship through which the viewer can 

experience a direct encounter with a deity and thus form his/her kechien.  This is fitting, 

however, as the Amida Triad at Zenkō-ji is believed to be living and is kept hidden from 

public view, hibutsu 秘仏.  Accordingly, the viewer can only imagine the marvelous icon 

under the cross-shaped roof ridge.  Neverthless, following the convention of miya 

                                                

377 Kanati Kiyomitsu, Ippen Hijiri-e Shinkō (Tokyo: Iwata Shoin, 2005), 10-11. 
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mandara, the viewer in medieval Japan probably perceived the divine presence of the 

triad through this architectural depiction.   

Beyond the inner precinct, there are several buildings, including a small tutelary 

shrine, a bell tower, and small monks’ residences.  Followed by two dogs, a biwa hōshi 

琵琶法師, an itinerant lute player, and his company walk toward the temple from the left 

side of the scene.  This scene behind the temple concludes the realistic depiction of 

Zenkō-ji with a quiet and peaceful tone.  However, this subdued ambience somehow 

leaves an unsatisfying feeling in the viewer who has held the expectation of beholding the 

miraculous icon that would ensure one’s birth into Amida’s Pure Land.  Moreover, the 

painting of the Parable of the Two Rivers and the White Path 二河白道 (Jp. Niga 

Byakudō), a parable taught by Pure Land patriarch Shandao, is completely missing from 

the scene despite the fact that the accompanying text mentions that Ippen copied it at 

Zenkō-ji.  Paradoxically, the absence of the religious icons and the parable serve to 

enhance the viewer’s urge to realize kechien by visiting the site in person someday.  In 

the same way as listening to the Lotus Sūtra, reading the text and looking at the painting 

in the emaki scroll are enough to form kechien that would lead the viewer to visit the site, 

as was the case for Ippen, and ultimately to future salvation.   

In Bunei 文永 11, 1274, Ippen visited Shitennō-ji 四天王寺 in Settsu province, 

today’s Osaka, another important pilgrimage site in Pure Land Buddhism.  This temple 

was founded by Prince Shōtoku 聖徳太子 (574-622) in Suiko 推古 1, 593.  The emaki 

text identifies this temple as “a site where Shaka Buddha formerly turned the wheel of the 
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law, a wondrous place which is the center of the eastern gate of the Pure Land.”378  This 

temple was an important site for Ippen’s religious career as well as for Buddhism in 

Japan.  In fact, Ippen visited this temple three times in his lifetime, according to the Ippen 

Hijir-e (2-3, 8-4, and 9-2).  After recounting a brief description of the temple, the text 

explains: 

Hence, on this occasion, affirming his sincere belief and making a 
solemn vow, practicing the ten rules and sustaining the prohibitions 
of the Tathāgata, Ippen began his salvation of sentient beings by 
propagating the nembutsu of one calling.379 
 

This is believed to be the place where Ippen began his distribution of fuda 札, slips of 

paper inscribed with Amida’s name, as part of his proselytizing campaign.   

 
Figure 36: Shitennō-ji, Ippen Hijiri-e (Kankikō-ji, Kyoto) 

 
Just like the scene of Zenkō-ji, this painting is executed on a wide sheet of fabric 

in contrast to the concise text.  This time the scene abruptly begins with various buildings 

in the temple complex and gradually ends with Naniwa Bay to the viewer’s left.  It is 

easy for the viewer to find a person in the scene with whom to identify, as this scene 

                                                

378 Kaufman (1980), 335.  
379 Ibid., 336. For the Japanese text see Komatsu, NE 20 (1997), 358.  
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includes various perople, men and women, the young and old, the noble and ignoble.  

The street that runs across the bottom of the scene situates the viewer as if he is also 

going to enter the temple through the gate.  Although the size of the temple grounds is 

larger than that of Zenkō-ji in this painting, poor visibility only allows the viewer to make 

out the rooftops of assorted buildings, a pagoda, and two architectural structures on both 

sides of it, the Golden Hall 金堂 and the Middle Gate 中門.  The accompanying text 

describes the pagoda as the symbol of the long history and popularity of the temple: 

More than fifty generations of sovereigns have venerated it and the 
years have passed by this sacred place over six hundred times.  
Even so, the roof tiles of the Wild Goose Pagoda have not crumbled, 
and the light sparkles on the “dew disks” of the pagoda spire.380  
 

Despite this splendid description, only the top half of the pagoda is visible in the painting. 

This is because not only the pagoda but most of the temple grounds are covered by mist. 

This staging of the picture also seems to imply that the inner precinct of Shitennō-ji is 

less important in this scene, and thus, in the pilgrim’s experience, the scene and the visit 

become both real and virtual.  

The rest of the painting depicts the West side of the temple precincts all the way 

to Naniwa Bay in detail.  Ippen is also found just outside the Saidai Gate 西大門 (the 

Western Great Gate).  There, he distributes his fuda.  Many people gather around him to 

receive the slips of paper with Amida's name, and more pilgrims are coming toward him 

through the torii gate located further west of the gate.  This torii was also believed to 

double as the eastern gate to the Pure Land.  The street leads straight to the waterfront of 

                                                

380 Kaufuman (1980), 335-6. 
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Naniwa Bay.  Three people in blindfolds slowly approach westward toward the torii gate, 

wishing for their rebirth in the Pure Land.  It was believed that if one could go through 

the gate without hitting anything, one would surely be reborn into the Pure Land.381  It 

was this area, the western precinct, that was “the center of the popular nenbutsu cult that 

had attracted pilgrims to the temple since the mid-Heian period.”382  Just outside the torii 

gate, two beggars sit on the straw mats asking pilgrims for help.  Along the southside of 

the tsuiji wall 築地塀, many simple small beggers’ huts, some of them on wheels, stand 

side by side.  Komatsu Shigemi explains that the pilgrims who gather are making 

offerings to the beggars in order to cultivate goodness.383  

Although the emaki text does not mention either pilgrims or beggars at Shitennō-

ji, inclusion of these characters in the paintings helps construct a space in which the 

audience can undergo a virtual pilgrimage.  In fact, the emaki text quotes the Goshuin 

engi 御手印縁起, the Origin Story of the Hand Print, attributed to Prince Shōtoku and 

discovered in 1007 at the temple: 

If you pay reverence, offering a stick of incense or a single flower, 
If you enter this precinct, laying down a clod of earth or a bit of 
dust, 
By venerating this temple when you hear its name or see it from 
afar, 
In such ways will many people tie their karma with the Pure 
Land.384 

                                                

381 Umetani Shigeki, “Shitennō-Ji Saimon Shinkō Wo Megutte: Ippen Hijiri-E No Hito Koma No E Wo 
Toku 四天王寺西門信仰をめぐって—『一遍聖絵』の一コマの絵を解く," Chūsei Yugyō Hijiri to 
Bungaku 中世遊行聖と文学 (Tokyo: Ōfū-sha, 1988), 228. 
382 Kaufman (1980), 35. 
383 Komatsu Shigemi, NE 20 (1997), 52. 
384 Kaufman (1980), 336. 
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This quote confirms that “see[ing the temple] from afar,” like the viewer of this 

emaki scroll, results in establishing a karmic connection with the Pure Land and the 

temple, just like someone who makes a pilgrimage to the temple.   

Ippen also visited Kumano, in today’s Wakayama prefecture.  Kumano has 

arguably been the most popular pilgrimage destination since the period of cloister 

government in the late Heian period, as the expression “ari no Kumano mōde” 蟻の熊野

詣 (Numerous pilgrims to Kumano resembling an anthill) attests.  Ippen’s pilgrimage to 

Kumano is arguably the most important episode in the Ippen Hijiri-e in terms of the 

length and detail of the painting as well as Ippen’s religious career. 

The text in the first scene of the third fascicle (3-1) relates Ippen’s encounter with 

the Kumano Deity, Ketsumiko no kami 家都御子神, in Bun’ei 文永 11, 1274.  Previous 

studies have emphasized the utmost importance of this encounter as the fountainhead of 

Ippen’s religious authority.385  Here Ippen met a monk who refused to receive a nenbutsu 

slip from him.  The monk replied to Ippen by saying, “As I don’t feel any faith just now, 

if I were to accept it I would be committing a falsehood.”386  This encounter was crucial 

for Ippen’s proselytizing efforts, as many other pilgrims were approaching behind the 

monk.  If the monk did not take the fuda, no one else would.  Constrained in the situation, 

Ippen thrust the strip at the monk, telling him to accept it regardless of faith.  As the 

                                                

385 For example, see James Foard, "What One Kamakura Story Does: Practice, Place, and Text in the 
Account of Ippen at Kumano," Re-Visioning "Kamakura" Buddhism, edited by Richard Payne (Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii, 1998), 101-15. 
386 Kaufman, (1980), 338. 
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monk took the slip, other pilgrims also took them.  However, as soon as the monk 

received it, he disappeared, implying that Ippen was right to hand out his nenbutsu slips 

regardless of people’s faith.  This encounter became the catalyst for Ippen’s conviction of 

“the profound meaning of the original vow of the other power”387 which was sanctioned 

by Ketumiko no kami 家津美御子神 as earthly avatar suijaku 垂迹of Amida Buddha 

appearing as a monk.   

As mentioned above, the length and detail of the painting also prove the 

importance of Ippen’s experience in Kumano.  The painting of Kumano consists of four 

different scenes: Kumano River and Shingū, Nachi Falls and Nachi Shrine, the encounter 

with the monk, and Hongū.  Although the preceeding text does not mention Ippen visiting 

Shigū 新宮, New Shrine, or Nachi 那智, the painting begins by mapping these two 

Shrine compounds, followed by the meeting with the monk and Hongū.  Art historians 

have pointed out that the illustrated scenes in the extant scroll do not correspond to the 

narrative chronologically, but they have praised its realistic depiction of the three shrines 

at Kumano despite the limitations of the scroll format.388  They agree that the scenes were 

originally arranged in the order of encounter, Hongū, Shingū, and Nachi, the common 

route of the Kumano pilgrimage.  Pilgrims first approached the Hongū by land in 

medieval times.  From there, they went on to the Shingū by boat on the Kumano River, 

and then they finally arrived at Nachi by boat and on foot.  The Mieidō copy 御影堂本, a 

                                                

387 Foard, (1998), 105. 
388 Ibid., 43-52. Miya Tsugio, “Ippen Hijiri-e no sakkan to Mieidō-hon ni tsuite,” Bijustu kenkyū n.244 
(1966), 163-66. 
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later copy of the Ippen Hijiri-e from the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century, 

maintains what is presumably the original  order.   

Kumano was a remote area far away from the capital located in the southeastern 

part of the Kii Peninsula. Although the three Kumano shrines were a popular pilgrimage 

destination, it took almost a whole month for a round trip from Kyoto. Following the 

original order of the scenes, the viewer first goes through a narrow mountain path in the 

deep mountains.  Unlike previous illustrations that include various kinds of people, 

everyone on the path in this painting is dressed for the occasion, wearing either a monk’s 

robe or white pilgrim attire.  The depiction of the arduous mountain path and the white 

pilgrim outfits makes concrete the serious commitment needed for the practice.  At the 

same time, the viewer can also find one with whom s/he can easily associate himself, 

because the scene includes men and women, clergy and lay people.  The viewer sees one 

person in the scene as herself/ himself in the future or the past, longing for or 

remembering the pilgrimage, especially if s/he was not ready or willing to make 

pilgrimage herself.   
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Figure 37: Ippen at Kumano Hongū, Ippen Hijiri-e (Kankikō-ji, Kyoto) 

 
As one unrolls the scroll, the Hongū appears beyond the mountains.  The shrine 

complex is surrounded by the Kumano River in the south and by the Otonashi River in 

the west.  The bird’s-eye view reveals the entire plan of the main complex where we find 

Ippen twice.  First, as the text explains, Ippen sits in front of Shōjō Hall 証誠殿, the Hall 

of Proving Faith.  The kami of Kumano appears in front of him in the guise of a 

yamabushi 山伏, mountain ascetic, as Ippen prays for divine guidance.  The yamabushi 

approaches Ippen saying: 

Holy man who propagates the yūzū nembutsu!  Why do you 
propagate the nembutsu so badly?  It is not through your efforts that 
all sentient beings will first win rebirth in paradise.  Through the 
enlightenment of Amida Buddha ten kalpas ago, the rebirth of all 
sentient beings was determined with Namu Amida Butsu.  
Distribute your cards without singling believer from unbeliever, 
without scorning either pure or impure.389 
 

                                                

389 Kaufman (1980), 339. For the Japanese text, see Komatsu NE 20 (1997), 359. 
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As Ippen opens his eyes from his prayer, he sees about a hundred young children 

gathered around him and asking him for fuda slips.  The scene also depicts another figure 

of Ippen handing out fuda.  Here Shōkai, the author of the text, alludes to the example of 

Ryōnin, whose yūzū nenbutsu teaching and practice were sanctioned by Amida Buddha 

in a dream.  Shōkai relates that Ippen “understood at last the profound meaning of 

Amida’s Original Vow of Other Power”390 after receiving the divine oracle from the kami.  

In the picture, a Buddhist monk performs a rite as a group of pilgrims observe in each 

courtyard.  The popularity of the place as a pilgrimage site is attested to by the numerous 

pilgrims arriving on foot, led by torches, and leaving by boat in the Kumano River, which 

runs along the bottom part of the paintings. 

 
Figure 38: Kumano Nachi, Ippen Hijiri-e (Kankikō-ji, Kyoto) 

 

                                                

390 Ibid., 340. 
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It was the custom of Kumano pilgrims to visit the Shingū by boat after their time 

at the Hongū.  Again, the depiction of the deep mountain terrain asks the viewer for 

earnest commitment.  Indeed, after the 330 kilometer journey from Kyoto to Hongū, 

pilgrims had to continue another 130 km and visit the Shingū and the Nachi, then return 

home in order to complete their pilgrimage.391  As the viewer moves further leftward, the 

magnificent Nachi waterfall, one of the three great waterfalls in Japan today, comes into 

view.  Further left, Nachi Shrine is represented in smaller scale than the previous two 

Kumano Shrines.  This is because this awe-inspiring waterfall itself was believed to be a 

manifestation of the kami shintai 神体 (divine body).  Specifically, it was believed to be 

the female kami named Fusumi no Ōkami 夫須美大神, who is thus enshrined at Nachi 

Shrine.  She is also identified with the thousand-armed Kannon as her original ground, 

according to the Honji suijaku theory.392  The Nachi Shrine complex was not depicted as 

large as the others because the waterfall itself served as the object of veneration that 

embodied both the Shinto deity, Fusumi no Ōkami, and the Buddhist bodhisttva, Kannon. 

In fact, the painting ingeniously synthesizes a realistic depiction of the waterfall 

and its divine nature to represent this sacred landscape.  The 130-meter high waterfall is 

also known as “misuji no taki 三筋の滝” (Three Stream Waterfall), as the water falls in 

the three separate streams at the top.  This is one of the distinct characteristics of this 

                                                

391 ten Grotenhuis (1991), 165. 
392 Ibid., 164. 
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waterfall, and the pilgrimage mandara later also captured it.393  Also, as the water falls 

and hits against the face of the cliff, the width of the waterfall spreads toward the bottom, 

which is accurately painted in the emaki.  In addition to this realistic and dynamic 

depiction of the waterfall, the scene of the Nachi waterfall and shrine visually implies the 

presence of the original ground of the deity in order to recreate the sacred site within the 

emaki.   

 
Figure 39: White Horse at the Nachi Waterfall, Ippen Hijiri-e (Kankikō-ji, Kyoto) 

 
Also, although it is easy to overlook, a white horse is standing right next to the 

waterfall.394  This horse is actually an avatar of Kannon.  In medieval Japan, Kannon was 

                                                

393  For example, the Kumano Nachi sankei mandara 熊野那智参詣曼荼羅 from the late 16th century, 
housed at Kokugakuin University, See, Digital Library at Kokugakuin University Library, http://k-
aiser.kokugakuin.ac.jp/digital/diglib/kumano-k/mag1/pages/page001.html. 
394 This was pointed out to me by Professor Yonekura Michio at Sophia University, July 20, 2005. 
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often easily identified with a white horse as attested to in the story of Kannon who saved 

some merchants in the guise of the white horse.  This story was told in two major 

medieval setsuwa collections, Konjaku monogatari 今昔物語 (Tales of Times Now Past) 

and Uji shūi monogatari 宇治拾遺物語 (A Collection of Tales from Uji).395  Although 

this story was originally in the Valāhssa Jātaka and it was Śākyamuni who saved the 

shipwrecked merchants, Kannon had replaced him as savior by the twelfth century in 

Japan.  As a matter of fact, the frontispiece for Chapter Twenty-five of the Lotus Sūtra, 

often treated as a separate sūtra, the Kannon Sūtra 観音経Kannon-gyō, in the Heike 

Nōgyō illustrates the scene of the white horse carrying the men and flying over the sea.  

As the Nachi Shrine complex looks over the bay, it is appropriate that the white horse 

stands by to rescue sailors in case of a shipwreck.  Furthermore, the presence of Kannon 

confirms that Nachi was identified with Portalaka 補陀落 (Ch. Bǔtuóluò, Jp. Fudaraku), 

Kannon’s abode.  Such details help to unfold a space where the viewer can experience the 

sacred similar to making an actual pilgrimage to the site. 

The illustrations of both the Shingū and Nachi contain pilgrims within and around 

the shrine complexes and remind the viewer of a miya mandara.  In addition to the genre 

of miya mandara, four other types of Kumano mandara were believed to be painted for 

Shugendō 修験道 practitioners, mountain ascetics, “who may have been based at 

Kumano, but who often travel through the countryside proselytizing or who went to 

                                                

395 Julia Meech-Pekarik, “The Flying White Horse,” Artibus Asiae vol. 43, no. 1/2 (1981), 114.   
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Ōmine and Yoshino on pilgrimage or for ascetic practices.”396  Thus mandara would 

have been  employed in order to provide the audience as well as the owners with a visual 

space where they could form kechien and preserve their kechien through the sacred nature 

of Kumano while they were away.  Using a similar stylistic design of miya mandara, the 

emaki scroll of the Ippen Hijiri-e was also expected to provide viewers with a space 

where they could form and bind kechien with the Kumano Deity, just as Ippen and his 

fellow pilgrims did, as well as with Ippen himself. 

In addition to Zenkō-ji, Shitennō-ji and Kumano, Ippen visited various other 

popular pilgrimage sites such as Mt. Kōya and the Iwashimizu Hachiman Shrine.397  As 

Ippen spent so many years traveling around the country distributing fuda and propagating 

faith in Amida, it is natural that the emaki scroll also revisits these sites in recounting his 

biography.  Due to the limitations of space in the scroll format, distortion in the scale of 

the landscape  could not be avoided, however many historians and art historians agree 

that the painter’s execution is as realistic as it could be.  At the same time, the way the 

paintings emphasize the landscape more than either the objects of worship at these 

pilgrimage sites or episodes in Ippen’s life invites viewers to travel along with Ippen and 

form kechien with these sites and the deities worshipped there.  In fact, Shōkai, the author 

                                                

396 ten Grotenhuis (1999), 167.  Mizuno Ryōko also points out the similarity to shrine mandara in terms of 
composition, but argues that the Ippen Hijiri-e employed the Shrine mandaras’ composition not simply 
because of its convenience, but because of its efficacy in marking a sacred space ; see “Ippen Hijiri-e no 
seisaku haikei ni kannsuru ichi-kōsatsu,” Bijustu-shi 152 (2002), 266-70. 
397 Laura Kaufman points out the close resemblance between the painting of Iwashimizu Hachiman Shrine 
in the Ippen Hijiri-e and two existing Iwashimizu Hachimangū mandara in terms of layout and the angle of 
view; see Kaufman (1980), 97-8. 
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of the text of the Ippen Hijiri-e, expounds on Ippen’s motivation for making a pilgrimage 

to Mt. Kōya: 

For these reasons, Ippen visited this place where Sanjisatta Kōbō 
Daishi manifested himself, making his way a great distance in order 
to join his karma to simultaneous rebirth in Amida’s Pure Land of 
Nine Grade.398 
 

He explains that Ippen visited Mt. Kōya to improve his conditions for rebirth into the 

Pure Land through kechien.  By viewing the emaki, some people might have been 

inspired to follow Ippen’s footsteps by themselves and visit these sites to directly 

establish their kechien with the deities at the sites.  Others might have utilized their 

experience of viewing emaki as a kind of virtual reality to make a pilgrimage and to form 

kechien through the site created in the scroll. 

 

Shinran Den’ne 
Even the Shinran den’ne, the illustrated biography of Shinran that emphasizes the 

saintly life of Shinran, indicates the importance of pilgrimage.  In the second section of 

the fourth fascicle (4-2), Shinran arrives in Hakone on the way to Kyoto.  The text relates 

how Shinran knocked on the door of a house asking for accommodations, as it was 

getting late at night.  A shrine cleric 神人, jinin, in a beautiful white robe answered the 

door in haste.  He told Shinran about the dream he had just had, in which the deity of 

Hakone 箱根大権現, Hakone Daigongen, told him to receive a guest warmly and 

                                                

398 Ibid., 337. 
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respectfully.  Thus, the shrine cleric offered Shinran hospitality and entertained him with 

local cuisine.   

 
Figure 40 : Part of Shinran’s Visit at Hakone, Shinran Den’ne (Senju-ji, Mie) 

 
After reading this text, the viewer might expect to see a painting of the divine 

oracle and the feast.  However, one instead sees a bird’s-eye view of the Hakone Shrine 

in the mountains beyond Lake Ashi 芦ノ湖.  On the far right of the scene, the viewer can 

find Shinran and his attendant asking the shrine cleric for hospitality at the humble 

residence.  Although the caption helps to identify Shinran in the wide scene, he is so 

marginalized at the edge of the sheet and isolated from the rest of the painting by a small 

hill that the viewer might easily dismiss this meeting.  The rest of the scene is given over 

to the landscape of the area, including the shrine complex and monks residences in the 

midst of the mountain, lake, and inns.  The mist floating across the scene obscures the 

shrine complex, which enhances the mystique of the area.  The presence of many 

travelers, tradesmen, and hunters animates the scene; it is as if we can hear the bustle.  
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This emphasis on the landscape of the area more than the shrine itself or its deity 

provides the viewer with the experience of a virtual pilgrimage.  As Laura Kaufman 

states, “[v]iews of specific places, including famous scenic spots, were frequently 

introduced into thirteenth and fourteenth century emaki with a broad variety of 

subjects.”399  This scene of the Hakone Shrine and Lake Ashi in the illustrated biography 

Shinran den’ne is one exampleof how  the inclusion of a famous scenic landscape 

testifies to the common belief in medieval Japan that nature is where divine beings reside 

and manifest.  The Hakone scene in this emaki did not simply represent realistic natural 

scenery, but it also embodied the sacred nature of the place.  The viewer’s perception of 

the sacred in nature helped her/him to form kechien through viewing such a sacred place. 

 

Genjō Sanzō-e 
Depictions of sacred places and pilgrimages are not limited to Japanese 

destinations.  Genjō Sanzō-e 玄奘三蔵絵, the Illustrated Biography of Genjō Sanzō (Ch. 

Xuanzang Sanzang), contains famous Buddhist pilgrimage sites on the way to and from 

India.  The textual biography of Genjō  allocates half its length to recounting his life up to 

his return from India, whereas this emaki set uses nine out of the twelve fascicles to 

narrate the same time period.  After several scenes of his youth, the emaki follows the 

scene of his departure from Chang’an, the capital of Tang China, in 629 with one of 

Genjō’s dream about climbing Mt. Sumeru in south Asia.   

                                                

399 Kaufuan (1980), 179. 
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Art historian Nakano Genzō 中野玄三 points out that the scroll set rarely explains 

the teachings Genjō received from Śīlabhadra (戒賢 Ch. Jièxián, Jp. Kaiken) at 

Nālanda.400  In traditional biographies of eminent monks, it is common to emphasize the 

authenticity of their lineage or learning by emphasizing their masters and what they 

taught.  In fact, the sixth fascicle of the Genjō Sanzō-e is dedicated to the time of Genjō’s 

stay at the Nālanda temple 那爛陀寺 in Magadha 摩揭陀 where he learned the teachings 

of the Yogâcāra school from Śīlabhadra, also referred to as Shō Hōzō 正法蔵 in the 

emaki.  Although the scroll includes scenes of Genjō receiving the teachings both 

publicly and privately from his mentor, the scroll text does not explain the content of the 

teachings Genjō received.  Nakano surmises this is due to the new attitude developed by 

the Hossō monks at Kōfuku-ji after reflecting on their traditional emphasis on 

intellectualism in response to the new Buddhist movements of that time.401  I agree with 

him on this point, as it is obvious that the scroll set’s focus is not on the Hossō/Yogâcāra 

teachings Genjō received, but on his life story, especially his adventures on pilgrimage to 

the Buddha’s holy sites.  In other words, the emaki seems to establish Genjō’s authority 

through the conviction with which he pursued his arduous journey rather than through his 

authentic lineage in the Hossō school.  As a result, the emaki provides the viewers with 

ample opportunity for their own virtual pilgrimage. 

                                                

400 Nakano Genzō, “Genjō Sanzō-E no Gaisetsu 「玄奘三蔵絵」の概説." In Genjō Sanzō-E  玄奘三蔵絵, 
edited by Komatsu Shigemi, Nakano Genzô and Shimatani Hiroyuki, (Tokyo: Chūō Kōron-sha, 1982), 138. 
401 Ibid.  Although the Hossō school, one of the six Nara schools, is known for their traditional and 
conservative, monks such as Jōkei attempted to bring Hossō doctrines together with more popular practices 
such as nenbutsu in medieval Japan. 
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In addition, the emaki contains the three holy sites Genjō visited during his stay at 

the Nālanda temple: Rājag�ha Castle 王舎城, Vulture Peak 霊鷲山, and the Bamboo 

Grove at Kalandaka 迦蘭陀竹園.  By following Śākyamuni’s footsteps, Genjō attempted 

to learn the teachings of Buddhism.  Not only the sixth fascicle, but the first half of the 

scrolls recount Genjō’s pilgrimage following Śākyamuni’s footsteps.  He visited various 

sites where the Buddha had been and where traces of the Buddha still remained, such as a 

rock in north east Udayāna with the Buddha’s footprints 仏足石.  Because these sites are 

located in India, far away from Japan, most of the viewer would never be able to make 

such a pilgrimage.  Accordingly, the detailed depictions in the scroll of Genjō’s trip in 

India and Central Asia played an important role in representing these foreign places for 

viewers in Japan.  

In the fourth and fifth fascicles of the Genjō Sanzō-e, Genjō visits numerous 

auspicious sites in India where Buddhism originated.  Although these sites were far away, 

this emaki set allowed viewers in Japan to share in Genjō’s experience, or at least to 

imagine what his experiences were like in this distant and unknown land.  Going through 

these pilgrimage sites in the emaki, the viewer notices the absence of any object of 

worship.  For example, Genjō visited the ruins of Gion shōja 祇園精舎 (Sk. Jetavana 

Anāthapi��ada-ārāma),where the Buddha Śākyamuni preached a number of Mahāyāna 

sermons. Although the text accompanying the first scene of the fifth fascicle mentions the 

golden statue of the Buddha produced by the King Prasenajit 波斯匿王 of Kosala, 

modeled after one by King Udayana, the following illustration only depicts the ruins.  

The viewer can only see the foundations of the building, which are now covered with 
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green moss and are penetrated by vegetation.  There is even a skull lying on the ground 

next to the corridor.  This desolate scene testifies to the fact that people have not visited 

this site for a long time.  The text also explains that the site has been transformed into a 

habitat for wild beasts.  In the painting, in fact, two foxes see these unexpected visitors 

and are about to run away.  This scene was painted in great length on four sheets of paper, 

which intensifies the sense of desertedness. It is clearly the place that is important here, 

not anything visibly religious. 

 
Figure 41: Genjō’s visit at Gion shōja, Genjō Sanzō-e (Fujita Art Musem, Osaka) 

 
In the second scene of the fifth fascicle, Genjō also visited the ruins of the palace 

in Kapilavastsu 迦毘羅衞, where the Buddha was born and grew up.  Although the text 

states that two temple buildings were built in the palace for Śākyamuni’s father and 

mother and their portraits were enshrined within, the illustration only displays a part of 

one building with three different trees growing along a brick wall.  Compared to the 

previous scene, this place is better kept,  however the scene suggests a sense of oblivion 
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as no one else is visible at the site.  The moss growing on the trees testifies to the amount 

of time that had passed since the site was inhabited.    

 
Figure 42: Genjō’s visit in Kapilavastsu, Genjō Sanzō-e (Fujita Art Musem, Osaka) 

 

Next, in the third scene of the fifth fascicle, Genjō visited Salavana 沙羅林, 

where the Buddha entered into nirvana.  The illustration consists of two scenes of sala 

trees and the temple, where a statue of the Buddha entering nirvana was exhibited. Genjō 

points at four trees with a rather sad expression on his face.  Just like Genjō, the viewer 

can easily visualize the scene of the Buddha’s nirvana despite the lapse of time.  Near the 

grove, there is a temple.  Although the text describes the reclining Buddha statue that was 

enshrined at the temple, the painting presents only a partial view of the parinirvana 
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painting. Genjō and his attendant sit in front of the painting with their hands together.  

Just like in the previous section of the palace, here the viewer finds some disparity 

between text and painting, and therefore between expectation and representation.   

 
Figure 43: Genjō’s visit at the Salavana, Genjō Sanzō-e (Fujita Art Musem, Osaka) 

 
This simulated pilgrimage is a different experience from those done through the 

Ippen-Hijirie or the Shinran den’ne that seem to aim at recreating a space within emaki 

that is as fully charged with a sacred nature as possible. And the absence of any image of 

the Buddha or other kind of object of worship in the emaki must have inspired a rather 

different response in the viewer who was familiar with the life of the Buddha and its 

widely circulated depictions.  The viewer who wished to  experience a virtual pilgrimage 
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through another emaki scroll expected to strengthen her/his  kechien by seeing what was 

at the sites.  But the  lack of sacred images in this scroll set urged the viewer to fill the 

gap with imagination, or action if possible.  Pictures in the Genjō Sanzō-e attempt to 

depict the sites Genjō visited in as realistic a way as possible in order to remind the 

viewer how far we have come spatially, temporally, and spiritually since the time of the 

Buddha Śākyamuni.   

 

Conclusion 
Like the similarity between the practice of kechien-gyō and that of copying an 

emaki text, we can also find a parallel between miya mandara and scenic paintings in 

picture scrolls.  Just like miya mandara, the scenes of sacred places in emaki were 

perceived as real by viewers in medieval Japan.  This perception provides an answer to 

the question of why there were so many scenic landscapes included in emaki scrolls such 

as illustrated biographies of eminent monks.  Although it is usually the case that the text 

of a biography is composed before the painting part is executed and that paintings serve 

as illustrations of the text, the emaki text usually does not go into the scenery in as much 

detail as is visually depicted in the paintings.  As we have seen in this chapter, detailed 

and realistic scenery re-presented sacred spaces where the viewer could have an 

experience--a virtual pilgrimage-- similar to going on a pilgrimage to these sites in person.  
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EPILOGUE 
 

This dissertation has demonstrated that the production and consumption of 

religious emaki scrolls was considered as a valid religious practice for salvation through 

kechien, forming karmic connections, in medieval Japan, especially in the late Kamakura 

period.  Although the forming of kechien was a simple step that anyone could take in 

medieval Buddhism, as discussed in Chapter 1, it was believed to lead one 

unquestionably to religious advancement and ultimately either to rebirth into a Pure Land 

or to enlightenment sometime in the future.   

In my attempt to define the concept of kechien in Chapter 1, I started by 

consulting various modern dictionaries, which are among the few modern sources 

available on this topic.  Analysis of the component en 縁 in the term kechien revealed 

two meanings: connection and condition.  These two meanings are important in 

understanding the concept of kechien because in forming kechien people established a 

karmic connection with a deity or superior being, which resulted in improvement of their 

ultimate condition for enlightenment.  A brief discussion of writings by Zhiyi, a sixth 

century Chinese monk, and Genshin, from 10th century Japan, whose works were quoted 

as loci classici in the dictionaries, revealed some outlines of the historical development of 

the concept of kechien.  Originally, as seen in Zhiyi’s writings, the term referred to a 

group of people who had some connection with the Three Buddhist Treasures but whose 

religious capacity was of the lowest level.  Therefore, they could achieve enlightenment 

only after they spent numerous eons in the vicious Buddhist circle of life, death, and 
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rebirth.  By the time of Genshin in Japan, however, establishing kechien with Buddhist 

deities or good teachers was believed to be a suitable and sufficient way for anyone to 

achieve a religious goal.  According to him, forming kechien guaranteed an immediate 

rebirth into a Pure Land where one could focus on further practice for enlightenment 

without any distractions.  This shift was probably due to increasing awareness of the 

arrival of the age of mappō which in Japan was believed to begin in 1052.  Because of 

this belief, since the late Heian period kechien practices became very popular and the 

only practice necessary for rebirth into a Pure Land.  A variety of different practices 

using various media, such as attending a lecture series on the Lotus Sūtra, were 

performed for the purpose of forming kechien.  And lay participants attended such 

lectures not only to educate themselves in Buddhist doctrines but also, and probably more 

often, to establish their karmic connection for salvation.  As a result, they improved their 

conditions for enlightenment. 

Kechien practice related to picture scrolls did not emerge suddenly during the late 

Kamakura period.  Rather it was constructed by incorporating various practices for 

kechien that were already well established and widely observed.  In Chapter 2, I 

examined the practice of copying sūtras for the purpose of kechien, kechien-gyō, as a 

precedent for drafting and copying an emaki text as a kechien practice.  In the late Heian 

and early Kamakura periods, both laity and clergy actively participated in copying sūtras 

in various ways, depending on their religious and economic abilities.  This flexibility in 

participation appealed to a wide range of followers as they became increasingly aware of 

the arrival of the age of mappō.  In Chapter 3, examination of both paintings and texts 
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within various emaki scrolls revealed that the act of copying rather than the kinds of texts 

copied became important for generating a kechien connection.  As a result, the praxis of 

kechien was democratized, allowing more people to participate and improve the world 

they lived in as well as their religious condition for future salvation. 

In the same way as copying sūtras, constructing images of the Buddha or other 

sacred images was also incorporated into the production of religious emaki scrolls for 

forming and realizing kechien, as discussed in Chapter 4.  This chapter also demonstrated 

that acts of merit making were an important part of the praxis of kechien, as they made 

invisible karmic links visible, thereby strengthening the connection and advancing the 

practitioner along on her/his religious path.  These various practices were all ways in 

which sentient beings became actively involved in the production of emaki, and thus an 

emaki scroll was perceived as a means of forming kechien.  Yet although forming even a 

slight karmic link with the Three Buddhist Treasures surely guided a sentient being to 

enlightenment after several kalpas, if not in the next life, people were advised to keep 

strengthening the link through meritorious acts to ensure that the link endured. 

Not only production, but also consumption of religious emaki by an audience was 

seen as a legitimate religious practice that brought benefit in medieval Japan.  Once an 

emaki scroll was produced, it became a site where both producer and audience could 

form kechien and reap merit.  This was because the act of viewing was regarded as an act 

of worship, as seen in Chapter 5.  The paintings of Buddhas and bodhisattvas in emaki 

were perceived as real objects of worship by viewers rather than as mere illustrations or 

representations.  Accordingly, emaki scrolls provided their audiences with a sacred space 
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where they could form kechien through the act of viewing.  Sacred space was also 

constructed within emaki by depicting sacred architecture and landscapes that were 

experienced as real.  For example, in Chapter 6 we examined how the tradition of miya 

mandara acted as a precedent for the way picture scrolls recreated ritual spaces where the 

audience could form kechien and reap merit through the virtual experience of pilgrimage.  

The act of viewing, intentional or unintentional, allowed people to engage in the praxis of 

kechien, a way of finding or creating meaning in their life.  Overall both producer and 

audience treated emaki as objects of worship, which contributed to both their production 

and their consumption as acts of religious practice.  Therefore generating, dedicating, 

possessing and viewing of emaki were regarded as ways to cultivate merit through 

forming kechien, and emaki were enthusiastically employed in the practice of kechien in 

the late Kamakura period, which has also been called the “Golden Era” of religious 

picture scrolls.  

This study of the praxis of kechien has also shed light on religious behavior in 

Japan in general.  In studying Japanese religion from the perspective of an outsider, 

people often find it difficult to understand the gap between faith and religious behavior 

among Japanese people.  If you ask an average Japanese today whether s/he is religious 

or subscribes to any particular faith, s/he usually answers no.  However, the same person 

invariably visits a shrine at the beginning of the year to pray for a good year, and s/he 

strikes a temple bell at the end of the year in order to remove her/his sins.  Many scholars 

have attempted to explain this phenomenon by emphasizing the importance of act over 
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faith in Japan.  In other words, performing a practice is considered more important than 

understanding the teachings in Japanese religious life.   

This study of the praxis of kechien corroborates the significance of action.  As 

seen above, kechien can be initiated by either a sentient being or a deity.  Furthermore, a 

sentient being could form a karmic relationship with a deity not only by worshipping but 

also by slandering it.  Yet even when a deity has planted a seed of enlightenment and thus 

formed a karmic connection with a sentient being, it was crucial for that sentient being to 

realize the connection through meritorious acts in order to advance on the religious path.  

Simply knowing that a seed of enlightenment had already been planted within oneself by 

a Buddha or bodhisattva does not lead one to enlightenment.  One's link between with the 

deity remains indiscernible unless one binds the karmic connection through practice.  

However, this is not to say that a person performs religious actions for the purpose of 

action.  As this study of kechien praxis has shown, the practices of kechien are motivated 

by firm belief in the concept of kechien.  

The sense of connection attained through kechien must have provided comfort to 

those who believed they were living in the age of mappō, but it also has the potential to 

comfort us who live in modern society today.  Connections with others, whether karmic 

or secular, hold existential value.  Based on his own experience as a Korean who was 

born and raised in Japan, political scientist Kang Sang-jung 姜尚中 asserts the 

importance of human relationship in his recent best-selling book Nayamu chikara 悩む力 

(The Power of Suffering). 

自我というものは他者との関係の中でしか成立しないからで
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す。すなわち、人とのつながりの中でしか、「私」というも

のはありえないのです。402 
 
This is because ego can only be realized in relationship with others.  
That is, it is impossible for “I” to exist except in relation to other 
people. 
 

Kang argues that this sense of being connected with someone else gives meaning to 

human existence.  Perhaps this is why kechien has been important in Japan.  As we see 

through the Buddhist idea of dependent origination, the connections among people define 

one's existence.  Whether we look in the karmic or secular realm, forming a new 

connection and strengthening already existing connections with others bring meaning to 

life.  

Lastly, I hope this study will open further discussion of the concept of kechien 

and remedy the dearth of scholarship on its praxis. We need to glean a more thorough and 

complete definition of kechien through examination of a wider range of texts, not just 

dictionary entries or the writings of Zhiyi and Genshin.  And while I limited my study to 

the examination of medieval Japanese emaki picture scrolls, not including hanging scrolls, 

we should also expand our attention beyond the late thirteenth and early fourteenth 

centuries to other times and other media which served as both a means and a site for the 

praxis of kechien.   

                                                

402 Kang, Sang-jung 姜尚中, Nayamu chikara 悩む力 (Tokyo: Shūei-sha, 2008), 38. 
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